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Abstract 
The patellofemoral joint (PFJ) plays an important role in the extensor mechanism of the knee. Several 
types of PFJ disorders are commonly found in about 25% of the people. It is believed that 
patellofemoral (PF) disorders, e.g. excessive lateral pressure syndrome and patellar maltracking, may 
be associated with articular cartilage contact pressure elevation, which accelerates degenerative joint 
disease and causes anterior knee pain. To reduce the pressures, a number of anatomical interventions 
have been applied to correct contact mechanics and patellar tracking. However, the rate of successful 
surgery is not high because the anatomical complexity of the joint itself and complex symptoms make 
diagnosis difficult. For this reason, various computational modelling techniques have been developed 
to assist in diagnosis and prognosis of PF disorders. This research aims to develop a finite element 
(FE) modelling method and study the feasibility of its clinical applications. The modelling methods 
may assist in the diagnostic and treatment planning processes. The research was divided into five 
phases: 1) development of an FE modelling method to analyse PFJ models 2) model validation using 
in vitro experimental data 3) development of subject&specific input estimation method from routine 
diagnosis protocols 4) model sensitivity analysis and 5) clinical applications. The FE results included 
joint contact force, contact pressure, subchondral bone stress and patellar kinematics. The validation 
and sensitivity analysis showed that the FE modelling method could adequately analyse PFJ 
biomechanics. Approval for a clinical study was obtained from the National Health Service (NHS) 
Research Ethics Committee, and groups of control subjects, anterior knee pain (AKP) patients and 
those with trochlear dysplasia and trochleoplasty were recruited. The modelling method was applied 
to analyse their knees and predict their non&operative and operative treatment outcomes. The study 
showed that the biomechanical responses of the PFJ and the treatment evaluations were variable. In 
particular, it was found that AKP was associated with significant elevation of contact pressure; thus 
confirming the usefulness of the FE modelling method as a powerful diagnostic and surgical planning 
tool for subject&specific PFJ treatment. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
1.1 Background and problem statements 
The knee is a complex synovial joint comprising of the tibiofemoral joint and patellofemoral joint 
(PFJ). The major role of the PFJ in the knee extensor mechanism is to accept the contraction of the 
quadriceps muscle, transfer the force to the patellar tendon and dissipate the high joint load that 
results from the muscle actions across the area of the patella and trochlea. The PFJ complex comprises 
not only the osseous and cartilaginous architecture of the patella and femur but also the quadriceps 
muscles and soft tissue constraints: retinacula, ligaments and tendons connecting the patella with the 
quadriceps and the femur and tibia. 
Because the PFJ is subject to high repetitive mechanical loads more than any other joint of the human 
body, patellofemoral (PF) pain is recognised as one of the most common knee problems. Patients 
usually complain about the pain at the front of the knee, so called anterior knee pain (AKP). From a 
clinical perspective, it is believed that excessive articular contact pressures caused by patellar 
maltracking and instability may be associated with the pain. Anatomical factors affecting PFJ 
functions are 1) osseous structures 2) limb alignment 3) quadriceps muscle morphology and 4) 
integrity of surrounding soft tissues. Patellar instability and excessive lateral patellar syndrome are 
primary PFJ disorders that cause AKP. Untreated or unsuccessfully treated disorders exacerbate the 
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symptoms and may lead to the secondary PFJ disorders such as chondromalacia & the state of 
softened, worn or fibrillated cartilage & and osteoarthritis.   
At present, a number of non&operative and operative treatments are being used to try to solve PFJ 
problems. The aim is to correct the contact mechanics of the PFJ and eventually reduce contact 
pressures. Muscle strengthening and stretching programmes together with patellar taping, orthotics, 
and knee braces have been used in AKP patients with idiopathic pain. More invasive treatments are 
used when anatomical abnormalities are obvious. Trochleoplasty, tibial tuberosity transfer, lateral 
retinacular release, medial patellofemoral ligament reconstruction and vastus medialis realignment are 
examples of surgical procedures for the treatment of patellar instability and PF osteoarthritis.  
Over the years, many attempts to understand the underlying mechanism of PF pain and the 
development of osteoarthritis have been carried out. However, no study has succeeded in 
understanding the genesis of pain and the mechanism of osteoarthritis in the PFJ. There are also many 
clinical studies which investigated the functional and physical anatomy of patients with PF pain. A 
solid background in PFJ biomechanics is a prerequisite for successful treatments. Many in vitro and in 
vivo studies have been devoted to gaining insight into normal PFJ biomechanics. In vitro studies have 
played an important role in examining the changes in contact mechanics and kinematics of simulated 
pathologies. Many investigators have also investigated the results of non&operative and operative 
treatments in vitro and in vivo. Despite the solid background and the rationale for the PFJ treatment, 
clinical studies including follow&up have still shown that the treatment outcomes are usually highly 
variable and unpredictable for individuals. That could possibly be due to the complexity of the 
anatomical structures. Moreover, many clinicians seem to use only few procedures to address PF 
problems regardless of the pathology of individuals. No conclusion has been made on which surgical 
procedure provides the best results for which symptomatic knee.  
It has become clear that judicious treatment planning is required for individuals. Potential diagnostic 
methods and treatment planning could be the key to enhance the success rate of PFJ treatments. 
Therefore, researchers have investigated ways to improve standard diagnosis and prognosis protocols. 
The attempts have ranged from the improvement of imaging technologies to the development of 
techniques to quantify or indicate anatomical malfunction. With the advances in engineering and 
computational technologies, computer models of the PFJ have also been developed over the past few 
decades to predict biomechanical behaviour of the joint and help diagnose symptoms. Recently, the 
most advanced application of computational techniques in PFJ biomechanics has contributed to 
surgical operation planning. The use of computational models to evaluate various surgical procedures 
could enable surgeons to foresee the outcomes before surgery actually takes place. Various 
computational techniques have successfully analysed the PFJ contact pressures of cadaveric knee 
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models. Although the modelling of subject&specific PFJs has become more feasible, the definition of 
the word “subject&specific” had nevertheless been limited only to “subject&specific knee geometry” 
during the early stage of the development and did not include other important “subject&specific” 
inputs of a PFJ model. Some recent studies have attempted to make subject&specific models using 
more subject&specific inputs such as quadriceps muscle loads estimated from an electromyography 
driven musculoskeletal model, together with joint kinematics and muscle fibre orientations acquired 
from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. However, the processes of data acquisition and 
analysis are considerably difficult and time consuming. Above all, these methods require a lot of 
patients’ involvement and high effort, which could cause discomfort to patients suffering with knee 
pain. Previous computer modelling studies also lacked proper validation and clinical proof, and only a 
few clinical studies have been conducted. None of them have included the results of treatments in the 
aspect of reduction in joint contact pressures and, eventually, of pain. Moreover, attempts to relate the 
contact mechanics to the development of PFJ osteoarthritis have not been found.  
From a clinical perspective, it could be useful to have a simplified computer modelling method that 
can predict possible treatment outcomes for a specific patient without requiring the patient to be 
involved in further complicated measurements. Also, the modelling method should be able to return 
the prediction outcomes within a reasonable time. Despite the simplification, the modelling method 
should not compromise the reliability of the output. Therefore, it should be properly verified and 
validated before implementing the methods in clinical studies, which should include pre& and post& 
treatment outcome evaluations.   
1.2 Aims 
The objectives of this research are: a) to introduce new diagnostic and surgical planning protocols for 
PFJ disorders and b) to gain insight into the development of PFJ symptoms, particularly in patients 
with AKP, which is normally difficult to diagnose efficiently using standard examination procedures 
and to plan a treatment. In order to achieve the objectives, the following goals are set up: 
1. Development of a finite element (FE) modelling method which is capable of analysing PFJ 
contact mechanics and kinematics and adaptable to using subject&specific input data. The 
modelling method must be verified and validated directly against experimental data. 
Sensitivity of the modelling output to the input variables is also included.  
2. Development of subject&specific inputs acquisition methods utilising as many as possible of 
the subject&specific input parameters obtainable from routine diagnostic protocols such as 
physical examination and medical imaging. 
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3. Feasibility study: Implementation of the modelling method to analyse and solve clinical 
problems. 
3.1. PFJ biomechanics of healthy and AKP subjects. 
3.2. Evaluation of non&operative and operative treatment outcomes of healthy and AKP 
subjects. 
1.3 Thesis organisation 
The thesis is divided into the following chapters including the introduction in order to provide logical 
and sequential information of the study steps starting with the problem statements, literature reviews, 
modelling method development towards clinical applications.  
Chapter 2 describes the anatomy and functions of the PFJ. The biomechanical behaviour: contact 
mechanics and kinematics are also briefly discussed.  
Chapter 3 provides, in its first part, general information about PFJ disorders including classification 
methods, standard diagnosis protocols and non&operative and operative treatments. The second part of 
the chapter elaborates on the diagnosis and treatments of specific PFJ disorders i.e. patellar instability 
and AKP. 
Chapter 4 reviews the history of the development of modelling methods to analyse PFJ biomechanics 
and the applications of the modelling methods in PFJ biomechanical studies as diagnostic and surgical 
planning tools.  
Chapter 5 explains the design and development process of the FE modelling method of this thesis. 
This includes the implementation of the computational codes in the finite element analysis (FEA) 
software used and custom scripts developed to facilitate the pre&processing and post processing 
stages. 
Chapter 6 explains how the FE modelling method developed in Chapter 5 was verified and 
validated. The in vitro experiment used for the validation process is also explained in detail.  
Chapter 7 introduces a method to estimate subject&specific inputs from patients’ physical data and 
MRI images. The test&retest reliability of the method is also reported.  
Chapter 8 reports the results of the model sensitivity study performed in order to understand the 
effects of model input variation on the biomechanical responses of the model in terms of contact 
mechanics and patellar kinematics. 
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Chapter 9 shows clinical applications of the FE modelling method in the analyses of subject&specific 
PFJs. Both healthy and symptomatic subjects were studied. The outcome prediction of some selected 
non&operative and operative treatments have been reported.   
Chapter 10 is a summary of the study and recommended future work which could be useful for 
further development of the modelling method and implementation of computer models to enhance 
standard clinical diagnosis and treatment planning protocols.  
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Chapter 2  
 
The Anatomy and Biomechanics  
of the Patellofemoral Joint 
2.1 Anatomy of the patellofemoral joint 
The PFJ is an integral compartment of the knee joint. It performs a principal role in the knee extensor 
mechanism to accept, transfer and dissipate the high repetitive loading during activities. Despite its 
seemingly simple construction, in fact, the anatomy of the PFJ is highly complex. This section will 
describe mainly the musculoskeletal anatomy and not include the cardiovascular and nervous tissues. 
Underneath the skin at the anterior patella are several layers of transverse and oblique soft tissue 
fibres passing over the patella (Figure 2.1). These fibrous layers originate from both sides of the knee 
to form a bracing system that holds the components of the PFJ together. The patella, the biggest 
sesamoid bone of the body, is embedded within the quadriceps tendon (QT), which merges with the 
patellar tendon (PT) at the anterosuperior area of the patella. The PT then connects the patella to the 
proximal tibia at the tibial tuberosity. The counterpart of the retropatellar surface is the femoral 
trochlea at the distal femur (Figure 2.2). The patella glides within and along the trochlear groove as 
the knee is flexed by the thigh and hip muscle motor units. The movement of the patella is also 
passively controlled by surrounding soft tissues. Directly posterior to the QT and PT are the 
suprapatellar synovial pouch with supratrochlear fat pad, and the infrapatellar fat pad, respectively. 
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These brief details of the patella and trochlear groove; quadriceps muscle; ligaments and tendons; and 
medial and lateral soft tissues of the PFJ will now be discussed in more detail. 
 
 
 
(a) The right knee (b) Soft tissue layers 
Figure 2.1: (a) Anterior view sketch of the right knee (b) enlarged detail of the soft tissues anterior to the 
patella in the sagittal plane (Dye, 1993). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Anterior view of the right knee at full extension. The dissection shows the bones and  
some of the surrounding soft tissues (L: lateral, M: medial).  
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2.1.1 Patella 
The patella is the approximately triangular&shaped bone at the front of the knee. The quadriceps 
tendon attaches to the proximal aspect of the patella, and the patellar tendon attaches to the distal pole. 
On the posterior surface, the articular surface is located at the proximal two&thirds of the patella 
(Tecklenburg et al., 2006). The median ridge of the patella separates the lateral and medial articular 
surfaces covered by the patellar cartilage. The lateral facet is larger than the medial one. The medial 
facet also has the odd medial facet, at its medial border as shown in Figure 2.3(a). The patellar 
cartilage is the thickest of the body as it could extend 5 mm or more from the subchondral bone (Dye, 
1993). However, the cartilage surface does not usually match the osseous contour of the patella 
because the cartilage has variable thickness (Stäubli et al., 1999). The internal osseous structure of the 
patella comprises of the cortical bone and cancellous bone (Figure 2.3(b)), the latter of which has 
various trabecular patterns on sagittal, coronal and transverse cross&sections (Takechi, 1977). These 
patterns affect the local stiffness of the patella (Townsend et al., 1975).  
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Orthographic projections of the patella model of the right knee. (b) Trabacular structure of the 
patella (Fu et al., 1993). (c) MRI image of the cross&section of the patella used to generate the model.  
 
Wiberg et al. (1941) classified the normal patellar bone shapes into Type I, II and III regarding the 
position of the median ridge and the lengths and inclination of both facets on an axial image at 40° of 
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flexion (Figure 2.4). Type I: the median ridge is approximately at the middle of the patella and the 
lateral and medial facets are close to symmetry. Type II: the median ridge is located slightly medial; 
thus the lateral facet of the articular surface is larger. Type III: the median ridge is also medial but the 
medial facet is very much smaller that the lateral one.  
 
   
Type I Type II Type III 
Figure 2.4: Wiberg’s classification (Wiberg, 1941).  
2.1.2 Femoral trochlea 
The femoral trochlear shape is congruent with the articular surface of the patella. The trochlea is 
covered with an articular cartilage layer, and its thickness varies across the surface. The articular 
surface of the trochlea begins at the anterodistal femur and deepens towards the intercondylar notch. 
In the transverse view, the knee in extension shows the lateral facet is most prominent (Figure 2.5).  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Distal&proximal view of the femoral trochlea. 
 
As the knee is flexed, the same projection reveals the lateral facet becomes less prominent while the 
medial facet becomes more prominent. The sulcus of the trochlea, at approximately midway between 
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the lateral and medial epicondyles, separates the lateral and medial facets. The sulcus angle is the 
angle measured between the lateral and medial facet in a transverse image of the knee at 30° of 
flexion. The cartilaginous and bony sulcus angles do not always match (Shih et al., 2004a; Stäubli et 
al., 1999). The bony sulcus angle of a stable knee is in the range of 138° ± 6° (Merchant et al., 1974), 
while the cartilage surface sulcus angle is 146° ± 5.5° (Shih et al., 2004a). 
2.1.3 Quadriceps muscle 
The anterior compartment of the thigh muscles is the quadriceps muscle which acts to extend the 
knee. The quadriceps muscle is asymmetrical as it comprises of six muscle groups which differ in 
shape, size and pennation angles (Farahmand et al., 1998a). These muscle groups are the rectus 
femoris (RF), vastus intermedius (VI), vastus lateralis longus (VLL), vastus lateralis obliquus (VLO), 
vastus medialis longus (VML) and vastus medialis obliquus (VMO) (Figure 2.6(a)).  
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
Figure 2.6: (a) Quadriceps muscle groups on the right knee (adapted from Dye (1993)).  
(b) Quadriceps and patellar tendon on a sagittal MRI image.  
 
The RF is a long fusiform muscle that lies centrally and parallel to the femur. The VI is posterior to 
the RF and encircles the anterior distal femur. Both RF and VI attach to the superior patella via the 
QT. The vastus lateralis muscle (VL: VLL and VLO) and vastus medialis muscle (VM: VML and 
PT  
QT  
RF VI 
VML VLL 
VLO VMO 
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QT  
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VMO) are unipennate.  The oblique parts of both muscles are situated distally. The VL attaches to the 
patella at the superolateral border while the VM from the superomedial to medial third. The 
superficial layer of the RF, middle layers of the VL and VM and the deep layer of the VI merge 
together to form the QT (Biedert and Friederich, 2004; Standring, 2008; Waligora et al., 2009).  
2.1.4 Patellar tendon 
The PT is a collagenous structure connecting the patella to the tibia (Figure 2.6(b)). The tendon 
attaches to the patella at the patellar apex, the most inferior part of the patella, and blends with the QT 
fibres which expand from the anterosuperior patella to the distal two&thirds of the anterior patella 
(Basso et al., 2001; Standring, 2008). The distal part of the PT attaches at the tibial tuberosity on the 
anterior surface of the proximal tibia. Proximally, the PT is thin and broad then the fibre bundles 
slightly converge towards the tibial tuberosity (Basso et al., 2001). The QT and PT are very strong 
because they convey high tensile loads in order to balance the body during activities.  
2.1.5 Lateral soft tissues 
The structure of the lateral side of the knee is very complex (Figure 2.7(a)). Under the skin and 
subcutaneous fat lies the facia then the fibrous connective tissue called the lateral retinaculum (LR) 
before reaching the joint capsule.  
 
 
 
(a) Lateral retinacular structure (b) MPFL and medial structures 
Figure 2.7: Lateral and medial soft tissues of the PFJ. (a) Transverse cross&sectional view  
of the knee illustrating the structure of the LR (Merican and Amis, 2008).  
(b) Medial soft tissue structure of the knee (Amis et al., 2003).  
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The LR is composed of the superficial oblique and deep transverse retinacula (Biedert and Friederich, 
2004; Standring, 2008). The iliotibial band (ITB), which originates from the ilium, runs along the 
lateral side of the thigh. Its distal end spreads out into longitudinal and transverse fibres. The 
longitudinal one merges with the quadriceps aponeurosis to form an intermediate layer between the 
superficial oblique and deep transverse retinacula (Merican and Amis, 2008). It then runs distally to 
the tibia and attaches to the Gerdy’s tubercle on the anterolateral proximal tibia. The transverse fibres 
of the ITB (ITB&patella fibres) attach to the lateral patella and tendon of the VLO; they are dense and 
blend with the deep transverse retinaculum (Merican and Amis, 2008).  
2.1.6 Medial soft tissues 
The medial soft tissues which are important for the PFJ are the medial retinaculum and medial 
patellofemoral ligament (MPFL). The medial retinaculum is the most superficial layer which passes 
over the medial side of the knee to form a bracing system. The MPFL is a thin strap fibre connecting 
the medial aspect of the patella to the medial femur (Figure 2.7(b)). It originates from midway 
between the medial epicondyle and adductor tubercle (Nomura et al., 2005; Philippot et al., 2009; 
Stephen et al., 2012) and attachs to the medial border of the patella at about its proximal one&third 
(Amis et al., 2003; Nomura et al., 2005), where it blends with the deep retinacular and under the 
surface of the VMO (Biedert and Friederich, 2004).   
2.2 Biomechanics of the PFJ 
The patella is an important component of the knee extensor mechanism. The biomechanical functions 
of the patella are to transmit the quadriceps muscle tension to the PT to generate the knee flexion 
moment which equilibrates the body moment caused by the migration of the centre of mass during 
activities. An example of high load activities is when a subject is rising from a chair unaided by arms 
(Amis et al., 2004). Figure 2.8(a) shows that the knee moment is the product of the PT tension and the 
moment arm (or lever arm).  In the flexed knee, the PT exerts a tension when the quadriceps muscle 
pulls the patella onto the femur. This tension is unequal to the QT tension but varies with knee flexion 
angle (Huberti et al., 1984). The moment arm is the perpendicular distance from the centre of rotation 
of the joint to the line of action of the PT tension.  Figure 2.8(b) illustrates that the existence of the 
patella increases the moment arm, which consequently decreases the PT tension needed to produce a 
given knee extension moment.  
The patella also acts as a contact force distributer because its articular surface and cartilage allow the 
joint to bear high compressive loads with very low friction force. This role of the patella is very 
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important since it is the protection mechanism of the human body to dissipate the high compressive 
loads in order to prevent the underlying innervated bone of the PFJ from being damaged and causing 
pain. 
 
 
 
(a) Free body diagram (b) Moment arms 
Figure 2.8: (a) Free body diagram of a subject rising from a chair unaided by arms. In static equlibrium, the 
knee moment PT x  is equal to the body moment ½ BW x . (b) Knee moment arm decreases after 
patellectomy, increasing the PT tension required to resist knee flexion moment (Amis and Farahmand, 1996). 
2.2.1 Patellofemoral joint contact mechanics 
In PFJ biomechanics, the term contact mechanics refers to joint contact pressures and cartilage 
deformations which arise when the surfaces of the patella and femoral trochlea are brought into 
contact by the quadriceps muscle pull. PF contact pressures are a direct result of the PFJ resultant 
force or PFJ force produced from the quadriceps and patellar tendon forces (and, respectively) 
(Figure 2.9). This compressive force acts perpendicularly on the articular surfaces of the joint. At 
deeper flexion, the angle between anddecreases; thus resulting in increased PFJ force. A 
review by Mason et al. (2008) showed that the PFJ force varies with activities. The force ranges 
between 0.0 to 0.8 times body weight during walking and can rise up to five times body weight during 
stair ascending/descending, and to three to seven times body weight for squatting motion (Mason et 
al., 2008; Trepczynski et al., 2012).  
The maximum PFJ force occurs at 70° or 80° knee flexion for most activities (Hehne, 1990; Huberti 
and Hayes, 1984).  The increase in the joint force at the angle deeper than this is mitigated by the 
   
35 
26 
1/2 BW 
PT 
 
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tendofemoral contact point, in which the quadriceps tendon contacts the distal femur. Mean contact 
pressure is the average joint force over the contact area of the patella and femoral trochlea. The 
contact area and its pattern change as the knee is flexed. At full extension, the patella comes into 
contact with the trochlea when the quadriceps muscles are contracted. The classical work of 
Goodfellow et al. (1976) showed that as the knee is flexed from 0° to 90°, the contact begins on the 
inferior patella then moves superiorly. The contact area also extends transversely across the patella 
and increases gradually with increasing knee flexion (Figure 2.10). This contact behaviour relates 
closely to the joint protection mechanism. That is, the increase in the contact area with the increasing 
knee flexion limits the contact pressures which increase as PFJ force increases. At angles beyond 90°, 
the contact areas diminish slightly as the patella glides over the intercondylar notch. They also 
separate into lateral and medial areas (double contact pattern) since only some parts of the lateral and 
medial patellar facets are in contact with the lateral and medial femoral condyles. This double contact 
pattern was observed at early flexions (10° & 20°) of symptomatic knees (Seedhom et al., 1979). 
Huberti et al. (1984) concluded that such situation was the result of lower limb misalignment, which 
caused excessive contact pressures and eventually damaged the cartilage. 
Over the past decades, researchers have focused on relating contact mechanics of the PFJ to anterior 
knee pain (Besier et al., 2005a; Connolly et al., 2009; Goodfellow et al., 1976; Joensen et al., 2001; 
Seedhom et al., 1979). They hypothesised that elevated cartilage stresses play an important role with 
the onset of patellofemoral pain syndrome and the development of osteoarthritis. The association 
between contact areas and cartilage lesions was first observed by Seedhom et al. (1979). From 
cadaveric knees, they found that lesions occurred in a localised manner and corresponded with contact 
areas at the range of 40° to 80° flexion. They also concluded that the mode of stress was more 
important than the magnitude of the stress since it was proved that, at this flexion range, the joint was 
subjected to low stresses for most of the time and a much higher stress for only part of the time. 
However, their study did not discuss anterior knee pain. 
The relationship between articular cartilage lesions and AKP was first studied statistically by Joensen 
et al. (2001). The study examined articular cartilage lesions from MRI data sets of case and control 
groups of patients, with and without anterior knee pain, respectively. They found an association 
between presence of articular cartilage lesions and anterior knee pain in 71% of the cases. However, 
they did not find the association between the presence of articular cartilage lesions and the duration of 
symptoms or intensity of pain. The recent study by Connolly et al. (2009) provided insight into the 
association of PFJ contact mechanics and patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) by identifying 
differences in patellofemoral contact mechanics between symptomatic and control groups. They 
observed that 50% of the symptomatic groups have patella shape of Type II and Type III (after 
Grelsamer et al. (1994)). The study showed that, at low flexion – 15° to 30° –, subjects with PFPS had 
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different patellar tracking pattern and there was higher total contact area than control subjects due to 
different patella shapes and load compensatory mechanisms of each PFJ. It can be seen that, despite 
the serious attempt of researchers in the previous studies, the relationship between contact mechanics 
and AKP is still unclear. The lack of correlation between cartilage lesions and AKP suggests the need 
for better means to evaluate the patients, and that is an aim of the present work. 
 
  
(a) Early flexion (b) Deep flexion 
Figure 2.9: PFJ compressive force vector (!"!#) increases as the knee is flexed.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Contact patterns on the femur and patella at 20°, 45°, 90° and 135° flexion angles,  
including the odd medial facet contact (Goodfellow et al., 1976). 
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2.2.2 Patellofemoral joint kinematics 
The patella moves in 6 degrees of freedom: three linear translations and three rotations, during 
flexion&extension. Four of these motions are clinically relevant. Bull et al. (2002) defined the PF 
clinical motions in terms of shift, flexion, rotation and tilt (Figure 2.11).  Shift is the linear translation 
of the patella along the medial&lateral axis of the femur. Flexion is the rotation of the patella about the 
medial&lateral axis of the femur. Rotation is the rotation of the patella about its anterior&posterior axis. 
Tilt is the rotation of the patella about the patellar long axis. Patellar tracking is the path of the patellar 
motions during knee flexion&extension. 
Many studies have investigated the patellar tracking of the normal PFJ in vitro (Ahmed et al., 1999; 
Amis et al., 2006; Heegaard et al., 1994; Katchburian et al., 2003) and in vivo (Koh et al., 1992; Nha 
et al., 2008; Shih et al., 2004b) using various measurement techniques including “dynamic” MRI 
(Harbaugh et al., 2010). The patellae moved along different paths. Comparison across studies was 
difficult because the reference axis systems used varied (Katchburian et al., 2003). However, 
following the system described above, and with reference to the femoral anatomical axis, the general 
pattern of the normal patellar tracking during flexion&extension in vitro and in vivo is shown in Figure 
2.12 and Figure 2.13, respectively.  
From full extension, when the knee is flexed by relaxing the quadriceps muscle contraction, the 
patella enters the superior trochlear groove from the lateral side then slides medially during early 
flexion (0° to 30°) before sliding progressively to the lateral side at deeper flexion. Iranpour et al. 
(2009) showed that the patella moved in a circular path, with the plane of the circle aligned to the 
femoral mechanical axis, apart from in the 15° & 20° nearest extension, when it moved laterally to the 
mechanical axis. The patellar flexion is less than that of the tibiofemoral flexion&extension angles, at 
approximately 70%. Small degrees of rotations with various patterns are usually observed. The patella 
also exhibits lateral tilt during knee flexion&extension. In some knees, the patella tilted slightly 
medially at the initial phase before being followed by slight progressive lateral tilt at deeper flexion 
(Cheung et al., 2013; Iranpour et al., 2009). The variation of the patellar tracking of individuals is 
influenced by the articular geometry, limb alignment, quadriceps muscles and soft tissue stabilisers. 
Tibia internal&external rotation also plays a role in patellar rotation and tilt. 
PF disorders usually occur at 20°&30° of knee flexion (Fulkerson and Shea, 1990) even though the PFJ 
force is not the maximum. This is because the patella enters the trochlea at some point within this 
flexion range, where the patella is not yet fully engaged with the trochlear groove. Therefore the 
stability of the patellar at early flexion relies on the integrity of the aforementioned factors, which 
control the kinematics of the patella. Patellar instability does not usually occur at angles deeper than 
30° because, at these angles, the movement of the patella along the groove is controlled by the 
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congruence of the entire articular surfaces of the patella and the deeper groove of the trochlea, and the 
patellar is held in place by the larger PFJ force (Figure 2.9(b)). 
 
Figure 2.11: Description of the patellar motions in terms of shift, flexion, rotation and tilt regarding the femoral 
and patellar body fixed axes (Bull et al., 2002). 
 
  
(a) Shift (b) Flexion 
  
(c) Rotation (d) Tilt 
  
Figure 2.12: Pattern of nomal patellar motions during flexion&extension in vitro as a function of knee flexion: 
(a) lateral shift, (b) patellar flexion, (c) lateral rotation and (d) lateral tilt (Amis et al., 2006).  
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(a) Shift (b) Flexion 
  
(c) Rotation (d) Tilt 
 Figure 2.13: Pattern of nomal patellar motions during flexion&extension in vivo as a function of knee flexion:  
(a) lateral shift, (b) patellar flexion, (c) lateral rotation and (d) lateral tilt. MRI and dual orthogonal fluoroscopy 
were used to obtain the patellar tracking of eight healthy subjects (Nha et al., 2008).  
 
The biomechanical effects of limb alignment in terms of Q&angle have been studied. The Q&angle is 
the angle measured between the axis of the extensor mechanism and the axis of the patellar tendon 
(Figure 2.14). The normal Q&angle for women and men were 15.8° ± 4.5° and 11.2° ± 3.0°, 
respectively (Horton and Hall, 1989). In the coronal plane, the QT and PT tension, with the Q&angle, 
produce a valgus force vector pulling the patella laterally (Hungerford and Barry, 1979). This lateral 
pull increases with higher Q&angles. At full extension, the VM muscle and the medial soft tissues, 
especially the MPFL, restraint the valgus force and maintain the patellar stability. As the knee is 
flexed through early flexion, the lateral facet of the trochlea is another mechanism that obstructs the 
patella to subluxate or dislocate laterally.  
When the knee is examined by medical imaging i.e. computed tomography (CT) or MRI, it can be 
shown that the tibial tubercle (TT) is lateral to the trochlear groove (TG). This TT&TG distance is 
related to a large Q&angle. Dejour et al. (1994) showed that patellar lateral instability is closely related 
to an elevated TT&TG offset, and so some surgical procedures aim to reduce it by tibial tubercle 
medialisation (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007).  
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According to the complex interplay of the anatomical factors, it can be seen that even a mild 
deficiency of one of these factors or the deficiencies of many factors in combination affects the 
patellar tracking and joint stability. Patellar maltracking and instability are types of PFJ disorders that 
consequently alter contact mechanics and may eventually cause secondary PFJ disorders such as 
chondromalacia and osteoarthritis. The Q&angle affects both patellofemoral and tibiofemoral 
kinematics (Mizuno et al., 2001); and contact mechanics (Elias et al., 2006; Huberti and Hayes, 1984). 
A controlled laboratory study by Senavongse et al. (2005) investigated the pathological effects of the 
VMO muscle malfunction, abnormal trochlear geometry (flat or dysplastic trochlea) and medial soft 
tissue rupture on the stability of the PFJ. It was found that the VMO muscle and articular surface 
deficiencies reduced the lateral stability by 30% and 70%, respectively, at 30° of knee flexion. 
Significant effects at early flexion (maximum of 49% reduction in lateral stability at full extension) 
were found for medial soft tissue ruptured simulation. The deficiency of the VMO also caused lateral 
patellar tracking and increase lateral contact pressures in cadaveric studies (Goh et al., 1995). 
Philippot et al. (2012) elaborated on the patellar tracking of normal cadaveric knees following the 
successive dissection of the VMO muscle, MPFL, medial patellomeniscal and medial patellotibial 
ligaments. The function of the MPFL as a primary stabiliser of the patella during early flexion was 
confirmed.  
 
 
 Figure 2.14: Measurement of the Q&angle (Amis and Farahmand, 1996) as an angle between a line connecting 
the centre of the patella to the anterior superior iliac spine (not shown) and the line connecting the centre of the 
patella to the tibial tubercle.  
2.3 Discussion 
The PFJ has complex anatomy including osseous structures, quadriceps muscle and surrounding soft 
tissues. These anatomical factors together with the alignment of the lower limb play important roles in 
the PFJ functions which are to transmit the tensile force generated by the quadriceps muscle to the PT 
Q 
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and increase the extension moment arm to reduce the quadriceps tension required to resist the knee 
flexion&extension moment during load bearing activities. The articular shapes of the patella and 
femoral trochlea follow their function to distribute the PFJ force over the contact area. The articular 
cartilages with their very low friction and poro&viscoelastic behaviour reinforce the joint self 
protective mechanism by allowing the joint to move freely and itself to deform during contact, this 
behaviour additionally increases the contact area and improves the force distribution. Excessive 
contact pressures may lead to articular cartilage damage and, consequently, underlying bone damage. 
The contact mechanics and kinematics are the key correlated biomechanical characteristics of the PFJ. 
PF disorders usually occur at early flexion as the result of the abnormality of the aforementioned 
anatomical factors. Knowledge of normal contact mechanics and kinematics is required in order to 
evaluate and treat PFJ disorders. 
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Chapter 3  
 
Patellofemoral Disorders: 
Diagnosis and Treatments 
3.1 Introduction 
Patients with PF disorders usually present with AKP and have various levels of difficulty in 
performing everyday life activities, such as walking and stair ascending and descending, and sports. 
They are usually broadly diagnosed as having PFPS. AKP is recognised as one of the most common 
symptoms (Dejour et al., 1994; Elias et al., 2004; Harbaugh et al., 2010) since it has been found in 
about 20&25 percent of people (Colvin and West, 2008; Connolly et al., 2009; Harbaugh et al., 2010). 
However, reasons for this pain may vary even though patients present with similar symptoms. This is 
because the PFJ is a complex joint of the human body, of which the anatomical structures vary for 
individuals. Various treatments, both non&operative and operative, have been applied to solve PF 
disorders regarding the symptoms and diagnosis. However, it has appeared in the literature that 
solving PF disorders is not an easy or straightforward matter and there is no gold standard for treating 
patients with similar symptoms. This chapter will explore PF disorders by presenting them in two 
parts. The first part reviews briefly the various systems used to classify PF disorders and general 
information about routine clinical diagnostic protocols, medical image analyses and treatments. The 
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second part focuses on PF instability and AKP which are the main concern of this study. The 
symptoms, diagnoses and treatments of the PF disorders will be discussed.  
 
Part I: PF disorders – Overall 
PF disorders are multifactorial problems. Various levels of abnormalities in the joint geometry, lower 
limb alignment, quadriceps muscles and soft tissues are primarily responsible for PF disorders (Amis, 
2007; Colvin and West, 2008; Dye, 2004; Fulkerson and Shea, 1990). Mobility problems are usually 
caused by various PF disorders such as patellar instability, patellar dislocation, lateral subluxation of 
the patella and excessive lateral pressure syndrome (ELPS). For ELPS, AKP even occurs without 
presence of patellar misalignment. Change in PFJ contact mechanics due to the occurrence of these 
disorders can consequently cause secondary PF disorders relating to the degenerative lesions of 
articular cartilage. In some circumstances, cartilage lesions could eventually develop into 
chondromalacia, more severe PFPS and osteoarthritis.  
3.2 Classifications of PF disorders 
Since 1970, many researchers have proposed PF disorder classification systems using various criteria 
based on clinical study, radiography, etiology and pathology. One of the most referenced 
comprehensive classification systems was developed by Merchant (1988), who thoroughly divided 
PFJ disorders into five major groups based on the etiology of the dysfunction. These groups are 
trauma, dysplasia, chondromalacia patellae, osteochondritis dissecans and synovial plicae. Dejour et 
al. (1990) developed a classification of PF disorders into three patterns: objective patellar instability, 
potential patellar instability and painful patellar syndrome. The first two are involved with anatomical 
abnormalities with or without a history of patellar subluxation or dislocation, respectively. The last 
group was patients with normal anatomical structure but who just had pain (Dejour and Le Coultre, 
2007). Two classification systems were published in 1998 (Holmes and Clancy, 1998; Wilk et al., 
1998). The purposes of these classification systems were slightly different. The classification system 
proposed by Holmes et al. (1998) categorised PF pain and dysfunction into three major groups: PF 
instability, patellofemoral pain (PFP) with malalignment and PFP without malalignment. Each group 
contained up to fourteen subgroups. They claimed that the systems could have assisted in appropriate 
treatment (both non&operative and operative) selection and effective comparison of treatment results 
within a treatment centre and also across different ones. Wilk et al. (1998), however, proposed a 
classification system mainly for non&operative management of patients with PFJ disorders. They 
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divided the disorders into eight groups: patellar compression syndromes, patellar instability, 
biomechanical dysfunction, direct patellar trauma, soft tissue lesion, overuse syndrome, 
osteochondritis diseases and neurologic disorders; each of which contained its subgroups. Potential 
non&operative treatments for each group and/or subgroup were also discussed. Table 3.1 compares the 
above classification systems including their subgroups.  
Recent clinical studies which focused on the results of treatment of PF disorders have also used the 
Kujala score (Kujala et al., 1993) to assess the symptoms and functional limitations of patients before 
and after treatment. The scoring system is a questionnaire containing thirteen AKP related questions 
with the maximum sum score of 100 – the lower the score, the severer the symptoms. Kujala et al. 
(1993) compared patients with control groups and other groups: AKP, patellar subluxation and 
patellar dislocation, and proved that their score correlated with the symptoms.  
3.3 Diagnosis of PF disorders 
The diagnosis of PF disorders relies on the assessment of patient history, physical examination and 
medical imaging. Physical tests mean to check the lower limb alignment, integrity of surrounding soft 
tissue and muscle strength and, especially, the specific site of pain (Dye et al., 1999). However, it is 
not possible to investigate the bony and cartilage layer structures accurately by any means of physical 
examination, but with medical imaging. A standard clinical examination process include standing, 
walking, seated and supine positions in order to assess the alignment of the lower extremities and 
functional deficiency (Biedert, 2004a). The examination should be performed with and without 
quadriceps contraction and, when possible, with the activities associated with pain, e.g. rising from a 
low chair and stair descending. A systematic review by Fredericson et al. (2006) summarised the 
physical examinations, at supine position,  normally used in patients with PFPS including the range of 
normal values. Tests used include Q&angle measurement, palpation of the patellar retinaculum, 
patellar tilt test, mediolateral glide, patellar mobility test, patellar apprehension test, patellar 
compression test, crepitus, patellar tracking test, muscle flexibility, muscle strength and general 
ligamentous laxity tests.  
Medical imaging: radiography, CT and MRI have been used to reveal the internal information of the 
body (Grassi and Carotti, 2003). They have enabled several useful measurements and indices to be 
developed in order to distinguish normal and abnormal PFJs. However, not all imaging techniques are 
always required when examining a patient because some techniques are radioactive processes and, 
therefore, should not be used without a limitation. Conventional radiography is usually taken firstly in 
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Table 3.1: Published clinical classification systems for global PFJ disorders. 
Global disorders Non5operative treatments disorders 
Merchant (1988) Holmes et al. (1998) Wilk et al. (1998) 
I. Trauma (in normal knee) 
   A. Acute trauma 
        1. Contusion (hematoma) 
        2. Fracture 
            a. Patella (bipartite) 
            b. Femoral trochlear 
            c. Proximal tibial epiphysis    
               (tubercle)  
        3. Patellar dislocation 
        4. Rupture 
            a. Quadriceps tendon 
            b. Patellar tendon 
   B. Repetitive trauma 
       (overuse syndromes) 
        1. Patellar tendinitis  
            (“Jumper’s knee”) 
        2. Quadriceps tendinitis 
        3. Peripatellar tendinitis  
        4. Prepatellar bursitis  
            (“housemade’s knee”) 
        5. Apophysis 
            a. Osgood&Schlatter 
            b. Sinding&Larsen&Johanssen 
   C. Late effects trauma 
        1. Posttraumatic chondromalacia  
            patellae 
        2. Posttraumatic patellofemoral 
            arthritis 
        3. Anterior fat pad syndrome  
            (posttraumatic fibrosis) 
       4. Reflex sympathetic dystrophy of  
           the patella 
       5. Patellar osseous dystrophy 
       6. Acquired patellar infera 
       7. Acquired quadriceps fibrosis 
II. Patellofemoral dysplasia 
    A. Lateral patellar compression  
         syndrome 
          1. Secondary chondromalacia  
              patellae 
         2. Secondary patellar arthritis 
    B. Chronic subluxation of the patella 
          1. Secondary chondromalacia  
              patellae 
         2. Secondary patellar arthritis 
    C. Recurrent dislocation of the  
         patella 
         1. Associated fractures 
              a. Osteochondral   
             b. Avulsion  
          2. Secondary chondromalacia  
              patellae 
         3. Secondary patellar arthritis 
    D. Chronic dislocation of the patella 
         1. Congenital  
         2. Acquired 
III. Idiopathic chondromalacia 
patellae 
IV. Osteochondritis dissecans 
      A. Patella 
      B. Femoral trochlear 
V. Synovial plicae  
      A. Medial patellar (“shelf”) 
      B. Suprapatellar 
      C. Lateral patellar 
I. Patellofemoral instability 
   A. Subluxation or dislocation 
   B. Subluxation or dislocation,  recurrent 
      1. Lateral subluxation or dislocation 
         a. Normal functional Q&angle 
         b. Increased functional Q&angle  
         c. Dysplastic trochlea 
         d. Grossly inadequate medial  
             stabilisers 
         e. Patella alta 
         f. Tight lateral retinaculum 
      2. Medial subluxation or dislocation 
         a. Latrogenic 
   C. Chronic dislocation of patella 
      1. Congenital 
      2. Acquired 
   D. Associated fractures 
      1. Osteochondral 
      2. Avulsion 
II. Patellofemoral pain with  
     malalignment 
   A. Increased functional Q&angle 
      1. Femoral anteversion 
      2. External tibial torsion 
      3. Genu valgum 
      4. Foot hyperpronation 
   B. Tight lateral retinaculum (lateral  
        patellar compression syndrome) 
   C. Grossy inadequate medial  
        stabilisers 
   D. Electrical dissociation 
   E. Patella alta 
   F. Patella baja 
   G. Dysplastic femoral trochlea 
III. Patellofemoral pain without  
      malalignment 
   A. Tight medial and lateral  
        retinacula 
   B. Plica 
      1. Medial 
      2. Lateral 
      3. Suprapatellar 
   C. Osteochondritis dissecans 
      1. Patella 
      2. Femoral trochlea 
   D. Traumatic patellar chondromalacia 
   E. Fat pad syndrome 
   F. Medial retinaculitis 
   G. Patellofemoral osteoarthritis 
      1. Posttraumatic 
      2. Idiopathic 
   H. Patella tendinitis 
   I. Quadriceps tendinitis 
   J. Prepatellar bursitis 
   K. Apophysitis 
      1. Osgood&Schlatter 
      2. Sinding&Larsen&Johansen 
   L. Symptomatic bipartite patella 
   M. Other trauma 
      1. Quadriceps tendon rupture 
      2. Patellar tendon rupture 
      3. Patellar fracture 
      4. Proximal tibial epiphysis  
          (tubercle) fracture 
      5. Contusion 
      6. Turf knee/wrestler’s knee 
      7. Cruciate ligament instability 
   N. Reflex sympathetic dystropy 
1. Patellar compression syndromes 
     Excessive lateral pressure syndrome 
     Global patellar pressure syndrome 
2. Patellar instability 
     Chronic patellar subluxation 
     Acute patellar subluxation 
     Recurrent patellar subluxation 
3. Biomechanical dysfunction 
4. Direct patellar trauma 
     Articular cartilage lesion (isolated) 
     Fracture 
     Fracture/dislocation 
     Articular cartilage lesion with  
         associated malalignment 
5. Soft tissue lesion 
     Suprapatellar plica 
     Fat pad syndrome 
     Medial patellofemoral ligament pain 
     Iliotibial band friction syndrome 
     Bursitis 
6. Overused syndromes 
     Tendinitis 
     Apophysitis 
7. Osteochondritis dissecans 
8. Neurologic disorders 
     Reflex sympathetic dystrophy 
     Sympathetically maintained pain 
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order to rule out either bone fracture in the cases of trauma or other pathologies (Biedert, 2004b). 
Axial and lateral radiographs at 30° of knee flexion and anterior posterior radiographs at 0° are used 
to investigate the patellar and trochlear morphology and evaluate the presence of osseous abnormality 
such as trochlear dysplasia, osteophytes or bipartite patella. Measurements of the patellar height, 
sulcus angle, congruence angle and also patellar malalignment parameters such as patellar tilt can be 
taken from radiographs (Grelsamer et al., 1993). Therefore pathologies such as patellar tilt, 
subluxation, dislocation and degenerative joint disease can be found. Based on the radiographic 
images and medical history, CT and MRI can then be requested if further information is required. 
With CT, clearer bony morphologies are obtained. CT can also provide axial views in all flexion 
angles throughout the range of motion and images of full lower extremities in extension allowing 
bilateral analysis (Biedert, 2004b; Saggin et al., 2010). Also, measurements of the TT&TG distance 
and femoral antetorsion can be taken by superimposition of axial CT images.  
When the results of the detailed clinical history, physical examination and routine imaging techniques 
are inconclusive, the cartilage and surrounding soft tissues are usually suspected to be the origin of 
pain and needed to be examined. The articular cartilage can be visualised using either double&contrast 
CT arthrography, so called arthro&CT, or MRI (Deutsch et al., 1993). However, MRI is more 
favourable because arthro&CT requires intra&articular iodinated contrast injection. Moreover, MRI can 
also visualise all other soft tissue structures of the knee (Berruto et al., 2010); hence allows abnormal 
muscle architecture and other surrounding soft tissue pathologies to be detected. Arthroscopy may 
also be used to clearly investigate the state of the articular cartilage (Hull et al., 1999).  
An integrated hybrid imaging technology namely single photon emission computed tomography 
/computed tomography or SPECT/CT has been used to visualise joint morphological and biological 
information of bones and internal organs simultaneously (Figure 3.1) (Deutsch et al., 1993; Huellner 
and Strobel, 2013; Patel et al., 2009). It is becoming an important diagnostic tool for knee surgery and 
PF disorders according to its ability to localise pathology (Hirschmann et al., 2010; Rasch et al., 2013; 
Scharf, 2009).  It could be useful for future studies endeavouring to understand the genesis of PF pain, 
which may be disclosed by the correlation between 1) the localised tracer uptake region shown in the 
SPECT/CT images and the position of the articular cartilage lesions and 2) the intensity of the tracer 
uptake region to the elevated bone stresses, which can be evaluated in vivo using computer models.  
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(a) Plain radiograph (b) SPECT/CT 
Figure 3.1: Anterior&posterior radiograph (a) and SPECT/CT (b) of a high tibial osteotomy case  
(Hirschmann et al., 2010). 
3.4 Treatments of PF disorders 
Various non&operative and operative treatments have been used to treat PF disorders. This is a very 
challenging task because the cause of pain is multifactorial. A decision for non&operative or operative 
treatment usually depends on the pathology. According to the classification systems by Holmes et al. 
(1998) in Table 3.1, non&operative treatments are usually assigned to patients having PF pain without 
malalignment, while those having PF instability and PF pain with malalignment usually require 
operative treatments or surgical interventions. However, when it is difficult to design a treatment plan 
because the causes of pain are obscure, a conservative treatment programme firstly assigned can be 
successful; otherwise the patient will require surgery.    
For PF disorders, non&operative treatments are physical interventions which include physiotherapy, 
patellar taping and PF orthoses. In the management of PFPS, physiotherapy uses exercise programmes 
in order to strengthen the quadriceps muscle, particularly the VMO. Examples are standard open 
and/or weight&bearing closed kinetic chain exercises, hip adduction and resistance band exercise 
(Green, 2005). Patellar taping is used to correct patellar kinematics and occasionally used in addition 
to VMO strengthening programmes. PF orthoses, in the form of knee braces, are worn to support the 
knee and prevent instability. They are normally used following surgery and during knee rehabilitation.  
When physical examination and medical images reveal PF malalignment and/or abnormal osseous 
structures, a surgical intervention is required. Examples are tibial tuberosity transfer (TTT) which is 
normally used to correct the malalignment when Q&angle or TT&TG distance is high; and 
trochleoplasty which reshapes the trochlear groove to restore PF stability. Various surgical procedures 
will be discussed in Part II. Apart from invasive procedures, minimal incision technique and minimal 
invasive surgical procedures or arthroscopic surgery can be performed to correct passive soft tissue 
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stabiliser malfunctions such as overtightened LR or MPFL deficiency or rupture. Surgical procedures 
can be performed in isolation or in combination with other procedures, e.g. TTT and MPFL 
reconstruction, depending on the prognosis. Surgery must be judiciously planned in order to obtain 
good clinical outcomes and avoid complications.  
 
Part II: Patellofemoral instability and anterior knee pain 
3.5 Patellofemoral instability 
The term PF instability refers to a state in which the patella moves away from its normal or stable 
tracking. Patients having PF instability usually refer to a symptom of their knee giving away and may 
eventually experience patellar subluxation or dislocation, both of which can then be considered as 
subsets of PF instability. Patellar subluxation is the partial dislocation with the excessive gliding of 
the patella to either the lateral or medial side of the femoral trochlea, while patellar dislocation is the 
event in which the patella completely dislocates from the trochlear groove.  
3.5.1 Diagnosis  
The etiology of PF instability involves clinical examinations and medical imaging to investigate the 
causes. Four major factors of instability are anatomical abnormality, e.g. trochlear dysplasia, patella 
alta and patellar tilt; lower limb malalignment; muscle malfunction and soft tissue deficiency.  
3.5.1.1 Joint abnormality 
Trochlear dysplasia 
A dysplastic trochlea is an abnormality of the trochlear shape with shallow groove or flat anterior 
trochlea. The crossing sign, trochlear bump and trochlear depth are key features for identifying 
trochlear dysplasia (Dejour et al., 1994). The crossing sign is identified on a true lateral radiograph 
with perfect superposition of the posterior condyles, and defined as an intersection of a line 
representing the deepest part of the trochlear groove and the anterior border of the two condyles 
(Tecklenburg et al., 2006) (Figure 3.2). The trochlear bump and trochlear depth are quantitative 
reproducible features that are also measured on the lateral radiographs (Dejour et al., 1994).  
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Axial radiographs, CT or MRI images at 30° knee flexion angle are also used to measure the sulcus 
angle (SA), lateral trochlear inclination (LTI) and medial and lateral facet ratio (M/L) (Figure 3.3). 
These parameters have become important supporting indices of trochlear dysplasia identification 
(Pfirrmann et al., 2000; Salzmann et al., 2010). The sulcus angle is measured between the medial and 
lateral facets while LTI is the angle between the lateral facet and the posterior condylar axis. The 
normal and symptomatic ranges of these parameters are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, 
respectively, 
 
 
  
(a) Normal trochlea (b) Dysplastic trochlea 
Figure 3.2: Lateral radiographs of (a) normal trochlea and (b) dysplastic trochlea with a crossing sign 
(Tecklenburg et al., 2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Measurements of sulcus angle (SA), lateral trochlear inclination (LTI) and the ratio of the medial 
and lateral facets (M/L) on an axial MRI at 30° of knee flexion.  
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Table 3.2: Published data on femoral trochlear morphology, TT&TG and Insall&Salvati (I&S) index (Figure 
3.4(a)) for asymptomatic knees. 
Variable Mean Range SD Reference 
Sulcus angle (°) 138.00 126 to 150 6.00 Merchant et al. (1974) 
 138.20 126 to 157 7.20 van Huyssteen et. al. (2006) 
 139.00 & & Yamada et al. (2007b) 
 126.98 & 8.82 Harbaugh et al. (2010) 
 139.90 (male) & 7.20 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
 146.20 (female) & 8.20 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
 142.40 & 6.90 Nicolaas et al. (2011) 
     
LTI (°) 16.93 & 4.76 Carrillon et al. (2000) 
 25.78 & 5.18 Harbaugh et al. (2010) 
     
M/L ratio >0.40 &  Pfirrmann et al. (2000) 
 0.68 & 0.37 Harbaugh et al. (2010) 
 0.60 (male) & 0.12 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
 0.58 (female) & 0.14 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
     
TT&TG (mm) 10&15 & & Dejour et al. (1994) 
 11.00 (male) & 3.90 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
 10.00 (female) & 3.50 Balcarek et al. (2010b) 
 9.91 (male) & & Pandit et al. (2011) 
 10.04 (female) & & Pandit et al. (2011) 
     
I&S index 0.8&1.2 & & Insall et al. (1971) 
 1.1 & & Yamada et al. (2007b) 
 
Table 3.3: Published data on femoral trochlear morphology for dysplastic knees. 
Variable Mean Range SD Reference 
Sulcus angle (°) >140.00 & 5.20 Davies et al. (2000) 
 167.90 141 to 203 14.60 Van Huyssteen et al. (2006) 
 152.00 & & Yamada et al. (2007b) 
 >155.80 & 9.70 Salzmann et al. (2010) 
     
LTI (°) <14.50 & & Salzmann et al. (2010) 
     
M/L ratio <0.40 & & Pfirrmann et al. (2000) 
 <0.63 & & Salzmann et al. (2010) 
 
In 1987, Henry Dejour classified three types of dysplastic trochlea based on the presence of the 
crossing sign. A current classification of trochlear dysplasia with higher reproducibility classifies 
trochlear dysplasia into four grades (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007; Tavernier and Dejour, 2001; 
Tecklenburg et al., 2006) as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Grade A is the mildest trochlear dysplasia with a 
shallow trochlear groove (sulcus angle > 145°). Grade B dysplasia has a flat or convex trochlea with a 
supratrochlear spur shown on the lateral radiograph. Both Grade C and D have an asymmetric 
trochlea, with medial hypoplasia and lateral convexity; thus a line indicating the double contour is 
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detected on the lateral view. The supratrochlear spur on the lateral view and trochlear cliff on the axial 
view are also detected in the dysplasia Grade D.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Dejour’s classification of trochlear dysplasia (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007). (a) Grade A with 
crossing sign and shallow trochlea (b) Grade B with crossing sign, supratrochlear spur and flat trochlea (c) 
Grade C with crossing sign, double contour, medial hypoplasia and lateral convexity (d) Grade D is Grade C 
with supratrochlear spur trochlear cliff. 
 
Patella alta 
Knees with patella alta are predisposed to patellar instability and dislocation (Simmons and Cameron, 
1992). Patella alta is the case in which the patella, at early knee flexion, is located too high above the 
trochlea. This causes difficulty for the patella at the entrance to the trochlear groove during gait and 
consequently affects PF tracking and delays PF contact until deeper flexion. Patella alta may also be 
associated with AKP as it increases contact pressure during weight&bearing activities (Luyckx et al., 
2009; Ward and Powers, 2004; Ward et al., 2007).  
Patella alta can be identified on a lateral knee image at 30° of knee flexion. Several indices have been 
developed to measure patellar height in relation to the tibial position (Bruderer et al., 2010) (Figure 
3.5). The Insall&Salvati index is the most commonly used to indicate the position of the patella in the 
form of the ratio of the patellar tendon length to the longest diagonal length of the patella (Insall and 
Crossing sign 
Shallow trochlea 
>145° 
Supratrochlear 
spur 
Supratrochlear 
spur 
Flat trochlea 
Double contour 
Double contour 
Lateral 
Convexity Medial 
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Cliff 
(a) Grade A  (b) Grade B  
(c) Grade C  (d) Grade D  
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Salvati, 1971). Knees with an Insall&Salvati index from 0.8 to 1.2 are considered to have normal 
patellar height. A ratio smaller that 0.8 indicates patella baja and that greater than 1.2 indicates patella 
alta.  
 
  
(a) Insall5Salvati (b) Modified Insall5Savati (c) Carton5Deschamps (d) Blackburne5Peel 
    
Figure 3.5: Patellar height indices: (a) Insall&Savati (B:A), (b) Modified Insall&Salvati by Grelsamer (D:C), (c) 
Carton&Deschamps (E:C) and (d) Blackburne&Peel (F:C). A patellar length, B patellar tendon length, C patellar 
articular surface length, D the distance between the inferior articular surface of the patella and the insertion of 
the patellar tendon E the distance between the inferior articular surface of the patella and the anterior tibial 
plateau F the height of the inferior articular surface of the patella above the tibial plateau  
(adapted from Shabshin et al. (2004)). 
 
Patellar tilt 
Patella tilt has been considered as a major anatomical instability factor and was found to have a 
positive correlation with the dysplastic trochlear grade (Dejour et al., 1994). In terms of patellar 
motion, tilt was defined as the rotation of the patella about the patellar long axis (Bull et al., 2002; 
Katchburian et al., 2003) and a lateral patellar tilt means the lateral patellar facet moves towards the 
lateral trochlea while the medial patellar facet moves anteriorly, away from the medial trochlea 
(Amis, 2007). Patellar tilt can be inspected from axial and lateral radiographs (Figure 3.6). 
Superimposed CT or MRI images of the deepest trochlear groove slice and largest patellar axis slice 
are used to measure the tilt as the angle between the posterior condylar axis and the line passing 
through the transverse axis of the patella (Saggin et al., 2010). Without a quadriceps muscle 
contraction, a lateral patellar tilt at full extension exceeding 20° was described as being pathological 
(Dejour et al., 1994). 
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Figure 3.6: Patellar tilt Grade 1, 2 and 3 detected on lateral radiographs (Murray et al., 1999).  
 
3.5.1.2 Lower limb malalignment 
Patellar subluxation and dislocation usually occur to the lateral side of the knee. These disorders are 
associated with the Q&angle, which is the angle between the resultant line of action of the quadriceps 
muscle and that of the patellar tendon.  The Q&angle is greatest at full extension and decreases as the 
knee flexion increases. In the coronal plane, the resultant force of the quadriceps muscle and patellar 
tendon force points laterally. Therefore, a high Q&angle increases the lateral patellar pull and risk of 
patellar subluxation and dislocation, particularly near extension. A rough measurement of Q&angle can 
be taken during physical examination with the patient in either supine or standing positions. Previous 
studies concluded that measurements taken in the supine position may not accurate because the patella 
can move so they recommend the measurement to be performed in a standing position with the 
quadriceps muscle contracted (Holmes and Clancy, 1998).  
The TT&TG distance, a more reproducible measurement of the lower limb alignment, has been 
introduced with the use of axial CT or MRI data sets with the knee in extension (Dejour and Le 
Coultre, 2007; Upadhyay et al., 2010). The distance is measured on the superimposition of two slices, 
one of which shows the tibial tubercle and the other shows the deepest point of the trochlear groove. 
Figure 3.7 shows that TT&TG distance can be measured on the tibial tuberosity slice, to which the line 
through the deepest point of the trochlear groove found on the deepest trochlear groove slice was 
transferred (Schoettle et al., 2006). A TT&TG distance greater than or equal to 20 mm has been 
associated with objective patellar instability (Dejour et al., 1994). 
1 
2 3 
1 2 3 
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 
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(a) CT (b) MRI 
Figure 3.7: Measurement of TT&TG distances on superimposed CT (a) and MRI (b) images of two different 
knees (adapted from Schoettle et al. (2006)).  
 
3.5.1.3 Muscle malfunction 
The distal portion of the VL and VM muscles are their oblique parts, which attach to the lateral and 
medial side of the superior border of the patella. In addition to having lateral and medial components 
of tension, the posterior directions of the VLO and VMO muscles mean that they pull the patella 
towards the trochlea to prevent excessive lateral or medial translation. Therefore, weakness of a 
quadriceps muscle group predisposes the PFJ to instability. VMO weakness is more common than that 
of the VLO (Stokes and Young, 1984). Without a good balance of the quadriceps muscle due to a 
weak VMO, the patella may tilt more laterally and consequently cause excessive lateral pressure 
syndrome in knees with normal joint geometry, or, the patella may subluxate or dislocate to the lateral 
side of knee in the case of dysplastic trochlea.  
Muscle anatomy and function are examined in vivo using MRI images and electromyography (EMG). 
Smaller cross&sectional areas (CSAs) of the VMO measured from axial MRI images at mid&thigh of 
the AKP patients compared with those of the healthy subjects have suggested VMO atrophy in the 
AKP patients (Pattyn et al., 2011). Although many studies have evidenced a delayed onset of the 
VMO relative to the VL in AKP patients comparing to healthy subjects, VMO dysfunction was not 
detected in all AKP patients (Chester et al., 2008). The difference between the patellar tilts measured 
TT5TG TT5TG 
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on CT or MRI images taken with and without quadriceps contraction may be used as an index of the 
centralising effect of the VMO (Pal et al., 2012; TaYkiran et al., 1998). Besides the VMO, hip muscle 
function might also play a role in the mechanism of AKP since EMG has also detected a delay in 
activation of the gluteus medius (Cowan et al., 2009). Hip muscle malfunction might cause increased 
hip internal rotation (Souza and Powers, 2009; Wirtz et al., 2012) which is associated with increased 
dynamic Q&angle and, consequently, the lateral force acting on the patella.  
3.5.1.4 Soft tissue abnormality 
The LR, ITB and MPFL are important in stabilising the patella in early flexion before the patella 
engages the trochlear groove (Amis and Senavongse, 2005; Conlan et al., 1993; Kwak et al., 2000a; 
Merican et al., 2009b). Lateral soft tissues that are tight may result in increased contact pressure on 
the lateral facet due to increased lateral tilt. A torn or ruptured MPFL predisposes the patella to lateral 
subluxation or dislocation. The tightness of these lateral and medial retinacula is initially assessed by 
physical examination such as glide test, tilt test and apprehension test (Biedert, 2004a; Upadhyay et 
al., 2010). Axial MRI images and ultrasound images can be used to examine the lateral soft tissue 
structure (Starok et al., 1997) and confirm MPFL tear or rupture (Balcarek et al., 2010a; Guerrero et 
al., 2009; Starok et al., 1997) (Figure 3.8).  
 
    
(a) Patellar site (b) Midsubstance (c) Femoral site (d) Combined 
Figure 3.8: Injury patterns of MPFL. (a) at the patellar attachment site, (b) in the midsubstance of the MFPL,  
(c) at the femoral attachment site and (d) at both patellar and femoral attachment sites (Balcarek et al., 2010a).  
3.5.2 Treatments 
There are many non&operative and operative treatments for PF instability. This section will focus on 
operative treatments commonly use to solve PF instability since non&operative treatment was already 
briefly discussed in Part I of this chapter. An invasive operative treatment may not be avoidable when 
the joint geometry is apparently abnormal or the MPFL is ruptured. Apart from such cases, patients 
with mild trochlear dysplasia, VMO deficiency and/or retinacular tightness are usually initially 
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assigned subjective non&operative treatment programmes. An operative treatment may be performed if 
the non&operative treatment programmes fails to restore PF stability.  
3.5.2.1 Trochleoplasty 
Trochleoplasty is a surgical procedure used to improve the congruence between the trochlea and 
patella in patients with severe trochlear dysplasia and chronic PF instability (Dejour and Le Coultre, 
2007; Schottle and Weiler, 2007). Lateral&facet elevating and sulcus&deepening are two types of 
trochleoplasty (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007) (Figure 3.9). Lateral facet elevation requires a 
superolateral incision of the lateral facet to create a gap, into which a wedge of a corticocancellous 
bone or bone substitute is inserted (Albee, 1915; Badhe and Forster, 2003; Dejour and Le Coultre, 
2007). A suture or K wire is used to fix the bone insert to the lateral facet. The elevated lateral facet 
may obstruct recurrent lateral subluxation or dislocation but it may also stretch the LR. Deepening the 
trochlear groove is a surgical procedure that removes the cancellous bone underneath the trochlear 
surface from the proximal osteochondral edge towards the intercondylar notch to create an 
osteochondral flap and underlying bone surface. The trochlear groove is then reshaped by lightly 
pressing the centre of the flap against the new bone surface. The osteochondral flap is fixed to the 
bone using two staples or sutures (Blønd and Schöttle, 2010; Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007; Upadhyay 
et al., 2010).  
 
  
(a) Elevated trochleoplasty (b) Sulcus deepening trochleoplasty 
Figure 3.9: Trochleoplasty techniques: (a) Lateral&facet elevation  
and (b) sulcus&deepening (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007). 
 
Trochlear dysplasia Grade B and D are most suitable for the sulcus&deepening procedure (Dejour and 
Saggin, 2010; Fucentese et al., 2011). A controlled laboratory study comparing normal trochlea, 
simulated dysplastic trochlea and sulcus&deepening trochleoplasty confirmed that PF stability and 
normal patellar tracking were restored after trochleoplasty (Amis et al., 2008). The clinical outcomes 
of trochleoplasty are measured using the Kujala score and medical imaging. The sulcus angle, TT&TG 
distance, patellar tilt angle and trochlear depth are improved significantly after trochleoplasty 
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(Fucentese et al., 2011; Smith and Leigh, 2008). The rate of recurrent instability is very low but the 
post&operative PF pain and development of PF osteoarthritis are subjective (Dejour and Saggin, 2010; 
von Knoch et al., 2006).  
Recent surgical technologies allow trochleoplasty to be performed with arthroscopy. This minimally 
invasive surgical technique has advantages over the conventional open trochleoplasty in that the 
retinacula are preserved; thus decreased risk of infection and postoperative pain, and reduce patients’ 
recovering time (Blønd and Schöttle, 2010).  
3.5.2.2 Tibial tuberosity transfer 
Several TTT techniques have been used to realign the knee extensor mechanism (Figure 3.10). 
Depending on the pathology, medialisation (Roux&Elmslie&Trillat procedure), anteriorisation (Maquet 
procedure),  anteromedialisation (Fulkerson procedure) and even anteromedial distalisation can be 
performed to transfer the tibial tubercle, or the patellar tendon insertion, in most cases, to correct the 
Q&angle, TT&TG distance and patella alta or baja (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007; Otsuki et al., 2013). 
TTT is a powerful surgical procedure used to restore not only normal patellar tracking but also contact 
pressures (Pritsch et al., 2007; Ramappa et al., 2006). The latter may be useful in protecting the 
articular cartilage and eventually preventing it from degeneration (Nakagawa et al., 2002). However, 
the surgical techniques are invasive and the clinical outcomes are subjective to individuals, 
particularly for anteromedialisation. In addition, complications such as over&medialisation and 
proximal tibial or tibial tuberosity fractures have been found in previous reports (Colvin and West, 
2008). 
 
  
Figure 3.10: Tibial tuberosity transfer procedures (Grelsamer and Weinstein, 2003). 
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3.5.2.3 Lateral retinacular release  
The indications for lateral retinacular release (LRR) are limited medial patellar glide and lateral 
patellar tilt (Upadhyay et al., 2010). LRR can be performed in isolation or in association with other 
stabilising procedures such as MFPL reconstruction (Fithian et al., 2004; Matsushita et al., 2013). 
Releasing the retinaculum may reduce the lateral pressure on the patella, correct maltracking and 
instability; hence used for management of pain, and chronic subluxation and patellar dislocation. The 
surgical procedure can be performed arthroscopically. Despite the simple principle, excessive release 
can cause complications such as medial subluxation of the patella and retraction of the VL muscle 
(Hughston and Deese, 1988). In fact, LRR is difficult to perform appropriately according to the 
sophisticated anatomy of the lateral retinacula. The connective tissues of the ITB – patellar fibres are 
usually transected in the LRR procedure (Figure 3.11). This may cause complications in PF stability 
since ITB tension plays a role in the lateral patellar translation (Kwak et al., 2000a; Ostermeier et al., 
2007a) and lateral stability (Merican et al., 2009b). A surgical plan has to be done very carefully since 
too progressive releases of the lateral soft tissue structures affects both lateral and medial stability of 
the patella (Christoforakis et al., 2006; Merican et al., 2009a).  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Standard (solid line) and extended (dotted line) Lateral retinacular release (Clifton et al., 2010). 
 
3.5.2.4 Medial patellofemoral ligament reconstruction 
According to the ligament’s primary function, a torn or ruptured MPFL causes increased lateral PF 
contact pressure and severe instability; thus repair or reconstruction is required to restore normal joint 
function. Controlled laboratory studies have confirmed the effects of isolated MPFL transection, and 
the stabilising effect of the MPFL reconstruction, on contact pressures and  patellar tracking (Nomura 
et al., 2000; Ostermeier et al., 2007b; Sandmeier et al., 2000; Stephen et al., 2013).  Postoperative 
Lateral 
retinacular 
release 
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outcomes assessed on radiographs showed that MPFL reconstruction using semitendinosus autograft 
improved the Kujala score and significantly decreased patellar tilt (Schöttle et al., 2005). Various 
MPFL reconstruction techniques have been described (Figure 3.12). A successful reconstruction 
process relies on several factors i.e. graft type, graft tension, graft fixation, patellar and femoral tunnel 
position and anatomical abnormalities (Tanaka et al., 2012). Gracilis and semitendinosus tendon 
autografts have been mostly used to reconstruct the MPFL (Smith et al., 2007). Bone&quadriceps 
tendon and bone&patellar tendon autografts have also been used (Noyes and Albright, 2006; Steensen 
et al., 2005; Steiner et al., 2006). Overtensioning the graft elevated the medial PF contact pressures 
(Beck et al., 2007). Since the natural MPFL is nearly isometric, a nonanatomical femoral tunnel for 
MPFL reconstruction significantly affected the isometry of the MPFL graft and, consequently, 
resulted in failures and complications (Bollier et al., 2011; Stephen et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2012). 
In the cases of severe trochlear dysplasia with a history of patellar dislocation, MPFL reconstruction 
is usually performed in combination with trochleoplasty in order to ensure no or very low risk of 
recurrent dislocation (Steiner et al., 2006). When the joint geometry is normal but excessive lateral tilt 
is presented, MPFL might be used with LLR (Arendt, 2010).    
 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
    
Figure 3.12: Examples of MPFL reconstruction techniques: (a) a graft fixed in bone canals of the patella and 
the femur (b) anchor fixation at the medial side of the patella to avoid drilling the patella (c) utilisation of a 
quadriceps tendon graft and (d) a semitendinosus tendon graft maintaining its insertion on the tibia and the 
proximal end of the tendon is passed through an incision in the medial collateral ligament femoral insertion 
before being sutured to the patella (adapted from Lind et al. (2008)). 
3.6 Anterior knee pain 
The causes of AKP are unclear because the PFJ is comprised of a variety of soft tissues, each of 
which, alone or in combination, can be a source of pain when it is injured or overloaded. Subchondral 
bone, synovium, retinaculum, skin, muscle and nerves are six major sources of pain (Fulkerson, 
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2002). Jackson (2001) categorised the causes of AKP into distinct and obscure. The first group 
includes overuse, trauma, abnormal osseous structures and damaged/inflamed surrounding soft tissue 
e.g. plicae, bursae, ligaments and tendons, all of which sources could be found by physical 
examination and medical imaging. Obscure causes for AKP are idiopathic knee pain, chondromalacia, 
maltracking/instability, ELPS, reflex sympathetic dystrophy and psychogenic. This section focuses on 
idiopathic knee pain and ELPS. Maltracking and instability, which are believed to be primary to 
chronic AKP (Jackson, 2001; Mcnally, 2001; Wong et al., 2012), have already been discussed.  
3.6.1 Diagnoses and treatments 
Idiopathic knee pain 
Idiopathic knee pain is diagnosed in patients with chronic AKP but without 1) anatomical 
abnormalities, limb malalignment or patellar maltracking and 2) degenerative articular cartilage (from 
MRI and/or arthroscopy). Since the clinical examinations do not reveal the precise causes of pain, the 
pathologies could be down to imbalanced quadriceps and hip muscle functions and/or tight 
semitendinosus (hamstring). Non&operative treatment is normally used to treat the patients. Clinical 
history is also important in designing a treatment programme to avoid overuse or activities that 
possibly induce pain. Muscle strengthening and stretching of muscles and retinaculum have shown 
good clinical outcome in previous reports (Clark et al., 2000; Jackson, 2001). In terms of diagnostic 
protocol, this group of AKP patients may benefit from SPECT/CT imaging, by which abnormal bone 
activities can be localised. 
Excessive lateral pressure syndrome 
ELPS is also known as lateral patellar compression syndrome (LPCS), which was defined by Ficat 
and Hungerford (1977) as “a syndrome, in which the patella is well centred in the trochlear sulcus and 
stable, but in which there is a functional lateralisation onto a physiologically and often anatomically 
predominant lateral facet” (Merchant, 1993). Clinical features of ELPS are considerably similar to 
those of chronic subluxation and recurrent dislocation of the patella (Merchant, 1993). Therefore, 
limb alignment (Q&angle), medial muscle weakness and medial and lateral retinaculum must be 
carefully examined. Their details can be referred to the previous section. An axial radiograph reveals 
narrowing joint space on the lateral side or patellar tilt. Patients may also develop sclerosis on the 
lateral facet of the patella, cartilage damage and eventually osteoarthritis. Non&operative treatment 
programmes similar to above are initially used to treat ELPS. If the pain is not relieved, LLR or LR 
lengthening, in which the retinacula are incised and its superficial layer on the femoral side is sutured 
to the knee capsule and its deeper layer on the patellar side (O’Neill and Texas, 1997), may be 
performed. Partial lateral patellar facetectomy to remove osteophytes may be required if it is the case.     
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3.7 Conclusion 
PF disorders are multifactorial problems. Therefore, solving them is not an easy or straightforward 
issue. The treatment plan relies on clinical history, physical examination and medical images. Osseous 
structures, limb alignment, muscles and surrounding soft tissues need to be carefully investigated for 
each patient in order to generate a successful treatment plan. Both non&operative and operative 
treatments are used to treat PF disorders. AKP patients without obvious anatomical abnormalities are 
most challenging to treat because it is difficult to identify the possible causes of pain. The surgical 
outcomes of those patients with anatomical abnormalities were also subjective and, in many cases, 
followed with complications and complaints about pain. It could be implied that the standard 
diagnostic protocol might not be sufficient. The ability to visualise 1) the states of the articular 
cartilage and/or patellar motion in subject&specific PFJs during static and/or dynamic activities and 2) 
the possible clinical outcomes after non&operative or operative treatments could possibly be beneficial 
for clinicians when they are considering how best to treat the knee, and above all, for patients 
suffering with PF pain. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Patellofemoral Joint Modelling Methods 
and the Clinical Applications 
4.1 The history of PFJ modelling methods 
Computational modelling has been employed in the study of PFJ biomechanics for a few decades. 
Many researchers have investigated ways to estimate knee function, e.g. movements of the patella 
(patellar tracking), contact mechanics of the patellar and femoral cartilages and stresses in the patella, 
using various computational techniques. These techniques include mathematical modelling, multi&
body modelling and other computational methods e.g. the finite element method (FEM) and discrete 
element method (DEM). All of the work aims at determining the biomechanics of the PFJ, in the hope 
that the results would eventually bring a better understanding of PFJ pain pathogenesis. Moreover, 
since computer models can be manipulated to simulate knee function, researchers can aim to use 
computer models to predict changes in kinematics and contact mechanics of the joint after undergoing 
treatment, either surgical or non&surgical one.  
PFJ modelling was first developed in the form of mathematical models or multi&body system models 
for two&dimensional (2D) problems (Figure 4.1) (Smidt, 1973; van Eijden et al., 1987, 1986; 
Yamaguchi and Zajac, 1989). The models usually consisted of three bony structures (either the whole 
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or partial), patellar ligament and quadriceps muscle. The modelling methods have been subsequently 
expanded to comprehensive three&dimensional (3D) problems (Figure 4.2) (Hefzy and Yang, 1993; 
Hirokawa, 1991; Kwak et al., 2000b). These studies focused on the determination of PFJ 
biomechanical responses e.g. contact forces, contact stresses, ligament tensions and patellar motion, 
as a function of given control parameters such as knee flexion angle and Q&angle. Besides this, some 
studies have also applied 3D mathematical modelling techniques to foresee treatment results. For 
example, Cohen et al. (2001a) applied the mathematical 3D multi&body modelling of diarthrodial 
joints proposed by Kwak et al. (2000) to study effects of rehabilitation, through quadriceps muscle 
strengthening programmes i.e. open and closed kinetic chain exercises, on the patellofemoral stresses 
of symptomatic PFJs. However, mathematical modelling methods are not suitable for predicting 
internal stress and strain information of an object being investigated (Kwak et al., 2000b). 
During the past decades, many researchers have shown that FEM is a competent method for 
simulating knee function and predicting all of the above output variables using quasi&static analysis. 
The two major biomechanical responses that have been predicted using this method were the articular 
contact pressures and patellar kinematics. Later, other clinically related parameters such as the 
subchondral bone stresses of the patella, patellar bone strains, and soft tissue tensions, some of which 
only FEM can capture, have also been investigated. The work by Heegaard et al. (1995) was the first 
FEA to succeed in providing a global description of the PFJ biomechanics. The contact mechanics, 
kinematics including patellar tendon tension and patellar stresses were assessed simultaneously. The 
study used two cadaveric knees and their models were simplified by including only the quadriceps 
and patellar tendon, but not the surrounding soft tissues (Figure 4.3(a)). Since the year 2000, more 
sophisticated FE modelling methods have been proposed to predict biomechanical responses of the 
PFJ and the analyses were performed using data obtained both in vitro and in vivo. Mesfar et al. 
(2005) modelled a knee joint from a volunteer to predict the contact forces and kinematics of the PFJ 
and tibiofemoral joint (TFJ); and the tensions of several knee ligaments, under various quadriceps 
muscle loads. They found that increased quadriceps muscle loads raised contact and ligament forces, 
and altered knee kinematics. Some studies have focused on other modelling factors. For example, 
instead of simple quadriceps muscle force vectors, a sophisticated quadriceps muscle model was 
developed by Fernandez et.al (2005) using fibre based active contraction derived from the biophysical 
contractile processes of the muscle (Figure 4.3(b)). The method was applied to the PFJ models at 
different flexion angles. However, their contact pressures and patellar kinematics (in vivo) were 
similar to those of simpler models obtained from literature. Apart from the computational aspect, 
some studies have introduced methods to generate subject&specific PFJ models at different flexion 
angles based on either the motion data or medical images of the subjects (Besier et al., 2005b; 
Farrokhi et al., 2011; Fernandez et al., 2007) (Figure 4.3(c)). A study by Baldwin et al. (2009) was 
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found to be the only study using the explicit finite element method to perform a dynamic analysis to 
obtain patellar kinematics of cadaveric knees when they were intact and after total knee arthroplasty. 
 
   
(a) Smidt (1973) (b) van Eijden et al. (1987) (c) Yamaguchi et al. (1989) 
Figure 4.1: Two&dimensional diagrams used to derive mathematical models of the PFJ in the previous studies.  
 
 
   
(a) Hefzy et al. (1993) (b) Hirakawa (1991) (c) Kwak et al. (2000b) 
Figure 4.2: Three&dimensional diagrams used to derive mathematical models of the PFJ in the previous studies. 
 
Most recent studies have focused on the application of the PFJ modelling methods to solve clinical 
problems. Therefore, the trend is towards using patient&specific or subject&specific models, which are 
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enabled by advances in medical imaging technologies and image processing techniques. Various 
technologies and techniques to generate accurate 3D geometries have also been developed in parallel 
with the computational methods to solve PFJ problems. In the early years, 3D geometric models of 
cadaveric PFJs were obtained from either stereophotogrammetry or direct digitisation and 
measurement (Heegaard et al., 1995; Hefzy and Yang, 1993; Hirokawa, 1991; Kwak et al., 2000b) 
until medical image segmentation was introduced. Computer models are now reconstructed by 
segmenting different tissues, e.g. bone, cartilage and muscles, on each 2D slice image of the data set 
and the segmented 2D images will be combined together to generate a 3D model. CT images have 
been firstly used for the task. However, since CT cannot provide the details of soft tissues without 
contrast material injection, direct digitisation and measurement had to be used in combination with the 
CT in studies which required articular cartilage geometries (Bendjaballah et al., 1995). Recently, 
MRI, which provides better visibility of the soft tissues, has been used for reconstructing 3D 
geometric models of the PFJ. However, an FE study by Li et al. (2001) proved that contact stresses of 
the TFJ were sensitive to the thicknesses of the cartilage. Therefore, extracting cartilage geometries 
from MRI images should be done meticulously since their morphological information, which is 
affected by the image quality and observers, may affect the computational results. It should be noted 
that CT is still useful and required by studies focusing on bone biomechanics because it provides the 
material properties of the bones as a function of bone density. This allows the bones to be modelled as 
heterogeneous materials. CT and MRI data can also be used in combination when global 
biomechanical responses of the PFJ are of interest (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a). However, care should be 
taken for the registration and material properties mapping process. In addition, more computing time 
is expected according to the increased number of the finite elements in the models. 
 
 
  
(a) Heegaard et al. (1995) (b) Fernandez et al. (2005) (c) Farrokhi et al. (2011) 
Figure 4.3: Examples of FE models of the PFJ in the previous studies.  
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The two main reasons for using more subject&specific models are that: 1) functional anatomy and 
structure of the human knee is evidently unique for individuals and 2) cadaveric studies are typically 
performed with normal knees which do not accurately represent symptomatic knees. Although it is 
possible to represent patients with PFJ disorders by externally manipulating the anatomy and 
alignment of a cadaveric knee, treatment simulation results obtained from the modified model 
comparing with those obtained from a subject&specific model might still be different. Therefore, for 
clinical applications, it is important to use subject&specific models (Feller et al., 2007), which will not 
only enable the PFJ function to be characterised by conducting cohort and/or case control studies but 
also extend the application of the modelling methods to clinical problems in the forms of diagnostic 
and treatment planning tools. The applications could reinforce standard clinical protocols and 
eventually enhance the success rate of PFJ treatment by allowing orthopaedists to assess the clinical 
related biomechanical responses of subject&specific PFJs and to evaluate the treatment plans for the 
PFJ disorder of each particular patient. 
FE modelling methods of subject&specific PFJs were firstly developed with the subject&specific data 
restricted to the joint geometries. Later, subject&specific joint motion and muscle activations 
obtainable from motion analysis systems and EMG, respectively, have also been included in several 
studies. A case control study conducted by Farrokhi el al. (2011) investigated the cartilage pressures 
of 10 females with patellofemoral pain and 10 females with pain&free knees, using inverse dynamics 
equations to estimate joint position and subject&specific muscle forces from 3D motion and EMG 
data. Their results showed that the cartilage stresses were greater in patients with patellofemoral pain. 
Besides using the subject&specific data directly, manipulating the physical body model of the PFJ 
relative to the base line subject&specific data enables the joint functional and anatomical deficiencies 
to be simulated and their effects on the PFJ biomechanics to be assessed. For example, subject&
specific PFJ models using various VM or VL muscle distributions showed different contact patterns, 
cartilage hydrostatic stresses and octahedral shear stresses (Besier et al., 2005b). Besier et al. (2008) 
also simulated the internal and external rotation of the femur by manipulating the femoral alignment 
of the 16 subject&specific PFJ models obtained from middle&aged, pain&free volunteers (8 males and 8 
females) at 60° of knee flexion. They also used joint position and subject&specific muscle forces 
estimated from the joint kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity data. Compared to the models with 
the neutral femoral position, they found a large variation of the cartilage stresses across the subjects 
and that external rotation of the femur increased the cartilage stresses.  
Treatment plans can also be evaluated by manipulating the baseline subject&specific input parameters. 
Previous studies have simulated various treatments and focused on the ability of computational 
modelling to predict the pre& and post&treatment contact mechanics and patellar kinematics. Non&
surgical treatment (or physiotherapy), surgical treatments and rehabilitation processes have been 
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studied. Also, the uses of cadaveric and subject&specific knee models for treatment simulations were 
both found. For physiotherapy, computer models have been used to predict the effects of open and 
closed kinetic chain exercises. Cohen et al.(2001a) used a mathematical modelling method (Kwak et 
al., 2000b) to analyse 5 cadaveric knee models and compare patellofemoral joint stresses of various 
open kinetic chain exercises, with and without ankle loads, and closed kinetic chain knee&bend 
exercises. The study found no significant differences between the two types of exercises and thus 
recommended open kinetic chain exercise for post&surgery rehabilitation processes. A more 
sophisticated FE model of a cadaveric knee including both PFJ and TFJ was also used to simulate 
closed kinetic chain squat exercises (Adouni and Shirazi&Adl, 2009).  
Various PFJ surgical procedures have been simulated. Most of the work focused on the effects of TTT 
procedures. Cohen et al. (2000) performed two Maquet procedures with 15 and 20 mm anterior shift; 
and two Fulkerson procedures with 1) 8 mm medial – 8 mm anterior and 2) 15 mm medial – 8 mm 
anterior shifts on 13 subject&specific models. All TTT procedures were simulated in combination with 
LRR. It should be noted again that they used a mathematical modelling method and not FEM; the 
muscle forces were assumed from literature and the LRR was simulated by reducing the VL muscle 
tension by 25% of its original value since they did not model soft tissues. Later, Cohen et al. (2003) 
employed the modelling technique and simulation scenario described above to investigate the surgical 
outcomes of 20 patients diagnosed as having PFJ osteoarthritis and lateral subluxation. A Fulkerson 
procedure with 8 mm medial plus 8 mm anterior movement of the tibial tubercle was simulated in a 
subject&specific model by Fernandez et al. (2005) (Figure 4.4). The FE modelling method proposed by 
Shirazi&Adl et al. (2007) was used to analyse a cadaveric knee model modified to simulate Maquet 
procedures with 12.5 and 25 mm anterior shifts. The value of subject&specific PFJ models was clearly 
demonstrated in the studies of Cohen et al. (2000; 2003) which showed that no single standard 
procedure produced the best outcome for all patients with patellofemoral pain.  
 
 
 
(a) Anteriorisation (b) Medialisation 
Figure 4.4: Simulations of TTT procedures: (a) anteriorisation and (b) medialisation, 
 performed by Fernandez et al. (2005). 
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The other example of a surgical treatment also used to show the capabilities of treatment simulations 
was the muscle reattachment procedure. Apart from the Fulkerson procedure, Fernandez et al. (2005) 
simulated the VL muscle reattachment to solve bipartite patella. The effects of PT adhesions, a 
common complication following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, were also studied by 
Fernandez et al. (2011) using a subject&specific PFJ model. The applications of computer models have 
recently been extended to evaluate the biomechanics of the PFJ following implantation. Examples are 
studies of the patellar button kinematics in a total knee arthroplasty (Baldwin et al., 2009; Bischoff et 
al., 2009), patellofemoral joint stresses in a patellar button model (Lee et al., 2009) and bone strains in 
natural and implanted patellae (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a).   
Several remarks can be made in regards to previous studies. It was found that healthy subjects have 
been used in most in vivo computational modelling studies. Only two studies, by Cohen et al. (2003) 
and Farrokhi et al. (2011), were found to have included analyses of symptomatic knees. In previous 
treatment simulation studies, changes in the patellar tracking pattern after treatment were unknown, 
and was instead based on the pre&treatment tracking pattern. Only few studies (Baldwin et al., 2009; 
Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a; Mesfar and Shirazi&Adl, 2005) have included surrounding soft tissues 
models. For geometrical factors, no previous studies have investigated the effects of geometrical 
factors except a study by Fitzpatrick et al. (2011b) who used a statistical shape model and FEA to 
examine the relationship between articular geometry, e.g. size, patellar height and sulcus angle, and 
PFJ biomechanics. Most studies emphasised the ability of PFJ modelling methods to evaluate 
physiotherapy and/or surgical procedures in terms of contact mechanics and patellar kinematics. 
Another study which investigated the effects of the femoral architecture on joint stability using a 
planar analysis and mathematical modelling method (Jafari et al., 2008). Most importantly, none of 
the previous studies have performed a follow&up study, which compared the actual results of the 
patients at follow&up with the pre&treatment models and the predicted outcomes from their treatment 
simulation models. The patellar implant study by Lee et al. (2009) was found to be the only study that 
scanned the patient before and after implantation. However, the study did not use the FE modelling 
method to plan surgery, but only to evaluate and compare the patellar stresses before and after 
implantation. 
Although recent studies have tended to use subject&specific knee models to perform analyses in vivo, 
cadaveric knee models are still useful for model validation. In theory, validation is a prerequisite 
when introducing any new computer modelling methods and before applying the method to solve 
clinical problems. However, it was found from that only three FEA studies (Baldwin et al., 2009; 
Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a; Heegaard et al., 1995) have validated their modelling method directly against 
their in vitro experimental results. However, not all output variables were validated (Heegaard et al., 
1995) or the validated variable was not the main variable being investigated (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a). 
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Other studies which applied their methods to analyse subject&specific knee models have performed 
only indirect validation e.g. against literature. Although the verification and validation processes are 
not easy for these types of modelling problem (Besier et al., 2011),  they are crucial and researchers 
should make great effort in this regard before applying such models to perform in vivo assessment and 
solve clinical problems.  
Apart from the FEM, the DEM and geometric methods have been used by some researchers to analyse 
PFJ models. Only the DEM will be further discussed because it predicts the magnitude of contact 
stresses, while the geometric method estimates only the depth of virtual penetration and uses this as an 
indirect measurement of cartilage contact stress (Islam et al., 2013). The DEM uses a number of 
springs to represent articular cartilages and analyses the model based on a rigid&body&spring&model 
formulation. Elias et al. (2004) created only the femoral and patellar models of cadaveric knees from 
their CT data, disregarded the specific articular cartilage geometries, and applied the DEM to predict 
the contact mechanics of the patella when the Q&angle was changed. They also attempted to validate 
the model by comparing the results with contact pressure distributions obtained from their own in 
vitro experiments (Elias et al., 2004). It was not possible to draw a conclusion as to whether or not the 
FEM and DEM provided similar PFJ contact results or which one was more accurate. Later, they 
published papers which used the same knee models as used in the previous work to assess the 
influences of MPFL reconstruction (Elias and Cosgarea, 2006) and the VMO function (Elias et al., 
2010) on the PFJ contact pressures. Li et al. (1997) compared the surface pressure distributions of a 
simplified articular joint model (an axisymmetric model of a rigid ball in a hemispherical foundation) 
using the DEM, FEM, a simplified elasticity solution and modified Hertzian theory (Figure 4.5). They 
found that the four methods provided similar results and the DEM, compared with the FEM, required 
much less model generation effort and computational time. However, the DEM was limited to 
predicting static surface pressures since it was not possible to provide internal stress and strain 
information of the cartilage layers neither to cope with surface friction and finite sliding. Therefore, 
the DEM may only be suitable when the articular surface pressure is the only desired outcome 
variable and when a large number of models are required.  
Despite expensive model generation and/or computational times compared to the DEM or geometric 
method, the FEM is still required for evaluating the stresses and strains within the cartilage and bone. 
Moreover, the FEM is capable of dealing with surface friction and finite sliding, therefore enabling 
studies of patellar equilibrium and motion. With the recent advances in medical image processing, 
reconstructing accurate complex 3D models from medical image data sets has become feasible by 
using commercial software packages developed for model reconstruction purposes. The technologies 
have also allowed anatomical and biomechanical studies in vivo to be conducted. Examples are 
studies involving subject&specific anatomical measurements, e.g. anatomical landmarks 
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(Esfandiarpour et al., 2009; Victor et al., 2009), abnormal structure (Yamada et al., 2007b),  ligament 
length changes (Yoo et al., 2012); and in vivo patellar motion analysis (von Eisenhart&Rothe et al., 
2004; Yamada et al., 2007a).  
 
 
 
(a) DEM (b) FEM 
Figure 4.5: Simplified articular joint models used to compare  
(a) rigid&body&spring&model method or DEM with (b) FEM (Li et al., 1997). 
 
From the modelling point of view, it is extremely important to focus on the accuracy of the 
computational output, which is directly affected by all data inputs of the model. Therefore, many 
recent studies also tend to emphasise the development of more realistic modelling methods to reduce 
the influence of model inputs on the accuracy of the computational output. In the aforementioned 
studies, it was found that the inputs i.e. magnitude and orientation of muscle forces, muscle insertion 
points, soft tissue constraints, and material properties have been modelled variously by using 
researchers’ assumptions or data obtained from literature, depending on researchers’ considerations. It 
was not possible to conclude from previous studies which assumptions were most appropriate. Some 
obvious examples are the modelling of the quadriceps muscles and patellar tendon. These two 
components have been modelled using force vectors or deformable elements – line or spring elements. 
The distributions of the muscle forces also differed across the controlled experimental studies and 
subject&specific studies which assumed the muscle forces. The numbers of elements and material 
properties of the patellar tendon models varied between studies. Cartilage material models were 
another example of the inputs which were assumed variously. Previous work claimed confidence 
about their studies even though the inputs of the studies were different and, only a few of those studies 
had validated their results. Hence, it is difficult to conclude which input modelling methods and 
assumptions would provide the most accurate computational results. Because of this, some 
researchers have paid more attention to the influence of these inputs, e.g. the three&dimensional finite 
element model construction (Li et al., 2001), subject&specific muscle forces (Besier et al., 2005b; Elias 
et al., 2006) and PFJ contact geometry (Powers et al., 2006), on the accuracy of the computational 
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results. It is conceivable that the more realistic the model, the more expensive the computation. 
Sensitivity analyses and probabilistic studies can be used to evaluate the effects of input parameters. 
These techniques would allow researchers to optimise computing time and input parameters to obtain 
the least sophisticated PFJ modelling while still providing computational results with acceptable 
accuracy. This could be very useful in the development of PFJ modelling techniques and the further 
development of a computer&aided surgical planning tool for more routine use in planning the 
treatment of patients. 
4.2 Conclusion 
Several computational methods have been used to predict PFJ contact mechanics and kinematics. The 
FEM has been shown to allow a variety of clinically related variables to be computed simultaneously. 
Recent developments of various technologies including medical imaging, image processing, motion 
analysis, muscle activation evaluation, computing and programming have facilitated the FE modelling 
method to analyse the PFJ biomechanics and also supported the development of diagnostic and 
surgical planning tools.  
It is necessary that an FE modelling method is verified and validated before applying the method to 
evaluate the biomechanical responses of symptomatic knees and to eventually suggest any treatments. 
This stage of the process has often been inadequate to provide strong&enough evidence that the model 
predictions are accurate and robust enough for a clinical plan to be relied on. The design and 
development of the FE modelling method to analyse subject&specific PFJ models should address 
several aspects from the assumptions used to the ease of the modelling, including the welfare of the 
patients. When possible, a full&cycle feasibility study of applying the FE modelling method as a 
diagnostic or treatment planning tool should be performed. The study should include symptomatic 
knees with various PFJ disorders and their treatments, and compare the clinical assessments of the 
subject&specific PFJ models across all stages: diagnosis, treatment planning and follow&up.  
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Chapter 5  
 
Finite Element Modelling Method of  
the Patellofemoral Joint: Generic Model 
5.1 Finite element modelling process 
The objective of this chapter was to develop FE modelling method capable of analysing contact 
mechanics and kinematics of the PFJ simultaneously. The process of FEA comprises of three steps: 
pre&processing, solving and post&processing. In the pre&processing step, modellers generate FE mesh 
models and assign material properties and boundary conditions, all of which should be as close as 
possible to the real&world problems being simulated. Solving FE models requires proper FE 
formulation, numerical methods and convergence criteria in order to obtain accurate solutions. The 
post&processing step involves the presentation of the results. 
In FEA, sophisticated real&world problems are usually simplified not only for ease of modelling but 
also to minimise complicated numerical formulations of the FE models to avoid convergence 
problems. The modelling method of the PFJ in this study was also simplified. The conceptual design 
was to perform quasi&static analysis to predict clinical related biomechanical responses, i.e. femoral 
and patellar cartilage contact pressures, subchondral bone stress of the patella and patellar kinematics, 
of the PFJ at an early flexion angle after the quadriceps muscles were activated. A generic model of 
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the PFJ was reconstructed from an MRI data set of a cadaveric knee, which was also used in the 
processes of model verification and validation. These processes are very important in all FEA studies 
as the first one confirms that the simplified FE modelling method returns desired analysis results and 
the latter reports the reliability and accuracy of the method (Anderson et al., 2007). Therefore, a 
thourough report on the model verification and validation can be found in a separate chapter (Chapter 
6), which will also include the computational results obtained from the FE modelling method 
developed in this chapter.   
This chapter covers the process of FE mesh model generation, pre&processing, solving and post&
processing. The FEA software package used was Marc® & Mentat (MSC Software Corporation, Santa 
Ana, USA). Marc® is an FEA solver which is capable of analysing complex nonlinear problems, 
while Mentat is used in the pre& and post&processing steps to graphically generate Marc model input 
files and present the results. The software package also include a package of programming modules 
written in Python programming language version 2.5 (Python Software Foundation, Ipswich, MA, 
USA), which is used to interact with Mentat to assist in the pre& and post&processing steps. The 
modelling concepts were translated into the modelling method by taking into consideration the 
requirements and functionality offered by the software package. The concepts and assumptions of the 
simulation including sets of Python scripts used in the pre& and post&processing steps will be 
explained.  
5.2 FE model generation 
The FE model of the PFJ comprised of five parts which were the femur, femoral cartilage, patella, 
patellar cartilage and tibia. The FE model was generated following the steps (Figure 5.1): 
1. MRI image segmentation to create a triangular surface model of each part 
2. Processing the femoral and patellar cartilage surface models 
3. Generating volumetric mesh models of the PFJ 
4. Generating an FE model (Section 5.3 Pre&processing) 
The MRI image segmentation was performed using 3D image reconstruction software Mimics version 
15.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) (Figure 5.2). An MRI data set of a cadaveric knee flexed at 20° 
was used (Chapter 6). The most proximal boundary of the MRI data set was cropped at approximately 
9&12 cm above the joint line. The segmentation of each part was performed meticulously to obtained 
accurate 3D triangular surface models. However, the thicknesses of the femoral and patellar cartilage 
surface models were exaggerated (Figure 5.3) for a modelling purpose, which will be explained later. 
After segmentation, all models were smoothed using Smoothing and/or Wrap tools, carefully 
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conserving the joint geometry. Although the segmentation process was semi&automatic using the 3D 
LiveWire and Edit Masks tools, it was still labour&intensive and time consuming.  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Summary of 3D model reconstruction and FE model generation process.  
FC and PC are femoral cartilage and patellar cartilage, respectively. 
 
To simulate the bone&cartilage interface in FEA, it is crucial that the FE element entities, e.g. nodes 
and segments, of the bone and cartilage at their contacting surfaces must be identical, otherwise the 
contact status at the interface will be non&continuous and the FE solution may not be realistic. In order 
STEP1: Segmentation 
Tibia Femur Original FC Patella Original PC 
STEP2: Processing STEP2: Processing 
New FC New PC 
Triangular surface mesh models 
Volumetric mesh models 
Tibia Femur New FC Patella New PC 
STEP3: Volumetric mesh generation 
MRI 
STEP4: FE model generation 
Rigid bodies 
Tibia 
Femur 
New PC 
New FC 
Patella 
Deformable bodies 
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to create such cartilage surface models, first of all, a Boolean operator (Difference) of 3D modelling 
software Rhinoceros® version 4.0 (Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, WA, USA) was used to 
generate new femoral and patellar cartilage surface models out of their original ones and the relevant 
bone surface models (Figure 5.4). The reason for doing this was that it meant that only the outer 
surface of each cartilage needed to be defined accurately: its thickness then followed when the bone 
surface was subtracted. The cartilage and bone contours at their interfaces then became identical but 
not their surface element entities. The new cartilage surface models including the surface models of 
the femur, patella, and tibia were imported into a stand&alone meshing software package ANSYS® 
ICM CFD™ version 13.0 (ANSYS Inc, Canonsburg, PA, USA) to generate a volumetric mesh model 
of the PFJ, in which the meshes at the contacting surfaces between the femur and femoral cartilage; 
and the patella and patellar cartilage were identical. The initial element mesh size used was 1 mm. A 
mesh convergence study was performed later in the verification process (Chapter 6). The PFJ model 
was then exported to the FEA software package to further prepare for the analysis.  
 
 
Figure 5.2: 3D surface mesh model reconstruction from the MRI data set using Mimics. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3: Original segmentations of the femoral (a) and patellar cartilages (b). 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Cartilage model generation process. The new femoral cartilage (FC) and patellar cartilage (PC) 
were generated from the original FC and femur; and original PC and patella, respectively ((a) and (b)) using the 
Boolean Difference operation in Rhinoceros®.  
5.3 Pre5processing 
5.3.1 FE mesh model preparation 
The volumetric mesh model of the PFJ was imported to Mentat. The femur and tibia models were 
converted into rigid bodies. The anatomical femoral axes of the femur were used as a reference for the 
attachment points and directions of the quadriceps muscles. The tibia model was used to identify the 
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attachment sites of the patellar tendon and ITB. The patella and both cartilages were modelled as 
deformable bodies using 4+1&node, isoparametric, tetrahedra using the Herrmann formulation. This 
element type (Marc® Element 157) is more suitable for large strain analysis such as rubber elasticity 
and elasto&plasticity (MSC&Software&Corporation, 2013a). 
The position and orientation of the PFJ model were transformed (translated and rotated) to 1) move 
the model coordinate origin to approximately the centre of the proximal femur 2) align the posterior 
condylar axis to the x&axis 3) align the anatomical axis of the femur to the z&axis  (Figure 5.5). This 
position later facilitated the modelling of the quadriceps muscle groups and ITB because the pulling 
direction of each active load obtained from literature was measured in relation to this axes system.  
 
Figure 5.5: FE model registration. The bone axes defined previously were manipulated  
until they were coincident with the coordinate system. 
5.3.2 Soft tissue modelling 
Two groups of soft tissues were included in the model. One was the active load group comprising of 
the quadriceps muscle groups and ITB; and the other was the surrounding soft tissue constraints group 
that passively stabilise the patella. The quadriceps muscle was divided into six muscle groups: RF, VI, 
VLL, VLO, VML and VMO.  The soft tissues included were the PT, LR and MPFL.  
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5.3.2.1 Spring model description 
In Marc® & Mentat, it is possible to simplify the models of these soft tissues by using spring links, 
instead of more sophisticated elements e.g. solid or shell elements. With spring links, the difficult and 
time consuming segmentations of the soft tissues were eliminated. Moreover, a complete analysis was 
obtained quicker as shape functions of these elements are much simpler. To model a spring link, a 
begin node+,-.and an end node+,/.of the spring must be defined (Figure 5.6(a)). In this study, the 
begin nodes represented the attachment sites of the muscle groups, ITB and soft tissue constraints on 
the relevant bones. The attachment sites of the quadriceps muscle groups and the soft tissues were the 
selected nodes on the patella (Section 5.3.2.2). The ITB was modelled in accordance with its anatomy 
(Merican and Amis, 2008; Sanchez et al., 2006). Thus, it was represented using two spring links, one 
of which began at Gerdy’s tubercle on the tibia and the other at the lateral border of the patella. The 
latter represented the transverse fibres of the ITB, which inserts into the patella via the intermediate 
layer of the LR. The begin node of the LR was assumed at the lateral patella, while that of the MPFL 
at the about proximal two&third of the medial margin of the patella (Amis et al., 2003; Nomura et al., 
2005). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: (a) Spring links used to represent the quadriceps muscle groups, ITB, PT, LR and MPFL.  
(b) The coordinate of the proximal origin (the end node,01) was calculated from the coordinate of the 
attachment point (the begin node,02), the fibre length34563 and the angles ψ and θ. The angles were derived from 
the muscle fibre orientations in the coronal +').and the sagittal +'(. planes, using descriptive geometry. 
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The end nodes of the springs represented the proximal origins of the quadriceps muscle groups and 
the ITB; and the attachment sites of the soft tissue constraints on the relevant bones. Figure 5.6(b) 
depicts a proximal origin of the muscle (the end node of a spring link) as a spatial node, of which the 
coordinate was derived from the muscle’s begin node+,-., fibre orientations in the coronal +78.and 
sagittal +79.planes and fibre lengths +3%63., using descriptive geometry. Therefore, the end nodes of 
all quadriceps muscle and longitudinal ITB spring links were generated using the selected begin nodes 
and their mean fibre orientations and lengths (assumed for the ITB) were obtained from literature 
(Table 5.1). The end node of the transverse ITB spring link was a spatial node generated at the mid&
length of the longitudinal ITB spring link. For the soft tissue constraints, their springs’ end nodes 
were the attachment sites on the bones. The end node of the PT spring was the node at the tibial 
tuberosity (Soudry and Lanir, 1986; Stäubli et al., 1999; Standring, 2008) while that of the LR was 
assumed to be at the lateral epicondyle (Merican and Amis, 2008; Standring, 2008). The MPFL’s end 
node was selected at about the anatomical femoral attachment point, which is approximately half way 
between the medial epicondyle and adductor tubercle (Nomura et al., 2005; Philippot et al., 2009; 
Stephen et al., 2012).  
 
Table 5.1: Published data of the fibre orientations in the coronal and the sagittal (sag) planes in relation to the 
anatomical femoral axis, normalised percentage physiological cross&sectional areas (PCSAs) and fibre lengths. 
 VLO VLL RF VI VML VMO ITB References 
Fibre orientation        Farahmand et. al. (1998a) 
Coronal (°) &35 &14 0 0 15 47 0  
Sagittal (°) 33 & & & & 44 6  
         
PCSA (%) 10 30 15 20 15 10 & Farahmand et. al. (1998a) 
         
Fibre length 
(mm) 
85.3 85.3 85.9 71.7 78.9 78.9 & O’Brien et. al. (2010) 
 
5.3.2.2 The begin nodes of the quadriceps muscle links 
The attachment nodes of the quadriceps muscle groups on the patella were estimated from both MRI 
images and published anatomical studies, some of which are shown in Figure 5.7. On a sagittal view, 
the RF attachment site was at the anterior patella, about two third of the patellar base (PB) measured 
from the superior pole of the patella (Staeubli et al., 1999; Waligora et al., 2009) while that of the VI 
was at about one third (Farahmand et al., 1998a; Staeubli et al., 1999; Waligora et al., 2009). The VL 
attached at the superior and superolateral border of the patella (Becker et al., 2010; Farahmand et al., 
1998a; Waligora et al., 2009). The approximate attachment site of the VMO on the medial border of 
the patella was at one third to one half of the patellar length (L)  (Farahmand et al., 1998a; Holt et al., 
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2008; Lin et al., 2008) and the VML fibres attached to the superior and superomedial edge of the 
patella (Farahmand et al., 1998a). The overall attachment sites of the VM was from about the superior 
patella to about one half of the patellar length (Waligora et al., 2009) and the attachment length was 
25 ± 6 mm (Peeler and Anderson, 2007).  
The attachment nodes of the quadriceps muscle groups were approximated at the centres of the 
attachment sites of the muscles and summarised as illustrated in Figure 5.8. First, the attachment 
nodes of the RF and VI were selected on the medial&lateral view (Figure 5.8 (c)). The remaining 
muscle attachment points were estimated on the coronal view (Figure 5.8 (b)) using the selected RF 
and VI attachment nodes as references. Both VLL and VLO attachment nodes were at the 
superolateral border of the patella, at about the same levels of the VI and RF attachment nodes, 
respectively. The attachment node of the VML was selected at the superomedial border of the patella, 
at the level of about half distance between the RF and VI attachment levels. The VMO attachment 
was at the medial border of the patella, at the level of about one third of the patellar length measured 
from the superior pole of the patella, or about half way between the level of the VML attachment and 
mid patella. 
 
Figure 5.7:  Examples of published anatomical studies. (a) The approximate insertions of the soft tissue anterior 
(QT&A), osseous quadriceps tendon insertion (QT&I) and suprapatellar fat pad (SPFP); along the patellar base 
(PB) (Staeubli et al., 1999) (b) The approximate attachment sites of the RF, VI, VL  
and VM (Waligora et al., 2009). 
 
Figure 5.8: Attachment nodes of the quadriceps muscle groups on the coronal and sagittal views. 
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5.3.2.3 Spring stiffnesses and the nonlinear spring stiffness function 
For the spring links representing the quadriceps muscle groups and ITB, a very low stiffness values 
(1e&12 N/mm) was applied. This was because these springs were only used for guiding the directions 
of muscle and ITB pulls which were applied in Marc® as non&conservative follower force vectors.  
When the load fractions were applied at each increment of the simulation process, the patella was 
moved from its initial position. Without enabling the follower force option, Figure 5.9(b) illustrates 
that a muscle load applied as a point load at the attachment site or the begin node of the spring link 
will remain its original direction. However, in reality, the muscle load should always direct to the 
proximal origin of the muscle as shown in Figure 5.9(c), hence, the follower force must be enabled.  
 
 
Figure 5.9: Effect of applying a load as a follower force vector. The patellar medial translation from  
the initial position (a) is exaggerated to illustrate the direction of the force vector  
when the follower force is disabled (b) or enabled (c). 
 
The PT, LR and MPFL were the major passive soft tissue constraints or stabilisers of the PFJ. The 
modelling method was simplified by using one spring link to represent each of these soft tissues. The 
nominal length of each link was simply imposed from the current position of the knee, at which the 
begin node and end node of the spring link were selected. The spring stiffnesses used for the PT, LR 
and MPFL were 2000 (Besier et al., 2005b; Elias et al., 2010; Reeves et al., 2003) , 22.5 and 22.5 
N/mm (Conlan et al., 1993; Elias et al., 2006), respectively. These stiffness values were not assigned 
directly to the relevant soft tissue spring links as constants but via a spring stiffness table capable of 
simulating the behaviour of the soft tissues, which are non&compressive and their stiffnesses change 
over time and with load. Ligament and tendons have viscoelastic, or time& and history&dependent 
behaviour (Amis, 1985; Woo et al., 1999). The load&displacement and stress&strain curve obtained 
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from a uniaxial tensile test are nonlinear (Figure 5.10 (a) and (b)). Also, the material exhibits creep, 
stress relaxation, and hysteresis under a cycle of loading and unloading (Figure 5.10 (c)). The force&
displacement curve can be divided into a toe region, a linear region, and a yield and failure region, 
each of which have various stiffness functions. At the toe region, the stiffness is low and nonlinear 
since the ligament fibre is stretched from it being crimped and therefore a small load can elongate the 
tissue to a large extent. The linear region is where the soft tissue fibres are stretched from their 
original lengths so the material exhibits linear elastic behaviour and the stiffness is constant. At yield 
and failure region, the stiffness becomes nonlinear again because the fibres started to get damaged as 
the curve reaches the ultimate load. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Typical structural and mechanical properties of ligaments and tendons.  
(a) Load&displacement curve. (b) Stress&strain curve. (c) Viscoelastic behaviours. 
 
In Figure 5.11(d), a table having a fraction of assigned spring stiffness as a function of displacement 
was generated in Mentat and assigned to all soft tissue spring links. The y&axis was the fraction of 
stiffness value instead of absolute stiffness value so that the same table was assigned to various soft 
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tissue springs, which have different linear stiffness value but similar material behaviours. The x&axis 
was the displacement rather than the percentage elongation due to the limitation of the software 
package. In the negative displacement region of the table, a close to zero stiffness was assigned to 
simulate the tension&only or non&compressive behaviour of soft tissues. This very small fraction of 
stiffness value, instead of zero stiffness was required in order to facilitate the computation. In the 
positive displacement region, a stiffness fraction&displacement curve (Figure 5.11(c)) assigned was 
derived from force&displacement curves of the human PT obtained from published reports (Couppé et 
al., 2009; P. Hansen et al., 2006; Pearson et al., 2007) (Figure 5.11(a)), in which subjects performed 
slow isometric knee extension ramps. Since the experiments were performed in vivo, the tendon 
displacements were limited within the toe regions and to only the beginning of the linear regions of 
the force&displacement curve. Beyond the latter, the force&displacement function was assumed to be in 
the linear regions and, therefore, the stiffness was assumed constant with the fraction of stiffness 
equal to 1. This stiffness function was valid because the expected displacements or elongations of the 
soft tissues at the current modelling state never went into the yield and failure region or exceeded their 
mean ultimate displacements: 8 mm for the PT (Butler et al., 1986), 10 mm for the LR (Merican et al., 
2009c), and 26 mm for the MPFL (Mountney et al., 2005); obtained from in vitro experiments. 
However, the decision to use the characteristic in Figure 5.11(d) for all three tissue structures 
followed from the lack of published load&displacement data for the LR and MPFL; further work could 
allow that to be made more realistic. 
5.3.3 Material properties 
The material model assigned to the femoral cartilage, patella and patellar cartilage models was 
isotropic linear elastic. Although the articular cartilage is biphasic, containing interstitial liquid and a 
porous&permeable matrix and its mechanical behaviour is nonlinear and anisotropic (Mow et al., 
1980), the use of a single&phase material model was justified in two cases of physiological loading: 
immediately after a load is applied and at equilibrium (Carter and Beaupre, 1999; Goldsmith et al., 
1996). Due to the complexity of the PFJ geometry, a more sophisticated material model may easily 
lead to serious convergence problems. This may be the reason why most biphasic FE modelling 
studies have been performed using either confined or unconfined indentation models (Clift, 1992; 
DiSilvestro and Suh, 2002; Goldsmith et al., 1996; Mohammadi et al., 2013; Richard et al., 2013; 
Spilker and Suh, 1990; Wilson et al., 2005; Wu et al., 1998), while almost all the modelling studies 
using whole PFJ models used a single phase material model (Besier et al., 2008, 2005b; Farrokhi et 
al., 2011; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a; Mesfar and Shirazi&Adl, 2005). Therefore, a single phase material 
model was employed in this study. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio assigned for the patella 
were 17 GPa and 0.3, respectively (Burstein et al., 1976; Reilly and Burstein, 2010; Smit et al., 2002; 
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Snyder and Schneider, 1991). Both femoral and patellar cartilage had Young’s modulus of 4 MPa and 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.47 (Blankevoort and Huiskes, 1991; Kwak et al., 2000b).  
 
  
  
  
Figure 5.11: Structural and mechanical properties of the patellar tendon. The published force&displacement 
curves (a) were used to obtained the stiffness& and stiffness fraction&displacement curves (b and c). The 
stiffness fraction&displacement function (d) was generated in Mentat and assigned to all soft tissue spring links. 
5.3.4 Contact 
The contact problems are one of the major reasons for nonlinear FE modelling. This is because 
boundary constraints are not constant but change with the deformation state of the system (Wriggers, 
2008). In the case of the PFJ, this phenomenon occurs when the patella comes into contact with the 
femur. The numerical formulations for contact analysis were defined using a contact table available in 
the FEA software package, where contact options: no contact, touching, and glue; can be assigned to 
each pair of contact bodies to simulate their real&world interfaces. First, the contact bodies were 
specified. Since the tibia was only used to define the PT attachment point; the femur, femoral 
cartilage, patella and patellar cartilage were the only contact bodies defined. The femoral position was 
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fixed and the nodes on the femoral cartilage at the bone&cartilage interfaces were rigidly bonded using 
a “glued” model option. Similarly, the patellar set consisting of the patella and its cartilage was also 
glued together. It was left unconstrained to allow motion in 6 degrees of freedom. Once the loads 
were activated, the patella set was moved towards the femoral cartilage and endeavoured to find its 
equilibrium. The numerical formulations characterising contact between the femoral and patellar 
cartilages were assigned using the automatic detection method of the interaction option “touching”. 
With this method, the nodes on a contact body are considered to be in contact with the segments of 
the other body when the distances between them are within the defined contact tolerance. The contact 
tolerance equal to 1/20 of the smallest element length was used in this study. By default, the contact 
tolerance zone is symmetrical around the contact segment. Due to the complex curvatures of the 
contacting surface, a very high contact tolerance bias factor (0.99 from the maximum of 1) was 
assigned in order to move the outside contact tolerance boundary closer to the contacting surfaces. 
This setting, comparing with lower contact tolerance bias factors (<0.99), prevented early contact 
detection and eventually reduced the number of iterations to get a converged solution. A bilinear 
Coulomb friction model with the coefficient of friction 0.01 (Ateshian and Hung, 2005)) was 
employed since preliminary models using arctangent and stick&slip friction models failed to converge. 
To avoid separation during an incremental loading, a low slip threshold and high separation threshold 
were assigned. 
5.3.5 Boundary conditions 
Physical constraints and active loadings were set up as the boundary conditions. Apart from the fixed 
position of the femur and tibia, the end nodes of all spring links representing both muscles and soft 
tissues were also fixed in order to completely simulate the physical constraints of the PFJ at the 
modelling state. For the active loadings, the muscle and ITB force vectors were applied as point loads 
acting on their attachment nodes. The magnitude of quadriceps muscle and ITB load was 175 N 
(Farahmand et al., 1998b; Merican and Amis, 2009) and 30 N (Ghosh et al., 2009), respectively. This 
allowed validation against an established experimental protocol. The distribution of the quadriceps 
muscle forces on the RF, VI, VLL, VLO, VML and VMO were calculated from the mean percentage 
PCSAs in Table 5.1 (Farahmand et al., 1998a). As described previously, the follower force option 
must be enabled for all point loads. According to the Mentat functional interface design, each load 
had to be assigned initially in the direction along the positive x&axis. The desired follower force 
direction of each load then needed to be specified later after the pre&processing step was completed 
and a Marc® input data file (with .dat extension) was generated (Section 5.4).   
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5.3.6 Analysis settings 
In this section, the structural analysis option and analysis load case were specified. The Marc® default 
matrix solver (Multifrontal Sparse) was used. The nonlinear FE formulations used the large strain 
theory with an updated Lagrangian formulation and multiplicative decomposition plasticity procedure, 
both of which are suitable for elastic material undergoing large strain for a hyperelastic formulation 
(MSC&Software&Corporation, 2013b). The follower force/stiffness option was selected here again in 
order to take the effects of the follower forces to account for the geometrically nonlinear analysis. The 
output parameters in the forms of element tensors, element scalars and nodal quantities were selected 
from various parameters available in Marc®; and were stored in the output file. Examples of output 
parameters were stress tensor, nodal displacement and nodal contact parameters.  
An analysis load case was generated to specify the parameters required to perform the analysis. These 
parameters were the active loads, load stepping procedure, solution controls; and convergence testing 
and other numerical parameters. The physical constraints and the nodal point loads generated in the 
previous section were all selected as the active loads. At the initial state, only the physical constraints 
were active. Other nodal point loads needed to be applied as small fractions according to the 
incremental and iterative solution procedure required for analysing nonlinear systems. Therefore, the 
general adaptive time stepping procedure with multi&criteria was used. Comparing to the constant 
time step procedure, this stepping procedure is more suitable for complex nonlinear problems because 
its smaller initial time (or load) fraction could facilitate the early stages of the contact analysis and 
hence, the occurrence of an early convergence problem could be prevented. Moreover, the procedure 
may allow a converged solution to be obtained quicker because the time fractions of the next 
increments will be progressively increased if the performances of the previous increments are good. 
For the PFJ model in this study, the total load case time chosen was 1 second, to simulate an 
immediate loading. The initial time fraction of 0.001 second was assigned for the adaptive time 
stepping procedure. 
The solution control and convergence testing parameters selected were based mainly on their ability 
to return a converged solution. Either a full Newton&Raphson or Newton&Raphson with strain 
correction iterative procedure was used together with the incremental method to approximate the 
equilibrium path of the patella. The iteration loop of the first increment started with assumed initial 
nodal displacements. The unbalanced or residual nodal forces, stiffness matrices and new nodal 
displacements were then computed from the FE equations. The maximum residual nodal force and 
maximum nodal displacement were tested for convergence using the Residual & Convergence 
criterion (MSC&Software&Corporation, 2013b). The iteration process terminated when both 
convergence criteria were satisfied. The computational process of the next increments continued until 
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the load case time was reached. Both relative Residuals & Displacements convergence tests were used 
because it was found to be most suitable for contact problems. However, this criterion is the strictest 
and, thus, usually leads to convergence problems. In practice, the first step to overcome a convergence 
problem is to refine the mesh. If the problem persists, changing contact parameters may help. In some 
further analyses in this thesis, the convergence criterion was also compromised by using the relative 
strain energy instead of the Residuals & Displacements in order to help overcome a convergence 
problem if it occurred and when the two steps did not solve the problem. 
5.3.7 Pre5processing using Python scripts 
In order to facilitate and accelerate the pre&processing step, two Python scripts were written by taking 
all of the aforementioned modelling concepts and parameters into account. The Script 1 was used to 
automatically generate all the spring links required for an analysis, whereas, the Script 2 assigned the 
element type, material properties, contact table and parameters, boundary conditions and analysis 
parameters. Both scripts were run via the Mentat shell window, in which the model file was opened.   
In Script 1, apart from the muscle force and soft tissue spring links, four more spring links & two on 
the femur and two on the patella & were also generated. Each pair connected the three anatomical 
landmarks of each bone and was later used in the post&processing step to create the bony reference 
frame for patellar kinematics analysis. Therefore, in summary (Figure 5.12), the inputs of the script 
were 19 nodes: 7 active force nodes (6 muscle group + ITB), 6 soft tissues’ begin and end nodes, and 
6 anatomical landmark nodes; the quadriceps muscle and ITB orientations on the sagittal and coronal 
planes; the fibre lengths; and the side of the knee being analysed. Before running the script, all 
selected nodes had to be stored in the model file opened in Mentat shell window as separate sets 
having unique set names in order to be easily referred to or called by the script. The script returned 7 
muscle and ITB links, 3 soft tissue links and 4 reference frame links.  
The Script 2 was easier and more straightforward to develop and use. It was run after the links were 
generated and checked that all were correct. The details of both Python scripts can be found in 
Appendix A. Later, both scripts were very useful when more models were included in the study, 
especially the FE models of subject&specific PFJs.  
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Figure 5.12: Script 1 calculated the coordinates of the muscle and ITB links’ end nodes from the information 
given, generate the nodes, and create spring links having a nonlinear stiffness function. The reference frame 
links were embedded within the bones, thus, not seen. 
5.4 Solving 
After all the pre&processing data was set up following the method described above, an analysis input 
data file was generated. However, the data file was not ready for analysis but had to be edited prior to 
submission to the Marc® matrix solver regarding the following force issue. According to the user 
handbook (MSC&Software&Corporation, 2013c), when “follower force” is enabled, the “point load” 
data block set of the data file will show the direction of each point load as “&1”, which means 
“automated follower force”. The values needed to be replaced with the begin node and end node 
numbers (separated with a comma) of the spring links representing the relevant active force vector, in 
order to specify the direction of the vector to always point from the begin node to the end node.  
Once a job is submitted, the solver returns a set of output files periodically until the end of the 
analysis. These files are useful for checking the status of the analysis and investigating the possible 
causes of a convergence problem. The output parameters specified in the analysis were stored in the 
result file.  
Outputs 
7 active force links 
3 constraint links 
4 reference frame links 
 
Nodal inputs 
7 active force nodes (yellow) 
6 soft tissue constraints nodes (red) 
6 anatomical landmark nodes (green) 
Active force directions 
Coronal and sagittal angles 
Side 
Left or right knee 
Python Script 1 
VMO 
VLO 
VLL 
RF+VI 
VML 
MPFL 
ITB 
LR 
PT 
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5.5 Post5processing 
The analysis results stored in the result file can be viewed in 3D simply by opening the file in a 
Mentat shell window (Figure 5.13). Although several methods of illustration, including numeric 
illustration are provided, obtaining the specific numeric results on the window can be tedious and not 
always applicable for all desired output variables. Python scripts can be developed to extract the 
desired numeric results from the output file and, when required, further process the results to obtain 
the desired output variables of the study. Python scripts are usually run via a command window. 
However, they can be written to be run via a Mentat shell window if necessary, when some original 
model data might be required as references in order to process the output file. Python scripts are also 
very useful when the number of models in a study is large. 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Example of an FEA result illustration in Mentat.  
 
In this study, three Python scripts were developed to obtain the output variables listed in Table 5.2.  
Their details can be found in Appendix B. These scripts covered all variables except the contact area 
and subchondral bone stress, both of which required to be read manually. According to the structure 
of the output file, it was not possible to write a script that could extract a particular contact area of 
interest. However, the contact areas were obtained using a Mentat command (“Face Area”) which 
calculates the total areas of the element faces manually selected from the result model in the Mentat 
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shell window. The subchondral bone stress was an element tensor, which was quite complicated to 
write a script to extract the data. Thus, with the limited time frame of the study, bone stresses were 
read directly from the result model and only the peak values on the lateral and medial facets were 
reported.  
Joint contact force and patellar kinematics were calculated using the Scripts A and C, respectively. 
Both scripts were written to be run via a command window. The Script A extracted the nodal contact 
forces and estimated the joint contact force from their sum. Meanwhile, with the Script C, the patellar 
kinematics in terms of shift, flexion, rotation and tilt, based on the standard description of the PFJ 
motion published by Bull et al. (2002), were calculated from the nodal displacements of the femoral 
and patellar anatomical reference frames using the theory of rigid body motion.  
 
Table 5.2: Output variables and Python scripts. 
Category Marc® output Desired output variable Python Shell 
Contact 
mechanics 
None Contact area & & 
    
Nodal contact force Joint contact force Script A Command 
window 
    
Nodal contact stress* Peak lateral femoral contact pressure 
Peak medial femoral contact pressure 
Mean lateral femoral contact pressure 
Mean medial femoral  contact pressure 
Peak lateral patellar contact pressure 
Peak medial patellar contact pressure 
Mean lateral patellar contact pressure 
Mean medial patellar contact pressure 
Script B Mentat 
window 
    
Normal stress tensor Peak lateral subchondral bone stress 
Peak medial subchondral bone stress 
& & 
     
Patellar 
kinematics 
Nodal displacement Lateral shift 
Flexion 
Lateral rotation 
Lateral tilt 
Script C Command 
window 
*The mean contact pressures were defined from a pressure threshold. 
 
Since the desired output variables of the Script B require a reference position of the model to separate 
the medial and lateral facets of the femoral and patellar cartilages, it was more convenient to write the 
script for running via a Mentat shell window, on which the model file was opened. However, before 
running the script, the model file was prepared by selecting and storing the lateral&medial reference 
nodes and all possible patellar and femoral cartilage surface nodes to be in contact in four separate 
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sets. The medial&lateral reference nodes were a node on the median patellar ridge and a node on the 
deepest trochlear groove. When running the script, the output file was firstly checked to identify the 
nodes on the cartilage surfaces that were in contact. The nodes were then categorised into the medial 
and lateral sides by referring their nodal positions to that of the reference nodes. Then the nodal 
contact stresses were extracted and processed to obtain the peak and mean contact pressures on both 
facets of the cartilages.  
In Chapter 6 Model Validation, the contact area, joint contact force, peak lateral femoral pressure and 
patellar kinematics obtained from the results file using the above pre&processing procedure will be 
presented and discussed. The use of other output variables will be presented in the later chapters. 
5.6 Conclusion 
An FE modelling method to analyse the PFJ was developed. The modelling process is summarised 
here again in Figure 5.14, which shows all important steps required in order to predict the contact 
mechanics and patellar kinematics of the PFJ. There was a potential to adapt the method to analyse 
subject&specific PFJ models, which vary in not only the joint geometries but also the magnitudes and 
directions of the loads. This was because the Python scripts written for the pre&processing steps were 
also designed by taking into consideration the method of acquiring subject&specific input parameters, 
which will be explained later in Chapter 7.  
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Figure 5.14: Step&by&step FE modelling method for the analysis of PFJ. 
MRI Segmentation and 3D model generation 
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Nodal selection/store sets  
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®
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®
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Chapter 6  
 
Model Validation 
6.1 Introduction 
The most important step in the process of FE modelling technique development is the model 
verification and validation. Anderson et al. (2007) outlined the verification and validation process, 
including model sensitivity analysis, as the three key elements for computational biomechanics 
studies. Verification deals with the correctness of the mathematical models and solution algorithms 
used for a model solving, while validation examines the reliability and accuracy of the model to 
represent the behaviour of a real physical system (Henninger et al., 2010; Viceconti et al., 2005). 
When using commercial FEA software, the FE codes have already been verified (Jones and Wilcox, 
2008). Therefore, the scope of the verification process could be reduced to the assessment of element 
mesh size effects, or mesh convergence analysis. The validation process is always required in order to 
ensure that the modelling technique returns valid and reliable predictions. The types of validation 
method that are widely used are direct and indirect validation (Henninger et al., 2010). The first one 
validates the simulation results directly against the in vitro experimental results under the condition 
that the boundary conditions in both FEA and experiment must be matched. The indirect validation 
compares the simulation results to the results obtained from literature. Although the indirect method is 
less favourable than the direct method, it is useful in cases in which direct measurements of the 
parameters being investigated are not possible.  
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In this study, mesh convergence analysis was performed for the verification process. The direct 
validation utilising controlled in vitro experimental data was selected since it was possible to obtain 
the model outcome parameters, i.e. contact pressure and patellar kinematics of the PFJ, from the 
experiment by means of available measurement systems. The validation process was carried out in 
three major steps i.e. 1) in vitro experiments 2) FE analyses of the knee tested and 3) comparison of 
both results and discussion. The experiment was carefully designed not only in order to include many 
relevant physical modelling data and boundary conditions, but also to generate enough data for a 
sensible validation.  
Sensitivity analysis was also performed to investigate the effects of the model input variability on the 
variability of the model output. Several model input parameters such as cartilage material properties, 
ligament stiffnesses and quadriceps muscle models were included. An intensive report on the 
sensitivity analysis can be found in Chapter 8.  
In theory, model verification must be processed before validation; therefore, the verification process, 
or mesh convergence analysis, will be firstly explained in this chapter. It should be noted that the 
details of the mesh convergence analysis which were related to the experimental results and model 
generation will be explained in the later section (Section 6.3 Model validation). This is because, in 
practice, the same cadaveric knee was used for both processes. An in vitro experiment for the 
validation process was firstly conducted and a baseline FE model was generated, before a mesh 
convergence analysis was performed. Once the optimised element mesh size was obtained, the FE 
models for the validation process were generated and analysed. 
6.2 Mesh convergence analysis 
6.2.1 Method 
Mesh convergence analysis was performed in order to verify the FE modelling method. Element type 
and mesh size are important factors in obtaining reliable FEA results within an acceptable 
computational time. An FE model of a cadaveric knee at 20° of flexion was initially constructed from 
an MRI data set to use as a baseline model. The detail of specimen preparation, MRI acquisition, 3D 
model reconstruction and FEA will be explained in section 6.3. Then, FE models with different 
element types and various mesh sizes were generated from the baseline model and analysed. The FEA 
results were compared using a variable that was critical for PFJ analysis as a convergence criterion.  
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Although the FEA software, Marc®, can perform contact analysis using various types of lower and 
higher order elements available, it is recommended by the developer that in the case of large strain 
problems e.g. elastomers, plastically deforming materials and biological soft tissues, lower order 
elements should be used. It is because these elements have higher ability to represents large distortion. 
Therefore, the study planned to use only linear (four&node tetrahedral) elements to analyse the 
biomechanical behaviour of the cartilages and patellar bone. Seven different element sizes: 4, 3, 2, 
1.5, 1, 0.9 and 0.8 mm were studied. Analyses using higher order elements (quadratic, ten&node 
tetrahedral elements) were also performed since it was interesting to see how the material would have 
behaved even though the element type is not recommended for modelling biological soft tissues.  
The key characteristics for the convergence analysis were contact pressure, contact pattern, contact 
area, positions of peak pressures and computing time. The peak contact pressure on the lateral facet of 
the cartilage was used as a main validation parameter because it is the critical variable in the PFJ 
contact analysis. The peak value of the finest model (0.8 mm) was used as a convergence criterion 
since the exact solution was not available. The contact pattern was compared to that of the in vitro 
experiment obtained from the validation process (Section 6.3). Absolute errors in contact pressure and 
contact area between the results of all models and the reference model were calculated.   
6.2.2 Results and discussion 
6.2.2.1 Mesh convergence analysis 
The mesh convergence analysis in Figure 6.1 shows that the peak lateral pressure converged to the 
solution of the finest model as the mesh was refined. Although the experimental study of exactly the 
same cadaveric knee was also carried out, it was not possible to compare the experimental and FEA 
results directly in terms of the magnitudes of contact pressures. In Table 6.1, all of the FE solutions 
gave higher values of contact pressures than the experimental values. This was probably because the 
material properties used in this FEA study, for either bone or cartilages, were simple linear elastic 
instead of a more complicated and realistic biphasic material model. More discussion about this 
discrepancy is included in Section 6.3.6 (Model validation). Because peak contact pressure could not 
be compared directly, other possible and reasonable key characteristics of PFJ contact mechanics 
were also taken into consideration in order to support a decision about which element mesh size was 
most suitable for predicting the biomechanical responses of the PFJ and should be used in all further 
FE models. Other key characteristics selected were contact pattern, contact area, relative positions of 
the peak medial and lateral pressures, and computing time.  
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The FEA results in Figure 6.2 show that all FE models produced a similar contact pattern. The contact 
area of each model was predominantly on the lateral facet and the lateral pressure was higher than that 
of the medial. The contact patterns of all models also agreed with that obtained from the in vitro 
experiment using a pressure measurement system (Figure 6.3) (Section 6.3.2.2), except those of the 3 
and 4 mm models. This could be because these element sizes are too big to create good meshes of 
either small or thin objects such as the patella and the articular cartilages, in which the thickness 
varies from 2 to 5 mm depending on the location (Froimson et al., 1997). The coarse FE models 
created with these element mesh sizes did not conserve the original shapes of the patella and, 
especially, femoral and patellar cartilages, and, hence, affected the FEA results.  
The contact areas of the FE models were measured and compared with the experimental result. Figure 
6.4 shows that close approximations of contact area can be obtained from 1, 0.9 and 0.8 mm models. 
The absolute errors in contact area of the 0.9 and 0.8 mm models were 8 and 6 mm2, respectively, all 
of which providing the percentage errors of less than 4%. Meanwhile, the absolute error in contact 
area obtained from the 1 mm model was 20 mm2 (10%).   
Apart from the contact area, the relative positions of peak contact pressures on the medial and lateral 
facets of the patellar cartilage were another key variable in the validation process. It can be seen from 
Figure 6.2 that the distributions of contact pressure and the positions of the peak lateral and medial 
contact pressures in each FE model varied. To investigate the peak pressure positions more 
thoroughly, these positions relative to either the pointer or the median ridge of the patella are depicted 
in Figure 6.5. The peak pressure positions of the 3 and 4 mm models differed from those of the 
experiment (blue dashed line). Closer approximations of the peak lateral and medial pressure 
positions were obtained from the models with elements smaller than 2 mm: the 0.8 mm model 
provided the best approximation, and the results of the 1.5, 1 and 0.9 mm models were acceptable. 
Taking all of the above key characteristics into consideration, any of the 1, 0.9 or 0.8 mm models 
could have been used. Originally, the element size of 1 mm was selected for its lowest time 
consumption. However, it was learnt later on during analysing models for the validation process 
(Section 6.3), model sensitivity studies (Chapter 8) and clinical application (Chapter 9) that the 1 mm 
element size consistently caused convergence problems. These problems were solved mainly by 
refining the element mesh size to 0.9 mm. Therefore, the element size of 0.9 mm was selected for use 
in all further analyses included in this thesis. The computational time of the model (Table 6.1) was 
7,623 s, on a 3.47 GHz Intel® Core™ i5 processor, was still acceptable for the job.  
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Figure 6.1: Mesh convergence analysis shows the peak contact pressures on the lateral cartilage  
and their absolute errors converged to its solution as the mesh was refined.  
 
 
Table 6.1: Details of FE mesh models, computational time and results.  
Element size 
(mm) 
Number of 
elements 
Number of 
nodes 
Computing 
time (s) 
Cartilage contact stress (MPa) 
Lateral Medial Ratio 
FEA results  
0.8 226,956 279,395 8,617 1.47 1.15 1.28 
0.9 181,811 222,585 7,623 1.55 0.87 1.78 
1 90,073 112,226 2,547 1.28 1.22 1.05 
1.5 31,555 40,020 594 1.48 0.86 1.72 
2 13,910 17,813 315 1.21 0.81 1.49 
3 5,469 7,167 76 1.14 0.88 1.30 
4 2,886 3,852 75 1.17 1.17 1.00 
Experimental results  
& & & & 0.75 0.57 1.32 
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Element size (mm) Patellar Cartilage Femoral Cartilage 
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Figure 6.2: Contact pressures on the patellar and femoral cartilages obtained from FE models  
with various element sizes.  
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Figure 6.3:  Contact pattern of the cadaveric knee at 20° of flexion. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Contact areas obtained from FE models converged  
to the experimental value (EXP) as the mesh was refined.  
 
Various mesh densities could have caused the variability in pressure distributions since all other 
modelling parameters e.g. material properties, loading and boundary conditions, contact 
configurations, numerical algorithm and convergence criteria were similar in all models. Moreover, a 
coarser mesh increases dissimilarity of the deformable contact bodies, affects the contact detection 
algorithm and, in consequence, results in poor contact approximation. In FEA, when modelling 
contact between two deformable bodies, the pressure distribution and contact behaviour are strictly 
governed by contact constraints and a load fraction is applied at each incremental computation. When 
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two bodies are coming into contact, tying relations are formed between the contacting nodes of one 
contact body and the nodes of the contacting segments on the other contact body. These contact 
constraints are recreated at every incremental solution as the contacting situation changes. For 
example, from one increment to another, a contacting node can slide from one segment to another and 
more nodes and segments can come into contact as the load fraction is applied. Therefore, different 
mesh densities have different contact constraints through the iteration process. The FE models with 
various mesh sizes then produced different contact pressure distributions. 
 
Figure 6.5: Positions of the peak lateral and medial pressures of FE models with various element mesh sizes. 
 
6.2.2.2 Modelling with quadratic elements 
FE models with similar element sizes used in the mesh convergence study were generated using 
quadratic elements. However, only 3 and 4 mm models were analysed successfully. Comparing with 
the linear element models, the quadratic element models seemed to provide better results. The models 
showed smoother deformation of the elements at the contacting surface (Table 6.2). However, the 
contact pressures were higher than those of the linear element models and the computing times 
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longer computing time than that required to analyse the 3 mm linear element model while for the 4 
mm models, 5 times longer computational time was required. 
Although models with quadratic elements may converge to a solution quicker than those with linear 
elements in general problems, it is not the case for contact analysis, such as the PFJ models in this 
study. The major problem of using quadratic elements in contact analysis was that the model analysis 
did not usually converge to a solution and overcoming the convergence problem became a very 
challenging but tiresome task. Not all models with quadratic elements could be analysed successfully. 
Reasons for this could probably be the limited ability of the contact detection algorithm of the FE 
software package used, together with the behaviour of the quadratic element itself to fail to represent 
large deformation in a nonlinear analysis. Even though the analysis can complete, it was anticipated 
that the computational time of a finer model (element mesh size smaller than 3 mm) using quadratic 
elements might have risen up enormously, which would not be acceptable.  
 
Table 6.2: Quadratic versus linear elements. 
Model 0.9 mm 3 mm  4 mm 
Element type Linear Quadratic  Linear Quadratic  Linear 
Contact pattern 
     
 
Peak lateral pressure (MPa) 1.47 1.67 1.14 1.61 1.17 
Peak medial pressure (MPa) 1.15 0.56 0.88 1.39 1.17 
Contact area (mm2) 200 272 271 306 309 
Computing time (s) 7,623 1,616 76 395 75 
      
6.3 Model validation 
The conceptual design of the validation process was created by considering the outcome of the FEA 
and available measurement technologies to obtain such outcomes from an experiment. In the Section 
6.3.2 In vitro experiment, the details of the test rig and the preparation of the measurement systems 
and specimen, including the test protocol, will be described. The Section 6.3.3 FEA will only explain 
about generating a model of a cadaveric knee, as the FE modelling method was already described in 
Chapter 5. 
1.60 1.44 1.28 1.12 0.96 0.80 0.64 0.48 0.32 0.16 0.00 MPa 
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6.3.1 Validation process design 
The validation process was carried out using a cadaveric specimen. In order to generate reasonable 
numbers of in vitro tests and models for a sensible validation, the plan was to conduct the experiment 
at various knee flexion angles and under various quadriceps muscle loading conditions. These knee 
positions and boundary conditions were mimicked using FEA software to generate more FE models 
from the cadaveric knee. The flexion angles 0° to 50° at 10° increments were studied because PFJ 
disorders usually occurs at this range (Fulkerson and Shea, 1990). The quadriceps muscle loading 
conditions were selected not only because it was easy to change the laboratory settings and 
manipulate the model to simulate the various load cases, but also the fact that previous cadaveric and 
modelling studies applied the muscle forces and their directions of pull variously. Therefore, varying 
the quadriceps muscle loading conditions enabled reasonable numbers of experimental and FEA 
results to be compared. Moreover, the sensitivity of the biomechanical responses of the PFJ to the 
variation of muscle loads could have also been investigated, as a by&product of the validation process. 
The muscle loading conditions included were determined from a literature review, from which large 
variations of the quadriceps muscle modelling were found. For computational modelling studies, the 
quadriceps muscle groups & the RF, VI, VLL, VLO, VML and VMO & were arranged differently into: 
3 (Cohen and Ateshian, 2000; Cohen et al., 2001b), 4 (Besier et al., 2005b) or 5 (Elias and Cosgarea, 
2007; Elias et al., 2004) groups. For example, Cohen et al. (2000; 2001b) modeled a central force 
vector consisting of RF+VI+VML, while Elias et al. (2007; 2004) did not group the VI and VML with 
the RF. In cadaveric studies, the quadriceps muscle forces have also been applied differently in terms 
of the magnitudes of forces, number of muscle groups and their directions of pull. Mostly, only the 
quadriceps tendon was tensioned or the quadriceps muscle was divided into 3 groups: RF + VI, VL 
and VM. Other studies divided the quadriceps muscle force into 6 muscle groups (RF, VI, VLL, VLO, 
VML and VMO), and also included the ITB load (Merican and Amis, 2009; Stephen et al., 2012). 
Powers et al. (2010, 1998) concluded that multiplanar loading was important as they found different 
contact pressures, patellar kinematics and quadriceps muscle force (FQ) to patellar tendon force (FPT) 
ratio when applying a single quadriceps tendon load parallel to the anatomical femoral axis to those of 
multiplanar loadings, with RF+VI, VL and VM. Since many studies have reported functional anatomy 
and biomechanics of the lateral and medial oblique muscles (Bevilaqua&Grossi et al., 2004; Elias et 
al., 2010, 2009; Goh et al., 1995; Lin et al., 2008; Ono et al., 2005; Pattyn et al., 2011), it is 
reasonable to apply the knee extensor mechanism more physiologically. The variations of the 
quadriceps muscle loading conditions applied to the cadaveric knee and to its corresponding FE 
models at the different flexion angles are shown in Table 6.3.  
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Table 6.3: Six load cases varied in terms of the number of the muscle groups, combination, orientations (in 
relation to the anatomical femoral axis) and percentage muscle force distribution of each combination. The total 
quadriceps load was 175 N (Farahmand et al., 1998b; Merican and Amis, 2009). The ITB load was 30 N (Ghosh 
et al., 2009). 
Numbers of  
muscle groups 
Muscle groups 
Orientation (deg) Muscle force 
distribution (%) Coronal plane Sagittal plane 
6+ITB and 6* RF 0 0 15 
 VI 0 0 20 
 VLL 14 0 30 
 VLO 35 33 10 
 VML 15 0 15 
 VMO 47 44 10 
 ITB 0 6 & 
5 RF 0 0 15 
 VI 0 0 20 
 VL 24.5 16.5 40 
 VML 15 0 10 
 VMO 47 44 15 
4 RF 0 0 15 
 VI 0 0 20 
 VL 24.5 16.5 40 
 VM 31 22 25 
3 RF+VI+VML 15 0 50 
 VL 24.5 16.5 40 
 VMO 47 44 10 
1 QT Parallel to the femoral axis 100 
*Farahmand et al. (1998a) 
 
The direct validation was performed by comparing the contact area, peak lateral contact pressure, 
joint contact force and patellar kinematics. The validation process is shown in Figure 6.6. The 
compared measurement variables were chosen based on the computational outcomes and outputs of 
the measurement systems. According to the FE modelling method in Chapter 5, the biomechanical 
responses obtained from a model were contact mechanics: contact pattern, contact area, contact 
pressure and joint contact force; subchondral bone stress of the patella; and patellar kinematics. In 
addition, ligament and tendon forces, including the length changes could have also been obtained.  
For the experiment, measuring subchondral bone stress was not possible. The pressure measurement 
system can measure the contact area, joint contact force, and peak contact pressure between the 
cartilages. The mean contact pressure can be obtained after processing the data. All pressure readings 
were extracted using a MATLAB® (MathWorks, Nadrik, MA, USA) script (Appendix C). Although it 
was possible to design the experiment so that the lateral and medial contact pressures were obtained, 
only the peak lateral pressure, which was a critical value for the study, was used for the validation 
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process. For the patellar kinematics, the measurement system records only the tracking data. The 
patellar kinematics requires data processing (Appendix D) to transform the bone tracking data into 
relative motions.  
 
 
Figure 6.6: Model validation process. 
6.3.2 In vitro experiment 
6.3.2.1 Experimental design and test rig 
The test aimed to investigate contact mechanics and kinematics of the PFJ under various muscle 
loading conditions. A static test rig shown in Figure 6.7 was used. Two major parts of the rig were the 
muscle loading apparatus and flexion angle guiding stand. The muscle loading apparatus comprised of 
6 alignment links and 2 sets of pulleys (Figure 6.8). The alignment links were adjustable to the desired 
orientation of each muscle group. The quadriceps muscle groups were loaded by tying them to the 
weights hanging over the pulleys, to minimise friction. The lower pulley set also controlled the 
distance between the hanging weights to prevent a weight from overlaying on the top of another and 
consequently over&tensioning the muscle.  
The knee flexion angle 7 was the angle measured between the 0° level line and a line connecting the 
centre mark and the centre of a drilled hole on the side panels as shown in Figure 6.8. It was 
controlled by a guiding stand comprising of two pre&drilled panels and a stop bar controlling the 
position of the tibia. The angle was adjustable between 0° to 90° at 10° interval simply by changing 
the position of the stop bar. Before performing tests, it was important to align the centre marks of the 
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panels to the transepicondylar axis of the femur which is the flexion&extension axis of the knee joint 
(Grood and Suntay, 1983). 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Test rig comprised of the mounting part, muscle loading apparatus and flexion angle guiding stand. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Muscle loading apparatus of the test rig. 
 
6.3.2.2 Joint contact force and pressure measurement preparation 
Joint contact forces and articular contact pressure maps were acquired using an IScan™ Pressure 
Measurement System (TekScan, Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) consisting of a data acquisition 
electronics (handle), I&Scan® software (version 6.03) and a pressure sensor (Figure 6.9). The handle 
Side panels 
Stop bar Centre mark  
0° level line  
θ 
Muscle loading 
apparatus 
Pulley sets 
A hanging  
weight 
Alignment  
links 
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(a) (b) 
Handle 
Pressure sensor 
gathers data from a sensor connected to it and transmitted the data to a computer. A 0.1 mm&thick 
pressure sensor, I&Scan® model 5051 (saturation pressure 2.41 MPa (350 psi)), was used because its 
sensing area (55.9 x 55.9 mm) covered the trochlear groove.  
 
 
Figure 6.9: (a) Pressure measurement system (IScan™). 
 (b) Calibration of the pressure sensor using compressive loads applied with an Instron® machine. 
 
According to the I&Scan® user manual, it is important that the sensor is conditioned, equilibrated and 
calibrated prior to use. A 2&point power law calibration was performed since pressures to be measured 
vary considerably during testing. The applied calibration loads are approximately 20% and 80% of the 
expected peak joint pressure. The sensor was interlaid between two clean silicone&rubber sheets 
(3mm&thick) cut to the size of the sensing area. This silicone&rubber material was chosen since tensile 
tests conducted showed its Young’s modulus of 0.7 MPa, which is within the range of the Young’s 
modulus of the articular cartilage (Froimson et al., 1997; Laasanen et al., 2003; Mow et al., 1980). 
The prepared sensor was then put on an aluminium block set on an Instron® 5565 material testing 
machine (Instron Ltd, High Wycombe, UK) shown in Figure 6.9 (b). Before calibration, the sensor 
was conditioned by loading 6250 N compressive force on it ten times. This load creates a sensel 
pressure of 2 MPa, which was approximately 20% greater than the value expected to be obtained 
during the actual test. After conditioning, the sensor was then equilibrated by applying a uniform 
pressure simultaneously to ensure that all sensels have the same output under the same load. The 
equilibration process was carried out at three levels: 10%, 50% and 90% of the expected maximum 
load, respectively. The software sensitivity level setting was adjusted to the highest. Once the 
equilibration and calibration files were saved, the sensor was ready to be used. The pressure readings 
were validated against simple pressure calculations of known compressive loads divided by the 
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(a) (b) 
Position sensor 
System  
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measured contact areas. Both rims of the sensor were reinforced with two layers of cloth tape (Figure 
6.9) for ease of insertion and fixation to the joint cavity. 
6.3.2.3 Patellar kinematics measurement preparation 
Three active optical trackers and a Polaris Spectra® system (Northern Digital Inc. (NDI), Waterloo, 
Canada) (0.35 mm overall volume root mean square distance error (Wiles et al., 2004)) were used to 
measure the 3D positions of the femur, patella and tibia during testing. The system consists of a 
position sensor, system control unit and NDI Toolbox software (Figure 6.10). A tracker was fixed to a 
custom&designed adapter firmly secured to each bone using screws. The position sensor received 3&
dimensional positions of the trackers and a digitising probe was used to obtain the positions of the 
anatomical landmarks of the bones.  
 
 
Figure 6.10: (a) Polaris Spectra® optical tracking system (software – not shown). 
(b) Three active trackers and a digitising probe.  
 
Setting up the motion tracking seemed rather straightforward but, actually, it was a very challenging 
task due to how the system itself functions. This is because the position of a tracker can only be 
detected by the position sensor only when the sensor receives at least three infrared lights emitted 
from any three emitting diodes embedded on the tracker. Because the trackers changed their 
orientations during the test, regarding the varied knee flexion angle, it was very important to make 
sure that all trackers were detected throughout the range of motion before the test started. To ensure 
that the system worked properly, several trials were conducted using a Sawbones knee model in order 
to find the approximate positions and orientations of the position sensor and all trackers before setting 
the system on the cadaveric knee. 
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A MATLAB® script was written to analyse the patellar and tibial motions in terms of shift, flexion, 
rotation and tilt, based on the standard published by Bull et al. (2002). The verification of the codes 
and calculation algorithm, and the validation of the script were explained in Appendix D. 
6.3.2.4 Specimen preparation 
A cadaveric knee was obtained from the International Institute for the Advancement of Medicine 
(Jessup, PA, USA) following approval from a local Research Ethics Committee and stored at &20°C. It 
was thawed at room temperature 24 hours prior to the preparation. After thawing, the femur and tibia 
were transected at 15 cm above and below the knee joint line. The skin and subcutaneous fat were 
dissected away (Figure 6.11). The muscles, other soft tissues and the ITB were preserved. At this 
point, the intact knee was taken to a hospital for an MRI scan. The MRI data set was later 
reconstructed into a 3D knee model for further FE analyses. The detail of the FE process will be 
described in the next section.  
 
 
Figure 6.11: Skin and underlying fat while being dissected. Muscles and other soft tissues were left intact. 
 
The preparation of the knee for the in vitro testing continued after the knee was scanned. The 
quadriceps muscle was dissected into six muscle groups: VMO, VML, RF, VI, VLL, and VLO, 
following their aponeuroses and fibre orientations. Each muscle bundle and the ITB were wrapped 
with cloth strips and secured using sutures. For ease of loading the muscle, the RF and VI, of which 
loads would be applied in the same direction, were wrapped together into a single bundle. Therefore, 
there were all together 6 bundles (5 muscle bundles and the ITB bundle). The femoral and tibial 
medullary canals were then excavated and dried. Two 12&mm diameter intramedullary rods, 200 and 
250 mm long, were inserted into the tibia and femur, respectively. The intramedullary rod of the tibia 
was shorter than that of the femur because it was restricted by the limited space of the test rig table. 
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Both rods were machined flat on one side from one end to the length of about 120 mm for ease of 
insertion, fixation (to resist torsion) and removal. At the centre of the other end of each rod, a dimpled 
mark was made to be used as one of the three landmarks of each bone for motion analysis purpose. 
The flat&sided rods were inserted into the canals of the tibia and the femur and fixed with bone 
cement.  
In order to measure patellofemoral joint contact pressures, the pressure sensor had to be placed 
between the patella and trochlear groove within the joint capsule. A superior incision of the 
suprapatellar synovial bursa was chosen as the way&in of the sensor to the joint cavity in order to 
preserve the medial and lateral soft tissues passively stabilising the patella. To prepare the cadaveric 
knee for the sensor, the quadriceps muscle was lifted up and the soft tissues at the anterior border of 
the femur were dissected very carefully until the suprapatellar synovial bursa was reached. The bursa 
was then cut open just wide enough to allow the pressure sensor to go into the joint cavity (Figure 
6.12).  
 
 
Figure 6.12: Joint cavity cut open for insertion of the pressure sensor. The quadriceps muscles were lifted up.  
 
A 2 mm anterior&posterior drilled hole was made at mid&patella to allow a rounded tip pointer to pass 
through the patella and imprint on the pressure sensor. A supporting material was carefully placed 
between the trochlea and patella while drilling to avoid trochlear damage. The imprint was used as an 
initial reference point for differentiating the lateral and medial sides of the pressure readings. After the 
test, the patella was dissected and the distance between the drilled hole and the median patellar ridge 
was measured. The position of the median patellar ridge on the pressure readings was then identified. 
The median ridge was used as the boundary between the lateral and medial contact zones. 
For motion analysis, the anatomical landmarks of each bone were selected and marked with custom 
loop head pins as depicted in Figure 6.13. These landmarks, including the dimple marks on the ends 
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P1 P2 
P3 
F2 F3 
T1 T2 
F1 
T3 
F1 femoral rod end (not shown) 
F2 medial epicondyle 
F3 lateral epicondyle 
 
P1 medial border  
P2 lateral border 
P3 inferior border 
 
T1 the most medial point of the medial condyle  
T2 the most lateral point of the lateral condyle  
T3 tibial rod end (not shown) 
Femur: 
Patella: 
Tibia: 
of the two rods, would be used to create local reference frames of body fixed frames of the three 
bones. The details of the motion analysis will be described later. 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Positions of anatomical landmarks.  
 
6.3.2.5 Experimental set5up 
The femoral intramedullary rod was secured on a custom jig by means of four cap screws (Figure 
6.14) with the femoral shaft and the quadriceps tendon aligned. The tibia was left free to allow knee 
flexion and its secondary movements. The position and level of the guiding stand (Figure 6.7) were 
carefully adjusted before the pressure sensor and the trackers were installed, so that the centre marks 
were aligned to the epicondylar axis. 
Inserting the sensor into the joint cavity was not easily done mainly because the width of the capsular 
incision was minimised in order to keep most of the surrounding tissues intact. Moreover, the sensor 
needed to be secured to the knee by suturing. Two sutures were threaded through the reinforced cloth 
tape on the rims of the sensor and tied with knots. To insert the sensor into the joint cavity, two soft 
plastic tubes were inserted through the incision to guide suturing needles through the cavity without 
catching the soft tissues inside the joint. The tubes were placed on either ridge of the medial and 
lateral facets of the trochlea with the end of each tube running into the soft tissues between the 
proximal tibia and inferior patella. The distance between the two tubes was as wide as the overall 
width of the pressure sensor in order to avoid the sensor from crimping during insertion. Then, the 
needles were pierced through the soft tissues and exited from the joint capsule, to the front of the 
knee. The tubes were cut longitudinally and removed. The sutures were pulled down gently toward 
the distal tibia to move the sensor into the joint cavity. After the sensor reached approximately the 
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Pressure sensor 
Suture 
Quadriceps 
muscle 
Patellar tracker 
anterior tibia plateau and its position between the patella and trochlear groove was checked, it was 
secured by suturing to the soft tissues (Figure 6.15).  
 
 
Figure 6.14: Mounting jig used to provide a rigid hold of the femur.  
The sliding fit hole was for ease of installation and removal of the femoral intramedullary rod.  
The vertical level of the jig was adjustable to various cadaveric knee sizes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.15: Anteromedial – posterolateral view of the knee set on the rig.  
The pressure sensor was inserted into the joint cavity via the suprapatellar pouch.  
A suture on each side of the patellar tendon was used to secure the distal corners of the sensor.  
 
The trackers were then firmly secured to the adaptors previously installed on the bones (Figure 6.16). 
The optical tracking system was checked, to ensure that it received the positions of all three trackers 
continuously throughout the range of motion. 
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(b)  
(d)  
(e)  
Adaptors 
 
Figure 6.16: Positions of the three optical trackers on the knee cadaveric knee ((a) and (b)). (c) The femoral 
tracker. (d) The patellar tracker. (e) The tibial tracker.  
 
6.3.2.6 Test protocol 
According to Table 6.3, the first load case applied to the knee was the 5 muscle groups (RF and VI 
were wrapped together) and ITB. Each bundle was tied tightly using one end of a 2 mm braided nylon 
cord before passing the other end of it through either the eyelet or over a small pulley (for VMO and 
VLO) of an alignment link on the loading apparatus (Figure 6.8). The orientations of the muscles and 
tendon were set by adjusting the positions of the alignment links and the pulleys. After loading, the 
knee was extended by the muscle tensions. At this point, the handle of the pressure measuring system 
was connected to the sensor. The knee was preconditioned by flexing and extending it slowly ten 
times prior to testing. On the Tekscan computer screen, the pressure reading was checked that there 
was no missing sensel and the pointer was detected. The optical tracking system was also rechecked. 
The knee was ready for testing with the stop bar set at 0°. 
The test started with the knee at full extension. Before recording any measures, the anatomical 
landmarks of each bone were digitised using a straight tip digitising probe (0.04 mm accuracy and 
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0.03 mm precision (Merican and Amis, 2009)) shown in Figure 6.10, for kinematic analysis. The 
body&fixed frame of each bone was calculated from these landmarks and later used when analysing 
the patellar motion from the tracking data. The knee was flexed from 0° to 50°. Contact pressure 
readings and optical tracking data were recorded at every 10° increment. After running the test 
through all flexion angles, the muscle loads were re&set for the next load case. The protocol was 
repeated for all load cases.  
6.3.3 FEA of the cadaveric knee models  
The second part of the validation process was the FE analyses of the cadaveric knee tested. As 
previously mentioned, the knee was taken to the hospital for an MRI scan right after it was thawed 
and the skin and subcutaneous fat were dissected away. The scanning position of the knee was set at 
20° of flexion using a knee stand made of MRI compatible materials (Figure 6.17). The femur was 
firstly placed on the stand with the lateral and medial condyles laid against one side of the top of each 
block. The proximal femur and distal tibia were supported by the wedges. Knee flexion angle was 
adjusted by sliding the wedges along the longitudinal axis of the stand and measuring the knee flexion 
angle using a goniometer. Once the position was right, the quadriceps tendon was tensioned in the 
direction along the femoral shaft in order to locate the patella. The knee and the stand were then 
tightly secured together using a lot of rubber bands taking care not to disturb the patella. The set up 
was put in a plastic bag and then into a polystyrene box stuffed with papers to avoid any movement 
during transportation to the hospital. 
 
 
Figure 6.17: Wooden knee stand made of two isosceles triangular wooden blocks and a set of 2 wooden 
wedges. The stand is adjustable to fit all knee sizes. The flexion angle ranged between 0° to 40°. 
 
The knee was scanned using a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens, Germany) 
and a dedicated knee coil. A sagittal T1&weighted 3D spoiled gradient echo sequence with fat 
suppression was used. The echo and repetition time were 10 and 25 ms, respectively. The field of 
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view was 120&160 mm. A slice thickness of 1 mm was used in order to reduce surface contour 
interpolations when reconstructing a baseline 3D PFJ model for FEA. 
Following the model reconstruction process explained in Chapter 5, the baseline FE model at 20° of 
flexion was reconstructed from the MRI data set. FE models at 0°, 10°, 30°, 40° and 50° of flexion 
were generated from the baseline model using the patellar and tibial position data obtained from the in 
vitro experiment. Materials properties of bones and cartilages, contact and numerical settings of each 
model were also taken from Chapter 5 (Figure 6.18). The loading conditions to be applied to each 
model were varied in exactly the same way as they were in the in vitro experiment, as shown in Table 
6.3.  
 
 
Figure 6.18: (a) In vitro experiment, (b) model simulation of the in vitro experiment and  
(c) boundary conditions of the model.  
(a) 
(c) 
(b) 
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6.3.4 Validation process 
The experimental and FEA results were directly compared. For each variable, Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients (r&values) between the experiment and FEA were calculated. Spearman’s correlation 
coefficients were reported instead when the normality of the data was violated. The range of 
correlation coefficients is from &1 to 1. Negative correlation coefficient means two data sets have 
inverse relationship while positive correlation refers to their direct relationship. The values can be 
roughly categorised to low or weak (3%3 ≤ .35), moderate (.36 ≤ 3%3 ≤ .67), high (.68 ≤ 3%3 ≤ .89) and 
very high (3%3 ≥ .90) correlation (Taylor, 1990). A perfect correlation is presented by the value &1 or 1. 
The comparison was made across all load cases in order to also investigate the sensitivity of the 
biomechanical responses to the muscle loads. The contact pattern and area were compared. The 
accuracy of the contact pressure and joint contact force obtained from the models was assessed by 
calculating the percentage errors of the variables between experimental and FEA. The percentage 
differences of the contact pressure and joint contact force between load case pairs (15 pairs in total) 
were also compared. The patellar lateral translation (shift), flexion, rotation and tilt obtained from the 
experiment and FEA were directly compared.  
6.3.5 Results  
Thirty six tests were conducted and the models mimicking the tests were analysed successfully. The 
experimental raw data were processed using MATLAB® scripts to obtain contact data and patellar 
kinematics. The FE results were extracted from the FEA output files using Python™ scripts. All 
relationships between the experimental and FEA results were positive. For contact mechanics, the 
relationship in the contact area between the experiment and FEA was very strong (r = .962, P < .01), 
also a strong relationship was found in the joint contact force (0.881, P < .01). However, the 
relationship between the experiment and FEA in the contact pressure were considerably weak (r = 
.232, P = .174). The relationship in the patellar shift and flexion between the experiment and FEA 
were very strong (r = .928, P < .01 and r = .974, P < .01, respectively). Moderate correlations were 
found in the patellar rotation (r = .637, P < .01) and tilt (r = .437, P < .01).  
6.3.5.1 Contact mechanics 
 Contact pattern 
Similar changes in contact patterns with increased knee flexion angle were observed from both 
experimental and FEA results. The FEA predicted contact at 0° on the inferior patella that shifted 
superiorly with increasing knee flexion (Figure 6.19). Similar changes in contact pattern were 
MPa 
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 
EXP 
FEA 
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 Contact area 
The contact areas obtained from FEA agreed with those of the experiment (Figure 6.21). Both 
methods showed that the contact area was a function of knee flexion angle. In most flexion angles, 
loading with 6+ITB provided the largest contact areas while loading with just the quadriceps tendon 
(1) provided the smallest areas. The FEA overestimated the contact areas at early flexion (0° & 30°) 
and underestimated them at deeper flexion. It was difficult to conclude the contact area behaviours of 
the load cases which had 3 and 4 muscle tensions.   
  
 
Figure 6.21: Contact areas increased as a function of knee flexion angle: (a) experimental (EXP) and (b) FEA 
results, for the six quadriceps loading models. Correlation coefficient (r = 0.902). 
 
 Contact pressure  
Overall, Figure 6.22(a) and (b) show that loading with 6+ITB caused the highest peak contact 
pressures, and loading with just the quadriceps tendon provided the lowest pressure. Loading with 5 
muscle groups had higher peak contact pressure than those loading with 4 and 3 muscle groups at 0° 
and 10°. From 20° on, the effect of the three load cases on the peak contact pressure was not quite 
clear. However, for all load cases, the contact pressure decreased slightly as the knee flexion 
increased. The experimental and FEA contact pressures showed good agreement in terms of general 
trend, although a wider range of contact pressures across load cases was obtained from the 
experiment. When the results for each of the simplified models were compared to those of the 6+ITB 
model, the experimental results showed 29% reduction in contact pressure was caused by omitting the 
ITB (Figure 6.22 (d)). Further simplification caused larger divergence, up to 50%. 
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Figure 6.22: Peak contact pressures obtained from the experiment (EXP) (a) and FEA (b) (r = 0.232). Average 
percentage errors (c) of the FEA in relation to the EXP were lower than 15% when loading with 6 and 6+ITB. 
Comparatively high percentage errors were found as less physiological loading were applied.  
(d) Average percentage differences across all flexion angles of 6 of the 15 pairs of loading cases compared for 
the experimental and FEA results. 
Joint contact force 
For all loading conditions, the contact forces obtained from both experiment and FEA increased as the 
knee flexion increased (Figure 6.23). Overall, the FEA results were slightly higher than those of the 
experiment. The most physiological load (6+ITB) provided the highest joint contact force profile 
while the lowest profile was obtained with only the quadriceps tendon acting. Similar to the contact 
pressure, the experimental results showed the average percentage difference of the joint contact force 
(from the 6+ITB results) across all flexion angles increased from 21% when the ITB was omitted, up 
to 60% when only the central quadriceps tendon was loaded (Figure 6.23 (d)). 
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6 + ITB 6 5 4 3 1
  
 
 
 
Figure 6.23: Joint contact forces obtained from the experiment (EXP) (a) and FEA (b) (r = 0.881). Average 
percentage errors (c) of the FEA in relation to the EXP were lower than 10% when loading with more 
physiological loads. (d) Average percentage differences across all flexion angles of 6 of the 15 pairs of loading 
cases compared for the experimental and FEA results. 
6.3.5.2 Patellar kinematics  
The experimental and FEA results showed that loading condition influenced patellar kinematics 
(Figure 6.24). The results of both experiment and FEA agreed with many published reports in terms 
of general trend. At early flexion, the patella shifted less medially and flexed more as more 
physiological loadings (6 or 6+ITB) were applied. The patella also rotated more medially but tilted 
more laterally with more physiological loadings. However, it was not possible to compare or conclude 
the effect of various load cases on the patellar rotation and tilt. 
6.3.5.3 Ligament tension and length change 
An indirect validation was carried out for the ligament tensions and length change, which were 
obtainable directly from the FE modelling method. The PT force (FPT) and quadriceps tendon force 
(FQ) ratio and the MPFL length change pattern were validated against several published reports 
(Ahmed et al., 1987; Huberti et al., 1984; Powers et al., 2010; Stephen et al., 2012). Both variables 
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agreed with previous studies. Measurements of these variables were actually possible. Tendomuscular 
forces can be measured using buckle transducers (Ginn et al., 1993) and ligament length changes, 
using linear variable differential transducers (Stephen et al., 2012). However, they were not carried 
out because the limited size of the knee and limited space of the test table did not allow all the 
measurement systems to be installed on the knee.  
6.3.6 Discussion 
The PFJ modelling method was validated using some of the outcome variables, which were possible 
to measure in the in vitro experiment. These variables were contact mechanics and patellar 
kinematics. The contact patterns and areas agreed with the experimental results of Goodfellow et al. 
(1976). The decrease in contact pressures in deeper flexion in this study was because the quadriceps 
tension applied was constant throughout the test while the contact area increased. The contact 
pressures also agreed in terms of general trends. The overestimation of the FEA and the high 
percentage errors of the peak contact pressures and joint contact forces between the experiment and 
FEA could have resulted from the isotropic linear elastic material model and a comparatively high 
Young’s modulus (4 MPa) used in the FEA to avoid complications in the modelling technique and 
numerical analysis. The material model and constant Young’s modulus (4 & 12 MPa) have also been 
used in previous studies which analysed the PFJ as the whole joint (Besier et al., 2008, 2005b; Elias et 
al., 2010, 2004; Farrokhi et al., 2011; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a; Mesfar and Shirazi&Adl, 2005). These 
Young’s moduli are comparatively high compared to the intrinsic aggregate modulus & the stiffness 
value at equilibrium when all fluid flow has ceased & of the cartilage which is usually lower than 1 
MPa  and which varies with location and depth (Froimson et al., 1997; Laasanen et al., 2003; Mow et 
al., 1980). However, a lower Young’s modulus leads to high element distortion and consequently 
causes a serious FEA convergence problem. A study by Heegaard et al. (1995) was the only whole 
joint model study, which assigned Young’s modulus of 2 MPa to the articular cartilage but the 
cartilage was modelled using elastic nearly incompressible neo&Hookean material. In addition of using 
a high value of Young’s modulus, it was also assigned as a constant throughout the articular cartilage. 
This could have affected the FEA results since the articular cartilage is naturally anisotropic and 
inhomogeneous, and the intrinsic tensile moduli of articular cartilage also vary by the location and 
depth: surface, middle or deep zone (Akizuki et al., 1986; Hansen et al., 2006). Despite these 
considerations, the validation of the FE modelling method showed that it was capable of 
demonstrating changing contact patterns and pressure in response to changes of the loading conditions 
with significant correlations to experimental findings. That suggests that it will be capable of 
investigating potential surgical procedures and predicting the outcomes, such as reductions in contact 
pressure and alteration of contact pattern of the PFJ. 
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Figure 6.24: Experimental (EXP) results and FEA results of patellar kinematics:  
(a and e) lateral shift (r = 0.926), (b and f) flexion (r = 0.974),  
(c and g) lateral rotation (r = 0.670) and (d and h) lateral tilt (r = 0.589). 
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Figure 6.25: The patellar tendon and quadriceps forces ratio (a) and  
the MPFL length change (b) obtained from the FEA. 
 
It would also be appropriate to study the effect of the bone modelling, such as application of more 
realistic properties. At present, the model is limited by the clinical images available. A future study 
could examine the effects of realistic bone modelling by co&registration of CT data with the MRI. An 
initial step was to reduce the Young’s modulus of the patellar bone by 90%; that caused 13% change 
in contat stress prediction. 
The patellar motions predicted by the FEA also agreed with those of the experiment. The FE models 
representing ligaments and surrounding soft tissues might have played an important role in the 
computation as their main function is to stabilise the patella. Successful validation was found in 
previous work (Heegaard et al., 1995). A study by Baldwin et al. (2009) proved that the accuracy of 
the patellar kinematics prediction was affected by the medial and lateral soft tissue constraint 
modelling method i.e. no constraints, constraints with various stiffness and over&tensioned constraints. 
Therefore, it would be useful for future studies to develop the models of the soft tissue restraints 
considering all possible modelling method including e.g. element type (solid, shell or spring) and 
ligament stiffness. 
The FE modelling technique was capable of predicting joint contact mechanics, subchondral bone 
stress of the patella, and patellar kinematics simultaneously in one analysis. This is believed to be the 
first to do so and also to have had both the contact mechanics and patellar kinematics validated 
against in vitro experimental data. It is known that contact stresses cannot be directly validated against 
the experimental measures (Besier et al., 2011) since numerous geometric, material and contact 
assumptions must have been made in order to facilitate the computation. Therefore, finite element 
models of the PFJ have rarely been so successfully validated in previous studies. Only a few studies 
were found to have validated aspects of their FEA results e.g. the patellar kinematics (Baldwin et al., 
2009; Heegaard et al., 1995) and contact area and pressure (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a) against their own 
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FQ 
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(a) Single quadriceps  
tendon load 
(b) Multiplanar load 
in vitro experimental measures. A number of studies have reported computational results without 
validation (Besier et al., 2008; Fernandez et al., 2011; Fitzpatrick et al., 2012; Han et al., 2005; Mesfar 
and Shirazi&Adl, 2005). Other studies that evaluated biomechanical responses in vivo (Besier et al., 
2005b; Farrokhi et al., 2011; Fitzpatrick et al., 2011a) indirectly validated their results using 
parameters which differed from those they were investigating, because direct measurements were not 
possible. For example, studies reporting articular cartilage contact stresses or bone stress validated 
only their computational contact area with the contact area measured from magnetic resonance 
images. Some studies (Fernandez et al., 2005, 2008) validated their results with previous FEA studies 
which assigned different material model definitions. Validation against literature is likely to be valid 
only when the models are generated to mimic the published experiment. 
The validation process also revealed the sensitivity of the PFJ biomechanics to the quadriceps muscle 
loading model. The experimental and FEA results agreed. The increase in the joint contact force and 
peak contact pressure when more physiological loadings (6 and 6+ITB) were applied highlighted that 
such loading is crucial for biomechanical studies of the normal and implanted knee. The trend of the 
joint contact force agreed with the study of Mesfar et al. (2005) and was associated with the PFJ force 
trend investigated by Powers et al. (2006). The larger PFJ force and, eventually, joint contact force 
obtained from multiplanar loading was due to the posterior components of the VL and VM tensions, 
which altered the FQ vector more posteriorly (Figure 6.26). The more&posterior direction of the FQ, 
together with the change in patellar kinematics, increased the PFJ force because the angle between the 
FPT and FQ vector reduced. The increase in the PFJ force and contact force was still true even if a 
decreased FPT, according to the lower FPT/FQ ratio in the multiplanar loading (Powers et al., 2010), 
was also taken into consideration (Figure 6.26 (b)).  
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Figure 6.26: Each PFJ force, (a) FPFJ&S for single quadriceps tendon load and (b)  FPFJ&M for multiplanar load, 
were constructed from the equal total quadriceps muscle force (FQ) and the patellar tendon force (FPT&S and  
FPT&M, respectively). The more posterior direction of FQ in the multiplanar load case resulted in higher joint 
contact force for the multiplanar load case even if the patellar flexion altered and the FPT decreased 
 ((FPT&M < FPT&S) due to FPT/FQT reduction in the multiplanar load case. 
Powers et al. (1998) measured patellar kinematics, contact pressures and areas in vitro under a single 
quadriceps load along the femoral anatomical axis in the coronal plane, or multiplanar loads 
consisting of 3 muscle groups (RF+VI, VM and VL) with ITB. They found significant differences in 
both peak and mean contact pressures only at 0° (greater in multiplanar load) and 90° knee flexion 
(greater in single load), while this study found large changes in contact pressure for all angles of 
flexion examined, and greater PFJ forces for multiplanar loading at all angles of knee flexion.  
The different load cases also changed the patellar kinematics. Compared with more physiological 
loads (6+ITB and 6), loading with only the quadriceps tendon (1) allowed the patella to shift and tilt 
more medially in early flexion because there were no VL or ITB forces. The increase in patellar 
flexion in the multiplanar loadings in this study differed from the results of Powers et al. (1998), who 
found higher patellar flexion in the single load case. Care should be taken when applying the ITB load 
in a subject&specific model since, unlike the quadriceps muscle force that could be approximated from 
the knee moment and muscle volumes, assumptions of the ITB load are required due to lack of  data 
on the force exerted by the ITB as a function of knee flexion and body weight. The ITB tension 
affects patellar stability and kinematics significantly (Merican and Amis, 2009; Merican et al., 
2009b). A limitation of the muscle modelling is that a constant level of activation was assumed. It is 
possible that pain may alter that. 
6.4 Conclusion 
The FE modelling method for PFJ analysis was verified and validated. The verification process 
mainly focused on the mesh convergence study. The element mesh size of 0.9 mm was selected for its 
ability to predict contact mechanics quite accurately within an acceptable computing time. Above all, 
it was found during the study that models with 0.9 mm element mesh size caused less convergence 
problems and enhanced the robustness of the modelling technique. It was crucial that the modelling 
technique is robust and could then be used to analyse subject&specific PFJ models, in which the sizes 
and shapes of the bones and cartilage vary.  
The validation process was performed by directly comparing the FEA results with the direct 
measurements in vitro. Overall, good correlation between the experiment and FEA was found. 
Various muscle loading conditions were applied in the experiment and FEA for validation. Therefore, 
alongside the successful validation, it was also found that both FEA and experimental results were 
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affected greatly by the muscle model used when simulating the knee extensor mechanism. In 
particular, the effects of multiplanar quadriceps tensions and the tension in the ITB had large effects 
on contact patterns and patellar kinematics. These are important findings for the design of future 
studies.
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Chapter 7  
 
Subject5Specific Inputs for 
Patellofemoral Joint Models 
7.1 Introduction  
This study aims to elaborate on the more sophisticated subject&specific PFJ model to analyse joint 
contact and patellar kinematics. Although researchers have been interested in developing subject&
specific models, the definition of the word “subject&specific” has been limited mainly to “subject&
specific articular geometry” and excluded other important “subject&specific” inputs of a PFJ model. 
These inputs are muscle loading vectors, and the functional anatomy and properties of the soft tissues 
surrounding the bones. There have been many studies which endeavoured to quantify these 
parameters in vivo using various methods such as ultrasonography, medical imaging technology and 
EMG. Briefly, for example, ultrasonography could be utilised to obtain muscle fibre orientations 
(Henriksson&Larsén et al., 1992; Rutherford and Jones, 1992) and mechanical properties of tendons 
(Fukunaga et al., 1996); bone properties could be obtained from CT scan (Rho et al., 1995), tendon 
moment arms, muscle volumes and the direction of muscle pulls could be provided by means of MRI 
(Mitsiopoulos et al., 1998; Scott et al., 1993; Wretenberg et al., 1996) and the degrees of muscle 
activation could be obtained from EMG (De Luca, 1997). However, these technologies are time 
consuming and data analyses must be done by experts. Moreover, their clinical applications require 
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high patient involvement and effort if they are all to be used in each patient. Thus, it does not seem to 
be very practical to generate PFJ models which are truly subject&specific in every aspect, and a 
compromise should be made. For these reasons, this study proposes a new simplified subject&specific 
PFJ modelling protocol, which requires the least effort by patients and less cost and time consumption 
for data analyses. Taken these aforementioned conditions into consideration, the simplified modelling 
protocol was designed by trying to utilise as many as possible the input parameters obtainable from 
routine diagnostic protocols, i.e. physical examination and medical imaging. Therefore, the “subject&
specific” input parameters were scoped to subject&specific joint geometry and quadriceps muscle 
loading. It is clear that joint geometry can be obtained directly from MRI images. Muscle loading, 
however, requires further steps for its estimation. This section describes mainly the MRI protocol 
used to acquire patients’ images and also the detailed analytical method for subject&specific estimation 
of muscle loading. The MRI analysis protocol to measure subject&specific muscle parameters for the 
estimation was developed under supervision of an experienced orthopaedic surgeon and a consultant 
radiologist. The protocol test&retest reliability analysis is also included. Fortunately, for the sake of 
modelling, the modelling technique developed and described in Chapter 5 could be manipulated very 
easily in order to create a model with subject&specific muscle loading inputs estimated following the 
method explained in this chapter.    
7.2 Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition 
As briefly described, MRI images were used for 3D PFJ model reconstruction and subject&specific 
muscle loading estimation. Apart from routine radiographs or CT, an additional MRI data set is 
usually acquired from patients only when deficiencies of soft tissues are suspected. The MRI protocol 
used may vary depending on objects of interest. However, for modelling purposes, the selections of 
MRI machine, sequence and coil are crucial, because they determine the quality and accuracy of joint 
3D models. From the modellers’ point of view, MRI images should have high resolution for ease of 
bone, cartilage and soft tissue differentiation. Moreover, a slice distance of less than 1 mm is very 
much preferable to avoid stair&case like models and reduce the number of interpolations between 
slices when reconstructing 3D contours. Anyway, reconstructing 3D models from MRI is a 
straightforward matter as long as the image quality is suitable for the job. A more challenging task, 
however, was to estimate the muscle lines&of&action and the distribution of the total quadriceps muscle 
force across the six muscle groups. In order to obtain the latter, the physiological cross sectional area 
(PCSA) of each muscle must first be identified. The choice of an MRI protocol should also be based 
on the measurement of these parameters.  
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In general, the most accurate way to estimate the PCSA of a muscle in vivo is to calculate it from the 
muscle volume and fibre length. However, a scan of the whole muscle is required and the process to 
approximate muscle volumes is considerably tedious and time consuming. Also, the resolution of the 
images is not suitable for either reconstructing 3D models or measuring fibre length because of the 
limited ability of body coils normally used to obtain this set of images. Therefore, if this PCSA 
method was to be used, more scans using a higher magnetic field strength together with a higher 
resolution lower extremity coil, or a dedicated knee coil, would have been required for the purpose of 
3D model reconstruction. In contrast to the body coil, this type of knee coil has a dimensional limit 
which does not allow a scan of the whole thigh to be undertaken. It can be seen that, in terms of the 
number of scans and time consumption, this PCSA method may not be so practical, and this 
corresponds with the aim of the study that patients’ effort and involvement should be kept low. It was 
therefore necessary to develop a scanning protocol which would minimise the number of scans 
without compromising the aim. Since the accurate articular geometry and positions of the bones are 
more crucial for FEA, it was decided to use only the dedicated knee coil and to give up the PCSA 
method. Instead, a new method to estimate percentage PCSA of the quadriceps muscles based on the 
anatomical information obtainable from the dedicated knee coil was to be developed. This new 
method of PCSA estimation will be described in the next section of this chapter. 
An MRI sequence was selected on the basis of its ability to provide excellent tissue contrast for ease 
of segmentation for 3D model reconstruction. After several trials, sagittal proton density (PD) cube 
(3D fast spin echo sequence) fat&suppression was selected to use with a high resolution knee coil in a 
1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance machine (Signa HDxt 1.5T Optima Edition, General Electric, USA). 
The repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE) were 1720 and 30 ms, respectively. The knee coil (43 x 
36 x 41 cm) has the entire knee coverage with 16 x 16 cm field of view (FOV) and 384 x 320 
acquisition matrix allowing high in&plane resolution to be obtained. Just in addition to the high 
resolution, this knee coil also enables the slice thickness and spacing between slices to be reduced to 
somewhat below 1 mm, e.g. 0.7 mm, to facilitate 3D model reconstruction.  
For each subject, two non&weight bearing MRI scans at supine position (full extension) and at 30° of 
knee flexion would be taken. Total acquisition time including an initial survey sequence was about 30 
min. The flexed knee position was controlled by means of a custom positioner. The data set at full 
extension was used to acquire original joint geometry and the reference frame of the patella at zero 
position for kinematic analysis.  With the dimensional limit of the coil, care was taken when 
positioning the subject and the knee coil in order to ensure that the tibial tuberosity was just seen at 
the distal limit of the field of view, while the proximal limit of the coil covered the thigh as far as 
possible, from the joint line. This step was important as the measurement of parameters for PCSA 
estimation would be taken at about this level.  
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7.3 The concept of estimating muscle load vectors from patients’ 
physical data and MRIs 
7.3.1 The magnitude of the total quadriceps muscle load 
The total quadriceps muscle load of a PFJ model is a function of knee flexion angle when the subject 
is standing. First, the knee flexing moment was calculated from the body weight, knee flexion angle 
and length of the tibia or the femur using a simple moment equation (Cohen et al., 2001a; Mason et 
al., 2008). This equation was derived from subjects with deep knee bend (Figure 7.1), at which 
posture the highest knee joint moment is created. As shown in Eq. 7.1, >556 is the moment, ?@is the 
body weight and A is the length of the tibia or femoral shaft.  
>556 B ?@2 C A sDE F72G Eq. 7.1 
  
The patellar tendon force (HI555556) was then calculated by substituting the moment >556 into the following 
moment equation: 
where J556 is the moment arm obtained from Krevolin et al (2004) (Figure 7.2). It can be seen that the 
average moment arms are different between genders and are a function of knee flexion angle.   
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Free body diagram of a subject with 
deep bend knee (Cohen et al., 2001a). 
Figure 7.2: Moment arm of the patellar tendon 
by gender (Krevolin et al., 2004). 
>556 B J556 K HI555556 Eq. 7.2 
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Once the patellar tendon force was obtained, the quadriceps tendon force was calculated using patellar 
tendon and quadriceps tendon force ratio (FPT/FQT) obtained from Huberti et al (1984) (Figure 7.3). 
Similar trends of the FPT/FQT ratio have been presented in the literature (Ahmed et al., 1987; Mason et 
al., 2008). 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Force ratio (FPT/FQ) of patellar tendon force and quadriceps tendon forces  
as function of the knee flexion angle (Huberti et al., 1984). 
 
An example calculation is presented here. Given a reported experimental value of mean peak knee 
flexion moment of 82.2 Nm for men and 59.4 Nm for women at 90° knee flexion (Andriacchi and 
Mikosz, 1991), FPT and FQ were calculated for a knee at 0° to 90° of flexion at 15° intervals (Figure 
7.4). Applying the normalised percentage PSCAs of the six quadriceps muscle components 
(Farahmand et al., 1998a) to distribute the quadriceps tendon force into groups, the forces exerted by 
the RF, VI, VLL, VLO, VML and VMO were calculated and shown in Figure 7.5. Their trends were 
comparable to those obtained from a study of Besier et al (2005), which estimated the muscle forces 
by means of an EMG&driven model. 
In conclusion, this calculation method leads to an estimate of the total quadriceps muscle force even 
when only the body weight, flexion angle and length of either the femur or tibia are known. The body 
weight and lengths of the bones are subject&specific and can be simply obtained during physical 
examination. The flexion angle can be measured from MRI. The distribution of the total quadriceps 
muscle on, ideally, the six quadriceps muscle groups can be estimated from the percentages PCSAs 
estimated from MRI images. These percentages PCSA are also subject&specific since they vary across 
knees.  
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7.3.2 The distribution of the total quadriceps muscle load 
The distribution of the total quadriceps muscle force on the quadriceps muscle components could be 
assumed from percentages of the total PCSA of the components since PCSAs are closely associated 
with maximal muscle force (Fukunaga et al., 1997; Lieber and Friden, 2000). PCSA was defined by 
Alexander and Vernon (1975) as the total area of the cross&section perpendicular to the muscle fibres 
(Figure 7.6) and can be determined from the following formula (Eq. 7.3), where L is the pennation 
angle or fibre orientation of the muscle to the tendon. The angle L is equal to zero for fusiform 
muscles, in which their fibres lie parallel to the tendon. 
  PCSA B OPQRSTUVSPWTCRVQXYZ[\TST]^_h B OPQRSTW`QQCRVQXOPQRSTaT]QZ_bCYZ[\TST]^_h Eq. 7.3  
  
 
 
Figure 7.4: The patellar and quadriceps tendon forces calculated from the value of mean peak knee flexion 
moment of 82.2 Nm for men obtained from Andriachi and Mikosz (1991). 
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Figure 7.5: The contribution of the total quadriceps muscle force on the muscle components  
as a function of the knee flexion angle. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6: General types of muscle architecture. Lf and Lm are muscle fibre length and muscle length, 
respectively (Lieber and Friden, 2000). 
 
To estimate a muscle volume, a method that has been widely used is the sum of the contiguous 
anatomical cross&sectional areas (ACSAs) of the series transverse MRI scans along the entire length 
of the femur multiplied by the thickness of each corresponding slice (Akima et al., 2000; Narici et al., 
1992; O’Brien et al., 2010; Scott et al., 1993). A study of Tracy et al. (2003) concluded that slice 
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thickness is an important factor and the thinner the slice, the better volume estimation. However, it 
could be clearly seen that muscle volume estimation method is laborious and time consuming. 
Therefore, a more time efficient method which estimates muscle volume from a single transverse 
image has been introduced and studied (Morse et al., 2007; Tracy et al., 2003). The muscle volumes 
of these studies were predicted using regression analysed from collected databases. The results 
showed that estimation of muscle volumes from a single MRI transverse slice could result in 
relatively high error (Morse et al., 2007; Tracy et al., 2003) because the largest ACSAs of each of the 
individual muscles that make up the quadriceps muscle are not usually found at the same level above 
the joint line (Erskine et al., 2009; Morse et al., 2007). However, it has been suggested (Erskine et al., 
2009; Tracy et al., 2003) that this method could be useful when a relatively large effect is expected or 
when time and resources are limited, as in this study.  
In order to estimate PCSAs of the quadriceps muscle from a single slice, first of all, the largest ACSA 
of each quadriceps muscle component must be estimated. Due to the aforementioned limitation of the 
knee coil used, it was not possible to obtain the largest ACSA of the muscle components directly from 
the scan as the most proximal limit of the acquisition was only about 30 percent of the femoral length 
(A), measured from the joint line. Therefore, the ACSAs of the quadriceps muscle groups at this 
level+cd,cefghi. were used together with two modification factors jk and jlto estimate the largest 
ACSA of each muscle group.  
Am%nopqcd,c B jk C jl C cd,cefghi Eq. 7.4 
  
The modification factor jk was specific for each muscle group and calculated as a ratio between the 
largest relative ACSA to the relative ACSA at 30 percent of the femoral length measured from the 
joint line. The largest relative ACSA was determined from the first derivation of a third order 
regression equation (Eq. 7.5) derived by Morse et al (2007). These equations allowed the fraction of 
relative ACSA to be predicted from a position along the femoral length, given as a fraction of the 
muscle length from insertion (Figure 7.7). The constants in the equation varied for each quadriceps 
muscle component as presented in Table 7.1. The VLL and VLO and VML and VMO were 
considered as the whole vastus lateralis (VL) and vastus medialis (VM), respectively. It should be 
noted that the equations were derived allowing for the fact that each quadriceps muscle component 
does not extend the entire length of the femur but their insertions varied to some extent above the 
distal end of the femur (Table 7.1). Therefore, care was taken to calibrate the position of the 
transverse image as a fraction of the femoral length before calculating jk for any quadriceps muscle 
component. Figure 7.8 depicts the calculation of the modification factorjk. 
rosmqtuocd,c B mve + xvl + yv + z Eq. 7.5 
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Figure 7.7: Regression equation derived by Morse et al (2007) from 18 young men. Relative ACSAs were 
shown as fractions of the largest ACSA. The data of each subject were measured from eleven MRI scans along 
the length of the femur. 
 
Table 7.1: Regression coefficients ({ to |) to predict fraction ACSA as a function of fraction muscle length and 
the distance (;) from the distal end of the femur to the insertion of the individual muscle (Morse et al., 2007). 
Muscle { } ) | ; 
VL &2.9244 0.74 2.2178 0.0244 0.20±0.03 
VM 6.5255 &12.536 5.9745 0.1297 0.09±0.01 
VI &1.1647 &1.8832 3.0401 0.0387 0.11±0.02 
RF &1.6774 &1.2098 2.8812 0.0077 0.32±0.03 
 
The second modification factor jl in Eq. 7.4 was meant for the RF, VML and VMO ACSA 
estimation. This was because the cd,cpefghi of these muscle groups could not be measured directly 
from the transverse MRI image. At this transverse level, the RF was not usually seen (Erskine et al., 
2009) and the VML and VMO were not at all easy to distinguish regarding to their sophisticated 
muscle architecture. Only the ACSA of the VI, VLL, VLO and VM, as a whole, could be measured. 
Therefore, the cd,cpefghi of the RF, VML and VMO were estimated from those of the VI and VM 
using the ratios between the percentages distribution of the normalised PCSAs obtained from the 
quantitative study of the quadriceps muscles conducted by Farahmand et al (1998) as a second 
modification factor. Finally, the largest ACSA of each quadriceps muscle component could be 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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obtained from Eq. 7.4 and the two modification factors for each quadriceps muscle groups are shown 
in Table 7.2. 
 
 
Figure 7.8: Modification factor ~calculation. 
 
Table 7.2: Modification factors for largest ACSA estimation of each quadriceps muscle groups. 
Muscle ~ ~ Measured 0g! 
VMO 1.09 0.4 VM 
VML 1.09 0.6 VM 
RF 1 0.75 VI 
VI 1.75 1 VI 
VLL 3.95 1 VLL 
VLO 3.95 1 VLO 
 
A projection method was used to derive the PCSA from the ACSA, knowing the pennation angleL 
(Zatsiorsky and Prilutsky, 2012) (Figure 7.9). It can be seen that ACSA could be considered as the 
projection of PCSA on the anatomical cross&sectional plane. Hence, the PCSA can be calculated once 
the ACSA and the fibre pennation angle L are known. The architectures of the muscle groups in this 
study were assumed to be similar and that the projected PCSA and ACSA were equal. However, it 
should be noted that the projected PCSA and ACSA can differ depending on the muscle architecture.  
Relative length from insertion 
R
el
at
iv
e 
 A
C
S
A
 
rosmqtuocd,c B j+v. B mve + xvl + yv + z 
; 30gA − ; v at j ′+v. B 0 
Relative ACSA  
at 30% FL 
Largest 
relative ACSA 
 
Fraction of the femoral length 
jk B Am%nopq%osmqtuocd,crosmqtuocd,cmq30gA 
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Figure 7.9: Schematic illustration of a pennate muscle showing ACSA as a projected PCSA. 
7.3.3 Muscle lines5of5action  
The line&of&action of a muscle could be briefly described as a line along the longitudinal axis of the 
muscle. This axis may or may not be in the same direction as the orientation of the muscle fibres 
depending on muscle architecture: fusiform or pennate. Therefore, muscle forces have usually been 
modelled either as fibre&directed or muscle&directed (Schulthies et al., 1995). The fibre&directed model 
defines the line&of&action of a muscle based on the muscle fibre orientations (Fredrick and Jacquelin, 
1968; Schulthies et al., 1995). A more recent study explained that fibre orientation could be 
considered as the instantaneous line&of&action of a muscle (Hawkins and Hull, 1991). On the other 
hand, the muscle&directed model is usually used for musculoskeletal modelling and can be derived 
using either centroid or straight line approach (Jensen and Davy, 1975; Kaufman et al., 1991; Semwal 
and Hallauer, 1994). Although it seemed more reasonable to use the muscle&directed method in this 
study, the fibre orientation method was used instead mainly because neither the centroid nor straight 
line method could have been applied due to the limitation of MRI. Briefly, the centroid method 
requires that the locus of transverse cross&sectional centroids must be defined and the muscle force 
direction is then tangent to the centroid line. The straight line method is considerably simpler as it 
assumes muscle force transmission to be along the straight line connecting the insertion and origin of 
the muscle (White et al., 1989). Both methods, however, require specific image data set of the entire 
length of the quadriceps muscle but the MRI data sets available were limited to the images of just the 
distal femur. Thus, it was not possible at all to measure actual lines&of&action using the centroid 
method. If the straight line method was to be adopted, the origins of the muscles at the proximal 
femur would have to be estimated, and that would affect the accuracy and precision.  
A limitation of the clinical pilot study was that the patients were scanned with their quadriceps 
relaxed. It would be preferatble to scan the tensed muscles when obtaining their lines&of&action. 
 PCSA ACSA  
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7.4 An MRI analysis protocol for determining muscle parameters 
Open source medical image processing software, OsiriX version 4.1.2 (OsiriX Foundation, 
Switzerland) was used on a 32&Bit Mac OS 10.8.2 to process MRI data and measure important 
subject&specific input parameters for FEA. According to the muscle load vector estimation discussed 
above, these parameters were: 
1. Actual knee flexion angle 
2. Fibre orientations of the VMO, VML, RF, VI, VLL and VLO on coronal and sagittal views  
3. ACSAs of the VM, VI, VLL and VLO. 
After MRI acquisition, the image data set, in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in 
Medicine) format, was imported into OsiriX. Three major steps were taken in order to measure the 
aforementioned parameters.  
1. Digital reformatting of MRI data set  
2. Identifying quadriceps muscle components and exporting DICOM file series to the data set 
3. Taking measurements of: 
a. knee flexion angle 
b. muscle fibre orientations 
c. ACSAs 
An MRI data set of a normal volunteer was used here to illustrate these steps of measurement. The 
complete instructions, including full details of all OsiriX commands used for measuring each 
parameter, can be found in Appendix E.  
7.4.1 Digital reformatting of MRI data set 
Since muscle fibre orientations must be measured in relation to the anatomical femoral axes regarding 
the modelling technique explained in Chapter 5, realignment of the imaging planes was required as 
the first step of measurement. This was because the actual positions of the knees varied at the time 
MRI was undertaken. Although a custom positioner was used, it only controlled the flexion of the 
knee but not the whole alignments of the femur and tibia. Therefore, it was very important to 
standardise the orientations of the transverse, coronal and sagittal planes of each MRI data set by 
aligning them in relation to the anatomical femoral axes before taking any measurements. The process 
of visualising a 3D MRI series in different planes is usually called digital reformatting MRI. The new 
planes can be either orthogonal or arbitrary to the original acquisition. A digital reformatting knee 
MRI was processed in OsiriX by visualising the original sagittal DICOM series using a function 
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called 3D multi&planar reconstruction (3D MPR). A new window, with 3 panes showing three 
orthogonal reconstruction views: sagittal, transverse and coronal, as shown in Figure 7.10, was 
automatically opened. The axes crosshairs of the 3 panes are cross&correlated representing the sagittal, 
transverse and coronal planes. The orientations of the reconstruction views were manipulated by 
moving and rotating the axes crosshair in each view so that: 
1. on the transverse view: the coronal plane was parallel to the posterior condylar axis, 
2. on the sagittal view: the coronal plane was parallel to the posterior border of the lower 
femoral diaphysis and 
3. on the coronal view: the sagittal plane was parallel to the anatomical axis of the femur. 
Finally, the mid&sagittal image was identified on a sagittal plane perpendicular to the transepicondylar 
axis and passing through the mid&point of the line connecting the medial and lateral femoral 
epicondyles (Yamada et al., 2007a) (Figure 7.11). The actual knee flexion angle was measured on this 
image. 
 
 
Figure 7.10: A 3&pane window showing an original 3D MPR view  
reformatted from a sagittal acquisition at 30° of flexion. 
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Figure 7.11: Reformatted 3D MPR where new orthogonal planes were defined as specified. 
7.4.2 Identifying quadriceps muscle groups and exporting DICOM series to 
the data set 
For each knee, a number of the reformatted DICOM series would have been exported for various 
measurements. The first series to be exported was the 3D MPR view recently obtained from step 1. 
The knee flexion angle was measured on this baseline image and then used for calculating the muscle 
force as previously explained.  
To export other series for measuring muscle fibre orientations, a guideline was proposed as a means 
for identifying the quadriceps muscle groups on the MRI data sets acquired in this study in order to 
increase measurement repeatability and observers’ agreement. It was found after several trials that it 
was better to export a specific series for each particular measurement instead of randomly selecting an 
image for each measurement from the same data series, for instance, exporting a series for the fibre 
orientation of the VMO in a sagittal plane and another for the measurement in a coronal plane.  
It is known that human anatomy is diverse and the quadriceps muscle groups can vary across knees in 
terms of their components, volumes and the dynamic directions of pulls (Willan et al., 2002; Wilson 
and Sheehan, 2010). Ideally, the quadriceps muscle should be divided into 6 muscle groups: RF, VI, 
VML, VMO, VLL and VLO (Farahmand et al., 1998a; Weinstabl et al., 1989). Identifying these 
muscle groups can be based on the presence of their aponeurosis, fascia and the changes in their fibre 
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orientations (Farahmand et al., 1998a). Following these criteria, a pre&inspection on 24 MRI samples 
agreed that human anatomy varies. The inspection found that, the RF and VI were quite apparent in 
all knees. Comparing the VL with VM group, the VLL and VLO were much more distinctive than the 
VML and VMO on both the sagittal and transverse planes. Similar observations about the VLL and 
VLO were also found during the preparation of the cadaveric knees used in this study for validation 
purpose. Figure 7.12 shows that the existence of the VLO found in MRI also agreed with anatomical 
studies using embalmed knees (Becker et al., 2009; Bevilaqua&Grossi et al., 2004). Differentiating  the 
VML and VMO was a very challenging task since the existence of the VMO has been controversial 
and no conclusion to date could be made (Smith et al., 2009). Using the MRI samples, it was difficult 
to distinguish the VML and VMO in some knees and the decision about the existence of the VMO of 
these knees could vary across observers. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.12: (a) A sagittal MRI image showing the VLL and VLO of a subject in this study.  
(b) An anatomical study found the VLO originated from the linea aspera of the femur and from the lateral 
intermuscular septum (LIS) (Bevilaqua&Grossi et al., 2004). P is the patella. 
 
From the 3D MPR view prepared in step 1, the transverse view was mainly used to identify the 
insertion of each muscle group before the new series of coronal and sagittal images were exported. 
Starting from the most distal transverse image towards the proximal, the VMO insertion was firstly 
found (Holt et al., 2008; Watanabe et al., 2008). The axes crosshair on the transverse view was then 
dragged to the specified insertion, causing the axes crosshairs of the sagittal and coronal 
reconstruction to change according to their 3D cross&correlation. At this point, a series of either 
VLL 
VLO 
P 
LIS 
VLL 
VLO 
P 
(a)  (b)  
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sagittal or coronal views was exported for the measurement of the fibre orientation. This process was 
repeated for the rest of the quadriceps muscle groups. The VML was the second to be found (Ono et 
al., 2005), then the VLO and VLL, respectively. The last muscle groups found were the RF and VI. 
The series of the sagittal and coronal views of these muscle groups were simply exported from the 
same transverse image. Figure 7.13 shows the insertion of each muscle group. 
 
 
Figure 7.13: Identification of the insertions of the quadriceps muscle groups from the transverse views. The 
figures were arranged from (a) to (e) by the order of insertion appearance. 
 
The last DICOM series to be exported was meant for the ACSA measurement. Measuring of ACSAs 
was taken on the transverse image at a certain level, 30 percent of the femoral length from the joint 
line regarding the limitation of the knee coil.  In some knees, in which the image at this level was not 
seen, the ACSAs were taken at the most proximal transverse image available.  
In summary, a maximum of 12 DICOM series were exported as new DICOM images for each data 
set. They were: 
(a) VMO 
(c) VLO 
(b) VML 
(d) VLL 
(e) RF and VI 
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1. a baseline view for knee flexion angle measurement (1 series), 
2. sagittal and coronal series for VLL, VLO, RF+VI, VML, VMO and fibre orientation 
measurements (10 series) and 
3. a transverse series for ACSA measurements (1 series). 
7.4.3 Taking measurements of: 
7.4.3.1  Actual knee flexion angle 
Knee flexion angle is an important parameter for estimating the total quadriceps muscle force of a 
patient at the studied position. Although the knee was supported by a custom positioner controlling 
the knee flexion angle to be 30° when scanning, the actual flexion angle measured between the bones 
was not necessary equal to 30° due to the volumes of the surrounding muscles and fat layers. In fact, 
the actual knee flexion angles were usually smaller than 30°. The total quadriceps muscle force was 
estimated based on the actual knee flexion angle in order to avoid overestimation of PFJ contact 
pressures.  
The flexion angle was measured on the mid&sagittal image of the baseline view exported. The angle is 
usually formed by the femoral axis and tibial (Koshino et al., 2002) or fibula axis (Gogia et al., 1987). 
In this study, flexion angles were measured between the femoral and tibial axes. The posterior border 
of the lower diaphysis was used to represent the femoral axis (Rees et al., 2002). The tibial axis was 
defined as shown in Figure 7.14 as a line connecting the cranial and caudal circles (Hudek et al., 
2009). The periphery of the cranial circle touched the anterior, posterior and cranial tibial cortex bone 
while that of the caudal circle touched the anterior and posterior cortex border. Series of OsiriX 
Region of Interest (ROI) tools: Oval, Line and Angle, were applied in order to measure the flexion 
angle.  
7.4.3.2 Muscle fibre orientations 
The measurements of fibre orientations were taken at certain sagittal and coronal images 
corresponding to the muscle insertion identified on the transverse view (Figure 7.15) as already 
explained. In some knees, which the fibre orientation could not be clearly seen on that particular 
image, the measurement was taken at another slice, either before or after the initial one, or as 
appropriate.  
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Figure 7.14: Knee flexion angle measurement. 
Figure 7.15: Muscle fibre orientation measurement on the sagittal and coronal images. 
'( 
') 
(a) 
(b) 
Femoral axis 
Tibial axis 
Cranial circle 
Caudal circle 
Flexion angle 7 
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Before taking any measurements, the patella was marked on its mid&coronal and mid&sagittal images 
using Pencil ROI before propagating the ROI throughout all images. This was to reassure that the 
estimated insertion of each of the quadriceps muscle groups did point to the superior border of the 
patella and agreed with literature (Holt et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008; Staeubli et al., 1999; Waligora et 
al., 2009). At this point, measuring muscle fibre orientation was straightforward because the reference 
planes were already parallel to the femoral axis. The Angle ROI of OsiriX was used to measure the 
angle between the femoral axis and the fibre direction.  
7.4.3.3 ACSAs  
The measurements of the VI, VLL, VLO and VM were simply taken on the same transverse plane, 
ideally at 30 percent of the femoral length above the joint line (Figure 7.16). Measuring the ACSAs 
was straightforward since no process was required after exporting the DICOM series for the 
measurement. Pencil ROIs was directly used to measure the ACSAs. Care should be taken when 
measuring the ACSAs of the VI and VLO especially at the transition between them. The VM and 
VLL were quite easy to measure since their fasciae surrounding and separating them from the VI 
could be clearly seen.  
 
Figure 7.16: ACSAs measurement at the transverse view cut above the joint line  
at 30 percent of the femoral length. 
VM 
VLO 
VLL 
VI 
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7.5 Test5retest reliability of the MRI analysis protocol 
7.5.1 Introduction 
In analyses of medical images, reproducibility or reliability or agreement of quantitative 
measurements are usually studied and reported alongside the outcome measures. This is because the 
analyses usually rely on observers, whose variation may influence the outcome measures (de Vet et 
al., 2006), especially when the measurement techniques are not normally used in the clinic but 
genuinely developed for a specific purpose. In this study, the MRI analysis protocol was developed as 
a part of the development of a modelling method to generate subject&specific PFJ computer models 
using mainly the data obtained from routine clinical protocols. Therefore, the validity and reliability 
of the analysis protocol were required to ensure the consistency of the measurement before 
implementing the protocol for clinical use.  
The objective of reliability testing is to assess instrumental, rater or response reliability (Bruton et al., 
2000). These aspects of reliability can be tested by several statistical methods such as hypothesis tests 
(e.g. t&tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA)), correlation coefficients (e.g. Pearson’s r and intra&
class correlation (ICC)), regression analysis, standard error of measurement (SEM), coefficient of 
variation (CV), repeatability coefficient and Bland and Altman 95% limits of agreement (LOA) 
(Atkinson and Nevill, 1998; Bruton et al., 2000; Weir, 2005). A review by Atkinson and Nevill (1998) 
described several statistical methods for assessing reliability and presents collections of the definitions 
of reliability as the consistency of measurement, or of an individual’s performance, or the absence of 
measurement. In terms of measurement variation, two types of reliability: relative and absolute, were 
identified by Baumgartner (Baumgartner, 1989). Relative reliability is used to indicate the consistency 
of repeated measurements of the same subjects such as individuals at the same positions or the same 
set of medical images, meanwhile absolute reliability is the degree to which repeated measurements 
vary for individuals (Baumgartner, 1989) e.g. measurement of different techniques or resources. 
According to the formulae for calculating reliability indices of the methods listed above, many 
previous studies have categorised the methods that were appropriate for each type of reliability 
evaluation. The indication of relative reliability is usually provided by a correlation coefficient. 
Meanwhile, SEM, CV and Bland and Altman LOA are more appropriate for assessment of absolute 
reliability to compare e.g. two different methods of clinical measurement (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998). 
Many authors have recommended not to rely on only a single reliability index since many indices can 
misrepresent the overall picture of reliability when used in isolation (Atkinson and Nevill, 1998; 
Bruton et al., 2000). For example, the paired t&test and ANOVA which only provide systematic 
differences between the means of the compared sets of data but not about individual differences. 
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The selection of methods to use in this study was based on the objective to assess the consistency of 
the measurement technique developed for analysing specific knee MRI data. Relative reliability was 
suitable for the characteristics of the study. For this, correlation coefficients are common reliability 
indices usually used together to measure the reliability of a measurement. Therefore, Pearson’s r, 
Spearman’s rho (for non&normally distributed data) and ICC were performed to indicate test&retest 
reliability, or so&called intraobserver reliability, of the measurement technique.  
7.5.2 Materials and methods 
Twenty&five subjects were recruited for measurement. More details about them are in Chapter 9. MRI 
data were acquired and analysed using the protocols described in this chapter. Knee flexion angle, 
muscle fibre orientations in the coronal and sagittal planes and the ACSAs of the muscle groups were 
measured following the method using OsiriX software described in Appendix E. The same sets of 
data were analysed on two occasions by the author who was trained by a consultant radiologist and an 
orthopaedic surgeon. The complete data processing method was repeated, starting from the raw MRI 
data. To avoid recall bias, the repeated measurements were performed at an interval of 16 weeks and 
the data sets were also blinded and randomised for each analysis. 
The software package SPSS version 20 (IBM, Armonk, New York) was used to perform statistical 
analysis. The test&retest reliability of the measurement was assessed using correlation coefficients, 
either Pearson’s r or Spearman’s rho, and ICC with 95% confident interval (CI). Normality tests 
(Shapiro&Wilk) were also performed and reported alongside the correlation coefficients, because 
Spearman’s rho should be taken instead of Pearson’s r when a data set is non&normally distributed. 
The values of ICC and 95% CI were calculated using two&way mixed model with analysis type 
consistency ICC (3, k) (McGraw and Wong, 1996; Muller and Buttner, 1994; Shrout and Fleiss, 
1979). This type of ICC was selected because only the particular observer or a fixed set of k ratings 
was of interest. Both single measure (ICC (3, 1)) and average measure ICCs (ICC (3, 2)) were 
reported. All reliability indices were calculated for 1) each measure 2) the overall measure of each 
group i.e. flexion angle, muscle fibre orientation and ACSA and 3) the overall measure of all groups. 
The theoretical range of ICC is from 0 to 1 (Giraudeau, 1996).  Ideally, two sets of measurements are 
considered to be perfectly agreed when the ICC is equal to 1. ICC is usually categorised into levels of 
reliability. One of the widely used ICC classifications is the one of Fleiss (1999), which interprets an 
ICC value as poor (ICC < 0.4), fair to good (0.4 ≤ ICC ≤ 0.75) and excellent (ICC > 0.75) reliability. 
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7.5.3 Results 
Knee flexion angle, fibre orientation of the muscles in the coronal and sagittal planes and ACSAs of 
the muscles were measured in 25 knee MRI data sets obtained from 20 volunteers (Chapter 9). In 
total, 700 measurements were performed (350 measurements twice on the 25 data sets). The results of 
the statistical analysis were shown in Table 7.3. Correlation coefficients of the fibre orientation of the 
RF in both planes and that of the VI in the coronal plane could not be computed due to both standard 
deviation and mean square equal to zero. That was because the measures were taken to be zero for all 
knees according to the anatomy and the observations on the MRI data set. Although it was possible to 
compute the correlation coefficients of overall measures by including those measures, they were 
excluded from the statistical analyses in order to avoid statistical bias.  
Overall, the explicit statistical testing indicated very strong correlations (r ≥ 0.98, P<0.01) between 
the reliability indices. The overall correlation coefficients showed a very strong relationship between 
the measurements from the two occasions (Spearman’s r = 0.92) and excellent test&retest reliability 
(ICC (3, 1) = 0.90, 95% CI = 0.88 – 0.92 and ICC (3, 2) = 0.95, 95% CI = 0.93 – 0.96)) of the 
measurement technique.  
Considering the overall score of each group, highly positive correlations between the measurements 
of the two occasions were found with Pearson’s or Spearman’s coefficient for flexion angle (r = 0.78,     
P < 0.01) and fibre orientation (r = 0.74, P < 0.01), and the correlation for the ACSA measurements 
was very high (r = 0.94, P < 0.01). However, the relationships for the fibre orientation of the VMO 
and VLL in the sagittal plane and the VLO in the coronal plane were weak (r = 0.33, 0.36 and 0.12, 
respectively, P < 0.01) while the relationship of the other fibre orientation measures were moderate or 
high. All ACSA measures also showed high positive relationship (r = 0.78&0.80, P < 0.01) except that 
of the VLO, for which the relationship was moderate (r = 0.58, P < 0.01). 
The ICCs showed that the reliability of a single measurement was excellent for the flexion angle (ICC 
(3, 1) = 0.78, 95% CI = 0.55 – 0.89) and overall ACSA (ICC (3, 1) = 0.96, 95% CI = 0.95 – 0.98) but 
fair to good for the overall score of fibre orientation (ICC (3, 1) = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.69 – 0.81). When 
considering the mean ICC values of the repeated measurements, all three groups of measurement 
achieved excellent reliability (ICC (3, 2) > 0.86 95% CI = 0.80 – 0.88). However, the reliability was 
classified as poor as in the case of the fibre orientation in the sagittal plane for the VMO (ICC (3, 1) = 
0.33, 95% CI = &0.07 – 0.63 and ICC (3, 2) = 0.49, 95% CI = &0.16 – 0.78)) and VLL (ICC (3, 1) = 
0.36, 95% CI = &0.34 – 0.66 and ICC (3, 2) = 0.53, 95% CI = &0.70 – 0.79)) and the fibre orientation 
of the VLO in the coronal plane (ICC (3, 1) = 0.12, 95% CI =  &0.28 – 0.49 and ICC (3, 2) = 0.21, 
95% CI = &0.79 – 0.65)).  
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Table 7.3: Correlation coefficients indicating the test&retest reliability of the measurement technique. 
Measure Correlation 
coefficient 
Single measure ICC Average measure ICC 
 
 r'value ICC (95% CI) Categories ICC (95% CI) Categories 
Overall 0.92S 0.90 (0.88&0.92) Excellent 0.95 (0.93&0.96) Excellent 
Flexion angle 0.78P 0.78 (0.55&0.89) Excellent 0.87 (0.71&0.94) Excellent 
Fibre orientation       
 Overall 0.74S 0.75 (0.69&0.81) Fair to good 0.86 (0.82&0.89) Excellent 
 Sagittal        
  VMO 0.33P 0.33 (&0.07&0.63) Poor 0.49 (&0.16&0.78) Poor 
  VML 0.68S 0.66 (0.36&0.83) Fair to good 0.79 (0.53&0.91) Excellent 
  RF & & & & & & & 
  VI 0.50P 0.50 (0.13&0.74) Fair to good 0.66 (0.23&0.85) Fair to good 
  VLL 0.36P 0.36 (&0.34&0.66) Poor 0.53 (&0.70&0.79) Fair to good 
  VLO 0.66P 0.65 (0.35&0.83) Fair to good 0.79 (0.51&0.91) Excellent 
 Coronal        
  VMO 0.49P 0.48 (0.12&0.73) Fair to good 0.65 (0.21&0.85) Fair to good 
  VML 0.79P 0.79 (0.57&0.90) Excellent 0.88 (0.73&0.95) Excellent 
  RF & & & & & & & 
  VI & & & & & & & 
  VLL 0.57P 0.57 (0.24&0.79) Fair to good 0.73 (0.38&0.88) Fair to good 
  VLO 0.12P 0.12 (&0.28&0.49) Poor 0.21 (&0.79&0.65) Poor 
ACSA        
 Overall 0.94S 0.96 (0.95&0.98) Excellent 0.98 (0.97&0.99) Excellent 
 VM 0.78S 0.89 (0.76&0.95) Excellent 0.97 (0.87&0.97) Excellent 
 VI 0.77P 0.77 (0.54&0.89) Excellent 0.87 (0.70&0.94) Excellent 
 VLL 0.80S 0.89 (0.77&0.95) Excellent 0.94 (0.87&0.98) Excellent 
 VLO 0.58S 0.53 (0.17&0.76) Fair to good 0.69 (0.30&0.86) Fair to good 
P is Pearson’s correlation coefficient  
S is Spearman’s correlation coefficient (for non&normally distributed data) 
7.5.4 Discussion 
This measurement reliability study shows that the MRI analysis protocol or measurement technique 
for specific MRI data sets of this study was reliable as indicated by the excellent test&retest or 
intraobserver reliability scores obtainable from all overall reliability indices. Also, the reliability 
indices of each group were comparatively high especially the value for the overall ACSA measures. 
In analysis of the overall reliability indices of the fibre orientation, the fibre orientations of the RF in 
both planes and that of the VI in the coronal plane were not included. This was because these 
measures were usually taken to be zero, with the muscles orientated along their axes of reference in 
the planes. Therefore, including these measures into the analyses would have led to statistical analysis 
bias giving higher values of the overall reliability indices. The overall r&value of the fibre orientation 
would have increased from 0.74 to 0.81 and the ICC (3, 1) and ICC (3, 2) would have also increased, 
with narrower 95% CI, from 0.75 (95% CI = 0.66 – 0.81) to 0.85 (95% CI = 0.82 – 0.88) and 0.86 
(95% CI = 0.82 – 0.89) to 0.92 (95% CI = 0.90 – 0.94), respectively, if the data had been included. 
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The reliability of a single measurement occasion would have shifted to category excellent even if 
almost all individual fibre orientation measures showed poor and fair to good reliability.  
The fibre orientation measurement of the VMO and VLL in the sagittal plane and that of the VLO in 
the coronal plane had poor reliability with negative lower limits of 95% CI. Giraudeau (1996) 
explained that theoretically, for a two&way model, ICC cannot be negative since it is defined as the 
ratio between true score variance and obtained score variance (Baumgartner 1989):  
dd B  ll + l Eq. 7.6  
  
In practice, ICC is calculated based on the estimated variances obtained from ANOVA (Shrout and 
Fleiss, 1979). Lahey et al. (1983) proved that negative ICC is observable and theoretical ICC limit and 
real ICC limit do not match by deriving the lower and upper limit for all six types of ICC from the 
equations of Shrout and Fleiss (1979). For example, with the two&way mixed model used in this study, 
ICCs were estimated using the following equations (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979):  
dd+3,1. B  ?>, − >,?>, + + − 1.>, Eq. 7.7  
and  dd+3,1. B ?>, − >,?>,  Eq. 7.8  
  
The parameter ?>, is a between&subjects mean square, >, is an error mean square and  is a 
number of measurements. The upper limits of both ICC approach +1 when >, approaches zero. The 
lower limit of ICC (3, 1) and ICC (3, k) approach − kkand−∞, respectively, when?>, approaches 
zero. The lower 95% CI of these ICCs can also be negative too since it is calculated using Eq. 7.9 or 
Eq. 7.10, both of which the F&test lower limit (i) can be smaller than unity. More details of 95% CI 
calculation were published by Shrout and Fleiss (1979) and Mcgraw and Wong (McGraw and Wong, 
1996). 
Ao%stJtq95gdj%dd+3, 1. B  i − 1i +  − 1 Eq. 7.9  
  Ao%stJtq95gdj%dd+3, . B 1 − 1i Eq. 7.10  
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It has been unclear how negative ICCs should be interpreted (Costa&Santos et al., 2011; Muller and 
Buttner, 1994). However, they are usually taken as zero reliability (Bartko, 1976; Sheskin, 2007).  
Possible reasons for the poor reliability scores of these fibre orientation measurements were the 
anatomy of the muscle groups and their poor visibility on MRI images. Although the VMOs of all 
knees were seen quite clearly, it was observed in many knees that the muscle fibres had diverse 
orientations (Figure 7.17(a)). Therefore, the chance that the examiner would pick a different orientation 
on each occasion was high. Also in the sagittal plane, the problem with the VLL was that its insertion 
was the most proximal from the joint line comparing to other muscle groups. With the size limitation 
of the knee coil used, some MRI data sets happened to show a dark rim at the superior border of the 
images (Figure 7.17(b)), where the VLL insertion was usually found. Therefore, the VLL muscle fibres 
were not clearly seen in such data sets. Actually, such images could have been avoided and the 
visibility of the VLL could be ensured by carefully adjusting the position of the knee coil before 
scanning. However, as previously described in Section 7.2 regarding knee coil position, it was most 
important to ensure that at least the proximal tibial tuberosity was visible for modelling purpose. 
Figure 7.17(c) shows a coronal image for measuring the fibre orientation of the VLO. Despite the fine 
image quality, it was still difficult to measure the fibre orientation in this plane not only because the 
muscle was small but also not much of it was shown in the plane. Comparing with the fibre 
orientation in the sagittal plane, the measurement was more reliable (ICC (3, 2) = 0.79, 95% CI = 0.51 
– 0.91) because more VLO muscle was shown and its fibres were more clearly visible (Figure 7.12).  
This study showed that the measurement technique was reliable for repeated measurements. It would 
be useful to also evaluate interobserver reliability which is the reproducibility of the measurement 
across different observers. This interobserver reliability study should be performed in the future when 
the modelling method would be actually applied in clinical practice. This is because a population of 
observers may be drawn from a pool of clinicians and computer modellers. The study process will 
take time as it requires enormous number of measurements plus learning time for those observers who 
may not be familiar with the software used.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.17: Examples of images used for taking fibre orientation measurements of (a) the VMO in the sagittal 
plane (b) the VLL in the sagittal plane and (c) the VLO in the coronal plane. The crosshair on each image 
indicates the approximated insertion point of each muscle group. 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
A method to estimate subject&specific quadriceps muscle forces for PFJ modelling was developed 
regarding the idea that subject&specific models should not be limited only to the articular geometry but 
should also include muscle forces that move the joint. The method aimed to utilise as much as 
possible subject&specific information obtainable from routine diagnosis protocols, which are physical 
examination and medical imaging. Three major steps of the method were 1) MRI scan 2) MRI 
analysis and 3) muscle force estimation. The combination of MRI sequence and equipment selected 
for this study provided very high resolution images to facilitate both 3D model reconstruction and 
MRI analysis to measure knee flexion angle, muscle fibre orientations and ACSAs of the muscle 
groups. High test&retest reliability was found for the MRI analysis method. These measures together 
with patient’s weight and femoral length were used to estimate muscle forces. The muscle forces 
could have been applied directly to FEA software to generate a subject&specific PFJ model following 
the modelling method described in Chapter 5. 
This simplified method of estimating subject&specific muscle forces overcame more sophisticated 
methods in several ways. First of all, the method did not require any extra instruments and the 
software used to analyse MRI was open&source. Costs and time consumption to perform the analyses 
were minimised. Above all, patients suffering with pain benefitted from the low effort and 
involvement required to obtain the muscle force estimation. 
VMO 
VLL 
VLO 
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Chapter 8  
 
Model Sensitivity Study 
8.1 Introduction 
Sensitivity analysis in computational modelling is used to evaluate the relative impact of input factors 
on the output of the models. In general, sensitivity analysis of a simulation model can be conducted 
for different purposes such as model simplification, optimisation, robustness study and decision&
making (French, 2003). It is also one of the important stages in the analysis of a simulation model 
which should be conducted alongside the validation (Chapter 6) (Kleijnen, 1997). The choice of a 
sensitivity analysis method to adopt for a simulation model and also the interpretation method depend 
on the objectives of a study or, in other words, the questions to be answered. This means the definition 
of sensitivity analysis can vary across different simulations in all disciplines such as economics, 
science, engineering, etc. (Kleijnen, 1997; Saltelli et al., 2006).  
The sensitivity analysis of this study concerned the variability of the model outputs, i.e. contact 
mechanics and patellar kinematics, due to the variability and uncertainty of important input factors, 
which were subject&specific. This is because the PFJ modelling technique developed aimed for 
clinical use to analyse patellofemoral joint biomechanics in vivo using subject&specific inputs. Some 
input factors could have been affected by sources of uncertainty such as modellers’ assumptions and 
measurement unreliability. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the influence of 
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these particular input factors, and also in order to inform the modellers who might adopt the 
modelling method for further studies, about which of the important input factors for subject&specific 
models should be most carefully acquired. 
A large number of mathematicians and statisticians have developed methods of sensitivity analysis 
(Saltelli et al., 2006). The types of analysis can be classified using different criteria. One common 
classification is to categorise the methods by how the input parameters are processed. Thereby, 
sensitivity analysis methods are broadly grouped into: screening method, local sensitivity analysis, 
and global sensitivity analysis. The screening method is suitable when involving a large number of 
input factors as it ranks the model input factors by their importance, therefore reducing the number of 
important factors to be elaborated further on. The simplest option of this method is to vary a 
parameter one&at&a&time or OAT while keeping all other parameters fixed at their nominal value. This 
one&at&a&time approach is also an option for the local sensitivity analysis, which focuses on the 
variability of the output regarding local perturbations of the input parameters from their nominal or 
standard values. The screening method and local sensitivity analysis are only different in regards to 
how the input factors are varied i.e. by a spectrum of the knowledge of all input factors (screening) or 
by a small interval of the important input factors from the baseline (local). However, the screening 
method and local sensitivity analysis cannot show the interactions between or across input factors. 
When such interactions are of interest, a more complex global sensitivity analysis such as Monte 
Carlo, in which the complete ranges of all input parameters are varied randomly and simultaneously, 
should be performed instead. The drawbacks of the global analysis are the computational cost and 
difficulty of implementation.  
A local sensitivity analysis was performed in this study using the one&factor&at&a&time approach. This 
method was chosen not only because it was suitable, with regards to various characteristics of the 
input variations which will be explained in the next section, but also for its simplicity and low 
computational cost. The basic steps of sensitivity analysis are 1) identify important input factors 
which are subject to source of uncertainty 2) specify ranges of variation to each input factor 3) analyse 
the models and evaluate the influences of each input factor on the model output variables. 
8.2 Method 
8.2.1 The baseline model 
An FE model was selected as a baseline model for the sensitivity analysis. This model was obtained 
from a cadaveric knee and was also used in the process of modelling technique development in 
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M L 
Chapter 5. Table 8.1 shows here again briefly the model input and output variables. A similar 
numerical solution method and parameters (not shown in the table) used in the baseline model were 
used in the manipulated models.  
 
Table 8.1: The baseline model input parameters and output variables. 
Baseline model Baseline output variables 
1. Fixed knee position (20°). 
2. Total quadriceps muscle load is 175 N. 
3. Six quadriceps muscle groups:  
VMO/ VML/ RF/ VI/ VLL/ VLO 
4. Muscle orientations based on  
Farahmand et al. (1998a). 
5. Soft tissue stiffness (literature): 
a. PT   2000 N/mm 
b. MPFL     22.5  N/mm 
c. LR   22.5 N/mm 
6. Cartilage model is linear elastic with: 
a. Young’s modulus  4 MPa 
b. Poisson’s ratio      0.47 
c. 4&node tetrahedral element. 
7. Insertions (literature&Chapter 5). 
 
Contact pattern 
 
Variables Value Unit 
Contact area 199 mm2 
Joint contact force 61.48 N 
Peak lateral pressure 0.89 MPa 
Peak medial pressure 0.86 MPa 
Mean lateral pressure 0.51 MPa 
Mean medial pressure 0.47 MPa 
Lateral shift 2.03 mm 
Lateral rotation 3.50 deg 
Lateral tilt 4.24 deg 
   
 
8.2.2 Design of model sensitivity analysis 
FEA usually involves many variables and parameters. Input factors for a study can be parametric or 
non&parametric, generic or specific, depending on the characteristics of the study. Generic model 
inputs are those variables and parameters relating to the fundamentals of the FEM and, therefore, can 
be found in most commercial FEA software. Examples of generic input factors are finite element 
numerical solution method, element entity, material model, iterative procedure, stepping procedure, 
contact variables, etc. Conversely, specific model input factors are those variables and parameters of a 
model which are designed and developed specifically to simulate a particular process or phenomenon. 
In this study, the model sensitivity analysis focused on the effects of subject&specific input variations 
or uncertainties on the model responses while keeping all other generic input factors at their baseline. 
In order to determine which specific inputs should be included, the simulation procedure was analysed 
to see possible sources of uncertainty for subject&specific model analysis. The inputs were listed after 
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considering the modelling process (Chapter 5) and the process of acquiring the subject&specific inputs 
(Chapter 7) step by step. Figure 8.1 shows that the two main sources of input uncertainty were at the 
stage of adding spring links and assigning the cartilage material properties. The spring links 
representing muscles and ligaments were created using a Python™ script which required the modeller 
to enter the node numbers selected for muscle and ligament attachments, pennation angles of the 
muscles in the coronal and sagittal planes, ligament stiffness and the side of the knee i.e. left or right. 
The quadriceps muscle models were simplified as point loads pulling the patella from their nodes of 
attachment towards their origins at the proximal femur. The attachments of the muscles on the 
proximal patella were based on published anatomical studies which have mostly highlighted them as a 
zone across the proximal patella as described in Chapter 5. Therefore, the mid position or centroid of 
each zone was approximated (see Figure 5.8). At this point, the selection of the attachment nodes 
could have been varied with different modellers and affected by subject&specific joint geometries. For 
the pennation angles in the coronal and sagittal planes, although Chapter 7 showed acceptable 
intraobserver reliability, the angles could still vary and possibly affect the computational outputs. 
Therefore, both muscle attachments and pennation angles were included in the local sensitivity 
analysis. The muscle attachment was taken as a qualitative variable since the variation was based on 
the direction of the new node relative to the baseline attachment node, not the distance. The more 
distal, proximal, lateral and medial attachment nodes, approximately 2 mm away from the baseline 
were selected for each muscle. The pennation angles of the VML, VMO, VLL and VLO in the 
coronal planes and those of the VMO and VLO in the sagittal plane were varied by 5° more medially 
or laterally for the coronal angles or more flexed or extended for the sagittal angles. In the text below, 
for ease of visualisation, ‘anteriorly’ will be used to denote a flexed orientation of the line of tension, 
because that represents the movement of the proximal attachment; and vice&versa for 
posteriorly/extended. The sensitivity analysis did not include the variations of the pennation angles of 
the RF and VI in all directions on both planes and those of the VML and VLL more extended in the 
sagittal plane since they did not make realistic models. 
Apart from the muscles, this modelling stage did not only generate the ligament links but also assign 
stiffness () to all ligaments. The way the ligaments were modelled could also have affected the 
computational results. Especially when working on subject&specific models, it is possible that the 
stiffness applied to each spring ligament model can vary with subjects. The choice of stiffness value 
for each ligament relied on whether the modeller would have picked a value from literature or 
measured them in vivo using medical imaging techniques. To understand the preliminary effect when 
the stiffness values are taken from various sources, the stiffness values of the medial patellofemoral 
ligament (hi), lateral retinaculum (i) and patellar tendon () were only changed to their 
upper or lower bounds based on the values found in the literature. Thehi, i and  were 
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changed one&at&a&time to 8 (Mountney et al., 2005), 97 (Merican et al., 2009c) and 4000 N/mm, 
respectively. The first two values were obtained directly from the literature. The PT stiffness was, 
however, assumed to be double from its baseline value since a wide range of values was found in 
many published reports, most of which used measurements taken in vivo. The value was found to vary 
greatly with age and measurement conditions such as weight&bearing load, ramp speed and activity 
(Couppé et al., 2009; P. Hansen et al., 2006; Pearson et al., 2007).  
The cartilage material properties were also included in the sensitivity study because there has been a 
disparity in various previous studies which have assigned the value of Young’s modulus from 0.45 to 
12 MPa (Table 8.2). To study the impact of changing this value systematically, it was varied to 2, 6, 8 
and 10 MPa and the computational outputs were compared to the baseline model, which had a 
Young’s modulus of 4 MPa as already explained.  
In summary, the important inputs mentioned above can be grouped into 3 modes of sensitivity 
analysis: muscle loading, soft tissue modelling and cartilage material properties. The range of 
variation for each input is summarised in Table 8.3.   
 
 
Figure 8.1: Pre&processing stage for PFJ FE modelling in Marc Mentat. Contact, boundary conditions (model 
constraints and muscle forces), load cases and job parameters were controlled. Muscle attachments on the 
patella, muscle pennation angles in the coronal and sagittal planes, ligament modelling were selected as the 
important subject&specific inputs. The cartilage material properties were also included in the sensitivity analysis. 
 
Import FE geometric model 
Add spring links for the muscles 
Assign: 
1. Cartilage material  
2. Contact 
3. Boundary conditions 
 
Assign job parameter 
Assign load cases 
Input data 
1. Selected nodes 
2. Pennation angle on  
sagittal (θs) and coronal 
plane (θc) 
3. Ligaments’ stiffness 
Output links 
1. Six muscle 
2. Two frames 
3. Three ligaments  
Descriptive geometry 
Python 
script 
MRI and literature 
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Table 8.2: The material model and material properties used in previous studies. 
Material model Study, Year Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio 
Biphasic Han et al. 2005* 0.45 0.16 
 Fernandez et al. 2005 10 0.47 
Neo&Hookean Heegaard et al. 1995 2 0.47 
Linear elastic Elias et al. 2004** 4 0.45 
 Elias & A. J. Cosgarea 2006** 4 0.45 
 Farrokhi et al. 2011 4 0.47 
 Elias et al. 2010** 5 0.45 
 Besier et al. 2005 6 0.4 
 Besier et al. 2008 7 0.47 
 Mesfar et al. 2005 12 0.45 
 Fitzpatrick et al. 2010 12 0.45 
*Not a full joint model    **Discrete element analysis 
 
8.2.3 Data analysis 
To perform the sensitivity analysis, these input factors as listed in Table 8.3 were varied one&at&a&
time. All comparisons were based on the percentage changes of the output variables from the baseline 
model to those of the manipulated and the baseline model. The following output variables were 
compared: 
1. Contact mechanics 
a. Contact pattern 
b. Contact area 
c. Joint contact force 
d. Peak lateral pressure 
e. Peak medial pressure 
f. Mean lateral pressure 
g. Mean medial pressure 
2. Patellar kinematics  
a. Shift 
b. Rotation 
c. Tilt 
It was noted that the patellar kinematics was in relation to the femur and its positive motions were in 
the lateral direction. 
A simple graphical method was used to analyse and communicate the results of the local sensitivity 
analysis. The percentage changes of the output variables of the baseline model to those of the 
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manipulated models were illustrated in order to compare the manipulated models within a mode of 
analysis. Other standard tools such as regression analysis or scatter plot and regression analysis could 
not be conducted because they are unsuitable for non&parametric input factors i.e. the muscle 
insertions, which were not varied numerically.  
 
Table 8.3: Modes of analysis and important subject&specific input factors included in the sensitivity study. 
Mode  Description Model Details  
Muscle 
loading 
 
1) Muscle attachments 
 
 
24 6 muscles x 4 positions 
Approximately 2 mm  
• Proximal (P) 
• Distal (D) 
• Medial (M) 
• Lateral (L) 
from the baseline. 
 
2) Muscle orientations 
 
 
14 • 4 muscles x 2 coronal  
(5° medial/lateral) 
• 2 muscles x 2 sagittal  
(5° anterior/posterior) 
• 2 muscles x 1 sagittal  
(5° posterior)  
Soft tissue 
modelling 
3) Ligaments’ stiffness 3 • i     = 97 N/mm 
• hi = 8 N/mm 
•      = 4000 N/mm 
 
Material 4) Young’s modulus (E) 4 2, 6, 8, 10 MPa  
 
Total 45 
 
 
Coronal 
5° 5° 
Lateral Medial 
5° 5° 
Posterior 
(Extended) 
 
Sagittal 
Anterior 
(Flexed) 
Proximal 
Distal 
Lateral Medial 
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8.3 Results and discussion 
8.3.1 Sensitivity to the muscle insertions 
Table 8.4 shows a summary of the percentage changes of the output variables from the baseline model 
when picking the more distal, proximal, medial and lateral attachments in relation to the baseline of 
each muscle. Obvious changes of the pattern of contact pressure were observed in many variations. 
Mostly, the changes resulted from the more medial attachment of all muscles except those of the 
VMO, which did not seem to have caused changes. This was because the VMO is the smallest 
muscle. The choice of muscle attachments had very small effects on the contact area, joint contact 
force, shift and tilt, while comparatively bigger effects were found for the peak lateral and medial 
pressures of some variations (percentage changes of more than ±5%). These results were shown 
separately in Figure 8.2. The percentage changes of the mean lateral and medial pressures were lower 
than those of the peak pressures but their trends were similar. Therefore, the results are not shown 
here.  
 
Table 8.4: The contact pattern changes and percentage changes of the output variables from the baseline output 
variables when moving the muscle attachments. 
 
RF VI VLL VLO VML VMO 
Obvious 
pattern 
changes 
medial 
distal 
medial 
distal 
proximal 
medial 
proximal 
medial 
distal 
medial 
& 
 
Area &3% (&6 mm2) to 1% (2 mm2) 
Joint contact 
force 
0% to 5% (3 N) 
 Peak lateral pressure on the patella see graphs (Figure 8.2) 
 Peak medial pressure on the patella  see graphs (Figure 8.2) 
 Lateral shift  0 to 3% (0.1 mm) 
 Lateral rotation see graphs (Figure 8.3) 
 Lateral tilt &4% (&0.2°) to 4% (0.2°) 
 
Figure 8.2 shows that the attachments of the muscles affected the peak contact pressures on both 
lateral and medial facets. Overall, the more lateral, proximal and distal attachments of all muscles 
increased the peak lateral pressures, especially changing the VLL attachments. Figure 8.2(a) shows 
that the more proximal attachment of the VLL increased the peak lateral pressure greatly, possibly 
because the VLL is the biggest quadriceps muscle. For the medial facet, the more proximal 
attachment of all muscles did not change the peak medial pressure more than ±5% except the VMO 
when the pressure decreased 12% (0.1 MPa). The peak medial pressures were also decreased when 
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the more lateral (Figure 8.2(b)) or distal (Figure 8.2(d)) attachments of most muscles were selected, 
except the more distal attachments of the VLL and VLO, which increased the medial pressures 
slightly (<5% (0.04 MPa)). It was interesting that the more medial attachment (Figure 8.2(c)) of all 
muscle increased the peak pressures on both facets. The percentage changes of the peak contact 
pressure on the lateral facet in these cases were about 3 times higher than those of the medial facet. 
The effects of changing the VMO attachment were the smallest. 
   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Percentage changes of the peak lateral (L) and medial (M) pressure from the baseline model when 
changing the attachments of the VLO, VLL, RF, VI, VLL and VLO one&at&a&time to more proximal (a), lateral 
(b), medial (c) and distal (d) positions from their baseline attachments. 
 
The percentage changes of the lateral rotation between the baseline model and manipulated models 
are shown in Figure 8.3. It was clear that the more proximal or distal attachments of all muscles did 
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Figure 8.3(e) and (g) also shows the contact pressure maps of the severe cases, when the more lateral 
and medial attachments of the VLL were selected. Both pressure maps illustrate how the contact 
pressures changed from the baseline and correspond to the percentage changes of the peak lateral and 
medial pressure shown in Figure 8.2(b) and (c). The more lateral attachment of the VLL increased the 
peak contact pressure and decreased the medial one. The more medial attachment of the muscle, 
however, increased the peak contact pressure on both facets. The contact pressure map of the more 
medial attachment case (Figure 8.3(g)) shows that the area of the high pressure on the lateral facet 
shifted medially as the patellar rotated more medially. The peak contact pressures on both facets were 
increased. 
8.3.2 Sensitivity to the muscle orientations 
The sensitivity of the output variables to the variation of the muscle orientations in the coronal and 
sagittal planes is shown in Table 8.5. The contact patterns, compared with those of the baseline 
model, changed obviously in some cases, especially when directing the VML more medially in the 
coronal plane and more posteriorly in the sagittal plane. The contact area and joint contact force 
changed only by &4% (&2.5 N) to 3% (1.8 N). However, the muscle orientation greatly affected contact 
pressures and patellar kinematics as can be seen in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5. 
 
Table 8.5: The contact pattern changes and percentage changes of the output variables from the baseline output 
variables when vary the muscle orientations. 
Muscle VLL VLO VML VMO 
Obvious 
pattern 
changes 
Coronal (Lateral) Sagittal (Posterior) 
Coronal (Medial) 
Sagittal (Posterior) 
Coronal (Medial) 
Area &4% (&8 mm2) to 1% (2 mm2) 
Contact force &4% (&2.4 N) to 3% (1.8 N) 
Peak lateral pressure on the patella Figure 8.4 
Peak medial pressure on the patella  Figure 8.4 
Lateral shift  Figure 8.5 
Lateral rotation Figure 8.5 
Lateral tilt Figure 8.5 
 
Changing the directions of the muscle tensions in the coronal plane one&at&a&time affected the peak 
lateral pressures. Figure 8.4 (a&1) and (b&1) show that the medial pressures changed only by &8% (&
0.07 MPa) to 2% (0.02MPa), comparing with the greater changes in the lateral pressures (up to 18% 
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5° 5° 
L M 
(0.16 MPa)). The peak lateral pressures, on the other hand, increased with the more lateral directions 
of the VL (VLL or VLO) muscles and the more medial direction of the VM (VML or VMO) muscles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.4: Percentage changes of the peak medial and lateral contact pressure and the patellar kinematics from 
the baseline model when changing the direction of the VLO, VLL, VML and VMO one&at&a&time to more lateral 
(a) and medial (b) direction in the coronal plane.  
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Figure 8.5: Percentage changes of the peak medial and lateral contact pressure and the patellar kinematics from 
the baseline model when changing the direction of the VLO, VLL, VML and VMO one&at&a&time to more 
anterior (a) and posterior (b) direction in the sagittal plane.  
 
This could be due to great effects of these muscle direction changes on the lateral shift and rotation, as 
shown in Figure 8.4 (a&2), (a&3), (b&2) and (b&3). For both cases, the more lateral directions of the VL 
muscles and the more medial directions of the VM muscles, similar trends that the patella shifted 
more laterally and rotated more medially, were found. However, changing the directions of those 
muscles in the coronal plane did not alter the tilt much (Figure 8.4 (a&4) and (b&4)) (&3% (&0.13°) to 
2% (0.08°)). Also, the more lateral direction of the VM muscles and the more medial direction of the 
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VL muscles changed the peak lateral pressure very little (&2% (&0.02 MPa) to 0%). It was noted that, 
for both cases, the patella shifted more medially and rotated more laterally. Overall, the lateral contact 
pressure, shift and rotation were comparatively sensitive to the directions of the muscle tensions in the 
coronal plane, especially when the muscles pulled to the sides of their locations e.g. pulling the VL 
more laterally or the VMs more medially.  
For the sagittal plane (Figure 8.5), changing the directions of the muscle pulls increased the peak 
lateral pressures while decreasing the peak medial pressures in most cases except for the more anterior 
direction of the VLO. The peak lateral pressures increased the most when directing the VML more 
posteriorly. Meanwhile, the more posterior direction of the VLL decreased the peak medial pressures. 
Changing the directions of the muscle pulls in the sagittal plane had only small effects on all patellar 
motions (&6% (&0.25°) to 4% (0.19°)) comparing to those of the muscle direction changes in the 
coronal plane. The peak percentage change was the decreased in the tilt (&6% (0.25°)) when the more 
posterior direction of the VLL was selected. These results rejected the presumption that there might 
have been a correlation between the contact pressures on both facets and patellar kinematics.   
8.3.3 Sensitivity to the stiffness of the ligaments 
Table 8.6 shows how changing the stiffness of each ligament altered the output variables. Small but 
obvious contact pattern changes were observed for all case. The contact area changed &3% (&6 mm2) to 
&1% (2 mm2) while the joint contact force remained constant. The lateral shift and rotation were also 
changed by only 4% (0.1 mm and 0.14°, respectively) the maximum after changing the stiffness of the 
ligaments. The peak lateral and medial pressures including the patellar tilt are shown separately in 
Figure 8.6. It can be seen that stiffer LR elevated the peak lateral pressure by about 9% (0.08 MPa) 
while only slightly decreasing the peak medial pressure (2% (0.02 MPa)) and lateral tilt (2% (0.08°)). 
Using less stiff MPFL increased the peak lateral and medial pressures by about 15% (0.13 MPa) and 
3% (0.03 MPa), respectively, while tilting the patellar more medially (6% (0.25°)). The peak medial 
pressure decreased by 12% (0.1 MPa) after doubling the PT stiffness. The results reflected the 
stability function of the MPFL in early flexion since the change in its stiffness (from 22.5 to 8 N/mm) 
resulted in a higher percentage change of the lateral contact pressures, compared with that obtained 
from the much bigger change in the LR stiffness (from 22.5 to 97 N/mm). 
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Table 8.6: The contact pattern changes and percentage changes of the output variables from the baseline output 
variables when changing the stiffness of the ligaments. 
Ligament 
stiffness 
     = 97 N/mm "! = 8 N/mm "     = 4000 N/mm 
Obvious 
pattern 
changes 
   
Area &3% (&6 mm2) to &1% (2 mm2) 
Contact force No change 
Peak lateral pressure  Figure 8.6 
Peak medial pressure  Figure 8.6 
Lateral shift  &4% (&0.08 mm) to 2% (0.04 mm) 
Lateral rotation &2% (&0.01°) to 0% 
Lateral tilt Figure 8.6 
 
 
 
Figure 8.6: Percentage changes of the peak lateral contact pressure; peak medial contact pressure and patellar 
tilt from the baseline model when changing the stiffness of the ligaments one&at&a&time.  
(a)  = 97 N/mm (from 22.5 N/mm), (b) "! = 8 N/mm (from 22.5 N/mm)  
and (c) " = 4000 N/mm (from 2000N/mm). 
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8.3.4 Sensitivity to the cartilage material properties 
Obvious changes of the contact patterns were found when modelling using different Young’s moduli 
for the cartilage (Figure 8.7). It was observed that less&stiff material allowed the finite elements to 
deform more and the area of both cartilage surfaces in contact expanded. The joint contact force, peak 
and mean contact pressures decreased. On the other hand, stiffer material decreased the contact area 
and, consequently, elevated both peak and mean contact pressure as the joint contact force did not 
change very much. The patellar kinematics was also affected by the choice of Young’s modulus. The 
percentage changes of these output variables from the baseline values are shown in Figure 8.8.  
 
2 MPa 4 MPa 
(Baseline) 
6 MPa 8 MPa 10 MPa 
     
Figure 8.7: Contact pattern changed with the Young’s modulus assigned to the cartilage model. 
 
Due to different paths to convergence of the models, no clear explanation about the relationship 
between the material properties and the patellar kinematics could be made. It should be noted that the 
absolute changes of the patellar kinematics between the baseline and manipulated models were very 
small: less than 0.13 mm, 0.11° and 1.07° for shift, rotation and tilt, respectively. 
From the modelling aspect, the Young’s modulus of the cartilage model was simply replaced with a 
higher value (>4MPa), the analyses completed without any computational difficulty. In contrast, a 
convergence problem occurred when less stiff material (Young’s modulus of 2 MPa) was first 
assigned. In this case, the contact tolerance and convergence criteria were slightly adjusted with care 
not to compromise the accuracy of the results. The convergence improved more with smaller initial 
and minimal time fractions i.e. 0.0001s and 0.00001s (the default values were 0.001s and 0.0001s), 
respectively. This resulted in a longer but still acceptable computational time (2,307s from 1,791s on 
a 3.47 GHz Intel® Core™ i5 processor). Attempts were also made to analyse the model using even 
lower Young’s moduli (0.5 and 1 MPa) and applying the aforementioned techniques to try to 
overcome the convergence problem. Unfortunately, the analyses have never been completed.  
 
L M L M M L L M M L 
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(a) Contact mechanics 
 
(b) Patellar kinematics 
Figure 8.8: Percentage changes of (a) contact mechanics: Area, Joint contact force, Peak lateral pressure (Max 
Lat pressure) and Peak medial pressure (Max Med pressure) and (b) patellar kinematics: lateral shift, rotation 
and tilt when changing the Young’s modulus of the cartilages from 4 (baseline) to 2, 6, 8 and 10 MPa. The 
maximum absolute changes of each variable were shown.  
8.4 Conclusion 
The sensitivity study highlighted the important subject&specific input factors that should be carefully 
selected for the pre&processing stage of the FEA. A summary of the important findings by the modes 
of analysis is shown below. 
1. Muscle attachment 
• Contact pressures were sensitive to the muscle attachments.  
• Patellar rotation was greatly affected by either lateral or medial attachments.  
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• The VLL attachment was crucial.  
• The VMO attachment had only small effects on the output variables. 
2. Muscle orientation 
• The muscle orientations in the coronal plane had greater effects than those in the 
sagittal plane.  
• Both VM and VL muscles affected the contact pressures more when a muscle was 
pulled to the side of its location. 
3. Ligament stiffness 
• Contact pressures and patellar tilt were sensitive to the ligament stiffnesses. 
4. Cartilage properties 
• Contact mechanics was very sensitive to the Young’s modulus of the cartilage model. 
 
It should be noted again that this sensitivity analysis was based on changing one input factor at a time 
and, therefore, the integrated biomechanical influence on the output variables by various input factors 
could not be established. Also, the study could have not found a concrete correlation between the 
change in patellar kinematics and contact mechanics when varying an input factor from its baseline. 
However, the sensitivity study did provide a glimpse of the model behaviour which will be useful for 
further application or development of the PFJ FE modelling technique in terms of cartilage or muscle 
modelling, and subject&specific input acquisition methods. Modellers should also be aware that the 
results of sensitivity analyses could vary with knees as the subject&specific geometry may be one of 
the important factors for different model response. 
.
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Chapter 9  
 
Clinical Applications 
9.1 Introduction 
One of the most important parts of this PFJ modelling study was to implement the validated 
modelling method for clinical applications. The study would not have been accomplished without a 
strong collaboration with an experienced clinical research group. Collaborative research was set up 
between the Biomechanics group, Mechanical Engineering Department of Imperial College London 
and the Orthopaedics and Trauma Department of Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital, to conduct 
a pilot project aimed to investigate the possibility of using the modelling method to analyse subject&
specific PFJ models as an enhancement to a standard diagnosis protocol. From a clinical point of 
view, in patients with AKP but normal joint geometry assessed from routine clinical radiography, it 
can be difficult to know if the problem is arising from within the knee, or is referred from elsewhere, 
for instance, the hip. Therefore, it is important that the cause and location of abnormalities are 
identified. It was hoped that the computer modelling method for analysing subject&specific PFJs 
would be able to show the contact pressure maps to allow a planned physiotherapy or surgical 
treatment procedure to reduce the area of high contact pressures. This was based on the hypothesis 
that AKP would be caused by elevated joint contact stresses. This could be very useful in avoiding 
unnecessary surgery in patients when physiotherapy treatment would lead to pain relief and also in 
optimising a surgical procedure for a patient requiring surgical treatment.  
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9.2 Aim and objectives 
The aim of this clinical study was to investigate the feasibility of introducing new integrative medical 
imaging and computational techniques to assist in 1) understanding the pathologies of PFJ disorders 
2) enhancing the standard clinical diagnosis protocol and 3) treatment planning. The computer 
modelling method was applied to achieve the following objectives: 
1. To compare contact pressures, subchondral bone stresses, and patellar kinematics between 
generic and subject&specific quadriceps muscle force inputs. 
2. To compare contact pressures, subchondral bone stresses and patellar kinematics between 
control and AKP groups.  
3. To compare contact pressures, subchondral bone stresses, and patellar kinematics between 
dysplastic knees and knees which had undergone trochleoplasty. 
4. To predict the outcome of physiotherapy treatment for VM or VMO strengthening. 
5. To predict surgical treatment outcomes of MPFL reconstruction in a control group, 
evaluating the effects of the graft choice.  
9.3 Clinical research methodology  
The clinical research was conducted following these steps:  
1. Recruiting groups of subjects 
2. Clinical procedures 
2.1. Physical examination 
2.2. Medical imaging 
3. Computer model development and analysis 
4. Analysis of the results 
9.3.1 Recruiting groups of subjects 
This pilot study was given ethical approval to perform the clinical related research by London&Central 
National Research Ethic Service (NRES) Committee. There were two main research sites: the Norfolk 
& Norwich University Hospital and Imperial College London. Different research activities were 
carried out at each research site. Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital took care of all patient&
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related activities: recruitment, consent, physical examination and medical imaging. Anonymised 
patient data were then transferred to Imperial College London, where all PFJ computer models were 
generated and analysed. Although all of the clinical work was done in Norwich, the research protocol 
was written by the author and the ethics permit was obtained in London. 
Three groups of subjects: control, AKP and dysplastic trochlea were recruited by an orthopaedic 
research fellow. The controls were volunteers with normal knees recruited from the hospital and 
university staffs. The AKP and dysplastic trochlea patients were recruited from the Knee Clinic and 
the Patellar Clinic of the hospital. Subjects having previous significant knee injury, e.g. cruciate 
ligament rupture, and history of knee pain associated with recurrent effusions were excluded. There 
were 8 patients for each group except the dysplastic trochlea group, which had only 4 patients. This 
was because patients with a dysplastic trochlea usually have it in both knees (Dejour et al., 1994) and 
had undergone trochleoplasty to deepen the trochlear groove on one side at a time, so it was 
interesting to compare matched pair knees of such cases. Therefore, only 4 patients who had 
undergone trochleoplasty in one knee were invited to participate, and their unoperated knee acted as a 
control within the group. Contact pressure maps of the dysplastic trochlea (DT) knees and those 
which had undergone trochleoplasty (DT&TP) were compared. This led to a plan to recruit 20 patients 
altogether, providing 24 subject&specific PFJ models. Participants were provided with a participant 
information sheet (PIS) and time to make a decision before consenting (Appendix F).   
9.3.2 Clinical procedures 
This stage was very important for creating valid subject&specific knee pressure maps using the 
computer modelling method. The process returned patients’ physical data and MRI scans, all of which 
were further analysed to estimate subject&specific muscle forces following the method in Chapter 7. 
The muscle forces were then used as the inputs of the computational analysis.  
Each participant was required to attend one session at the hospital, lasting about 1 hour or 1.5 hours 
for those who had both knees scanned. They underwent physical examination and medical imaging. 
9.3.2.1 Physical examination 
A routine clinical protocol to examine the knee condition was performed on each participant by an 
orthopaedist. General information i.e. age, sex, the side of the knee and approximate range of motion 
(ROM) were collected. Measurements taken for further quadriceps muscle force estimation were: 
1. Weight (kg) 
2. Height (cm) 
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3. Femoral length (cm) 
4. Tibial length (cm) 
9.3.2.2 Medical imaging 
Two high&quality MRI acquisitions of the knees at full extension and 30 degrees flexion were required 
to obtain complete 3D geometry and exact position of the joint. The full details of the imaging 
protocol and MRI machine have already been described in Chapter 7.  
The study ended at this stage for the participants. Enough information required from a patient to 
create a computer model to evaluate the magnitude and location of the knee joint pressures were 
acquired. All data were anonymised and transferred to a computer at Imperial College London. No 
data or information relating patient identification left the hospital computer.  
9.3.3 Computer model and analysis 
The modelling steps and subject&specific model generation process described in Chapter 5 and 
Chapter 7 were followed. All knee models were analysed and set as defaults. The results were the 
contact mechanics: pattern, area, joint contact force, pressures on the cartilage and the hydrostatic 
pressure or subchondral bone stress of the patella; and the patellar kinematics: shift, flexion, rotation 
and tilt; in relation to the femur.  
According to the aim and objectives of the clinical study, three sub&studies were set up:  
1. Generic versus subject&specific muscle force inputs (Section 9.5) 
2. Clinical diagnoses (Section 9.6 ) 
3. Treatment planning (Section 9.7 ). 
For the clinical diagnoses study, the results obtained from the default models were compared directly 
to understand the biomechanical behaviour across or between groups. Therefore, no further 
explanation about the method of the study was required. However, for the generic versus subject&
specific model and treatment planning studies, the default models were manipulated in order to test 
the hypotheses, and more details of the study methods about the manipulations are explained within 
each section of the chapter. All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 20 (IBM 
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Student’s t&test was used in most of the cases; otherwise the test 
used has been specified in the relevant section. 
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9.4 Subjects 
The normal volunteers and patients: 8 knees in 8 normal volunteers (4 female subjects; 4 male 
subjects; mean age, 32; age range, 23&42 years), 9 knees in 8 AKP subjects (7 female subjects; 1 male 
subject; mean age, 31; age range 17&37 years) and 8 knees in 4 trochlear dysplasia subjects (3 female 
subjects; 1 male subject; mean age, 30; age range 20&39 years) were recruited for this study. 
Altogether, there were 25 knees from 21 subjects. Following the clinical procedures above, Table 9.1 
shows general information and measurements taken from the study groups including the body mass 
indices (BMIs) calculated from subjects’ weights and heights (BMI = mass(kg)/(height(m))2).  
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) expert committee for the classification of 
overweight (Seidell and Flegal, 1997), the mean BMI of the control subjects (23.8 kg/m2 ) was 
classified as Healthy weight (18.5&24.9 kg/m2) whereas those of the AKP and dysplastic trochlear 
groups (26.5 and 29.1 kg/m2, respectively) were in Grade 1 overweight (25.0&29.9 kg/m2). 
Individually, all control subjects were in the Healthy weight category except 2 subjects, in whom the 
BMIs were 25.5 and 29.0 kg/m2. It was also noted that 3 AKP subjects and 2 dysplastic trochlea 
subjects were in Grade 2 overweight (30.0&39.9 kg/m2). 
9.4.1 MRI analysis 
The normality of the control and AKP knees and the presence of femoral trochlear dysplasia were 
confirmed by comparing various measurements on axial MRIs with published data (Table 3.2 and 
Table 3.3). The femoral trochlear morphology was measured using sulcus angle, LTI and M/L ratio. 
The TT&TG distances were measured on the MRI data set using the technique published by Schoettle 
et al. (2006). Insall&Salvati (I&S) index, the ratio between the patellar tendon length and the greatest 
diagonal length of the patella measured in the sagittal plane, were also determined in order to check 
patella alta. In addition, the patellae and femoral trochleae were rated using the Wiberg classification 
(Wiberg, 1941) and Dejour classification (Dejour and Le Coultre, 2007), respectively. The MRI data 
sets were also thoroughly inspected for any sign of degenerative changes, and the articular cartilage 
morphology was scored using an eight&point scale, ranging from 0 to 6 as shown in Table 9.2, of 
Whole&Organ MRI Score (WORMS) (Peterfy et al., 2004).  
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Table 9.1: Clinical details of the control and symptomatic groups.  
Group No. Subject 
number 
 
Age 
(years) 
Sex Side ROM 
(deg) 
Weight 
(kg) 
Height 
(cm) 
Femoral 
length 
(cm) 
Tibial 
length 
(cm) 
BMI 
Control 1 1 42 F R 0&130 57 152 41 35 24.7 
 2 2 36 F R 0&130 72 168 41 39 25.5 
 3 3 24 M R 0&135 65 165 43 36 23.9 
 4 4 29 M R 0&138 75 179 44 39 23.4 
 5 5 36 M R 0&140 75 177 46 38 23.9 
 6 6 23 F R 0&135 60 170 42 36.5 20.8 
 7 8 34 F L 0&135 55 168 41 39 19.5 
 8 19 26 M R 0&120 96 182 44 40 29.0 
Mean BMI 23.8 
            
AKP 1 7 (8)
† 34 F R 0&135 55 168 41 39 19.5 
 2 9 30 F L 0&108 90 155 40 34 37.5 
 3 10 n/a F L 0&128 53 155 43 35 22.1 
 4 15 17 F L 0&121 53 163 38 36 19.9 
 5 16 37 M R 0&126 87 181 44 41 26.6 
 6 17 26 F R 0&130 54 n/a 47 39 n/a 
 7 18 35 F R 0&125 70 170 38 38 24.2 
 8 20 27 F R 10&115 75 158 38 34 30.0 
 9** 21 37 F L 0&124 85 163 41 36 32.0 
 Mean BMI 26.5 
            
DT* 1 11 39 F L 0&123 69 172 50 40 23.3 
 2 14 20 F R 0&127 115 185 47 44 33.6 
 3 22 35 M R &10&110 108 168 44 35 38.3 
 4 24 25 F R 5&140 70 182.5 42 41 21.0 
Mean BMI 29.1 
            
DP5TP* 1 12 (11)
 † 39 F R 6&118 69 172 50 40 23.3 
 2 13 (14)
 † 20 F L 0&118 115 185 47 44 33.6 
 3 23 (22)
 † 35 M L &10&125 108 168 44 35 38.3 
 4 25 (24) † 25 F L 5&140 70 182.5 42 41 21.0 
Mean BMI 29.1 
*DT: Dysplastic trochlea; TP: Trochleoplasty 
**More than 8 subjects were recruited for the AKP group 
† Subject number (matched pair subject number) 
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Table 9.2: WORMs scale of degeneration of the articular cartilage of the knee in osteoarthritis (Peterfy et al., 
2004). 
Morphology Grade Description 
 
0 Normal thickness and signal 
 
1 
Normal thickness but increased signal on proton density&weighted 
fat&suppressed images 
 
2 Partial thickness focal defect <1 cm in greatest width 
 
2.5 Full thickness focal defect <1 cm in greatest width 
 
3 
Multiple areas of partial&thickness (Grade 2.0) defects intermixed 
with areas of normal thickness, or a Grade 2.0 defect wider than 1 
cm but <75% of the region 
 4 Diffuse (≥75% of the region) partial&thickness loss 
 5 
Multiple areas of full thickness loss (grade 2.5) or a grade 2.5 
lesion wider than 1 cm but <75% of the region 
 
6 Diffuse (≥75% of the region) full&thickness loss 
 
9.4.2 Results and discussion 
The results of the MRI analysis are shown in Table 9.3 and Table 9.4. The mean sulcus angle, LTI, 
M/L ratio, I&S index and TT&TG distance of the control and AKP groups agreed with those of normal 
PFJ geometry (Table 3.2). Unpaired t&tests also found no statistical significant difference (P > .05) 
between the control and AKP groups in any of these variables. Therefore, the geometry of the femoral 
trochlea and patella of the AKP group was confirmed to be normal. However, it should be noted that 
the mean Insall&Salvati index of the AKP group was slightly higher (1.25 ± 0.23) than the normal 
range (0.80&1.20 (Insall and Salvati, 1971)), which means the position of the patella was slightly high.  
Comparing the measurements in the DT group with the reference diagnostic values (Table 3.2) 
confirmed the trochlear dysplasia diagnosis of these knees. Table 9.4 also shows that all knees in the 
group had either a shallow or flat trochlea. An unpaired t&test was used to compare the DT and DT&TP 
groups because the “paired” contralateral knees of the patients are not necessarily identical to the 
preoperative geometry of the knee which had a trochleoplasty. No significant difference in the sulcus 
angle, LTI, M/L ratio, I&S index and TT&TG distance between the DT and DT&TP groups was found 
(P > .05). However, the mean sulcus angle of the DP group (146.73° ± 6.93°) was higher than that of 
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the DT&TP group (140.66° ± 17.84°) (P = .549). Also, the mean LTI and M/L ratios of the DT&TP 
group (19.21° ± 10.38° and 0.62 ± 0.11, respectively) were higher than those of the DT&TP groups 
(15.26° ± 3.45° and 0.56 ± 0.03, respectively) (P = .496 and .729, respectively) which had undergone 
trochleoplasty to deepen the groove. Both groups presented with patella alta (Insall&Salvati indices > 
1.35). 
Table 9.3: The results of MRI measurements. 
Measure  
Mean (Standard deviation , SD) 
ICC (3,1)  
(95% CI) Control  
(n=8) 
AKP  
(n=9) 
DT 
(n=4) 
DT5TP  
(n=4) 
Sulcus angle (°) 133.82 (10.63) 131.89 (9.14) 146.73 (6.93) 140.66 (17.84) 0.802 (0.602&0.908) 
LTI (°) 24.50 (3.66) 24.68 (5.94) 15.26 (3.45) 19.21 (10.38) 0.757 (0.521&0.861) 
M/L  ratio 0.91 (0.70) 0.71 (0.08) 0.56 (0.03) 0.62 (0.11) 0.734 (0.484&0.873) 
I&S index 1.10 (0.12) 1.25 (0.23) 1.39 (0.32) 1.35 (0.27) 0.654 (0.357&0.831) 
TT&TG 9.35 (3.59) 10.45 (2.54) 18.99 (7.02) 18.02 (4.21) 0.859 (0.706&0.935) 
 
 
Table 9.4: Wiberg classification (W) of the patellar shape, Dejour classification (D) of femoral trochlear 
dysplasia and WORMS scores (OA) of cartilage degeneration.  
Control (n=8) 
 
AKP (n=9) 
 
DT (n=4)  DT5TP (n=4) 
S W D OA S W D OA S W D OA S W D OA 
1 II n 0  7 II n 3  11 II A 0  12 II n 5 
2 I n 0  9 II n 0  14 III A 3  13 II A 2 
3 II n 0  10 II n 0  22 III B 2  23 II n 2.5 
4 I n 0  15 II A 0  24 II A 3  25 II n 5 
5 I A 0  16 II A 3           
6 II A 0  17 II n 0           
8 II n 0  18 II n 0           
19 II n 3  20 II n 0           
     21 II n 0           
• S = subject number 
• Intraobserver agreement, kappa coefficients, were moderate (K = 0.575) for Wiberg classification and  
fair (K = 0.265) for both WORMS scores and Dejour classification. 
• Wiberg classification: Type I, II and III 
• Dejour classification: Type A, B, C and D (n =  no trochlea dysplasia) 
 
Comparing the dysplastic trochlea groups with the control group, there were statistically significant 
differences in the mean LTI between the DT (15.26° ± 3.45°) and control group (24.50° ± 3.66°) (P = 
.002), but not between the DT&TP (19.21° ± 10.38°) and control group (P > .05). The mean TT&TG of 
the DT (18.99 ± 7.02 mm) and DT&TP (18.02 ± 4.21 mm) groups were also significantly higher than 
that of the control group (9.45 ± 3.59 mm) (P = .009 and P = .004, respectively).  
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Table 9.5: Muscle fibre orientations in the coronal and sagittal planes measured from the MRI data sets. 
Group S 
Fibre orientation (°) 
Sagittal  Coronal 
VMO VML RF VI VLL VLO  VMO VML RF VI VLL VLO 
Control 1 38 41 0 12 32 54  60 58 0 0 24 43 
 2 41 41 0 19 35 64  61 48 0 0 42 38 
 3 40 44 0 18 25 58  50 58 0 0 28 55 
 4 29 33 0 19 49 47  49 56 0 0 38 30 
 5 26 33 0 20 46 66  61 54 0 0 21 63 
 6 34 31 0 12 6 39  45 50 0 0 27 58 
 8 34 46 0 8 18 37  35 35 0 0 44 51 
 19 32 40 0 15 15 40  63 72 0 0 29 60 
Mean  34 39 0 15 28 51  53 54 0 0 32 50 
SD  5 6 0 4 15 12  10 11 0 0 9 12 
               
AKP 7 20 26 0 16 46 45  37 42 0 0 21 61 
 9 28 26 0 19 43 41  51 50 0 0 48 52 
 10 23 16 0 16 6 33  53 59 0 0 29 61 
 15 22 40 0 16 24 50  51 37 0 0 20 64 
 16 25 46 0 18 26 44  67 56 0 0 33 54 
 17 37 47 0 21 26 42  47 51 0 0 30 25 
 18 39 23 0 13 22 44  37 49 0 0 21 50 
 20 22 24 0 21 26 48  63 51 0 0 30 42 
 21 20 16 0 18 12 55  55 44 0 0 36 63 
Mean  26 29 0 18 26 45  51 49 0 0 30 52 
SD  7 12 0 3 13 6  10 7 0 0 9 13 
               
DT 11 20 23 0 15 28 28  39 33 0 0 60 40 
 14 20 17 0 14 28 33  54 42 0 0 48 46 
 22 27 36 0 22 23 52  67 63 0 0 50 72 
 24 32 54 0 14 31 54  52 64 0 0 22 47 
Mean  25 33 0 16 28 42  53 51 0 0 45 51 
SD  6 16 0 4 3 13  11 15 0 0 16 14 
               
DT5TP 12 51 48 0 9 23 34  56 58 0 0 33 38 
 13 35 30 0 17 28 63  60 52 0 0 44 63 
 23 34 43 0 23 36 53  53 68 0 0 56 71 
 25 26 40 0 15 42 65  67 54 19 19 49 54 
Mean  37 40 0 16 32 54  59 58 5 5 46 57 
SD  10 8 0 6 8 14  6 7 10 10 10 14 
 
No significant difference was found in the mean sulcus angle, M/L ratio and I&S index (P > .05), 
although both dysplastic trochlea groups had a wider sulcus angle (146.73° ± 6.96° for the DT group 
and 140.66° ± 17.84° for the DT&TP) than that of the control group (133.82° ± 10.63°). Thus, the 
trochleoplasty had corrected some geometrical factors closer to normal, but not necessarily to the 
same as normal values. Table 9.4 also shows that none of the knees in the control group had 
degenerative cartilage except subject 19, in which a Grade 3 cartilage defect was found. However, the 
degenerative cartilage was located only in the area of contact in deeper flexion. Therefore, it did not 
affect the computational results of the knee model at early flexion.  
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Table 9.6: Percentage physiological cross&sectional areas (PCSAs) and muscle forces estimated from the MRI 
data sets. 
Group S 
PCSA (%)  Muscle force (N) 
VMO VML RF VI VLL VLO  VMO VML RF VI VLL VLO 
Control 1 7 12 12 17 40 12  20 32 34 46 109 33 
 2 9 14 11 15 27 24  35 52 42 59 105 91 
 3 7 11 9 13 42 17  13 21 18 25 93 38 
 4 8 12 11 15 26 28  29 45 38 54 94 102 
 5 7 12 11 16 30 24  29 47 44 63 119 93 
 6 11 17 12 16 24 20  30 44 31 42 113 54 
 8 10 18 11 15 26 19  26 47 30 40 68 50 
 19 10 16 14 19 19 22  25 42 40 56 75 88 
Mean  9 14 11 16 29 21  26 41 35 48 97 69 
SD  2 3 1 2 8 5  7 10 9 12 18 27 
               
AKP 7 8 13 10 14 35 20  24 37 30 41 104 58 
 9 12 18 13 19 13 25  58 86 71 100 86 166 
 10 8 11 15 21 24 22  23 33 46 63 73 68 
 15 9 16 11 15 37 11  22 40 27 38 93 28 
 16 11 21 15 22 14 18  53 104 79 110 72 95 
 17 10 18 12 18 25 17  10 17 16 22 155 108 
 18 10 13 14 19 27 17  38 49 52 72 100 65 
 20 9 14 13 18 26 20  32 49 52 74 153 118 
 21 8 12 10 14 34 22  34 49 46 64 197 126 
Mean  9 15 13 18 26 19  33 52 46 65 115 92 
SD  1 3 2 3 9 4  16 27 20 29 43 42 
               
DT 11 11 17 15 20 24 13  33 51 54 75 195 110 
 14 11 17 16 22 19 15  75 111 113 156 178 143 
 22 12 19 14 20 15 20  40 67 55 79 79 109 
 24 10 23 15 20 14 18  19 42 28 38 27 37 
Mean  11 19 15 21 18 17  42 67 63 87 120 100 
SD  0.5 3 1 1 5 3  24 31 36 49 80 45 
               
DT5TP 12 15 21 13 18 21 12  33 46 36 48 163 88 
 13 11 16 13 19 16 24  42 60 65 90 270 402 
 23 11 19 14 20 18 19  29 49 42 61 108 111 
 25 9 16 12 17 18 28  33 58 47 65 73 111 
Mean  12 18 13 18 19 21  34 53 47 66 154 178 
SD  3 3 0.5 1 2 7  6 7 12 18 86 149 
 
For the AKP group, Grade 3 cartilage defects were also found in subjects 7 and 16. More severe 
cartilage damage was found in all knees in the DT (Grade 0 to 3) and DT&TP (Grade 2 to 5) groups.  
For each subject, the muscle lines&of&action were measured and the PCSAs were estimated using the 
method described in Chapter 7. Finally, the subject&specific muscle force inputs were summarised in 
Table 9.5 and Table 9.6. The subject&specific FE models of all knees were generated following the 
method described in Chapters 5.   
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9.5 Generic versus subject5specific PFJ models 
9.5.1 Introduction 
Subject&specific modelling has been a topic of interest for many years due to its potential to simulate 
the biomechanical response of an individual based on their own specific physical data. One objective 
of this study was to assess the importance of using subject&specific model inputs which were not 
limited to subject&specific geometries but also included subject&specific quadriceps muscle force 
distributions.  
9.5.2 Method 
In order to clearly see the difference between using a generic and a subject&specific muscle force 
distribution, a subject (Subject 19) with a normal or standard quadriceps muscle force distribution and 
2 extreme muscle distribution cases, which had a larger VL (Subject 3) or VM (Subject 6)  proportion, 
were selected from the control group. Both symptomatic groups were excluded to avoid any bias 
caused by factors such as abnormal bone architecture or muscular atrophy. 
Two PFJ models were generated for each subject using generic and subject&specific quadriceps 
muscle force inputs, which included both magnitudes and directions of pulls in the coronal and 
sagittal planes. The generic input from Chapter 5 which had a total quadriceps muscle force of 175 N 
distributed over 6 muscle forces was used. The ITB load was not assumed. The subject&specific inputs 
were taken directly from Section 9.4.2. The difference between the model with generic and subject&
specific inputs can be seen from Figure 9.1. Subject 19 with normal muscle force distribution shows 
the most difference in the muscle force directions between the generic and subject&specific muscle 
force inputs in both coronal and sagittal (not shown) planes.  
Contact pattern and area, joint contact force, lateral and medial contact pressures, subchondral bone 
stresses and patellar kinematics were compared: 
1. Across the models with generic muscle force input. 
2. Within each model, generic versus subject&specific muscle force input.  
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 Generic muscle forces Subject5specific muscle forces 
Normal muscle 
force distribution 
(Subject 19) 
  
 (a) (d) 
Largest VL  
(Subject 3) 
  
 (b) (e) 
Largest VM  
(Subject 6) 
  
 (c) (f) 
Figure 9.1: PFJ models of the right knees of selected subjects with normal muscle force distribution, large VL 
and Large VM. (a5c) generic muscle force input (d5f) subject&specific muscle force input. 
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9.5.3 Results and discussions 
The contact area, joint contact force, contact pressure on the cartilage, subchondral bone stress of the 
patella and the patellar kinematics obtained from the generic and subject&specific models are shown in 
Table 9.7 and Table 9.8. 
 
Table 9.7: Contact mechanics results of the generic and subject&specific models. 
Subject Analysis 
Contact 
Femoral cartilage 
contact pressure (MPa) 
Patellar cartilage 
contact pressure (MPa) 
Bone 
stress*
 
(MPa) 
Area Force Peak Mean Peak Mean Peak 
(mm
2
) (N) L M L M L M L M L M 
Normal 
 
Generic 106 61.47 0.71 0.99 0.36 0.47 0.84 0.99 0.39 0.49 &0.78 &0.67 
Subject&
specific 
227 137.38 0.99 0.91 0.63 0.5 1.3 1.03 0.6 0.48 &0.93 &0.65 
Largest 
VL 
Generic 151 86.02 1.3 0.91 0.78 0.59 0.86 0.87 0.47 0.45 &0.77 &0.67 
Subject&
specific 
164 267.35 3.14 1.98 1.32 0.99 3.13 2.1 1.59 1.44 &1.80 &1.53 
Largest 
VM 
Generic 106 65.78 1.82 2.11 0.8 0.7 1.92 1.17 0.82 0.44 &1.38 &1.35 
Subject&
specific 
134 176.59 3.38 2.98 1.73 1.27 4.5 3.74 2.23 1.79 &2.52 &2.19 
* Compressive stress 
 
 
Table 9.8: Patellar kinematics results of the generic and subject&specific models. 
Subject Analysis 
Patellar kinematics 
Lateral shift  
(mm) 
Flexion  
(deg) 
Lateral rotation 
(deg) 
Lateral tilt  
(deg) 
Normal 
 
Generic 3.29 5.07 7.33 &0.02 
Subject&
specific 
4.12 9.23 5.44 0.63 
Largest 
VL 
Generic &0.13 10.25 6.01 4.45 
Subject&
specific 
&0.07 11.59 5.62 4.85 
Largest 
VM 
Generic &7.1 5.13 5.21 1.89 
Subject&
specific 
&5.4 6.68 4.51 &1.02 
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9.5.3.1 Comparison across the models with generic muscle force input 
Figure 9.2 shows the contact pressures and subchondral bone stresses of all selected knees when using 
the generic muscle force input. The comparison was made in order to show the effect of subject&
specific PFJ geometries on the biomechanical responses of the joint. It also demonstrated the results 
obtained from many previous in vitro and in vivo studies, many of which have tested or modelled the 
PFJ using carefully controlled muscle forces for all knees within the studies. It can be seen that the 
contact pattern and area varied with joint geometries i.e. the size and shape of the trochlear groove 
and patella. An evenly distributed contact pressure map was found in the knee with large VL (Subject 
3) whereas the pressure map of the knee with large VM (Subject 6) showed high contact pressures on 
both facets. The knee with the normal muscle distribution (Subject 19) showed the contact pressure 
map distributed more on the medial facet. Similar behaviours of the distribution of the subchondral 
bone stresses were found.  
 
Normal muscle force  
distribution (Subject 19) 
Largest VL  
(Subject 3) 
Largest VM  
(Subject 6) 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
  
 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
 
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 9.2: The results of the three models with generic muscle force input. (a5c) contact pressure on the 
femoral cartilage (d5f) contact pressure on the femoral cartilage and (g5i) subchondral bone stress of the patella. 
0.10 50.05 50.20 50.35 50.50 &0.65 &0.80 &0.95 &1.10 &1.25 &1.40 MPa 
M L M L M L 
2.00 1.80 1.60 1.40 1.20 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.40 0.20 0.00 MPa 
M L M L M L 
L M L M L M 
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9.5.3.2 Generic versus subject5specific models 
Due to the high variation of the subjects’ body weights and magnitudes of the muscle forces, both 
computed contact pressures and subchondral bone stresses obtained from all knees were anticipated to 
have very wide ranges. Therefore, it was not quite suitable to compare the results across the knees 
using one contour label scale for the contact pressure and the other for the subchondral bone stress but 
better to use particular contour label scales for each subject. For this reason, the generic and subject&
specific model results of each subject were then compared individually. Figure 9.3, Figure 9.4 and 
Figure 9.5 show the results of the normal muscle force distribution, largest VL and largest VM knees, 
respectively. It was clearly seen in all knees that the subject&specific models resulted in elevated 
contact pressures and subchondral bone stresses. As shown in Table 9.7, the subject&specific models 
increased the joint contact force significantly (approximately 2 times higher than those of the generic 
models)  
 
Generic muscle forces Subject5specific muscle forces 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Figure 9.3: Generic VS subject&specific results of the PFJ models with normal muscle force distribution  
(Subject 19). (a5b) contact pressure on the femoral cartilage, (c5d) contact pressure on the patellar cartilage and 
(e5f) subchondral bone stress of the patella. 
 
0.10 50.01 50.12 50.23 50.34 &0.45 &0.56 &0.67 &0.78 &0.89 &1.00 MPa 
M L M L 
1.30 1.10 1.04 0.91 0.78 0.65 0.52 0.39 0.26 0.13 0.00 MPa 
M L M L 
L M L M 
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in all knees. With subject&specific loads, the contact area of the knee with normal muscle force 
distribution increased about 160%. Obvious changes were detected for the contact pressure and 
subchondral bone stress maps of the knee as they migrated and expanded a lot onto the lateral facets 
of the trochlea and the patella (Figure 9.3). Slightly higher but more evenly distributed contact 
pressure and subchondral bone stress maps were predicted. Apart from the higher quadriceps muscle 
forces in the subject&specific model, these dramatic changes in the contact results may have resulted 
from the obvious differences in muscle force directions in both coronal and sagittal planes between 
the generic and subject&specific models of this knee as shown in Figure 9.1. 
 
Generic muscle forces Subject5specific muscle forces 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Figure 9.4: Generic VS subject&specific results of the PFJ models with large VL (Subject 3).  
(a5b) contact pressure on the femoral cartilage, (c5d) contact pressure on the patellar cartilage  
and (e5f) subchondral bone stress of the patella. 
 
For the knees with the largest VL (Figure 9.4) and largest VM (Figure 9.5), similar trends of contact 
pressure and subchondral bone stress changes were found. The contact areas of these knees only 
slightly increased when using subject&specific muscle force inputs. Unlike the aforementioned knee, 
the contact pressure and subchondral bone stress maps of these knees did not migrate or change their 
0.10 50.09 50.28 50.47 50.66 &0.85 &1.04 &1.23 &1.42 &1.61 &1.80 MPa 
M L M L 
3.20 2.88 2.56 2.24 1.92 1.60 1.28 0.96 0.64 0.32 0.00 MPa 
M L 
M L 
L M L M 
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shapes when applying the subject&specific inputs but expanded to some extent to the surrounding 
volume compared to their generic model results. Compared to its generic model, the knee with the 
largest VL proportion clearly shows significant increases in both cartilage contact pressures and 
patellar bone stresses particularly on the lateral facets (Table 9.7 and Figure 9.4 (b, d and f)). For the 
knee with the largest VM proportion, the contact pressures on the cartilages and patellar bone stresses 
also increased significantly but not particularly on one or other of the facets. This could possibly be 
because the VM in general is the smallest muscle of the quadriceps muscles.  
The study showed that a subject&specific PFJ model should not be limited to the subject&specific joint 
geometry, but should also include the more realistic muscle force distribution of the knee in order to 
obtain more reliable biomechanical responses from the model. This could also be an important 
foundation for further development of diagnostic and surgical planning tools. 
 
Generic muscle forces Subject5specific muscle forces 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Figure 9.5: Generic VS subject&specific results of the PFJ models with large VM (Subject 6).  
(a5b) contact pressure on the femoral cartilage, (c5d) contact pressure on the patellar cartilage  
and (e5f) subchondral bone stress of the patella. 
0.10 50.17 50.44 50.71 50.98 &1.25 &1.52 &1.79 &2.06 &2.33 &2.60 MPa 
M L M L 
4.50 4.05 3.60 3.15 2.70 2.25 1.80 1.35 0.90 0.45 0.00 MPa 
M L M L 
L M L M 
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9.6 Clinical diagnoses 
The FE modelling method of subject&specific PFJs was applied in the clinical diagnoses to gain 
insight into the biomechanics of normal and symptomatic PFJs. The two symptomatic groups selected 
from the various PFJ disorders were the AKP and dysplastic trochlea knees. This part aimed to 
compare the contact mechanics and patellar kinematics between the control and AKP groups. The 
hypothesis tested was that patients with AKP had elevated joint contact pressures and subchondral 
patellar bone stress, and altered patellar kinematics. Secondly, the hospital team suggested a study to 
compare the biomechanical responses between the matched&pairs of DT and DT&TP knees.  
9.6.1 Analyses of the results 
Fourteen outcome variables were compared: (1) peak lateral femoral pressure, (2) peak medial 
femoral pressure, (3) mean lateral femoral pressure, (4) mean medial femoral pressure, (5) peak lateral 
patellar pressure, (6) peak medial patellar pressure, (7) mean lateral patellar pressure, (8) mean medial 
patellar pressure, (9) peak lateral subchondral bone stress of the patella, (10) peak medial subchondral 
bone stress of the patella, (11) patellar shift, (12) patellar flexion, (13) patellar rotation, and (14) 
patellar tilt. For statistical analyses, the data was tested for normal distribution using the Shapiro&Wilk 
normality test because the sample sizes were smaller than 30. All outcome variables of both control 
and AKP groups were normally distributed (P > .05) except the peak medial femoral pressure of the 
AKP (P = .009) and the lateral rotation of both control (P = .048) and AKP (P < .001). Unpaired two&
tailed Student’s t&test statistical analyses were performed to analyse the difference between the means 
of the control and AKP groups for all outcome variables. Statistical significance was set at P < .05. 
Due to the small sample size of the patients with dysplastic trochlear for this pilot study, only 
qualitative and quantitative comparison was made between DT and DT&TP knees to see if patients had 
improved after trochleoplasty. 
9.6.2 Results and discussions 
Twenty five subject&specific knee models were generated. All models of the control, AKP and DT 
groups were analysed successfully. However, two of the four models of the DT&TP group were 
excluded because 1) one model, subject 13, (Figure 9.6 (a)) could have never been successfully 
analysed due to its extremely complex femoral trochlear geometry after trochleoplasty and 2) the 
other model, subject 25, (Figure 9.6 (b)) was not suitable for analysis since there was a severe patella 
alta (Insall&Savati index 1.55) and lateral subluxation of the patella. 
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(a) Subject 13  (b) Subject 25 
 
 
 
(a51)   (b51) 
 
 
(a52) (a53)   (b52)  
Figure 9.6: The excluded FE models of subject 13 (a) and 25 (b) of the DT&TP group in coronal (a51 and b51) 
and transverse (a52, a53 (without the patella) and b52) views.  
 
9.6.2.1 Comparison between the control and AKP groups 
The contact pressure maps of the control and AKP groups shown in Figure 9.7 and Figure 9.8 clearly 
illustrate the difference in contact characteristics between the groups. Contact pressures of all knees in 
the control group spread more evenly across their contact areas. Locally elevated pressure was not 
detected. In most knees, both lateral and medial facets were in contact except subject 4 and 8, in 
which their contacts were inclined to the lateral facet. For the AKP groups, various contact patterns 
were detected. However, the contacts occurred mostly on the lateral facets. Locally elevated pressures 
were found in all knees except subject 15.  
Figure 9.9 (a) and (b) shows the means and standard deviations of the output variables which are peak 
and mean contact pressures on the lateral and medial facets of the femoral and patellar cartilages. 
Subchondral bone stresses of the patella on the lateral and medial facets are shown in Figure 9.9 (c). 
There were significant differences between the control and AKP groups for the peak lateral femoral 
pressure (1.14 MPa, 95% CI (0.41 to 1.88), t (15) = 3.314, P = .005), peak lateral patellar pressure 
(0.92 MPa, 95% CI (0.06 to 1.78), t (15) = 2.289, P = .037), peak medial patellar pressure (0.84 MPa, 
95% CI (0.18 to 1.50), t (15) = 2.714, P = .016) and peak lateral subchondral bone stress on the 
patella (0.68 MPa, 95% CI (0.08 to 1.28), t (15) = 2.398, P = .030). No significant difference between  
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Control AKP 
the two groups was found for other contact mechanics output variables or any motions of the patella. 
It was interesting that 4 of the 9 patients (subject 7, 10, 15 and 18) in the AKP group had healthy 
weight (Table 9.1) and the average BMI of this group was 26.5 (Grade 1 Overweight). The elevated 
pressures and the presence of pain in those healthy weight subjects were possibly caused by the 
malfunction of active and/or passive patellar stability factors i.e. abnormal bony structures, lower limb 
misalignment, and muscle soft tissues deficiency. The mean Insall&Salvati index of the AKP group 
was 1.25 (Table 9.3) indicating that the patellae were slightly high. Cartilage damage score 0&3 were 
also found.  
 
  
 
 
Figure 9.9: The means (Mean ± SD) of contact mechanics output variables of the control and AKP groups. 
Peak and mean contact pressures on the lateral (Lat) and medial (Med) are shown for the femoral cartilage (a) 
and patellar cartilage (b) as well as subchondral bone stresses of the patella (c). The asterisks indicate 
statistically significant differences between the groups (P < .05).  
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According to the MRI analysis results in Section 9.4.2, unpaired t&tests found no statistically 
significant difference in the percentage PCSA, muscle force, or direction of the total quadriceps force 
vector between the control and AKP groups, although the medial muscles orientated more posteriorly. 
Therefore, it was hypothesised that abnormal bony structures (the femur and patella) and limb 
alignment could probably play major roles in the lateral contact and pressure elevation. Future work 
should focus on effect of femoral rotation and patellar position. The initial patellar position at early 
flexion (20° to 30°) should be investigated since preliminary examination of axial MRI data found 
that the patellae of the knees in which the contact pressure inclined laterally were located more 
laterally in relation to the trochlear groove. The transverse distance between the mid&patella and the 
trochlear groove on an axial image could be an important index for AKP knees diagnosis and 
treatment planning. However, a protocol for analysing that distance from MRI should be carefully 
developed.  
9.6.2.2 Comparison between the DT and DT5TP groups 
Only two matched pairs were compared. MRIs, FE models and contact pressure maps of matched pair 
1 (Subject 11 and 12) and matched pair 2 (Subject 22 and 23) are shown in Figure 9.10 and Figure 
9.11, respectively. More severe trochlear dysplasia with a sulcus angle of 155° (Type B) was observed 
in the dysplastic knee of matched pair 2 compared to that of matched pair 1 (sulcus angle 140°, Type 
A). A trochleoplasty on one knee of both matched pairs has deepened their trochlear grooves and 
decreased the sulcus angles of both cases to approximately 127°. Quantitative comparisons of the 
contact outcome variables are shown in Figure 9.12 and Figure 9.13. The patellar motions are shown 
separately in Table 9.9. On the side of the matched pair 1 which underwent trochleoplasty (Figure 
9.12), all contact variables were lower than those of the other side with a dysplastic trochlea. If it 
assumed that the two knees were preoperatively similar, then the results suggest strongly that the 
operation had a very big effect on reducing the peak and mean lateral contact pressures on both 
cartilages. In contrast, in the matched pair 2 (Figure 9.13), the trochleoplasty did not lead to a clear 
picture of reduced contact pressures. The knee which underwent trochleoplasty had higher peak 
lateral pressure on the femoral cartilage and higher peak medial pressure on the patellar cartilage. 
Also, patellar bone stresses of the knee which underwent trochleoplasty were higher than those of the 
unoperated knee. All patellar motions of matched pair 1 differed only slightly, except that the patella 
was tilted more laterally for the side which underwent trochleoplasty. Significant differences were 
detected in matched pair 2 possibly because, pre&operatively, the dysplasia had been more severe than 
in the other pair. The reduced lateral shift and raised medial tilt could be the cause of the higher peak 
medial contact pressure on the patellar cartilage and subchondral bone stress on both facets of the 
patella.  
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
 
(e) (f) 
Figure 9.10: Transverse MRIs (a5b), transverse views of the FE models (c5d) and contact pressures on the 
femoral cartilages (e5f) of a matched pair subject 11 (left knee on the right, DT group)  
and 12 (right knee on the left, DT&TP group). 
 
The limitations of this section were the small sample size and also that the pre&operative computer 
models of those knees which underwent trochleoplasty could have not been generated since their pre&
operative MRI scans were not available. Moreover, only some of the knees could have been analysed 
completely because of the complex trochlear geometries. Although bilateral trochlear dysplasia is 
common, the dysplastic trochlear grooves of both sides are not necessarily symmetrical. Therefore, 
without pre&operative images of the knees which had undergone trochleoplasty, it was not possible to 
conclude that trochleoplasty had improved their contact mechanics and normalised patellar 
kinematics.  
 
5.50 4.95 4.40 3.85 3.30 2.75 2.20 1.65 1.10 0.55 0.00 MPa 
M L L M 
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) (d) 
 
 
(e) (f) 
Figure 9.11: Transverse MRI images (a5b), transverse views of the FE models (c5d) and contact pressures on 
the femoral cartilages (e5f) of a matched pair subject 22 (right knee on the left, DT group)  
and 23 (left knee on the right, DT&TP group). 
 
However, the results demonstrated that the technique and outcome of trochleoplasty were subjective. 
Different techniques may be required to adjust the lateral and/or medial trochlear inclination angles. A 
future study with a larger sample size, following a statistical power analysis (if relevant data area 
available), should be conducted in order to reach a clearer conclusion, which may support a rationale 
for using a subject&specific surgical planning tool. The research plan should also include pre& and 
post&operative MRI scans so that comparisons between pre& and post&operative computational 
outcomes can be made. The modelling method developed in this study could be used as a surgical 
planning tool, which would enable surgeons to foresee the results of different techniques of 
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DT/11 DT&TP/12 
trochleoplasty. A computer&aided surgery system could also be developed to obtain surgical accuracy 
of the planned trochleoplasty technique.  
 
  
 
 
Figure 9.12: The means of contact mechanics output variables of subject 11 (DT group) and subject 12 (DT&TP 
group). Peak and mean contact pressures on the lateral (Lat) and medial (Med) are shown for the femoral 
cartilage (a) and patellar cartilage (b) as well as subchondral bone stresses of the patella (c). Very low values of 
the mean medial contact variables were detected on the knee which underwent trochleoplasty. 
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DT/22 DT&TP/23 
  
 
 
Figure 9.13: The means of contact mechanics output variables of subject 22 (DT) and 23 (DT&TP). Peak and 
mean contact pressures on the lateral (Lat) and medial (Med) are shown for the femoral cartilage (a) and patellar 
cartilage (b) as well as subchondral bone stresses of the patella (c). 
 
 
Table 9.9: Patellar kinematics of all knees in the DT and DT&TP groups.  
Outcome variables 
Group/Knee 
DT/11 TP/12 DT/14 TP13 DT/22 TP/23 DT/24 TP/25 
Lateral shift (mm) 11.08 9.45 12.39 & 15.19 2.91 8.25 & 
Flexion (deg) 16.8 16.91 11.86 & 22.74 27.10 22.11 & 
Lateral  rotation (deg) &4.52 &4.71 &18.80 & 6.06 &0.53 2.53 & 
Lateral tilt (deg) &6.89 &3.78 19.27 & 4.39 &7.59 12.08 & 
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9.7 Treatment planning 
9.7.1 Introduction 
Various surgical and non&surgical treatments have been developed and studied to solve PFJ disorders. 
In order to increase the success rate of the treatment, computer models have been introduced with the 
aim to improve the diagnosis and evaluate the clinical outcome of the treatment plan. Computer 
models could become a useful tool which would enable the orthopaedist to optimise either a surgical 
or non&surgical treatment plan for a specific patient. The FE modelling method of subject&specific PFJ 
models developed in this study was investigated in regards to its feasibility in the clinic related to the 
prediction of the outcome of both surgical and non&surgical treatment. An evaluation of a treatment 
plan was performed by manipulating the baseline models to simulate what would happen after surgery 
or physiotherapy. Two examples of PFJ treatments, surgical and non&surgical, were studied to show 
the feasibility of the method to foresee the treatment outcome for subject&specific PFJs. Within the 
limited time frame of the thesis, the treatments were selected based mainly on the ease of model 
manipulations. Hence, for example, those treatments requiring bony structural operation were 
excluded. For non&surgical treatment simulation, VM strengthening was selected as an example since 
it is commonly assigned as the initial treatment to patients with AKP. A number of previous studies 
have attempted to relate AKP to weakness in the VM, particularly the VMO (Chester et al., 2008; 
Cowan et al., 2001; Elias et al., 2009; Syme et al., 2009; Witvrouw et al., 2002). Therefore, 
simulations of a PFJ with weak VMO were also included. For the surgical treatment, MPFL 
reconstruction was selected not only because it was easy to manipulate the baseline models but also 
because of its recently increasing popularity in patients presenting with patellar dislocation or pain 
due to PFJ instability (Bicos et al., 2007). There have been many techniques developed to reconstruct 
the MPFL (Bicos et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2007) and, increasingly, many reports about the causative 
factors, e.g. the graft choice, femoral tunnel position, graft tension and the flexion angle for graft 
fixation, leading to MPFL reconstruction failures (Bollier et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 
2012). A computer model may be able to assist in optimising the combination of these factors for a 
specific patient in order to avoid MPFL reconstruction failure which could eventually result in AKP 
or recurrent patellar dislocation.  
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9.7.2 Non5surgical simulation: VM strengthening 
9.7.2.1 Method 
The VM function was investigated in both control and AKP groups. Using the default subject&specific 
muscle forces as a baseline for each model, five muscle cases were simulated by simply editing the 
magnitude of the subject&specific muscle forces: 1) default 2) weak VMO 3) weak VM 4) 
strengthened VMO and 5) strengthened VM. For conditions 2 and 3, no load was applied to the 
muscle in order to represent the extreme cases of the weak muscles. For the strengthened muscle 
models, VMO or VM force applied was increased by 50% of the default value. The magnitudes of 
other muscles in each case were compensated in order to maintain the total quadriceps muscle force of 
each knee. Changes in the muscle directions after VMO or VM strengthening are anticipated in real 
patients and can be measured from the post&treatment MRI scans taken at the follow&up. However, 
such information was not obtained since no exercising tasks were assigned to the patients in this pilot 
study and thus the muscle force directions of the post&treatment models, including the weak VMO or 
VM models, were imposed from those of the pre&treatment models.  
Two&way ANOVA repeated measures analyses (2 groups x 5 levels of muscle conditions) were 
performed to investigate the effects of the muscle condition on each of the 14 outcome measures 
(Section 9.6.1) of both control and AKP group. If overall significance difference was found on the 
main effect for VM condition, Bonferroni post&hoc analysis was performed to determine which of the 
case pairs demonstrated the differences. If significant interaction was also found between the VM 
condition and group, separated univariate ANOVAs and one&way repeated measures ANOVAs were 
analysed to determine the difference between groups for each condition and between conditions for 
each group, respectively. The level of significance was set at P < 0.05. A qualitative comparison was 
made of the contact patterns across knees within and between groups, under different muscle 
conditions.   
9.7.2.2 Results and discussion 
FE models of all knees of the control (n=8) and AKP (n=9) groups were manipulated in order to 
simulate weak and strengthened VMO and VM muscles.  Two&way ANOVA repeated measured were 
analysed for each of the 14 outcome measures. Tests of normality (Shapiro&Wilk test) and 
homogeneity (Levene’s test) performed prior to the statistical tests found two output measures, the 
peak medial femoral pressure and rotation, violating two&way ANOVA repeated measures 
assumptions, which could affect the validity of the P&values of these measures. Glasshouse&Geisser 
correction was used for most of the outcome measures because the sphericity assumption of the test 
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method was violated.  The statistical test results in Table 9.10 show that across all muscle cases, there 
were overall significant differences in the means of the peak lateral pressure (F (2.722,40.834) = 
9.339, P < .0005) and mean lateral pressure (F (1.836, 27.541) = 5.578, P = .011) on the femoral 
cartilage, and the peak lateral pressure (F (2.510, 37.649) = 11.720, P < .0005) and mean lateral 
pressure (F (2.091, 31.366) = 3.666, P = .035)  on the patellar cartilage. In addition, overall significant 
differences were found in the lateral subchondral bone stress (F (2.020, 30.305) = 13.093, P <.0005) 
and patellar shift (F (4, 60) = 22.393, P < .0005). No significant difference was found for any of the 
pressure measures on the medial facet, nor in flexion, rotation or tilt. There were statistically 
significant interactions between group and muscle condition in the peak lateral pressures on the 
femoral cartilage (F (2.772, 40.834) = 3.110, P = .041) and patellar cartilage (F (2.510, 37.649) = 
3.563, P = .029). These interactions correlated with the between&group effects in the peak lateral 
pressures on both femoral (F (1, 15) = 5.458, P = .034) and patellar cartilages (F (1, 15) = 7.368, P = 
.016). 
 
Table 9.10: Statistical analysis results from two&way ANOVA repeated measures. 
Outcome measures 
P5value 
Note 
Within5subject  
effect 
Between Subject  
effect 
VM VM*Group VM 
Femoral pressure     
    1. Peak lateral  .000* .041* .034*  
    2. Peak medial .310  .437 .121 Assumption violated 
    3. Mean lateral  .011* .400 .756  
    4. Mean medial .167 .657 .719  
     
Patellar pressure     
    5. Peak lateral  .000* .029* .016*  
    6. Peak medial  .590 .590 .148  
    7. Mean lateral  .035* .345 .817  
    8. Mean medial  .376 .754 .415  
     
Subchondral bone 
stress    
 
    9. Peak lateral  .000* .700 .061  
    10. Peak medial  .065 .669 .212  
     
Patellar kinematics     
    11. Shift .000* .217 .501  
    12. Flexion .635 .752 .547  
    13. Rotation .365 .394 .275 Assumption violated 
    14.Tilt .546 .522 .814  
     
*The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. VM is muscle condition. 
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Post&hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction revealed significant increases in the peak lateral 
pressures on the femoral cartilage (1.15 MPa, 95% CI (0.05 to 2.25), P = .037), patellar cartilage (1.56 
MPa, 95% CI (0.48 to 2.64), P = .003) and subchondral bone stress of the patella (1.05 MPa, 95% CI 
(0.06 to 2.04), P = .032) when the VM was deficient. The default pressures and bone stress were 
restored after muscle strengthening. Strengthening the VMO by 50% significantly decreased the peak 
lateral femoral pressure by 1.47 MPa (95% CI (0.41 to 2.54), P = .004), the peak lateral patellar 
pressure by 1.66 MPa (95% CI (0.83 to 2.50), P < .0005) and the lateral patellar bone stress by 1.30 
MPa (95% CI (0.42 to 2.17), P = .002). Similarly, strengthening the VM by 50% significantly 
decreased the peak lateral femoral pressure by 1.54 MPa (95% CI (0.58 to 2.52), P = .001), the peak 
lateral patellar pressure by 1.71 MPa (95% CI (0.67 to 2.75), P < .0005) and also the lateral patellar 
bone stress by 1.35 MPa (95% CI (0.47 to 2.23), P = .002).   
Between the no VMO and strengthened VMO cases, the mean lateral pressure significantly decreased 
on both femoral (0.16 MPa, 95% CI (0.08 to 0.25), P < .0005) and patellar (0.13 MPa, 95% CI (0.05 
to 0.21), P = .001) cartilages after VMO strengthening. However, compared with the weak VM case, 
the mean lateral pressure on the femoral cartilage reduced significantly after either VMO (0.37 MPa, 
95% CI (0.12 to 0.62), P = .002) or VM (0.38 MPa, 95% CI (0.17 to 0.60), P < .0005) strengthening.  
With either weak VMO or VM, significant increases in the lateral shift were found (0.92 mm, 95% CI 
(0.18 to 1.66), P < .05 and 1.98 mm, 95% CI (1.00 to 2.95), P < .0005, respectively). There was also a 
significant difference in the lateral shift between this case pair (1.06 mm, 95% CI (0.26 to 1.86), P = 
.006). Comparing with the weak VMO case, strengthening the VMO and VM by 50% significantly 
decreased the lateral shift by 1.10 mm (95% CI (0.50 to 1.95), P = .007) and 1.43 mm (95% CI (0.42 
to 2.44), P = .003), respectively. Similarly, comparing with the weak VM case, strengthening the 
VMO and VM by 50% significantly decreased the lateral shift (the patellar moved medially) by 2.16 
mm (95% CI (0.99 to 3.33), P < .0005) and 2.49 mm (95% CI (1.14 to 3.83), P < .0005), respectively.  
Figure 9.14 to Figure 9.17 compare the means of the outcome measures between the control and AKP 
groups for each muscle condition. According to the significant interactions between the muscle 
conditions and groups in the peak lateral pressures on the femoral and patellar cartilages, univariate 
ANOVAs and one&way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to determine simple main 
effects for group and muscle condition, respectively. Significant differences between the control and 
AKP groups were found in the peak lateral pressure on the femoral and patellar cartilage for the 
default muscle load (F(1, 15) = 10.981, P = .005), weak VMO (F(1, 15) = 5.140, P = .039) and weak 
VM (F(1, 15) = 7.511, P = .015) cases. One&way repeated measures ANOVAs of each group revealed 
that the AKP group had overall significant differences in the peak lateral pressure on the femoral 
cartilage (F(4, 32) =8.413, P < .0005), between the weak VM case and both strengthened VMO (2.33 
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MPa, 95% CI (0.37 to 4.28), P = .018) and VM (2.38 MPa, 95% CI (0.89 to 3.86), P = .003); and also 
on the patellar cartilage (F(4, 32) = 10.423, P < .0005), between the default load case and weak VM 
(2.13 MPa, 95% CI (2.76 to 3.99), P = .023); and the weak VM and the strengthened VMO (2.61 
MPa, 95% CI (0.91 to 4.31), P = .004) and VM (2.52 MPa, 95% CI (0.54 to 4.50), P = .012).      
 
  
  
 
Figure 9.14: Peak (a5b) and mean (c5d) contact pressures on the lateral and medial facets of the femoral 
cartilage of the control and AKP groups when loading conditions: default (Default), no VMO (NVMO), no VM 
(NVM), strengthened VMO (SVMO) and strengthened VM (SVM) were applied. The asterisks indicate 
statistically significant differences between the groups (P < .05). 
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Figure 9.15: Peak (a5b) and mean (c5d) contact pressures on the lateral and medial facets of the patellar 
cartilage of the control and AKP groups when loading conditions: default (Default), no VMO (NVMO), no VM 
(NVM), strengthened VMO (SVMO) and strengthened VM (SVM) were applied. The asterisks indicate 
statistically significant differences between the groups (P < .05). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 9.16: Peak subchondral bone stress on the lateral (a) and medial (b) facets on the patellar bone of the 
control and AKP groups when loading conditions: default (Default), no VMO (NVMO), no VM (NVM), 
strengthened VMO (SVMO) and strengthened VM (SVM) were applied. 
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Figure 9.17: Patellar shift (a), flexion (b), rotation (c) and tilt (d) of the control and AKP groups when loading 
conditions: default (Default), no VMO (NVMO), no VM (NVM), strengthened VMO (SVMO) and strengthened 
VM (SVM) were applied. 
 
For both groups, the contact patterns of all knees behaved similarly under similar muscle conditions 
(Figure 9.18). This behaviour corresponded with the contact pressure analyses. Overall, comparing 
with the default models, the contact pressure maps shifted laterally when the VMO was deficient and 
even more when the whole VM was deficient. The lateral contact pressures were then increased. 
Strengthening the VMO or VM resulted in the medial migration of the contact and reduction of lateral 
contact pressures. In detail, all knees in the control group behaved in this way (Figure 9.18 (a)) with 
slight increase or decrease of contact pressures following the corresponding muscle conditions. These 
behaviours occurred with the AKP group too, but the changes in contact patterns were more obvious 
(Figure 9.18 (b)), especially when the VMO and VM were strengthened. In other words, the muscle 
strengthening had greater effects on the AKP group than the control group. However, the AKP knees 
responded differently to a similar muscle condition. Comparing with the pressures of their default 
models, the medial contact pressures of some knees were elevated after the VMO or VM 
strengthening (Figure 9.18 (c)). In some other knees, i.e. Subjects 15 and 16 (Figure 9.19), the contact 
pressure maps improved with the strengthened VMO but increased strength of the whole VM muscle 
led to elevated medial contact pressure.  
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The important finding of this study was that not all knees in the AKP group benefitted from the VMO 
or VM strengthening programmes. The results of the VMO or VM muscle strengthening were subject&
specific and computer modelling could play an important role in planning the right muscle 
strengthening programme for a specific patient. In addition, computer modelling could also assist in 
screening of patients who have not benefitted from conservative muscle&strengthening treatment and 
would probably require surgical intervention in order to relieve the pain.  
 
 (a) Control 
Subject 2 
(b) AKP 
Subject 21 
(c) AKP 
Subject 20 
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Figure 9.18: Examples of the contact pressures and patterns of a control knee (a) and two AKP knees (b and c) 
under various VMO and VM conditions. 
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 (a) AKP Subject 15 (b) AKP Subject 16 
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Figure 9.19: Examples of two AKP knees, Subject 15 (a) and 16 (b), in both VM strengthening increased their 
medial contact pressures. The light grey area of subject 16 (b) with strengthened VM was where the pressures 
were beyond the upper limit of the legend (4.70 MPa). 
9.7.3 Surgical treatment simulation: MPFL reconstruction 
9.7.3.1 Method 
This part aims to use the modelling method to predict biomechanical responses of the knee with 
different MPFL spring models. The simulations were performed by simply editing the stiffness of the 
spring link representing the MPFL in each model. Only the control group was included. For each 
subject, four simulations were analysed following the detail in Table 9.11. Models with MPFL intact 
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were taken from the baseline models. The MPFL ruptured state was simulated by assigning zero 
stiffness to the associated spring link. A semitendinosus graft, which is widely used for MPFL 
reconstruction (Smith et al., 2007), was simulated (Figure 3.12(a)). A recent surgical technique using 
a quadriceps tendon graft (Noyes and Albright, 2006; Steensen et al., 2005) was also investigated 
(Figure 3.12(c)). The technique harvests the quadriceps tendon graft by dissecting a mid&quadriceps 
tendon strip, approximately 8 to 12 mm width and 50 to 70 mm long measured from the superior 
border of the patella towards the proximal femur, leaving the patellar attachment intact. The proximal 
end of the graft is then moved to the medial distal femur and secured to the femur at the anatomical 
femoral attachment point of the MPFL. Therefore, to simulate this reconstruction procedure, 
alongside the stiffness modification, the patellar attachment point of the MPFL spring in the model 
was manipulated. The attachment point of the RF muscle was used as the patellar attachment point of 
the quadriceps tendon graft instead of the original MPFL attachment point on the patella.  
 
Table 9.11: Stiffnesses of the grafts used for MPFL reconstruction. 
Simulation Condition Stiffness (N/mm) Reference 
1 MPFL intact 22.5 Conlan et al.  (1993), Elias et al. (2006) 
2 MPFL rupture 0 & 
3 Semitendinosus 213 Hamner et al. (1999) 
4 Quadriceps tendon 326 Stäubli et al. (Stäubli et al., 1996) 
 
Similar to Section 9.6.1, Clinical diagnosis, all 14 outcome measures were analysed. The data were 
approximately normally distributed (Shapiro&Wilk test, P > 0.05). Paired Student’s t&tests were used 
to compare the MPFL intact models to the manipulated models in order to investigate the effect of 
MPFL rupture and whether the MPFL reconstructions restored knee function and the difference 
between the surgical procedures. Significance was set at P < 0.05.    
9.7.3.2 Results and discussions 
All 8 knee models of the control group were manipulated regarding the MPFL model conditions in 
Table 9.11. Figure 9.20 shows the contact analysis results. The contact patterns of some knees are 
shown in Figure 9.21. After MPFL rupture, peak and mean lateral pressure on the femoral cartilage 
increased significantly by 0.66 MPa (95% CI (0.05 to 1.26), t (7) = 2.576, P = .037) and 0.08 MPa 
(95% CI (0.02 to 0.13), t (7) = 2.576, P = .013), respectively. No statistically significant difference 
was found in the medial pressure on the femoral cartilage, all pressures on the patellar cartilage, 
subchondral bone stress, or patellar kinematics. 
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MPFL reconstruction using a semitendinosus graft restored both peak and mean lateral pressure on 
the femoral cartilage. The pressures significantly decreased in relation to the MPFL ruptured state 
(0.49 MPa (95% CI (0.12 to 0.86), t (7) = 3.123, P = .017) for the peak pressure and 0.12 MPa (95% 
CI (0.04 to 0.21), t (7) = 3.331, P = .013) for the mean pressure). No significant difference was found 
between the intact MPFL and after reconstruction (t (7) = 1.336, P = .223 for the peak pressure and t 
(7) = 1.680, P = .137 for the mean pressure). In addition, after reconstruction, the mean lateral 
pressure on the patellar cartilage significantly decreased (0.11 MPa, 95% CI (0.01 to 0.22), t (7) = 
2.551, P = .038) as well as the lateral subchondral bone pressure on the patella (0.15 MPa, 95% CI 
(0.00 to 0.30), t (7) = 2.382, P = .049). However, comparing with the intact MPFL, the peak medial 
pressures on the femoral and patellar cartilage were significantly higher (0.83 MPa, 95% CI (0.11 to 
1.54), t (7) = 2.729, P = .029 for the femoral cartilage and 0.44 MPa, 95% CI (0.07 to 0.81), t (7) = 
2.825, P = .026 for the patellar cartilage). No statistically significant difference was found in the 
patellar kinematics. 
MPFL reconstruction using a quadriceps tendon graft did not restore the peak lateral pressure on the 
femoral cartilage but, in contrast, the pressure increased and a statistically significant increase was 
found between the intact MPFL and after reconstruction (0.77 MPa, 95% CI (0.17 to 1.37), t (7) = 
3.053, P = .019). However, the mean lateral pressure on the femoral cartilage was restored as there 
was no significant difference found between the intact MPFL and after reconstruction (t (7) = 0.299, P 
= .774). Although all other contact pressures on both cartilage surfaces and the subchondral bone 
stress of the patella decreased, no statistically significant difference was found. The patellar 
kinematics did not change significantly.  
Comparing the two MPFL reconstruction procedures, no significant difference was found in any 
outcome measures. However, Figure 9.21 shows that the contact patterns obtained from MPFL 
reconstruction using semitendinosus and quadriceps tendon grafts were subject&specific. For most 
knees, the contact area and pattern corresponded with the contact pressure changes shown in Figure 
9.20. When the MPFL was ruptured, the contact pattern slightly changed and the contact area shifted 
or was distributed more on the lateral facet. After MPFL reconstruction using a semitendinosus or 
quadriceps tendon graft, most knees showed the contact area distributed more on the medial facets. 
However, the results of some particular knees did not follow this trend. Using a semitendinosus graft 
for MPFL reconstruction in subject 2 greatly shifted the major area of the contact to the medial facet 
and resulted in an increased peak medial contact pressure from 2.73 MPa (MPFL ruptured) to 4.57 
MPa. However, the peak lateral contact pressure decreased from 4.25 MPa (MPFL ruptured) to 3.54 
MPa. 
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Figure 9.20: Contact analysis results of various MPFL models. Peak and mean contact pressure on the lateral 
(Lat) and medial (Med) facets of the femoral (a) and patellar (b) cartilage. (c) Subchondral bone stress of the 
patella. The asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between the groups (P < .05). 
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The contact area of subject 1 after MPFL reconstruction using quadriceps tendon graft was different 
from the intact MPFL model and the lateral contact pressure on the femoral cartilage decreased from 
3.45 MPa (MPFL ruptured) to 2.48 MPa. The decrease in the lateral contact pressure did not always 
occur since MPFL reconstruction using the quadriceps tendon increased the lateral contact pressure of 
the cartilage in some knees such as subject 3 (Figure 9.21) in which the pressure increased from 3.26 
MPa (MPFL ruptured) to 4.76 MPa.  A slight change in patellar kinematics after altering only the 
stiffness of the MPFL did affect the PFJ contact mechanics. It should be noted that the analyses were 
limited to a particular knee position, at which the nominal zero length of the MPFL was assumed. 
Moreover, a graft tension, which is normally applied when reconstructing the MPFL, was not 
assigned to the spring model representing the MPFL graft. Therefore, it was hypothesised that in 
reality, in which the MPFL is non&isometric or the MPFL graft is pre&tensioned, a greater effect on the 
patellar kinematics and contact mechanics would be obtained for the knee position and also when it 
flexes. 
 
 Intact Ruptured Semitendinosus Quadriceps tendon 
S1 
 
 
  
S2 
    
S3 
 
  
 
S5 
    
Figure 9.21: Examples of contact patterns of various MPFL models of subject 1 (S1), subject 2 (S2), subject 3 
(S3) and subject 5 (S5). All knees are right knees. The lateral is to the left and medial is to the right. 
4.70 4.23 3.76 3.29 2.82 2.35 1.88 1.41 0.94 0.47 0.00 MPa 
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9.8 Conclusion 
The FE PFJ modelling technique developed in this study could be a powerful tool that assists in 
clinical diagnosis and treatment planning of various PFJ disorders. It was found that subject&specific 
quadriceps inputs played an important role in the prediction of the biomechanical responses of a 
specific PFJ model, and therefore, they should always be applied when analysing a subject&specific 
model. Analyses of contact mechanics and patellar kinematics of asymptomatic knees (control group), 
AKP knees, dysplastic trochlea knees, and dysplastic knees which had undergone trochleoplasty 
revealed the differences in these biomechanical responses between groups. There were also 
possibilities of using the modelling technique as a treatment planning tool that predicts the outcomes 
of several possible surgical or non&surgical treatments of a symptomatic knee to determine the 
optimised treatment procedure. Patients with what initially appears to be normal PFJ architecture but 
presenting with AKP could benefit from the predictions of the changes in biomechanical responses of 
the joint after a surgical or non&surgical treatment was applied. Future computer modelling studies 
should investigate more about other possible factors of AKP such as bony architecture, femoral 
rotation and effects of strengthening other muscles involving in the extensor mechanism. Although 
the method has used subject&specific muscl parameters, it has not included the factors such as variable 
muscle activation, which may be affected by pain. This aspect would benefit from further work. 
Moreover, a follow&up study including post&treatment model analyses would confirm the usefulness 
of the modelling technique and build confidence in clinical practice. 
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Chapter 10  
 
Summary and Future Work 
10.1 Summary 
An FEA method was developed to model and analyse subject&specific PFJs, with the aim to support 
standard diagnostic protocols and treatment planning. The development process also included model 
verification, validation and sensitivity analysis. Also, a repeatable method of estimating subject&
specific quadriceps muscle inputs was proposed. A pilot study was conducted to apply the modelling 
process to solve clinical problems. The clinical studies showed that the implementation of the 
modelling method in the diagnostic and treatment protocol was feasible.  
According to the complex anatomy of the PFJ and its function to accept and transfer high repetitive 
loads during daily life and sport activities, PFJ disorders can occur in 20&25% of people. The complex 
anatomy also varies for individuals. Therefore, treating PFJ disorders is a very challenging task and 
treatment results are usually subjective. No one standard treatment works for a specific disorder 
presented in different patients. Two most common PFJ disorders are patellar instability and AKP. 
Patellar instability is the result of anatomical deficiencies, which are abnormal osseous structure, 
lower limb malalignment, thigh muscle malfunction and surrounding soft tissues deficiencies. Severe 
instability cases such as patellar subluxation and dislocation are normally treated by surgical 
intervention. The treatment results are variable, and are usually judged by subjective measures. 
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Unsuccessful cases are usually due to under& or over&corrections of the causative anatomical factors. 
In many cases of AKP, the standard diagnostic protocol including physical examination and medical 
imaging may not reveal any anatomical abnormalities; and the pain is idiopathic. The FE modelling 
method in this thesis may reinforce the standard diagnostic protocol and treatment planning by 
providing extra clinical assessment of the state of the PFJs under load&bearing activities. This allows 
orthopaedists to investigate the articular contact pressure map, bone stresses and patellar kinematics 
of subject&specific PFJs. The location of the elevated contact pressures and patellar maltracking may 
reveal the possible causes of the symptoms. Potential non&operative and operative treatments for a 
specific patient can also be simulated by altering modelling parameters related to such treatments. The 
ability to foresee these treatment outcomes may assist in optimising treatment plans for specific 
patients and eventually increase the success rate of PFJ treatment.   
The FE modelling method of this thesis was developed by considering the desired characteristics of 
the modelling method and the functionalities provided by Marc® & Mentat. From a clinical point of 
view, it is desirable that a diagnostic tool, which is the modelling process, is able to provide 
preliminary clinical assessment and treatment outcome predictions as soon as possible after acquiring 
patients’ data. The time consumption for the entire modelling process was mainly saved by 
simplifying 1) the quadriceps muscle and surrounding soft tissue models using non&conservative 
follower force vectors and non&compressive spring elements, respectively and 2) the acquisition of 
subject&specific inputs. FE model generation and computational output extraction were also facilitated 
by custom scripts. The computational time solely usually took less than an hour and a half on a 3.47 
GHz Intel® Core™ i5 processor, depending on the size of the PFJ or the number of the finite 
elements. However, starting from scratch, the modelling process, which includes MRI segmentation, 
pre&processing, solving and post&processing stages, required several hours to return a preliminary 
result of a patient after the research centre received the patient’s data. Once the potential treatments 
for the patient were defined, the baseline model was manipulated and then solved.  Each treatment 
evaluation lasted no longer than two hours. The output variables are articular contact pressures, 
subchondral bone stresses of the patella and patellar kinematics. 
The subject&specific input data of the modelling method includes not only the joint and articular 
cartilage geometries but also the magnitudes and directions of the quadriceps muscle tensions. An 
MRI protocol was developed to acquire high resolution images which facilitated the segmentation 
process and provided accurate bone and articular cartilage geometries. Moreover, a reliable and 
repeatable MRI analysis method was also developed to estimate the magnitudes and measure the 
directions of the quadriceps muscle groups from MRI data sets. This was done with the objective of 
avoiding sophisticated muscle measurements which could cause discomfort to patients with PFJ 
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disorders. Also, muscle data processing was less time consuming, comparing with the conventional 
method. 
The most challenging steps of the model development are the verification and validation processes. 
The FE modelling method in this thesis was verified innately according to the verified FE codes 
embedded in the FEA software. Following the mesh convergence analysis, the linear tetrahedral 
elements with the element size of 0.9 mm was used for all models in the thesis. An in vitro experiment 
was conducted to mimic the computer models. The FEA results: contact pattern, contact area, joint 
contact force, contact pressure and patellar kinematics were validated directly against the 
experimental results. The validation process also revealed that PFJ contact mechanics and kinematics 
were sensitive to how the quadriceps muscle was loaded. The most physiological loading: six 
quadriceps muscle groups and the ITB should be applied. However, for subject&specific PFJ models, 
loading with six muscle groups could be acceptable due to the lack of knowledge about the ITB 
tensions during activities.  
The model sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the effects of selected input parameters 
on the biomechanical responses of the models. This was because the assumptions about the 
attachment sites of the quadriceps muscle groups, ligament stiffnesses and cartilage material 
properties were made in order to simplify the modelling method and facilitate the computation. 
Moreover, muscle orientations read from MRI could have also been varied. It was found that the VLL 
muscle attachment, muscle orientation in the coronal plane, ligament stiffness and cartilage properties 
affected the biomechanical responses of the models.  
A pilot study to assess the feasibility of the modelling method to solve clinical problems was 
conducted. The study acquired 25 knee MRI data sets which were divided into four groups: control, 
AKP with normal joint geometry, dysplastic trochlea (DT) and dysplastic trochlea that have 
undergone trochleoplasty (DT&TP). The DT and DT&TP groups were four matched pair knees 
obtained from four subjects. Physical examination and MRI analyses revealed that the AKP group 
was slightly overweight (BMI 26.5) and the DT and DT&TP were overweight (BMI 29.1). The AKP 
group also had patella alta (Insall&Salvati ratio > 1.2). 
Three sub&studies were conducted using the patients’ data. The first one investigated the effects of 
using generic and subject&specific muscle force inputs. The results showed the importance of using 
subject&specific geometry and quadriceps muscle inputs. The second study applied the modelling 
method to analyse all patients’ knees using their subject&specific data to evaluate the state of articular 
cartilage contact. The contact pressures of the control group spread more evenly across their contact 
area while those of the AKP group showed various contact patterns with locally elevated pressures. 
There were significant differences in the peak lateral femoral pressure, peak and mean patellar 
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pressure, and peak subchondral bone stresses on the lateral facet of the patella. The results of the DT 
and DT&TP groups confirmed the fact that the clinical outcomes of trochleoplasty were subjective. 
The third study simulated the non&operative (VM muscle strengthening) and operative treatment 
(MPFL reconstruction). It was found that the effect of VMO or VM strengthening was greater for the 
AKP group. However, not all the AKP subjects benefitted from the strengthening programmes 
because they elevated the medial pressures in some of the knees.  For operative treatment, MPFL 
reconstructions using semitendinosus and quadriceps tendon were simulated. No significant difference 
was found in any outcome measures between the two grafts although, in some knees, the contact 
patterns between the cases were different.  
The clinical application study has highlighted the usefulness of the modelling method in the diagnosis 
of knees with AKP. It has suggested that, at least in some patients, AKP could be related to elevated 
subchondral bone stresses. The study also confirmed the fact that the clinical outcomes of PFJ 
treatments were subjective; it therefore supported a rationale for using a subject&specific treatment 
planning tool in order to enhance the success rate of PFJ treatments.  
In summary, the novel contribution of this study is listed: 
1. An FE modelling method which is capable of analysing contact mechanics and kinematics of 
subject&specific PFJs was developed.  
2. It is believed to be the first PFJ modelling study which had both contact mechanics and 
patellar kinematics validated agiantst in vitro experimental data. Model sensitivity analysis 
was also performed.  
3. A subject&specific inputs acquisition and analysis methods utilising as many as possible of the 
subject&specific input parameters obtainable from routine diagnostic protocols such as 
physical examination and medical imaging was proposed. These methods aimed to minimise 
patients’ involvement and discomfort; and modelling process time. In addition to extracting 
the geometry of the bone and articular cartilage, the relative sizes and orientations of the 
quadriceps muscles were derived from MRI for each patient.  
4. With an ethics permit, the validated modelling method and subject&specific input analysis 
method were moved into real clinical study of patients.There was a potential of implementing 
the modelling methods to diagnose and plan treatments for individuals. 
10.2 Future work 
Future work can be divided into three aspects: further development of the current FE modelling 
method; development of future modelling technique; and the implementation of the technique in 
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biomechanical studies and clinical application. In the current modelling method, several assumptions 
were made and the muscles, surrounding soft tissues and articular cartilage models were simplified. 
Although the method was validated directly against the in vitro experiment, in terms of modelling 
technique, it was interesting to examine the results of the more sophisticated subject&specific PFJ 
models in order to highlight the validity and usefulness of the simplified one. The sophisticated 
models should include both modelling techniques and subject&specific input estimations. True 
quadriceps muscle models can be segmented from MRI images and the muscle forces can be applied 
via number of point loads or face loads acting on the muscles. Ligament, tendon and retinaculum can 
be modelled using more spring elements representing their anatomical shapes, or replaced with shell 
elements. The formulation of bi&phasic material can be assigned to the articular cartilage model. In the 
aspect of subject&specific muscle estimation, the method proposed in the thesis should be compared 
with the inverse kinematics method which is normally used to estimate the muscle force in vivo. 
However, this means the same set of patients will have to perform several MRI scans, EMG, and gait 
analysis. The accuracy of the muscle estimation method in this thesis may also be checked by 
comparing the estimations with those obtained using the conventional method, by which an MRI scan 
of the whole thigh is required.  
The current modelling methods can also be applied to analyse the patellar bone stresses more 
realistically by combining CT and MRI data sets to generate the PFJ model. With CT data, bones can 
be modelled as heterogeneous material. This could be useful when bone stresses and strains are of 
interest such as studies focusing on the biomechanics of patellar implants and their fixations, or 
prosthesis design. Care should be taken for the CT and MRI registration process. Analysing PFJ 
models at different flexion angles is possible. The models can be generated either by segmenting MRI 
data sets taken at different flexion angles or manipulated from a baseline model. The latter requires 
subject&specific kinematic data in order to move the tibia and patella of the baseline model to their 
new positions, in relation to the femoral axis, at a desired flexion angle. It is noted that subject&
specific data would have to be reanalysed for both methods because the muscle architectures and 
functions could vary with knee flexion angle.  
Future PFJ modelling work should focus on dynamic analysis of subject&specific PFJ models. It is 
extremely challenging to analyse the biomechanical responses of the PFJ as it moves. This dynamic 
simulation will be very useful because it would enable orthopaedists to continuously observe the 
states of the articular cartilage during knee flexion, from when the patella enters the trochlear groove 
and then engages the trochlea at deeper flexion. Therefore, the true causes of PFJ disorders and the 
problematic position or posture might be found for subject&specific patients. The treatment plan can 
also be assessed throughout the range of motion. Subject&specific motion control and muscle force 
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control are two possible options for the dynamic simulations. The latter should also include other hip 
muscles e.g. gluteal muscles and hamstrings, which also contribute to the knee flexion&extension.  
For the modelling aspect, the modelling process should be accelerated. The bottlenecks of the process 
are MRI segmentation and FEA solving. A truly automated segmentation technique should be 
developed and used. The computing time might be reduced by using the explicit instead of implicit 
FEM. Solving convergence problems is another factor affecting the time consumption of the 
modelling process. Meshfree approximation methods might be numerical simulation methods that can 
cope with convergence problems because they do not require the connectivity between the nodes; 
therefore they could be useful in large deformation analyses, in which the elements are highly 
distorted. Some mesh free techniques, e.g. smoothed point interpolation method and smoothed finite 
element method, can be much less computationally expensive than FEM. If this modelling work is to 
move into clinical use, then the computer software must be developed to the level where the 
modelling and solving occurs almost automatically, once medical images have been acquired, 
minimising interventions from clinical staff. 
The current clinical application study showed that AKP and dysplastic trochlear patients presented 
various levels of degenerated cartilages and their computer models showed elevated articular contact 
pressures. It would be interesting to try to relate the results of the computer models of the PF joints 
with the functional and symptom scores of the patients, if those can be obtained from the hospital. 
Future study should employ SPECT/CT imaging, which might allow researchers to confirm that the 
high pressures cause cartilage damage and may relate to the genesis of pain by mapping the localised 
intense tracer uptake in the SPECT/CT images to the location and severity of the articular cartilage 
lesions in the MRI images and the elevated high pressures on the articular cartilage of the FE models. 
The cartilage material model of the current modelling method can also be further developed to 
simulate the states of cartilage lesions and OA in subject&specific PFJ models by locally assigning the 
material properties of degenerated cartilage to the elements representing the lesions.    
The feasibility of introducing the FE modelling method should be elaborated by including a number 
of subjects with more variety of PFJ disorders. In terms of surgical technique, simulations of invasive 
surgery such as various TTT procedures and trochleoplasty should be performed. Models at many 
flexion angles may be required for the simulation of MPFL reconstruction because the ligament 
length changes with the flexion angle. The feasibility study should also be extended to full&cycle 
study which included the diagnosis, treatment planning and follow&up stages. According to the limited 
time to conduct the thesis, the follow&up stage was not included. It could have taken six or more 
months after the treatment to allow patients to recover and their bodies to adapt themselves before the 
post&operative scans could have been taken and the computer models would have been analysed to 
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evaluate the post&operative biomechanical responses. It will require evidence that what is planned or 
evaluated by the computer model actually relates to the clinical outcomes observed later for the FE 
modelling method to be fully validated. However, the validated FE modelling method developed in 
this thesis may provide a good foundation for future feasibility studies which can specifically focus on 
the implementation of the modelling method in the diagnosis and treatment protocol to treat PFJ 
problems. 
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Appendix A  
 
Pre5Processing Python Scripts 
A.1  Script 1: Add spring links 
A.1.1 Background and usage 
The spring links were generated from the “begin” nodes +v-, - , -. and the muscle directions in the 
coronal +7.and sagittal +7.planes. The outputs of the script were the coordinates of the springs’ 
end nodes, which were calculated from the input data using the equations derived by descriptive 
geometry. Figure 5.6 is repeated here in Figure 5.6. The coordinate of a spring’s end node +v/ , / , /. 
was calculated as 
v/ B v- +%6 cos  cos7/ B - +%6 cos  sDE 7/ B - +%6 sDE 7 
Eq.A.1 
 
where  
  B  taEk ¢ cos7£+cos7 taE 7.l + +sDE 7.l¤ Eq.A.2  
and  
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Figure A.1: (a) Spring links used to represent the quadriceps muscle groups, ITB, PT, LR and MPFL.  
(b) The coordinate of the proximal origin (the end node,01) was calculated from the coordinate of the 
attachment point (the begin node,02), the fibre length34563 and the angles ψ and θ. The angles were derived from 
the muscle fibre orientations in the coronal +').and the sagittal +'(. plane, using descriptive geometry. 
 
The inputs required are:  
1) Seven active force nodes, 6 soft tissues’ begin and end nodes and 6 anatomical 
landmark nodes 
2) 7 and  7 of the active force links and 
3) The side of the knee: left (L) or right (R) (default). Soft tissues’ spring stiffnesses and 
fibre lengths +3%5563. can be manipulated when required. This inputs had to be typed in 
where specified in the script.  
The script was run via the Mentat Shell, in which the PFJ model is opened.  
A.1.2 The Python script 
#Punyawan Lumpaopong; Robin Fox 
#Filename: Script1.py 
#Version 1.0  
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Description: 
#Creates links in correct order: PT, MPFL, LR, VMO, VML, RF, VI, VLL, VLO, ITB  
#Prints results in tabular form 
#Computes theta and phi from theta s and theta c 
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#Simplified process, fewer successive if statements and loops 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Inputs: 
#1)19 node numbers: 7 active force nodes, 6 soft tissues' begin and end nodes and 6 anatomical 
landmark nodes. 
#2)Muscle orientaions in the coronal (theta_c)and sagittal (theta_s) planes. 
#3)The side of the knee. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Outputs: 
#1)Links created in correct order: PT, MPFL, LR, VMO, VML, RF, VI, VLL, VLO, ITB, Faxes_l, 
Faxes_m. 
#2)Spring stiffnesses were assigned to all links. 
#3)Report in Marc shell in tabular form. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Note: 
#The ITB transverse link is created manually between the LR node and the node generated at the 
midlength of the ITB link. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Usage: 
#Run via a Mentat Shell 
#==comments 
###Input here!==changes required 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
from py_mentat import * 
from math import * 
 
def find_set_id(name): 
    n = py_get_int("nsets()") 
    for j in range(1,n+1): 
        setb_id = py_get_int("set_id(%d)" % j) 
        sname = py_get_string("set_name(%d)" %setb_id) 
        if (sname == name): 
            return setb_id 
             
def nodal_link_lower(): 
    print " " 
    nnodes=py_get_int("nnodes()")  
    print "Found %d nodes." %nnodes 
    nsets=py_get_int("nsets()") 
    print "Found %d sets." %nsets 
    mlist=["PT_P","MPFL_P","LR_P","PT_T", "MPFL_F", "LR_F"] #list of valid set names 
    klist=[2000,22.5,22.5] #list of stiffnesses 
    global nl 
    nl=0 #initialise variable nl for counting of 'current' number of links 
    lname=["PT", "MPFL", "LR"] 
    count=0 
     
    for p in range(1,nsets+1): 
        set_id=py_get_int("set_id(%d)" % p) 
        sn=py_get_string("set_name(%d)" %set_id) 
        n=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)" % set_id) 
        if ("_" in sn) and (n==1) and (sn in mlist): 
            count=count+1 
        else: count=count  
 
    var=len(mlist) 
    if count!=var: 
        check="ERROR, check entries, naming, or number of sets!" 
    elif count==var: 
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        check="OK!" 
 
    print "CHECK: Count= %d, AND mlist length = %d" %(count, var) 
    print check 
    print " " 
    print "     Node/Set/link    Node ID         X               Y               Z       " 
    print "&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&" 
    actual_count=int(0.5*count) #convert to integer value, and divide by 2 since we are only interested 
in creating 
    #three links; PT, MPFL, LR, but we use all six sets. 
     
    for i in range(0,actual_count): 
        sn=mlist[i] 
        set_id=find_set_id("%s" %sn)          
        entry_id=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)" %(set_id, 1)) #only one entry! 
         
        xa=py_get_float("node_x(%d)" %entry_id)  
        ya=py_get_float("node_y(%d)" %entry_id) 
        za=py_get_float("node_z(%d)" %entry_id) 
        print "%9s start         %d      %12f %12f %12f" %(sn, entry_id, xa,ya,za)  #print results in 
tabular form 
 
        snb=mlist[i+3] #corresponding set name; e.g. PT_P => PT_T 
        k=klist[i] #select stiffness 
        setb_id=find_set_id("%s" %snb) 
        entryb_id=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)" %(setb_id, 1)) 
         
        #Print results to table 
        xb=py_get_float("node_x(%d)" %entryb_id)  
        yb=py_get_float("node_y(%d)" %entryb_id) 
        zb=py_get_float("node_z(%d)" %entryb_id) 
        print "%9s end         %6d      %12f %12f %12f" %(snb, entryb_id,xb,yb,zb) 
                   
        #Create a link 
        py_send("*new_link *link_class spring") 
        py_send("*link_class *spring_option spring_type:true_dir") 
        py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 0") 
        py_send("%d" % entry_id) #start node 
        py_send("%d" % entryb_id) #end node  
        py_send("*link_name") 
        linkname=lname[i] # PT, MFPL, or LR 
        py_send("%s" %linkname) 
        nl=nl+1 #count number of links existing currently 
        olist.append("%s" %linkname) #store order of links created for later 
        
        #Set the parameters/stiffness function on the first iteration only (speeds up process) 
        if nl==1: 
            py_send("*new_md_table 1 1") 
            py_send("*set_md_table_type 1") 
            py_send("displacement") 
            py_send("*table_name") 
            py_send("tension_only_spring") 
            py_send("*table_add") 
            py_send("&1,0.025")  
            py_send("0,0.05")  
            py_send("1,0.3") 
            py_send("2,0.6") 
            py_send("3,1") 
            py_send("*table_fit") 
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        #Select table which was previously created     
        py_send("*link_class spring *spring_param_table stiffness") 
        py_send("tension_only_spring") #table name 
        py_send("*link_class spring *spring_param stiffness") 
        py_send("%f" %k) #send k value defined earlier 
        py_send("*show_model") 
 
#For theta_s and theta_c in degrees, outputs THETA in degrees 
def theta(theta_s, theta_c): 
    if theta_s==0: 
        theta_s=0.01 
    if theta_c==0: 
        theta_c=0.01 
    top=tan(radians(theta_s)) 
    bottom=tan(radians(theta_c)) 
    theta=degrees(atan(top/bottom)) 
    return theta 
 
#For theta_s and theta_c in degrees, outputs PHI in degrees 
def phi(theta_s, theta_c): 
    if theta_s==0: 
        theta_s=0.01 
    if theta_c==0: 
        tehta_c=0.01 
    top=cos(radians(theta_c)) 
    bottom=sqrt((cos(radians(theta_c))*tan(radians(theta_s)))**2+(sin(radians(theta_c)))**2) 
    phi=degrees(atan(top/bottom)) 
    return phi 
    
def nodal_link(): 
    print " " 
    nnodes=py_get_int("nnodes()") 
    nsets=py_get_int("nsets()") 
    m2list=["VMO", "VML", "RF", "VI", "VLL", "VLO", "ITB"] #list of valid set names/muscle 
bundles/links 
     
    #Store phi's theta's and r's in lists to easily access them 
    Rphilist=[p_VMO, p_VML, p_RF, p_VI, p_VLL, p_VLO, p_ITB] #right 
    Rthetalist=[t_VMO, t_VML, t_RF, t_VI, (180&t_VLL), (180&t_VLO), (180&t_ITB)] #right 
     
    Lphilist=[p_VMO,p_VML, p_RF, p_VI, p_VLL, p_VLO, p_ITB] #left 
    Lthetalist=[(180&t_VMO), (180&t_VML), t_RF, t_VI, t_VLL, t_VLO, t_ITB] #left 
     
    rlist=[r_VMO, r_VML, r_RF, r_VI, r_VLL, r_VLO, r_ITB] #both 
     
    ###Input here!:Default setting, comment out to define other.  
    py_send("*define knee R") 
  
    knee=py_get_string("knee") #get parameter which indicates left/right 
     
    for k in range(1,nsets+1): 
        set_id=py_get_int("set_id(%d)" %k) 
        sn=py_get_string("set_name(%d)" %set_id) 
        if (sn not in m2list): 
            nsets=nsets&1 #forget about 'random' sets, i.e. those which are not in m2list 
             
    if nsets!= len(m2list): #check that we have the right number of sets/links/muscle bundles 
        print "Check number of muscle bundles/sets, and naming of sets!" 
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    py_send("*renumber_all") #renumber nodes to ensure ID is same as index 
             
    for j in range(0, nsets): 
        sn=m2list[j] #identify which link/set we will be working with 
        set_id=find_set_id("%s" %sn) 
        n=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)" % set_id) 
 
        if n==1: #check if this is one of our 'key' sets containing a 'key' node 
 
            #Obtain coordinates of this node now 
            entry_id=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)" %(set_id, 1)) #only one entry! 
                         
            xa=py_get_float("node_x(%d)" %entry_id)  
            ya=py_get_float("node_y(%d)" %entry_id) 
            za=py_get_float("node_z(%d)" %entry_id) 
            #print results in tabular form 
            print "%7s start           %d      %12f %12f %12f" %(sn, entry_id,xa,ya,za) 
           
            if knee=="R": #If RIGHT knee 
                phi=Rphilist[j] 
                theta=Rthetalist[j] 
                r=rlist[j] 
            elif knee=="L": #If LEFT knee 
                phi=Lphilist[j] 
                theta=Lthetalist[j] 
                r=rlist[j] 
                 
            xb=r*cos(radians(phi))*cos(radians(theta)) + xa 
            yb=r*cos(radians(phi))*sin(radians(theta)) + ya 
            zb=r*sin(radians(phi)) + za 
 
            py_send("*add_nodes %f %f %f" %(xb,yb,zb)) 
            nnodes=nnodes+1 #number of nodes is increased with every iteration by 1, since 1 node 
added. 
            end_index=nnodes #index of last node is the total (new) number of nodes (nodes were 
renumbered). 
            end_id=py_get_int("node_id(%d)" %end_index) 
            #Print results to table 
            print "%7s end             %d      %12f %12f %12f" %(sn, end_id,xb,yb,zb) 
          
            #Create a link 
            py_send("*new_link *link_class spring") 
            py_send("*link_class *spring_option spring_type:true_dir") 
            py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 0") 
            start_id=entry_id 
            py_send("%d" % start_id) #start node 
            py_send("%d" % end_id) #end node (keep an eye on id/index...) 
            py_send("*link_name") 
            py_send("%s" %sn) 
            olist.append("%s" %sn) 
 
            #Set parameters and stiffness function (all same for 'upper' links) 
            if nl==1: #Create table on first iteration only, afterwards simply select it 
                py_send("*new_md_table 1 1") 
                py_send("*set_md_table_type 1") 
                py_send("displacement") 
                py_send("*table_name") 
                py_send("tension_only_spring") 
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                py_send("*table_add") 
                py_send("&1,0.025")  
                py_send("0,0.05")  
                py_send("1,0.3") 
                py_send("2,0.6") 
                py_send("3,1") 
                py_send("*table_fit") 
                 
            #Select table & stiffness    
            py_send("*link_class spring *spring_param_table stiffness") 
            py_send("tension_only_spring") #table name 
            py_send("*link_class spring *spring_param stiffness") 
            py_send("%g" %k_upper) #send k value defined earlier (must use 'g' since 'long' float, e.g. 
1e&12) 
            py_send("*show_model") 
        else: print "ERROR, something went wrong in identifying sets!" 
  
    nnodes_new=py_get_int("nnodes()") 
    print "There are now %d nodes (renumbered)." %nnodes_new 
    print "Knee was defined as '%s'." %knee 
     
def main(): 
    ###Input here!:Store nodes in 19 sets. Replace the node list with the node numbers obtained from 
the model to be analysed. 
    LR_F      = 
    LR_P      = 
    MPFL_F = 
    MPFL_P = 
    PT_P       = 
    PT_T       = 
    RF           = 
    VI           = 
    VLL        = 
    VLO       = 
    VML       = 
    VMO      = 
    ITB         = 
    fe            = 
    fl             = 
    fm           = 
    pe            = 
    pl             = 
    pm           = 
    #Store nodes in 19 sets: 
    
snlist=["LR_F","LR_P","MPFL_F","MPFL_P","PT_P","PT_T","RF","VI","VLL","VLO","VML","
VMO","ITB", 
               "fe","fl","fm","pe","pl","pm"] 
    
ntoslist=[LR_F,LR_P,MPFL_F,MPFL_P,PT_P,PT_T,RF,VI,VLL,VLO,VML,VMO,ITB,fe,fl,fm,pe,
pl,pm] 
    for i in range (0,18): 
        py_send("*store_nodes %s" %snlist[i]) 
        py_send("%d #" % ntoslist[i]) 
    n_initial=py_get_int("nlinks()") #determine how many links initially 
    py_send("*py_echo off") #turn off script echo for slightly better performance 
     
    ### LINKS ### 
    #Define 2 femoral axes links for furthur motion analysis from the result file. 
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    py_send("*new_link *link_class spring ") 
    py_send("*link_name ") 
    py_send("Faxes_l ") 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_option spring_type:true_dir ") 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 0 ") 
    py_send("%d" %fl) 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 1 ") 
    py_send("%d" %fe) 
    py_send("*new_link *link_class spring ") 
    py_send("*link_name ") 
    py_send("Faxes_m ") 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_option spring_type:true_dir ") 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 0 ") 
    py_send("%d" %fm) 
    py_send("*link_class spring *spring_node 1 ") 
    py_send("%d" %fe) 
 
    ####Input here!:Default values (comment out 'py_send' statements below for user defined values). 
    py_send("*define ts_VMO ") 
    py_send("*define tc_VMO ") 
    py_send("*define ts_VML ") 
    py_send("*define tc_VML ") 
    py_send("*define ts_RF  ") 
    py_send("*define tc_RF  ") 
    py_send("*define ts_VI  ") 
    py_send("*define tc_VI  ")   
    py_send("*define ts_VLL ") 
    py_send("*define tc_VLL ") 
    py_send("*define ts_VLO ") 
    py_send("*define tc_VLO ") 
    py_send("*define ts_ITB ") 
    py_send("*define tc_ITB ") 
 
    global t_VMO, p_VMO, t_VML, p_VML, t_RF, p_RF, t_VI, p_VI, t_VLO, p_VLO, t_VLL, 
p_VLL, t_ITB, p_ITB 
    ts_VMO=py_get_float("ts_VMO") 
    tc_VMO=py_get_float("tc_VMO") 
    t_VMO=theta(ts_VMO,tc_VMO) 
    p_VMO=phi(ts_VMO,tc_VMO) 
        
    ts_VML=py_get_float("ts_VML") 
    tc_VML=py_get_float("tc_VML") 
    t_VML=theta(ts_VML,tc_VML) 
    p_VML=phi(ts_VML,tc_VML) 
 
    ts_RF=py_get_float("ts_RF") 
    tc_RF=py_get_float("tc_RF") 
    t_RF=theta(ts_RF,tc_RF) 
    p_RF=phi(ts_RF,tc_RF) 
 
    ts_VI=py_get_float("ts_VI") 
    tc_VI=py_get_float("tc_VI") 
    t_VI=theta(ts_VI,tc_VI) 
    p_VI=phi(ts_VI,tc_VI) 
   
    ts_VLL=py_get_float("ts_VLL") 
    tc_VLL=py_get_float("tc_VLL") 
    t_VLL=theta(ts_VLL,tc_VLL) 
    p_VLL=phi(ts_VLL,tc_VLL) 
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    ts_VLO=py_get_float("ts_VLO") 
    tc_VLO=py_get_float("tc_VLO") 
    t_VLO=theta(ts_VLO,tc_VLO) 
    p_VLO=phi(ts_VLO,tc_VLO) 
 
    ts_ITB=py_get_float("ts_ITB") 
    tc_ITB=py_get_float("tc_ITB") 
    t_ITB=theta(ts_ITB,tc_ITB) 
    p_ITB=phi(ts_ITB,tc_ITB) 
 
    global olist 
    global r, r_VLO, r_VMO, r_VLL, r_VML, r_RF, r_VI, r_ITB 
    global k_upper 
     
    #Define length and stiffness values 
    olist=[] #define the order of links list (globally) 
    r_VLO=85.3 
    r_VMO=78.9 
    r_VLL=85.3 
    r_VML=78.9 
    r_RF=85.9 
    r_VI=71.7 
    r_ITB=85.9 
    k_upper=1e&12 
    nodal_link_lower() #add 'lower' links 
    nodal_link() #add 'upper' links  
     
    print " " 
    print "Links in order created: " #tell user in which order the links were created 
    print olist #print links created in order 
    nlinks=py_get_int("nlinks()")&n_initial #determine number of links created 
    print "Total of %d links created in model." %nlinks 
 
    nnodes=py_get_int("nnodes()") 
    #Store muscle_origins set 
    molist=[LR_F,MPFL_F,PT_T] 
    for i in range (0,nlinks&3): #determine number of muscle links created 
        monode=nnodes&i 
        molist.append(monode) 
    print molist 
    py_send ("*store_nodes muscle_origins") 
    for i in range (0,len(molist)): 
        py_send ("%d" %molist[i]) 
    py_send ("#") 
 
A.2 Script 2: Pre5processing 
A.2.1 Background and usage 
This script was also run via the Mentat Shell. The element types, material properties, contact table and 
parameters, boundary conditions and analysis parameters were defined. Before running the script, all 
parts of the PFJ model had to be stored as separate sets with the following set names (case sensitive): 
“FEMUR”, “FEMORAL_CARTILAGE”, “PATELLA”, “PATELLA_CARTILAGE” and “TIBIA”.  
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A.2.2 The Python script 
#Punyawan Lumpaopong 
#Filename: Script2.py 
#Version 1.0 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Description: 
#Assign element type, material properties,contact, boundary conditions and analysis parameters 
#Model preparation: Store PFJ components in separate sets as followed (case sensitive): 
#FEMUR, FEMORAL_CARTILAGE, PATELLA, PATELLA_CARTILAGE,TIBIA 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Usage:Run via a Mentat Shell 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
from py_mentat import * 
def main(): 
    #### MESH GENERATION ### 
    #Obtain set information and define parameter fe, fl and fm for motion analysis  
    nset=py_get_int("nsets()") 
    print "nset",nset 
    for i in range(1,nset+1): 
        set_id=py_get_int("set_id(%d)"%i) 
        set_name=py_get_string("set_name(%d)"% set_id) 
        set_entity=py_get_string("set_type(%d)"%set_id) 
        print "Set Number %d\t %s\t" %(i,set_name) 
        if set_name=='fe': 
            fe=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"%(i,1))#only one node stored in fe, fl, and fm set 
        if set_name=='fl': 
            fl=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"%(i,1))     
        if set_name=='fm': 
            fm=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"%(i,1))         
    #Store "PSET" containing PATELLA AND PATELLAR_CARTILAGE elements 
    py_send("*select_elements") 
    py_send("PATELLA") 
    py_send("PATELLAR_CARTILAGE") 
    py_send("*store_elements PSET") 
    py_send("all_selected") 
     
    ### GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES ### 
    #Define geometric properties 
    py_send("*new_geometry") 
    py_send("*geometry_type mech_three_solid") 
    py_send("*add_geometry_elements") 
    py_send("FEMORAL_CARTILAGE") 
    py_send("PATELLA") 
    py_send("PATELLAR_CARTILAGE") 
    py_send("#") 
 
    ### MATERIAL PROPERTIES ### 
    #Define material properties: Bone and Cartilage 
    py_send("*new_mater standard *mater_option general:state:solid") 
    py_send("*mater_name") 
    py_send("BONE") 
    py_send("*mater_param structural:youngs_modulus") 
    py_send("17000")##bone modulus 
    py_send("*mater_param structural:poissons_ratio") 
    py_send("0.3")##bone poisson's ratio 
    py_send("*add_mater_elements") 
    py_send("PATELLA") 
    py_send("*new_mater standard *mater_option general:state:solid ") 
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    py_send("*mater_name ") 
    py_send("CARTILAGE") 
    py_send("*mater_param structural:youngs_modulus ") 
    py_send("4 ")##Cartilage modulus 
    py_send("*mater_param structural:poissons_ratio ") 
    py_send("0.47 ")##cartilage poisson's ratio 
    py_send("*add_mater_elements ") 
    py_send("PATELLAR_CARTILAGE") 
    py_send("FEMORAL_CARTILAGE") 
 
    ### CONTACT ###   
    #Define ontact bodies: 4 & patella, patellar cartilage, femur, femoral cartilage 
    clist=["c_patella","c_femoral_cartilage","c_patellar_cartilage","c_femur"] 
    celist=["PATELLA","FEMORAL_CARTILAGE","PATELLAR_CARTILAGE","FEMUR"] 
    for i in range(0,4): 
        print i,clist[i] 
        if i<3: 
            py_send("*new_contact_body ") 
            py_send("*contact_body_name ") 
            py_send("%s" %clist[i]) 
            py_send("*contact_deformable ") 
            py_send("*add_contact_body_elements ") 
            py_send("%s" %celist[i]) 
            py_send("*contact_option defo_desc:analytical ") 
            py_send("*contact_option discontinuity:automatic ") 
            py_send("*contact_value discontinuity_angle ") 
            py_send("30 ") 
        if i>=3: 
            py_send("*new_contact_body ") 
            py_send("*contact_body_name ") 
            py_send("%s" %clist[i]) 
            py_send("*contact_rigid ") 
            py_send("*contact_option control:position ") 
            py_send("*contact_option control:position ") 
            py_send("*add_contact_body_surfaces ") 
            py_send("%s" %celist[i]) 
 
    #Define contact tables: 2 & initial contact and contact 
    py_send("*new_contact_table ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_name ") 
    py_send("ctable_initial ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_entry") 
    py_send("1 3") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 contact_type:glue ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 detection:default ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 retain_gaps:on ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 project_stress_free:on ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_entry") 
    py_send("2 4") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 contact_type:glue ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 project_stress_free:on ") 
    py_send("*copy_contact_table ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_name ") 
    py_send("ctable ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_entry") 
    py_send("2 3") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 contact_type:touching ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 body1_boundarty:redefined ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 body2_boundarty:redefined ") 
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    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 detection:default ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_option $ctbody1 $ctbody2 project_stress_free:on ") 
    py_send("*contact_table_property $ctbody1 $ctbody2 friction ") 
    py_send("0.01 ") 
 
    #Muscle links are defined by another python script beforehand 
    #### BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ### 
    #Define fixed muscle origins 
    py_send("*new_apply ") 
    py_send("*apply_name ") 
    py_send("Fixed_muscle_origins ") 
    py_send("*apply_type fixed_displacement ") 
    py_send("*apply_dof x *apply_dof_value x ") 
    py_send("*apply_dof y *apply_dof_value y ") 
    py_send("*apply_dof z *apply_dof_value z ") 
    py_send("*add_apply_nodes ") 
    py_send("muscle_origins ") 
 
    #Define force VMO, VML,RF,VI,VLL,VLO 
    #Create table 'load' 
    py_send("*new_md_table 1 1 ") 
    py_send("*table_name ") 
    py_send("Load ") 
    py_send("*set_md_table_type 1 ") 
    py_send("time ") 
    py_send("*table_add ") 
    py_send("0 0 ") 
    py_send("1 1 ") 
    py_send("*show_model ") 
    #define forces 
    mfnlist=["Force_VMO","Force_VML","Force_RF","Force_VI","Force_VLL","Force_VLO"] 
    mslist=["VMO","VML","RF","VI","VLL","VLO"] 
    mflist=[17.5,26.25,26.25,35,52.5,17.5]#INPUT HERE! 
    for i in range(0,6): 
        py_send("*new_apply ") 
        py_send("*apply_name ") 
        py_send("%s" %mfnlist[i]) 
        py_send("*apply_type point_load ") 
        py_send("*apply_option follower_force:on ") 
        py_send("*apply_dof x *apply_dof_value x ") 
        py_send("%f" %mflist[i]) 
        py_send("*apply_dof_table x ") 
        py_send("Load ") 
        py_send("*add_apply_nodes ") 
        py_send("%s" %mslist[i]) 
       
    ### LOADCASES ### 
    py_send("*new_loadcase *loadcase_type struc:static ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_ctable ") 
    py_send("ctable ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option nonpos:on ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option procedure:straincorr ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option initstress:tensile ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option converge:strain ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_value strain ") 
    py_send("0.1 ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option stepping:multicriteria ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_value initfraction ") 
    py_send("0.001") 
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    py_send("*loadcase_value minfraction ") 
    py_send("0.0001 ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_option automatic_crit:on ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_value ntime_cuts ") 
    py_send("5 ") 
    py_send("*loadcase_value desired ") 
    py_send("8 ") 
    #### JOBS ### 
    py_send("*new_job *job_class structural ") 
    py_send("*add_job_loadcases lcase1 ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_VLO ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_VLL ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_VI ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_RF ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_VML ") 
    py_send("*remove_job_applys Force_VMO ") 
    py_send("*job_option contact_method:node_segment *job_option contact_sliding:finite ") 
    py_send("*job_option frictype:coulomb_bilinear ") 
    py_send("*job_option rel_disp_threshold:user ") 
    py_send("*job_param rel_disp_threshold ") 
    py_send("0.00001 ") 
    py_send("*job_contact_table ") 
    py_send("ctable_initial ") 
    py_send("*job_param disttolbias ") 
    py_send("0.99 ") 
    py_send("*job_option separation:stress ") 
    py_send("*job_param rel_sepstress ") 
    py_send("0.1 ") 
    py_send("*job_option sep_strs_deriv:extrapolation ") 
    py_send("*job_option chatter:suppressed ") 
    py_send("*job_option strain:large") 
    py_send("*job_option follow:stiffness ") 
    py_send("*job_option large_strn_proc:upd_lagrange ") 
    py_send("*job_option allow_tot_lagrange:on ") 
    py_send("*job_option plas_proc:multiplicative ") 
    py_send("*add_post_tensor stress ") 
    py_send("*add_post_tensor strain ") 
    py_send("*add_post_tensor el_strain ") 
    py_send("*add_post_tensor pl_strain ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var von_mises ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var mean_normal ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var te_energy ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var eel_strain ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var ee_energy ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var tepl_strain ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var pe_energy ") 
    py_send("*add_post_var epl_strain_rt ") 
    py_send("*job_option nod_quantities:manual ") 
    py_send("*add_post_nodal_quantity Displacement ") 
    py_send("*add_post_nodal_quantity Rotation ") 
    py_send("*add_post_nodal_quantity Cont_Nor_Strss ") 
    py_send("*add_post_nodal_quantity Cont_Nor_Force ") 
    py_send("*add_post_nodal_quantity Cont_Status ") 
    py_send("*job_option nonpos:on ") 
    py_send("*job_option input_style:old *job_option input_physics_style:old") 
    py_send("*element_type 134 ") 
    py_send(“all_existing”) 
if __name__=='__main__': 
    main() 
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Appendix B  
 
Post5Processing Python Scripts 
B.1  Script A: Joint contact force 
B.1.1 Background and usage 
The script was developed to extract the nodal contact forces from model output files having .t16 
extension. The nodal contact force threshold used was 0.1 N. The script had to be run via a command 
windows or a batch file can be created to analyse the results of many models successively. 
B.1.2 The Python script 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Punyawan Lumpaopong 
# Filename: ScriptA.py 
# Version 1.0 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Description: 
#   This python script extracts nodal scalars, contact normal forces in x, y and 
# z directions and calculate contact normal force and joint force respectively. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Usage: 
# At t16/19 file directory in CMD window, type... 
#   python (path directory to the script)\ScriptA.py (filename.t16) 
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# Note: 
#   1) The directory, in which the python script is stored can be varied. 
#   2)(filename.t16) = the name of the Marc post file with .t16 extension 
#   3) Results will be shown in a CMD window. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Comments 
# 1)#print for checking 
# 2)###comments 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
from py_post import* 
import sys 
import math 
 
###get t16 file name and open it 
fname=str(sys.argv[1]) 
 
p=post_open(fname) 
 
ninc=p.increments() 
 
p.moveto(ninc&2) 
ne=p.elements() 
nn=p.nodes() 
print 'Increment:',ninc&2 
print 'Number of elements:',ne 
print 'Number of nodes:',nn 
 
nns=p.node_scalars() 
 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
### Extract node label index 
for i in range(0,nns): 
    nslabel=p.node_scalar_label(i) 
    if nslabel=='Contact Status': 
        csid=i 
    if nslabel=='Contact Normal Force X': 
        cnfxid=i 
    if nslabel=='Contact Normal Force Y': 
        cnfyid=i 
    if nslabel=='Contact Normal Force Z': 
        cnfzid=i 
#print 'Scalar index of Contact Status:',csid 
#print 'Scalar index of CNS X:',cnfxid 
#print 'Scalar index of CNS Y:',cnfyid 
#print 'Scalar index of CNS Z:',cnfzid 
 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
### Determine average contact pressure 
c_nlist=[]###contact node list 
cnfxlist=[] 
cnfylist=[] 
cnfzlist=[] 
cnflist=[]###contact normal force list 
### nodal loop 
for i in range(0,nn): 
    cs=p.node_scalar(i,csid)###get contact status of the node 
    if cs==1.0:###nodes are in contact when contact status is 1.0 
        c_nlist.append(p.node_id(i))###add the node to the contact node list 
        ###extract contact normal force in x, y, and z direction 
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        cnfx=p.node_scalar(i,cnfxid) 
        cnfy=p.node_scalar(i,cnfyid) 
        cnfz=p.node_scalar(i,cnfzid) 
 
        cnfxlist.append(cnfx) 
        cnfylist.append(cnfy) 
        cnfzlist.append(cnfz) 
        ###compute contact normal force vector 
        cnf=math.sqrt(cnfx**2+cnfy**2+cnfz**2)         
        if cnf>0.000001:###filter: contact normal force treshole=0.1 N 
            cnflist.append(cnf)###add the contact normal force to the list 
print 'Number of nodes in contact:',len(c_nlist) 
print 'Number of nodes with high contact normal force (treshold 0.01 N):',len(cnflist) 
###calculate joint force 
jfx=sum(cnfxlist) 
jfy=sum(cnfylist) 
jfz=sum(cnfzlist) 
jf=math.sqrt(jfx**2+jfy**2+jfz**2) 
jf_overall=sum(cnflist) 
acq_jf=sum(cnflist)/4 
print 'Acquired joint force X: %5.2f' % jfx, 'N' 
print 'Acquired joint force Y: %5.2f' % jfy, 'N' 
print 'Acquired joint force Z: %5.2f' % jfz, 'N' 
print 'Acquired joint force: %5.2f' % jf, 'N' 
print 'Acquired joint force overall: %5.2f' % jf_overall, 'N' 
print 'Acquired joint force: %5.2f' % acq_jf, 'N' 
 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
 
 
 
B.2 Script B: Contact pressures 
B.2.1 Background and usage 
The peak and mean cartilage contact pressures on the lateral and medial facets of the femoral and 
patellar cartilages were extracted from model output files having .t16 extension using the script. 
Altogether, they are:  
1. Peak lateral femoral contact pressure 
2. Peak medial femoral contact pressure 
3. Mean lateral femoral contact pressure 
4. Mean medial femoral contact pressure 
5. Peak lateral patellar contact pressure 
6. Peak medial patellar contact pressure 
7. Mean lateral patellar contact pressure 
8. Mean medial patellar contact pressure 
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The script was run via the Mentat shell, in which the model file (filename.mud) of the result file 
(filename.t16) was opened. Before running the script, model preparation was required in order to 
scope the data extraction to the nodes on the contacting surface of the femoral and patellar cartilages; 
thus those nodes contacting the bones were excluded. This was done by selecting some of those nodes 
that could have been in contact and storing them as two separate sets (“fem_pcnodes” and 
“pat_pcnodes”, case sensitive), one for each cartilage (Figure B.1). Also, a node on the deepest 
trochlear groove and a node on the median patellar ridge were selected and stored as separate sets 
(“fem_mlrefnode” and “pat_mlrefnode”, case sensitive). They were used as reference positions that 
separated the lateral and medial facets of the cartilages. 
When the model was run, users were asked to enter 1) the folder path, in which the .t16 result file was 
saved and 2) the t.16 file name to be analysed. The results were shown in the Marc Mentat shell in a 
separate window (Figure B.2). 
  
(a) Femoral cartilage (b) Patellar cartilage 
Figure B.1: Selection of all femoral (a) and patellar (b) cartilage nodes  
which would have possibly been in contact. 
 
 
Figure B.2: Examples of the Script B results. 
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B.2.2 The Python script 
#Punyawan Lumpaopong 
#Filename: ScriptB.py 
#Version 1.0 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Description: 
#  This python script extracts nodal femoral and patellar cartilage contact pressures: 
#   1) Peak lateral femoral contact pressure 
#   2) Peak medial femoral contact pressure 
#   3) Mean lateral femoral contact pressure 
#   4) Mean medial femoral contact pressure 
#   5) Peak lateral patellar contact pressure 
#   6) Peak medial patellar contact pressure 
#   7) Mean lateral patellar contact pressure 
#   8) Mean medial patellar contact pressure 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
#Usage: 
#  Model preparation: 
#   1) Select and store possible femoral and patellar nodes to be in contact as sets: "fem_pcnodes" and   
#       "pat_pcnodes" (case sensitive.) 
#   2) Select and store femoral and patellar cartilage reference nodes as sets: "fem_mlrefnode" and  
#       "pat_mlrefnode" (case sensitive) 
#  Running the script: 
#   1) The script must be run via the Mentat shell (UTILS>PYTHON), in which the .mud file of the  
#       analysis results file .t16 is opened. 
#   2) The results will be shown in the Marc Mentat shell in a separate window. 
#   3) After running the script, the folder path, in which the .t16 file is saved, must be entered. 
#   4) Enter the .t16 file name. 
#   5) Enter "exit" to quit. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
from py_mentat import* 
from py_post import* 
import math 
import os 
 
fem_pcnode_list=[] 
fem_plnode_list=[] 
fem_pmnode_list=[] 
 
pat_pcnode_list=[] 
pat_plnode_list=[] 
pat_pmnode_list=[] 
 
fname=py_get_string("filename()") 
nset=py_get_int("nsets()") 
 
#Extract mlnodes and x&coordinate of the mlrefnode 
for i in range (1, nset+1): 
    sid=py_get_int("set_id(%d)"%i) 
    sname=py_get_string("set_name(%d)"%sid) 
 
    if sname == "fem_mlrefnode": 
        fem_mlrefnodes=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)"%sid) 
        print "fem_mlrefnodes=", fem_mlrefnodes 
        for j in range(1, fem_mlrefnodes+1): 
            fem_mlrefnode=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"%(sid,j)) 
            fem_mlrefnode_id=py_get_int("node_id(%d)"%(fem_mlrefnode)) 
            print "fem_mlrefnode=",fem_mlrefnode_id 
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            x_fem_refnode=py_get_float("node_x(%d)"%(fem_mlrefnode_id)) 
             
    if sname == "pat_mlrefnode": 
        pat_mlrefnodes=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)"%sid) 
        print "pat_mlrefnodes=", pat_mlrefnodes 
        for j in range(1, pat_mlrefnodes+1): 
            pat_mlrefnode=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"%(sid,j)) 
            pat_mlrefnode_id=py_get_int("node_id(%d)"%(pat_mlrefnode)) 
            print "pat_mlrefnode=",pat_mlrefnode_id 
            x_pat_refnode=py_get_float("node_x(%d)"%(pat_mlrefnode_id))      
 
#Group plnodes and pmnodes = possible contact nodes 
for i in range (1, nset+1): 
    sid=py_get_int("set_id(%d)"%i) 
    sname=py_get_string("set_name(%d)"%sid) 
     
    if sname == "fem_pcnodes": 
        n_fem_pcnodes=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)"%sid) 
        #print "n_fem_pcnodes=", n_fem_pcnodes 
        for j in range (1, n_fem_pcnodes+1): 
            fem_pcnode=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"% (sid,j)) 
            fem_pcnode_id=py_get_int("node_id(%d)"%(fem_pcnode)) 
            x_fem_pcnode=py_get_float("node_x(%d)"%(fem_pcnode_id)) 
            diff_fem=x_fem_pcnode&x_fem_refnode 
            if diff_fem < 0: 
                fem_plnode_list.append(fem_pcnode) 
            elif diff_fem > 0: 
                fem_pmnode_list.append(fem_pcnode) 
        print len(fem_plnode_list) 
        #print "plnodes=",fem_plnode_list 
        print len(fem_pmnode_list) 
        #print "pmnodes=",fem_pmnode_list 
 
    if sname == "pat_pcnodes": 
        n_pat_pcnodes=py_get_int("nset_entries(%d)"%sid) 
        #print "n_fem_pcnodes=", n_fem_pcnodes 
        for j in range (1, n_pat_pcnodes+1): 
            pat_pcnode=py_get_int("set_entry(%d,%d)"% (sid,j)) 
            pat_pcnode_id=py_get_int("node_id(%d)"%(pat_pcnode)) 
            x_pat_pcnode=py_get_float("node_x(%d)"%(pat_pcnode_id)) 
            diff_pat=x_pat_pcnode&x_pat_refnode 
            if diff_pat < 0: 
                pat_plnode_list.append(pat_pcnode) 
            elif diff_pat > 0: 
                pat_pmnode_list.append(pat_pcnode) 
        print len(pat_plnode_list) 
        #print "plnodes=",pat_plnode_list 
        print len(pat_pmnode_list) 
        #print "pmnodes=",pat_pmnode_list 
 
#Py_post 
#Check cnode in contact and store as lateral or medial contact node lists 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
default_filedir="X" 
 
for i in range (1, 100): 
    current_folder=str(raw_input("Enter folder name:")) 
    if current_folder =="exit": 
        print "Exit programme" 
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        break 
    else: 
        filedir_load=default_filedir.replace("X",current_folder) 
        print "File directory:",filedir_load 
        os.chdir(filedir_load) 
 
        post_fname=str(raw_input("Enter .t16 file name or 'exit' to quit):")) 
 
        if post_fname =="exit": 
            print "Exit programme" 
            break 
        else: 
            p=post_open(post_fname) 
            ninc=p.increments() 
            print 'Increment:',ninc&2 
            p.moveto(ninc&2) 
 
            nns=p.node_scalars() 
            #&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
            #Extract node label index 
            for i in range(0,nns): 
                nslabel=p.node_scalar_label(i) 
                if nslabel=='Contact Normal Stress X': 
                    cnsxid=i 
                if nslabel=='Contact Normal Stress Y': 
                    cnsyid=i 
                if nslabel=='Contact Normal Stress Z': 
                    cnszid=i 
            ########FEMORAL CARTILAGE########### 
            ###   LATERAL  #### 
            #Determine average lateral contact pressure 
            fem_cns_llist=[] 
            for i in range(0,len(fem_plnode_list)): 
                fem_lnode=fem_plnode_list[i] 
                fem_cns_lx=p.node_scalar(fem_lnode,cnsxid) 
                fem_cns_ly=p.node_scalar(fem_lnode,cnsyid) 
                fem_cns_lz=p.node_scalar(fem_lnode,cnszid) 
                fem_cns_l=math.sqrt(fem_cns_lx**2+fem_cns_ly**2+fem_cns_lz**2) 
                if fem_cns_l > 0: 
                    fem_cns_llist.append(fem_cns_l) 
                else: 
                    continue 
            #to avoid ZeroDivisionError message 
            if len(fem_cns_llist)== 0: 
                fem_cns_lnodes 
                fem_max_cns_l=0 
                fem_ave_cns_l=0 
            else: 
                fem_cns_lnodes=len(fem_cns_llist) 
                fem_max_cns_l=max(fem_cns_llist) 
                fem_ave_cns_l=float(sum(fem_cns_llist)/len(fem_cns_llist)) 
             
            #&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
            ###   MEDIAL  #### 
            #Determine average medial contact pressure 
            fem_cns_mlist=[] 
            for i in range(0,len(fem_pmnode_list)): 
                fem_mnode=fem_pmnode_list[i] 
                fem_cns_mx=p.node_scalar(fem_mnode,cnsxid) 
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                fem_cns_my=p.node_scalar(fem_mnode,cnsyid) 
                fem_cns_mz=p.node_scalar(fem_mnode,cnszid) 
                fem_cns_m=math.sqrt(fem_cns_mx**2+fem_cns_my**2+fem_cns_mz**2) 
                if fem_cns_m > 0: 
                    fem_cns_mlist.append(fem_cns_m) 
                else: 
                    continue 
            #to avoid ZeroDivisionError message 
            if len(fem_cns_mlist)== 0: 
                fem_cns_mnodes 
                fem_max_cns_m=0 
                fem_ave_cns_m=0 
            else: 
                fem_cns_mnodes=len(fem_cns_mlist) 
                fem_max_cns_m=max(fem_cns_mlist) 
                fem_ave_cns_m=float(sum(fem_cns_mlist)/len(fem_cns_mlist)) 
 
            #&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
            ########PATELLAR CARTILAGE########### 
            ###   LATERAL  #### 
            #Determine average lateral contact pressure 
            pat_cns_llist=[] 
            for i in range(0,len(pat_plnode_list)): 
                pat_lnode=pat_plnode_list[i] 
                pat_cns_lx=p.node_scalar(pat_lnode,cnsxid) 
                pat_cns_ly=p.node_scalar(pat_lnode,cnsyid) 
                pat_cns_lz=p.node_scalar(pat_lnode,cnszid) 
                pat_cns_l=math.sqrt(pat_cns_lx**2+pat_cns_ly**2+pat_cns_lz**2) 
                if pat_cns_l > 0: 
                    pat_cns_llist.append(pat_cns_l) 
                else: 
                    continue 
            #to avoid ZeroDivisionError message 
            if len(pat_cns_llist)== 0: 
                pat_cns_lnodes 
                pat_max_cns_l=0 
                pat_ave_cns_l=0 
            else: 
                pat_cns_lnodes=len(pat_cns_llist) 
                pat_max_cns_l=max(pat_cns_llist) 
                pat_ave_cns_l=float(sum(pat_cns_llist)/len(pat_cns_llist)) 
 
            #&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
            ###   MEDIAL  #### 
            #Determine average medial contact pressure 
            pat_cns_mlist=[] 
            for i in range(0,len(pat_pmnode_list)): 
                pat_mnode=pat_pmnode_list[i] 
                pat_cns_mx=p.node_scalar(pat_mnode,cnsxid) 
                pat_cns_my=p.node_scalar(pat_mnode,cnsyid) 
                pat_cns_mz=p.node_scalar(pat_mnode,cnszid) 
                pat_cns_m=math.sqrt(pat_cns_mx**2+pat_cns_my**2+pat_cns_mz**2) 
                if pat_cns_m > 0: 
                    pat_cns_mlist.append(pat_cns_m) 
                else: 
                    continue 
            #to avoid ZeroDivisionError message 
            if len(pat_cns_mlist)== 0: 
                pat_cns_mnodes 
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                pat_max_cns_m=0 
                pat_ave_cns_m=0 
            else: 
                pat_cns_mnodes=len(pat_cns_mlist) 
                pat_max_cns_m=max(pat_cns_mlist) 
                pat_ave_cns_m=float(sum(pat_cns_mlist)/len(pat_cns_mlist)) 
            #&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
        print '&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
        print '\t\t\t\t\tCONTACT NORMAL STRESS (MPa)' 
        print '\t\t\t\tMax CNS\t\t\t\tMean CNS' 
        print '\t\t\t&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
        print 'RIGHT KNEE\tNodes\tLateral\t\tMedial\t\tLateral\t\tMedial' 
        print 'LEFT KNEE \tNodes\tMedial\t\tLateral\t\tMedial\t\tLateral' 
        print '&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
        print 'Femoral:' 
        print '\t%d\t%d\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f'%    
                (fem_cns_lnodes,fem_cns_mnodes,fem_max_cns_l,fem_max_cns_m,fem_ave_cns_l, 
                 fem_ave_cns_m) 
        print 'Patellar:' 
        print '\t%d\t%d\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f\t\t%0.2f'%  
                 (pat_cns_lnodes,pat_cns_mnodes,pat_max_cns_l,pat_max_cns_m,pat_ave_cns_l, 
                 pat_ave_cns_m) 
        print '&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
        print '\n' 
def main(): 
    if __name__ == '__main__': 
        main() 
 
B.3 Script C: Patellar kinematics 
B.3.1 Background and usage 
Patellar kinematics was calculated in relation to the femoral axis using the theory of rigid body 
motion. The algorithm is described in detail in the Appendix D: Patellar Motion Analysis. The patellar 
and femoral reference frames were generated from the nodes selected in the pre&processing stage 
using the Script 1.  
The Script C had to be run via a command windows or a batch file can be created to analyse results of 
many models successively. 
B.3.2 The Python script 
# Punyawan Lumpaopong 
# Filename: ScriptC.py 
# Version 1.0 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Description: 
#   This python script calculates patellar motions relative to the femur from 
# .t16 file obtained from Marc (MSC Software). The calculation steps are: 
#   1)Extract coordinates of femoral and patallar landmark nodes. These nodes 
#     are stored in sets. Each set contains 1 node: 
#       Femur:  'fe' = distal end  
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#               'fl' = lateral epicondyle 
#               'fm' = medial epicondyle 
#       Patella:'pe' = distal border  
#               'pl' = lateral border 
#               'pm' = medial border 
#   2)Calculate anatomical axes of the femur at the initial state and of the 
#     patella at the final state. Two transformation matrix to global axes system 
#     will be obtained. 
#   3)Calculates patellar shift, flexion, rotation, and tilting relative to 
#     the femur from the transformation matrix from the patellar end coordinate to 
#     the femoral coordinate. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&  
# Usage: 
# At t16/19 file directory in a CMD window, type... 
#   python (enter path directory to the script here)\ScriptC.py (enter filename.t16)  
# Note: 
#   1) The directory, in which the python script is stored can be varied. 
#   2)(filename.t16) = the name of the Marc post file with .t16 extension 
#   3) Results will be shown in a CMD window. 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
# Comments 
# 1)#print for checking 
# 2)###comments 
#&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
from py_post import * 
from numpy import* 
import sys 
import math 
###get t16 file name and open it 
fname=str(sys.argv[1]) 
p=post_open(fname) 
###ANATOMICAL AXES OF THE FEMUR 
p.moveto(0) 
nset=p.sets() 
#print 'nset',nset 
for i in range (0,nset): 
    s=p.set(i) 
    if s.name == 'fm': 
        fmn=s.items[0] 
        fm=p.node(fmn&1) 
        fm_x=fm.x 
        fm_y=fm.y 
        fm_z=fm.z 
        #print 'fm', fm_x, fm_y, fm_z 
    elif s.name == 'fl': 
        fln=s.items[0] 
        fl=p.node(fln&1) 
        fl_x=fl.x 
        fl_y=fl.y 
        fl_z=fl.z 
        #print 'fl', fl_x, fl_y, fl_z 
    elif s.name == 'fe': 
        fen=s.items[0] 
        fe=p.node(fen&1) 
        fe_x=fe.x 
        fe_y=fe.y 
        fe_z=fe.z 
        #print 'fe', fe_x, fe_y, fe_z 
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###create arrays 
f_med=array([fm_x,fm_y,fm_z]) 
f_lat=array([fl_x,fl_y,fl_z]) 
f_end=array([fe_x,fe_y,fe_z]) 
 
#print 'f_med',f_med 
#print 'f_lat',f_lat 
###midpoint between the medial and lateral point 
f_mid=0.5*(f_med+f_lat) 
 
#print 'f_mid',f_mid 
###direction of cosine matrix or transformation matrix from femoral body&fixed axes 
###to global axes 
 
f_vx=f_med&f_mid 
f_vz=f_end&f_mid 
f_vy=cross(f_vz,f_vx) 
 
f_r1=append([f_vx/linalg.norm(f_vx)],[0]) 
f_r2=append([f_vy/linalg.norm(f_vy)],[0]) 
f_r3=append([f_vz/linalg.norm(f_vz)],[0]) 
f_r4=append([f_mid],[1]) 
 
#print 'f_r1',f_r1 
#print 'f_r2',f_r2 
#print 'f_r3',f_r3 
#print 'f_r4',f_r4 
 
f_dcm=array([f_r1,f_r2,f_r3,f_r4]) 
#print 'f_dcm',f_dcm 
f_dcm_m=mat(f_dcm) 
#print 'f_dcm_m',f_dcm_m 
TFaG=f_dcm_m.T 
#print 'TFaG',TFaG 
D=mat([[1,0,0,TFaG.item(3)],[0,1,0,TFaG.item(7)],[0,0,1,TFaG.item(11)],[0,0,0,1]]) 
R=mat([[TFaG.item(0),TFaG.item(1),TFaG.item(2),0],[TFaG.item(4),TFaG.item(5),TFaG.item(6),0]
,[TFaG.item(8),TFaG.item(9),TFaG.item(10),0],[0,0,0,1]]) 
#print 'D',D 
#print 'R',R 
#print 'D.I',D.I 
#print 'R.I',R.I 
invTFaG=R.I*D.I 
#print 'invTFaG',invTFaG 
 
###ANATOMICAL AXES OF THE PATELLA 
nset=p.sets() 
#print 'nset',nset 
ninc=p.increments()&2 
p.moveto(ninc) 
print 'ninc',ninc 
for i in range(0,nset): 
    s=p.set(i) 
    if s.name == 'pm': 
        pmn=s.items[0] 
        pm=p.node(pmn&1) 
        dxm,dym,dzm=p.node_displacement(pmn&1) 
        pm_x=pm.x+dxm 
        pm_y=pm.y+dym 
        pm_z=pm.z+dzm 
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        #print 'pm', pm_x, pm_y, pm_z 
    elif s.name == 'pl': 
        pln=s.items[0] 
        pl=p.node(pln&1) 
        dxl,dyl,dzl=p.node_displacement(pln&1) 
        pl_x=pl.x+dxl 
        pl_y=pl.y+dyl 
        pl_z=pl.z+dzl 
        #print 'pl', pl_x, pl_y, pl_z 
    elif s.name == 'pe': 
        pen=s.items[0] 
        pe=p.node(pen&1) 
        dxe,dye,dze=p.node_displacement(pen&1) 
        pe_x=pe.x+dxe 
        pe_y=pe.y+dye 
        pe_z=pe.z+dze 
        #print 'pe', pe_x, pe_y, pe_z 
###create matrices 
p_med=array([pm_x,pm_y,pm_z]) 
p_lat=array([pl_x,pl_y,pl_z]) 
p_end=array([pe_x,pe_y,pe_z]) 
#print 'p_med',p_med 
#print 'p_lat',p_lat 
####midpoint between medial and lateral point 
p_mid=0.5*(p_med+p_lat) 
 
#print 'p_mid',p_mid 
#direction of cosine matrix or transformation matrix from femoral body&fixed axes 
#to global axes 
 
#p_vx=p_med&p_mid 
#p_vz=p_end&p_mid 
#p_vy=cross(p_vz,p_vx) 
 
p_vx=p_med&p_mid 
p_vz0=p_end&p_mid 
p_vy=cross(p_vz0,p_vx) 
p_vz=cross(p_vx,p_vy) 
 
p_r1=append([p_vx/linalg.norm(p_vx)],[0]) 
p_r2=append([p_vy/linalg.norm(p_vy)],[0]) 
p_r3=append([p_vz/linalg.norm(p_vz)],[0]) 
p_r4=append([p_mid],[1]) 
 
#print 'p_r1',p_r1 
#print 'p_r2',p_r2 
#print 'p_r3',p_r3 
#print 'p_r4',p_r4 
 
p_dcm=array([p_r1,p_r2,p_r3,p_r4]) 
#print 'p_dcm',p_dcm 
p_dcm_m=mat(p_dcm) 
#print 'p_dcm_m',p_dcm_m 
TPaG=p_dcm_m.T 
#print 'TPaG',TPaG 
 
TPaFa=invTFaG*TPaG 
#print 'TPaFa',TPaFa 
r11=TPaFa.item(0) 
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r14=TPaFa.item(3) 
r21=TPaFa.item(4) 
r31=TPaFa.item(8) 
r32=TPaFa.item(9) 
r33=TPaFa.item(10) 
mshift=r14 
print "r31",r31 
#print 'mshift',mshift 
#apply cardan angle equations 
beta=&180/math.pi*math.asin(r31) 
alpha=180/math.pi*math.atan(r32/r33) 
gamma=180/math.pi*math.atan(r21/r11) 
flexion=alpha 
rotation=beta 
tilt=gamma 
print '\n' 
print '&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
print '\nMedial shift(+)\tFlexion(+x)\tLateral rotation(+y)\tMedial tilt(+z)' 
print '&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&' 
print "%5.2f" %mshift,"\t\t%5.2f" %alpha,"\t\t%10.2f" %beta,"\t%18.2f" %gamma 
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Appendix C  
 
Tekscan Analysis 
C.1  Background and usage 
A MATLAB script was developed to analyse Tekscan data to obtain contact area, peak and mean 
pressures on the lateral and medial facets of the PFJ. Tekscan raw data was recorded as movie files 
(.fxs), which was processed following the steps below and then analysed using the MATLAB script. 
The script was designed to analyse data sets obtained from the experiment, in which the knee was 
flexed from 0 to 90 degrees and the records were taken at 10 degrees interval; thus each data set 
contained 10 Tekscan files. 
Steps for analysing Tekscan data: 
1. In the IScan™ Pressure Measurement System: 
a. Load a Tekscan movie file (.fxs).  
b. Load the calibration and equilibration files (Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2.2) to apply 
to the raw movie file in order to obtain the real unit of the pressure 
measurements.  
c. Save the file as an ASCII file (.asm). 
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2. In the MATLAB shell 
a. Move the ASCII file(s) of the data set (10 files in this case) into the MATLAB 
current folder. 
b. Run the MATLAB script. 
c. Enter the distance between the pointer (Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2.4) and the 
patellar ridge in order to separate the medial and lateral facets. Enter a positive 
value for right knees and negative one for left knees. 
d. Enter the Tekscan row and column numbers of the pointer. 
MATLAB returned the results as an Excel file saved in the current directory. A list of output variables 
was shown in the script. Contact forces were read directly from the IScan™ system. 
 
  
(a) Raw Tekscan data (b) Processed Tekscan data 
Figure C.1: Examples of Tekscan data before (a) and after (b) loading the calibration and equilibration files. 
The processed data shows correct measurement units. 
 
C.2 The MATLAB script 
%Punyawan Lumpaopong;Robin Fox 
 %Filename:PamTekscan231111.m 
 %23.11.11 Version 1.0 
 %------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 %DESCRIPTION: 
 %  This script extracts results and data from Tekscan film records of  
patellofemoral 
 %   joint tests, having the following brief testing procedure. 
 %    1) A knee is set on the rig. Tekscan film is inserted into the joint cavity. 
 %    2) A pointer is imprinted on the film at about the middle of the patella to 
locate patellar position on the  
 %        Tekscan film. 
 %    3) Quadriceps muscles are loaded. The knee is flexed from 0 to 90 degrees at 
10 degree  
%          intervals.  
 %   Ten separate ".asm" files are recorded at each flexion angle and stored in the 
same folder. 
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 % 
 %INPUTS: 
 %    1) The distance between the pointer and the patellar ridge (measured). 
 %    2) Pointer row and column of each record (read from I-Scan(R)software). 
 %To exit, enter the number '000' to the Pointer row or column input. 
 % 
 %OUTPUTS: 
 %  ORDER OF DATA PRINTED IN .XLS FILE (25 items): 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    % 1) Angle 
    % 2) Pointer row 
    % 3) Pointer column 
    % 4) Ridge row 
    % 5) Ridge column 
    % 6) Contact area 
    % 7) Max stress 
    % 8) Max stress row 
    % 9) Max stress column 
    % 10) Max medial stress 
    % 11) Max medial stress row 
    % 12) Max medial stress column 
    % 13) Max lateral stress 
    % 14) Max lateral stress row 
    % 15) Max lateral stress column 
    % 16) Medial contact area 
    % 17) Lateral contact area 
    % 18) Medial-lateral distance of max medial stress from pointer 
    % 19) Medial-lateral distance of max medial stress from ridge 
    % 10) Proximal-distal distance of max medial stress 
    % 21) Medial-lateral distance of max lateral stress from pointer 
    % 22) Medial-lateral distance of max lateral stress from pointer 
    % 23) Proximal-distal distance of max lateral stress 
    % 24) Mean medial stress 
    % 25) Mean lateral stress 
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%INITIALISE WORKSPACE 
clear 
clc 
%PREALLOCATE MEMORY 
results=zeros(10,25);rawdata=cell(10,1);data=cell(10,1);modata=cell(10,1); 
%SET UP CONSTANTS 
angles=transpose(0:10:90); 
sensel_width=1.3; %mm 
sensel_area=1.69;%mm^2 area of one sensel     
%ACQUIRE DATA & INPUTS 
distance_pr=input('Distance between the pointer and the ridge (in mm)='); 
d=round(distance_pr/sensel_width); 
asmfnames=dir('*.asm');%acquire all .asm filenames 
for k=1:10;%0 to 90 degrees at 10 degrees increment 
    %% 1)ANGLE 
    %% 2)POINTER ROW 
    %% 3)POINTER COLUMN 
    %% 4)RIDGE ROW 
    %% 5)RIDGE COLUMN 
    rawdata{k,1}=importdata(asmfnames(k,1).name); 
    data=rawdata;%to keep raw data for checking 
    pointer_r=input(['Pointer row (',num2str(angles(k,1)),')=']); 
    if pointer_r==000;  
        return 
    end 
    if pointer_r>44 || pointer_r<1 
        disp('Invalid, must be [1:44], re-enter: '); 
        pointer_r=input(['Pointer row (',num2str(angles(k,1)),') = ']); 
    end 
    pointer_c=input(['Pointer column (',num2str(angles(k,1)),')=']); 
    if pointer_c==000;  
        return 
    end 
    if pointer_c>44 || pointer_c<1 
        disp('Invalid, must be [1:44], re-enter: '); 
        pointer_c=input(['Pointer column (',num2str(angles(k,1)),') = ']); 
    end 
    ridge_r=pointer_r; 
    ridge_c=pointer_c+d; 
    results(k,1)=angles(k,1);%store results 1-5 
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    results(k,2)=pointer_r; 
    results(k,3)=pointer_c; 
    results(k,4)=ridge_r; 
    results(k,5)=ridge_c; 
    %% 6)CONTACT AREA 
    % modify data 
    % 6.1)Set a specified area, outside of which all values should be zero, if 
    % not, they are set to zero 
    % Approximate area is between columns 10 and 40, and rows 13 and 33: 
    % i====ROWS, j====COLS for data.data(i,j) 
    for j=(1:10) % columns 1 to 10 
        data{k,1}.data(:,j)=0; 
    end 
    for j=(40:44) % columns 40 to END 
        data{k,1}.data(:,j)=0; 
    end 
    for i=(1:13) % rows 1 to 13 
        data{k,1}.data(i,:)=0; 
    end 
    for i=(33:44) % rows 33 to END 
        data{k,1}.data(i,:)=0; 
    end 
    % 6.2)Clean up values which are surrounded by zeroes 
    for i=(2:44-1) 
        for j=(2:44-1) 
            if data{k,1}.data(i+1,j)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i-1,j)==0 && 
data{k,1}.data(i,j+1)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i,j-1)==0 
                data{k,1}.data(i,j)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % 6.3)Clean up values that have '0's on three out of four sides 
    oldmean=mean(mean(data{k,1}.data)); %find mean of each data 
    newmean=1; %assign an arbitrary value to newmean 
    while newmean~=oldmean 
        oldmean=newmean; %re-define oldmean to keep going 
        for i=(2:44-1) 
            for j=(2:44-1) 
                if data{k,1}.data(i+1,j)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i-1,j)==0 && 
data{k,1}.data(i,j+1)==0 
                    data{k,1}.data(i,j)=0; 
                elseif data{k,1}.data(i+1,j)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i,j-1)==0 && 
data{k,1}.data(i,j+1)==0 
                    data{k,1}.data(i,j)=0; 
                elseif data{k,1}.data(i+1,j)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i-1,j)==0 && 
data{k,1}.data(i,j-1)==0 
                    data{k,1}.data(i,j)=0; 
                elseif data{k,1}.data(i-1,j)==0 && data{k,1}.data(i,j-1)==0 && 
data{k,1}.data(i,j+1)==0 
                    data{k,1}.data(i,j)=0; 
                end 
            end 
        end  
        newmean=mean(mean(data{k,1}.data));     
    end 
    % 6.4)store modified data to a new variable 
    modata{k,1}.data=data{k,1}.data; 
    % extract results 
    % nnz function finds number of non-zero cells in data 
    num_cells=nnz(data{k,1}.data); %equivalent to number of contact cells 
    contact_area=num_cells*sensel_area; 
    results(k,6)=contact_area; % store result 6 
    %% 7)MAX STRESS 
    %% 8)MAX STRESS ROW 
    %% 9)MAX STRESS COLUMN 
    [max_v max_ind]=max(data{k,1}.data(:)); 
    [r c]=ind2sub(size(data{k,1}.data), max_ind); 
        % Find out how much difference there is between max and surrounding cells... 
        % Surrounding values must be less than 10% difference 
    min_val_req=0.9*max_v; % the minimum value required to satisfy our conditions 
        % if any of the 8 surrounding cells have a value below threshold, do not 
        % average! 
    if data{k,1}.data(r+1,c)<min_val_req || data{k,1}.data(r,c+1)<min_val_req || 
data{k,1}.data(r+1,c+1)<min_val_req || ... 
            data{k,1}.data(r-1,c+1)<min_val_req || data{k,1}.data(r-1,c)<min_val_req 
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|| data{k,1}.data(r-1,c-1)<min_val_req ||... 
            data{k,1}.data(r,c-1)<min_val_req || data{k,1}.data(r+1,c-1)<min_val_req 
       max_actual=max_v;         
    else 
max_actual=(data{k,1}.data(r+1,c)+data{k,1}.data(r,c+1)+data{k,1}.data(r+1,c+1)+data
{k,1}.data(r-1,c+1)+data{k,1}.data(r-1,c)+data{k,1}.data(r-1,c-1)... 
            +data{k,1}.data(r,c-1)+data{k,1}.data(r+1,c-1)+max_v)/9; 
    end 
    results(k,7)=max_actual; % store results 7-9 
    results(k,8)=r;  
    results(k,9)=c;  
    %% 10)MAX MEDIAL STRESS 
    %% 11)MAX MEDIAL STRESS ROW 
    %% 12)MAX MEDIAL STRESS COLUMN 
    %% 13)MAX LATERAL STRESS 
    %% 14)MAX LATERAL STRESS ROW 
    %% 15)MAX LATERAL STRESS COLUMN 
    % separate medial and lateral data using ridge column 
    med_data=data{k,1}.data(:,(ridge_c+1:44)); 
    lat_data=data{k,1}.data(:,(1:ridge_c)); 
    % find maximum medial stress 
    [maxmed_v maxmed_i]=max(med_data(:)); 
    [r_med c_med]=ind2sub(size(med_data), maxmed_i); 
    % find acutal position in array 'data' since medial is the 'right' side 
    % of the array 
    rdata_med=r_med; %rows aren't shifted 
    cdata_med=c_med+ridge_c; %counted from the ridge 
    % find maximum lateral stress 
    [maxlat_v maxlat_i]=max(lat_data(:)); 
    [r_lat c_lat]=ind2sub(size(lat_data), maxlat_i); 
    %actual position in array 'data' does not change since lateral is 'left' 
    %side of array 
    rdata_lat=r_lat;  
    cdata_lat=c_lat;  
    results(k,10)=maxmed_v; % store results 10-15 
    results(k,11)=rdata_med;  
    results(k,12)=cdata_med;  
    results(k,13)=maxlat_v;  
    results(k,14)=rdata_lat;  
    results(k,15)=cdata_lat;  
    %% 16)MEDIAL CONTACT AREA 
    %% 17)LATERAL CONTACT AREA 
    %% 18)MEDIAL-LATERAL DISTANCE OF MAX MEDIAL STRESS FROM POINTER 
    %% 19)MEDIAL-LATERAL DISTANCE OF MAX MEDIAL STRESS FROM RIDGE 
    %% 20)PROXIMAL-DISTAL DISTANCE OF MAX MEDIAL STRESS 
    %% 21)MEDIAL-LATERAL DISTANCE OF MAX LATERAL STRESS FROM POINTER 
    %% 22)MEDIAL-LATERAL DISTANCE OF MAX LATERAL STRESS FROM RIDGE 
    %% 23)PROXIMAL-DISTAL DISTANCE OF MAX MEDIAL STRESS 
    %find medial and lateral contact areas 
    num_cells_med=nnz(med_data); % number of medial contact cells 
    num_cells_lat=nnz(lat_data); % number of lateral contact cells 
    med_area=sensel_area*num_cells_med; 
    lat_area=sensel_area*num_cells_lat; 
    results(k,16)=med_area; %store results 16-17 
    results(k,17)=lat_area;  
    %find distance to max medial and lateral stresses 
    mldist_lat_p=(cdata_lat-pointer_c-1)*sensel_width;%from pointer   
    mldist_lat_r=(cdata_lat-ridge_c-1)*sensel_width;%from ridge 
    mldist_med_p=(cdata_med-pointer_c-1)*sensel_width;  
    mldist_med_r=(cdata_med-ridge_c-1)*sensel_width;  
    pddist_lat=(r_lat-ridge_r-1)*sensel_width*(-1); 
    pddist_med=(r_med-ridge_r-1)*sensel_width*(-1); 
    results(k,18)=mldist_med_p; % store results 18-23 
    results(k,19)=mldist_med_r;  
    results(k,20)=pddist_med; 
    results(k,21)=mldist_lat_p;  
    results(k,22)=mldist_lat_r;  
    results(k,23)=pddist_lat; 
    %% 24)MEAN MEDIAL STRESS 
    %% 25)MEAN LATERAL STRESS 
    % group all non-zero elements in arrays to find mean 
    latnz=nonzeros(lat_data); 
    mednz=nonzeros(med_data); 
    % Find mean of previous arrays (latnz and mednz) and output 
    lat_mean_v=mean(latnz); 
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    med_mean_v=mean(mednz); 
    results(k,24)=med_mean_v; % store results 24-25 
    results(k,25)=lat_mean_v; 
end 
header={'1Angle' '2PRow' '3PCol' '4RRow' '5RCol' '6ContactArea' '7Max' '8MaxRow' ... 
    '9MaxCol' '10MaxMed' '11MaxMedR' '12MaxMedC' '13MaxLat' '14MaxLatR' '15MaxLatC' 
... 
    '16CAMed' '17CALat' '18MedML_P' '19MedML_R' '20MedPD' '21LatML_P' '22LatML_R' 
... 
    '23LatPD' '24MeanMed' '25MeanLat'}; 
     
xlswrite('Tekresults',header,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite('Tekresults',results,1,'A2'); 
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Appendix D  
 
Patellar Motion Analysis 
D.1 Introduction 
A MATLAB script was developed to analyse the motions of the patella and tibia relative to the femur 
and to illustrate the motions properly. The raw tracking data obtained from the Polaris Spectra® 
System were processed using the theory of rigid body motion to obtain 3D motions of the bones. The 
algorithm and script were verified and validated using a simple rigid body motion experiment before 
the script was fully developed to analyse PFJ kinematics.  
D.2 Algorithm development 
Before an algorithm was developed, it was very important to clarify the inputs and experimental 
design that the calculation had to be based on. These inputs were the data measured and their original 
format obtained from the motion tracking system. The format of the raw data obtained from various 
motion tracking systems usually varies by manufacturer. In this study, the Polaris Spectra® System 
was used to track the knee motion. Fundamentally, this system measures the three&dimensional 
position of trackers and other specific tools, such as a digitising probe, within a specific measurement 
volume. Figure D.1 shows the components of the system which are a position sensor, a system control 
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unit (SCU) and NDI ToolBox software (not shown). Data collected from an SCU channel are 
normally saved in a text file reporting the orientations of the trackers and position sensors in 
quaternions and 3D coordinates. An example of a text file obtained from the optical tracking system is 
shown in Figure D.2. Data obtained are: 
1. The orientation, in either the form of Euler angles, ¥, ¦, §, or quaternions,¨f, ¨k, ¨l, ¨e,  and  
2. The position, v, , , of trackers and tools.  
 
Figure D.1: Polaris Spectra® system (Source: www.ndigital.com ). 
 
 
Figure D.2: A text file storing a raw data set collected from the Polaris Spectra® system. 
 
D.2.1 Rigid body motion analysis 
A rigid body is defined as an assembly of particles that do not move relative to each other. In order to 
analyse the motion of a body on the global coordinate system, a local coordinate system of the body, 
so&called “body&fixed coordinate system” or “body&fixed frame”, must be defined. The position of a 
body in the global&fixed frame can be determined once the body&fixed frame and the position of the 
body in the body&fixed frame are known. The coordinate transformation between the local and global 
 
Position sensor System  
control unit 
Optical tracker 
−; 
−< 
= 
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coordinate frames is normally the combination of rotational transformation about the centre of mass 
and the translational transformation (Figure D.3). The coordinate transformation equation can be 
expressed as: 
 
©%ª%«%¬­-
® B ©rkk rkl rkerlk rll rlerek rel ree­-
® ©%ª%«%¬­-
- + ¯zªz«z¬°-
®
 
 
or , 4- B® - C 4-- + |-®®  
Eq. D.1 
 
  
  
 
Figure D.3:  Representation of rigid body motion analysis. 
 
where, 4-®  and 4-- are respectively the global and local coordinates of a point on the body. -®  
and |-®  are the rotation and translation matrices from the body&fixed to global&fixed frame. The 
translation matrix is simply the displacement between the origins of the two reference frames. It is 
also possible to combine the rotation and translation matrices into a 4&by&4 matrix called the 
homogeneous transformation matrix, . 
 - B® ±rkk rkl rke zªrlk rll rle z«rek rel ree z¬0 0 0 1 ² B  ³
-® |-®0 1 ´  Eq. D.2  
  
Thus, the coordinate transformation equation can be written as: 
4- B® - 4--®  Eq. D.3 
µ 
® 
®  
v® 
? - 
- 
v- 
H- -
®  
|® - 
4® - 
4- - 
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To transform the global coordinate to the local coordinate, -k®  is required. However, the inverse of 
the homogeneous transformation matrix cannot be calculated by simply using regular 4&by&4 matrix 
inversion. This is because the matrix is non&orthogonal; its inverse is not equal to its transpose. The 
inverse of a homogeneous transformation matrix has to be calculated from the following equations. 
-k® B ³ -® |-®0 1 ´k 
 
B ³ -® − -® |-®0 1 ´ 
Eq. D.4 
 
  
A quick inverse homogeneous transformation can also be operated by multiplying the inverse 
translation and rotation matrices, which are decomposed from a homogeneous transformation matrix.  
 B ±rkk rkl rke zªrlk rll rle z«rek rel ree z¬0 0 0 1 ² 
 
B ±1 0 0 zª0 1 0 z«0 0 1 z¬0 0 0 1 ² ±
rkk rkl rke 0rlk rll rle 0rek rel ree 00 0 0 1² B ¶ 
 k B ·¶¸k Bk¶k B ¶k 
Eq. D.5 
 
  
In the case where several displacements occur in succession or more than two coordinate systems are 
involved, compound homogeneous transformation can be applied. For example, for three successive 
reference frames, c, ? andd, the transformation matrix to transform d to c can be written as: 
¹ 8 B ¹ - - 8 
 
Eq. D.6 
 
D.2.2 Algorithm design 
In order to determine a rigid body motion using the Polaris Spectra® system, a simplified simulation 
was designed. Figure D.4 shows a rigid body having one tracker attached and three non&collinear 
points marked on it. The three points were digitised once at the initial position. The coordinate system 
of the position sensor was taken as the global&fixed frame. The position of the body was analysed 
once the tracker&fixed frame and body&fixed frame were defined and the constant local coordinates of 
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the points, º 4- -» ,were known. As the body was moved, the new position and orientation of the 
tracker were recorded. With the constant transformation between the body&fixed and tracker&fixed 
frames located on the same body, the new position and orientation of the body were determined. 
Then, the motions of the body relative to its initial position were also calculated. The algorithm to 
analyse motion of a body from the optical tracking data is summarised in Figure D.5. The algorithm 
included a 3D graphic plot showing the tracker coordinate system and the points of the rigid body for 
the whole range of motion. Moreover, six 2D graphs showing translational and rotational motion were 
plotted in different windows. These graphs allowed users to check the results instantly.  
 
Figure D.4: Representation of the transformation between the three reference frames:  
body&, tracker& and global&fixed frame. 
 
To define the body&fixed frame, the three marking points were used. Firstly, the midpoint +H¼. 
betweenHkandHlwas calculated and chosen to be the origin of the body&fixed frame. Two position 
vectors, +4k. and+4l., were defined. Then the body&fixed frame was defined by a series of cross&
products as follows: 
<- B 4k B Hl − H¼ 
 4l B He − H¼ 
 =- B %k K %l 
Eq. D.7 
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 ;- B 4k K +4k K 4l. B <- K =- 
  
Dividing each of the vectors <-, =- and ;- by its own magnitude, the coordinate systems of the body 
and the tracker relative to global&fixed frame were represented in the form of the rotation 
matrix+ -® . or the direction cosine matrix (DCM). Taking the position of the origin to define the 
translation matrix  |® - , the body&fixed frame can be defined as: 
- B®  ³ -® |-®0 1 ´ Eq. D.8  
  
For the trackers, the raw data obtained from the optical tracker were actually the orientations and 
locations of the trackers. All trackers used in this study were wired, active trackers, which have a set 
of infrared&emitting diodes, activated by an electrical signal, incorporated into them. When tracking 
motion, it is important that at least three of the tracker’s diodes are exposed to the position sensor and 
not being obstructed by anything throughout the desired range of motion of the experiment. This 
enables the detection of the coordinate system of the tracker or the tracker&fixed frame. The 
translation matrix of the tracker relative to the global&fixed frame |® , was defined directly from 
reading the global coordinates, v,  and . The rotation matrix, conversely, could not have been 
defined directly because the orientation was collected in quaternions, ¨ B ·¨f ¨k ¨l ¨e¸; thus a 
valid conversion as follows was required.  
® B ¯1 − 2¨ll − 2¨el 2¨k¨l − 2¨f¨e 2¨k¨e + 2¨f¨l2¨k¨l + 2¨f¨e 1 − 2¨kl − 2¨el 2¨l¨e − 2¨f¨k2¨k¨e − 2¨f¨l 2¨l¨e + 2¨f¨k 1 − 2¨kl − 2¨ll° 
Eq. D.9 
 
  
Moreover, the matrix obtained represented a rotation from the global&fixed frame to the tracker&fixed 
frame, ® ,  not the other way round½ ® ¾. Therefore, the rotation and translation matrices of the 
tracker could not have combined directly. The rotation component of the transformation matrix had to 
be generated from the inverse, or the transpose, of the rotation matrix obtained from the conversion:  
 B®  ³ ®k |®0 1 ´ or ³ ® |®0 1 ´ Eq. D.10  
  
Once the transformation matrices, from the body&fixed and tracker&fixed frames to the global&fixed 
frame, were known, it was then possible to determine the constant transformation between the two 
frames on the body using the equation: 
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º  -» B k® ® - Eq. D.11  
  
The global position, 4® -, of the body was determined once the transformation matrix, from the body&
fixed frame to the global&fixed frame, ® -, at the position, was known. The transformation matrix 
was calculated from the tracking data and the constant transformation matrix between the body and 
tracker is as shown: 
® - B k® º  -» Eq. D.12  
  
Then, the global position of the body, 4® -, was calculated from:  
4® - B ® -º 4- -» Eq. D.13  
  
In order to determine translational and rotational motions of the body at a positiont, relative to the 
initial position of the body itself, the transformation matrix º 2 - »¿at the position first had to be 
calculated from the equation: 
º 2 - »¿ B -k® º ® À»¿ Eq. D.14  
  
The relative translational motions in the v,  and directions were acquired directly from the 
translational component of the transformation matrix. The relative rotational motions, however, 
required another step of calculation. The rotation angles, or Euler angles, ¥, ¦ and§, which were 
rotation angles around the v,  and axes respectively, were determined by equating each element in 
the rotational component of º 2 - »¿ at each positiont, with the corresponding element in the 
generalised rotation matrix. Given a sequence of rotations around v,  and successively, the 
rotation matrix can be represented as:  
-® B ©cos¦ cos § sDE ¥ sDE ¦ cos § − cos ¥ sDE § cos ¥ sDE ¦ cos § + sDE ¥ sDE §cos ¦ sDE § sDE ¥ sDE ¦ sDE § + cos ¥ cos § cos ¥ sDE ¦ sDE § − sDE ¥ cos §− sDE¦ sDE ¥ cos ¦ cos¥ cos¦ ­ Eq. D.15  
  
Euler angles were determined as: 
¦ B −sDEk+rek. 
¥ B taEk FrelreeG 
Eq. D.16 
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§ B taEk FrlkrkkG 
  
In summary, the algorithm to analyse the motion of a rigid body is show in Figure D.5. A MATLAB 
script was written on the basis that the raw data would be taken and reformatted into the designed 
formats of input variables as specified in the script. The algorithm developed was applied. The by&
product variables at each step of the algorithm and the position and motion results will be stored in 
cell arrays for ease of checking and exporting data to other software packages. The 3D and 2D plots 
were generated automatically in separate windows. 
 
 
Figure D.5: Flow chart of the algorithm for analysing motion of a body. 
 
º ® -»f 
Define body&fixed frame (B) relative 
to global&fixed frame (G) 
º 4® -»¿ B º ® -»¿ C º 4- -» 
Calculate postition vectors of the 3 
points on the body 
2D Plot: Motions of the body (6 separate graphs) 
3D Plot: Tracker&fixed frame motion and the body positions at all flexion angle 
º 4- -» B º ® -»fkº 4® -»¿Á 
Define position vectors of the tree 
points relative to body&fixed frame 
 Take raw tracking data  ·¨f¨k¨l¨ev¸¿  
for t = 0°,.., 90° 
Transform tracking data to tracker&
fixed frame (T) relative to global&
fixed frame  º ® »¿  
º -Â -»¿ B º ® -»fkº ® -»¿ Calculate motion of the body relative to its initial position: 
3 translations: v, , , 
3 rotations: ¥, ¦, § 
º  -» B º ® »fkº ® -»f 
Calculate the constant transformation 
matrix from body&fixed frame to 
tracker&fixed frame 
º ® -»¿ B º ® »¿ º  -» 
Calculate transformation matrices 
from body&fixed frame to global&
fixed frame 
º 4® -»¿Á 
Take position vectors of the three 
digitised point on a body 
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D.2.3 The MATLAB script 
%Punyawan Lumpaopong 
%Filename: rbtrack.m  
%Version: 1.0  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%%DESCRIPTION: 
%  This script calculates motion of a body in 6DOFs from the body tracking 
%  data (POLARIS system - Northern Digital Inc., Canada). The body is 
%  rotated around a point from 0 to 45 degrees at 5 degress increment. 
%%INPUT: 
% 1)Matrix 'BTracker' 
% 2)Matrix 'BLandmark' 
% Note: 1)'BTracker' is a 10-by-8 matrix. The ten rows contain tracking data 
%      of 10 positions. The eight columns are the following tracking  
%      parameters:|angle(given manually)|q0|q1|q2|q3|x|y|z|.  
%      2)'BLandmark' is 3-by-3 matrix. The three columns contain coordinate 
%      x,y and z of the three points. 
%%OUTPUT: 
% 1)Matrix 'BMotion'showing 6DOF motion of the body relative to a global  
%   reference frame. The matrix is 10-by-6, where the 6 columns shows  
%   translational and rotational motions |x|y|z|alpha|beta|gamma|, 
%   respectively: 
% 2)Figure 1: 3D motion plot: motion of the tracker-fixed and body-fixed frames 
% 3)Figure 2-7: 2D motion plots: translational and rotational motions. 
%%Required functions: 
% 1)invhtm() %find inverse of homogeneous matrix 
% 2)cangle() %extract Euler angles from the transformation matrix 
%USAGE: 
% 1)Load variables BTracker and BLandmark 
% 2)Run the script 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%INITIALISING 
clc 
%%%%%%%%%%1)DEFINE BODY-FIXED FRAME RELATIVE TO GLOBAL-FIXED FRAME%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
p4B=0.5*(BLandmark(:,2)+BLandmark(:,1)); 
r1=BLandmark(:,2)-p4B; 
rxB=r1; 
r2=BLandmark(:,3)-p4B; 
ryB=cross(r1,r2); 
rzB=cross(rxB,ryB); 
%Transformation matrix to global coordinate 
TBG_0=[rxB/norm(rxB) ryB/norm(ryB) rzB/norm(rzB) p4B;0 0 0 1]; 
invTBG_0=invhtm(TBG_0); 
%TTaG is not constant but varies for different positions  
%Determine initial global coordinates of the points 
rBG_in=[BLandmark transpose(BTracker(1:1,6:8));1 1 1 1]; 
%Determine initial local coordinates of the points (constant) 
rBB_c=invTBG_0*rBG_in; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%2)CALCULATE THE MOTION OF THE BODY%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TTG=cell(10:1);TBG=cell(10:1);rBG=cell(10:1); 
TBB0=cell(10:1);BMotion=cell(10:1); 
for i=1:1:10, 
    angle=BTracker(i,1); 
    %Define tracker-fixed frame relative to global-fixed frame 
    %Transformation matrix(T) from tracker-fixed to global-fixed frame 
    TG_T=transpose(BTracker(i:i,6:8));%Translation compartment 
    TG_R=transpose(quat2dcm(BTracker(i:i,2:5)));%Rotation compartment 
    TG=[TG_R TG_T;0 0 0 1];%Homogeneous transformation matrix 
    TTG{i,1}=TG;%Store T of each position 
     
    %Plot to see how the coordinate system of the tracker moves 
    Lenght = 10; 
    figure(1); 
    for j=1:1:3, 
        xaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4),... 
            TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
        yaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4),... 
            TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
        zaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4),... 
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            TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
    end 
     
    %Calculate constant transformation from the tracker-fixed to body-fixed 
    %frame 
    invTTG_0=invhtm(TTG{1,1}); 
    TBT_c=invTTG_0*TBG_0; 
     
    %Calculate TBG_(angle)of each position  
    TBG{i,1}=TTG{i,1}*TBT_c; 
       
    %Calculate global position vectors of the points on the body at each  
    %position 
    rBG{i,1}=TBG{i,1}*rBB_c; 
    %Calculate relative motion to initial position of the body  
    TBB0{i,1}=invTBG_0*TBG{i,1}; 
    BMotion{i,1}=[transpose(TBB0{i,1}(1:3,4)) ncangle(TBB0{i,1})]; 
         
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%3) 2D AND 3D MOTION PLOTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%3D Plot: globoal position vectors of each position to figure(1)) 
figure(1) 
for b=1:10, 
    plot3(rBG{b,1}(1,1:4),rBG{b,1}(2,1:4),rBG{b,1}(3,1:4),'-+m'); hold on 
end 
title('Rigid body motion') 
xlabel('x-axis') 
ylabel('y-axis') 
zlabel('z-axis') 
grid on;axis equal; 
     
%2D Plot: 6 motions of the body 
x=zeros(1,10);%Vector to store angle values 
tname={'Translation-X','Translation-Y','Translation-Z',... 
    'Rotation-X','Rotation-Y','Rotation-Z'}; 
yname={'Translation-X (mm)','Translation-Y (mm)','Translation-Z (mm)',... 
    'Alpha (deg)','Beta (deg)','Gamma (deg)'}; 
xname='Position(deg)'; 
  
for f=1:6,%Figure loop starts at Figure2 
    y=zeros(1,10); 
    for k=1:10,%data loop  
        x(k)=BTracker(k,1); 
        figure(f+1); 
        %if f<=6 
        y(k)=BMotion{k,1}(1,f); 
        plot(x,y,'-+m') 
    end 
    title(tname(f)) 
    xlabel(xname) 
    ylabel(yname(f)) 
end 
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D.3 Verification and validation 
The algorithm and MATLAB script developed in the previous section were verified and validated. 
The verification and validation processes involved checking the correctness and reliability of the 
algorithm to calculate:  
1. The new positions of the body from its tracking data and 
2. The body motions relative to any desired position or reference frame. At this stage, the 
motions were calculated relative to the initial position of the body for ease of validation. The 
overview of the verification process is shown in Figure D.6.  
 
 
Figure D.6: Verification and validation process. 
 
A simple experiment was set up. This experiment used the Polaris Spectra® system to track the 
motion of a wooden knee comprised of two simple rectangular wooden blocks, named B1 and B2. 
The blocks were connected to each other by a door hinge allowing the knee to be positioned at various 
flexion angles. The experiment was designed to track only the motion of B1. Therefore, three non&
collinear points were dimple marked on one end of B1, close to the hinge; an active optical tracker 
was attached to the other end (Figure D.7).  
The experiment started at 0° of flexion, at which B1 and B2 were aligned. The coordinates of the 
three points were digitised using a digitising probe as shown in Figure D.7. The tracking data at this 
position was collected. By setting up the experiment this way, the two coordinate reference frames 
were as illustrated in Figure D.8. A goniometer was used to measure the flexion angle. The wooden 
knee was then flexed from 0° to 90° of flexion. The tracking data were recorded at 10° increments. 
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Sets of coordinates for the points at each position were also digitised, in order to compare the position 
data with those calculated using MATLAB. It was noted that flexing the wooden knee was done 
carefully on the basis that the free end of B1, onto which the tracker was attached, performed as a 
pivot point. The position of this point was assured to remain unchanged (Figure D.9).  
To verify the algorithm for analysing the motion of B1 relative to its initial position, the motions at 
each position were simply calculated by a basic rotation matrix derived for a planar rotation around a 
fixed point (axis of B1 rotation), where the angle of rotation and the distance between the fixed point 
and a point in the plane were known. In this experiment, a planar rotation was assumed since B1 was 
designed to only rotate around one of its ends as previously described. The length of B1 was 
measured. 
 
 
Figure D.7: Wooden knee and the experimental set up. 
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Figure D.8: Definition of the body and tracker reference frames. 
 
 
Figure D.9: Wooden knee at 60° of flexion. 
 
D.3.1 Results and discussion 
According to the algorithm, two expected results, the coordinates of the three points and the 
translational and rotational motions of B1 at each flexion angle, were returned from the script as 
independent variables saved in cell arrays. All sign notation agreed with the sign convention and the 
direction of motions. The calculated v, and  coordinates at all positions were compared with the 
digitised data obtained from the experiment (Figure D.10). Percentage errors between each coordinate 
set of the two data were in the range of 0.01 to 1.93 as shown in Table D.1. 
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At the end of the analysis, MATLAB has also generated a 3D plot and six 2D plots in new windows. 
Figure D.11 presents the 3D plot and some of the 2D plots. 
 
(a) Planar rotation (b) Planar translations 
Figure D.10: Comparison between MATLAB and analytical (calculated) results: (a) planar rotation α or R&X 
(Rotation about the X&axis) and (b) translation along the Y& and Z&axes (T&Y and T&Z). 
 
 
Table D.1: Percentage errors between the MATLAB and experimental results. 
Flexion  
Angle 
 Point 1  Point 2  Point 3 
 x y z x y z x y z 
0  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00 
10  0.02 1.85 0.01  0.45 1.40 0.01  0.24 2.04 0.02 
20  0.08 1.91 0.02  0.44 2.05 0.02  0.36 1.80 0.02 
30  0.11 3.61 0.01  0.36 0.29 0.01  0.35 0.36 0.03 
40  0.25 3.31 0.01  0.67 2.25 0.01  0.45 2.30 0.01 
50  0.30 0.15 0.03  0.89 2.79 0.01  0.53 1.21 0.02 
60  0.42 1.31 0.05  0.59 1.82 0.05  0.72 1.32 0.01 
70  0.05 1.91 0.03  0.23 2.66 0.02  0.24 4.43 0.01 
80  0.29 1.32 0.03  0.43 3.66 0.03  0.20 3.79 0.02 
90  0.56 1.82 0.04  0.84 1.15 0.04  0.35 2.09 0.01 
Average  0.21 1.72 0.02  0.49 1.81 0.02  0.35 1.93 0.01 
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Figure D.11: Examples of 2D and 3D motion plots generate in the algorithm. In the 3D plot, the tracker&fixed 
frame (blue marks) and the tree digitised points (purple marks) are shown. 
 
D.4 Patellofemoral joint kinematics 
The verified and validated algorithm and MATLAB script were further developed to analyse PFJ 
kinematics, where three bones move in relation to one another in the same space. It was possible to 
choose a reference frame to which the motions of other bodies will be related. In this case, the patellar 
and tibial motions were calculated in relation to the reference frame of the femur.  
D.4.1 Usage 
The proper formats of the data and correct filenames were required in order to run the script. Data 
preparation was clearly explained in the script. The outputs, 3D motions of the patella and tibia, were 
returned as MATLAB variables saved in the current folder.  
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D.4.2 The MATLAB script 
%Punyawan Lumpaopong 
%Filename: PTIntermotion1.m 
%Version 1.0 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% 
%DESCRIPTION: 
%   This script calculates patellofemoral joint motion from optical tracking data 
(3D position:X,Y,Z, %and orientation data:q0,q1,q2,q3-quaternion format) obtained 
from cadaveric knee motion study. %The data are measured using optical tracking 
system (The Polaris(R),Northern Digital Inc).  
%   The script only applies to cadaveric knee motion study which: 
%   1) uses 'RIGHT KNEE', 
%   2) the femur is fixed, and 
%   3) tracking data is collected intermittently from 0 to 90 degrees at 10  
%   degrees increment (data are saved in 10 separate folders). 
% 
%OUTPUTS: 
%   Three output varibles will be saved in current Matlab folder. 
%   1) Presults.mat 
%   2) Tresults.mat 
%   3) colname.mat 
%   Variable Presults.mat and Tresults.mat are 10-by-6 matrix (10 positions 
%and 6DOF motions). The motions of the patella and tibia are RELATIVE TO THE FEMUR! 
%   File colname.mat shows column headers coresponded to columns in 
%Presults.mat and Tresults.mat. 
%   
%COLLECTING OPTICAL TRACKING DATA: 
%   Three optical trackers are attached to the femur, patella and tibia. 
%At initial postion, normally at full extension (0 degrees), three anatomical  
%landmarks of each bone are digitised using digitising probe and tracking  
%data at this position are collected.  
%   Recommended anatomical landmarks:  
%   1) Femur: 1)Lateral epicondyle  
%                    2)Medial epicondyle  
%                    3)Proximal end of femoral intermedullary rod 
%   2) Patella: 1)Lateral border 
%                     2) Medial border 
%                     3) distal border 
%   3) Tibia:   1)Lateral condyle 
%                    2)Medial condyle 
%                    3)Distal end of tibial intermedullary rod 
%   When the tibia is flexed to next positions, only tracking data are collected. 
%  
%DATA PREPARATION: 
%   To analyse kinematic data using this script, raw data from above 
%requires rearrangement into the following files and folder: 
%   1)Anatomical landmark files 
%     Rearrange raw data into 9 text files (.txt) for 9 anatomical landmarks  
%     and name them (case sensitive) as follow: 
%      1)Femur: AF1Lateral.txt,AF2Medial.txt,AF3End.txt 
%      2)Patella: AP1Lateral.txt,AP2Medial.txt,AP3End.txt 
%      3)Tibia: AT1Lateral.txt,AT2Medial.txt,AT3End.txt 
%     When copying data to each file, simply take all 9 columns of related data 
%     and delete all headers. 
%   2)Tracking data files 
%     Duplicate the files and simply rename the new files as the following example: 
%     Examples: F0.txt is the data of the femur at 0 degrees. 
%               P40.txt is the data of the patella at 40 degrees. 
%               T90.txt is the data of the tibia at 90 degrees. 
%   3)Create a new folder (any name). Move all files created above to the 
%     folder.  
%   4)Save the patellar tracking data at 0 degrees flexion or now P0.txt 
%     as "int_PTracker.txt". The file name refers to the initial tracker 
%     position of the "intact" knee. 
%   **When analysing different experiment of the same knee while no new anatomical 
landmark  
%   positions are not measured, instead of doing 3),user must copy the file 
"int_PTracker.txt" of the  
%   intact knee to the new created folder. This will allow recalculation of the new 
anatomical 
%   landmark position.  
% 
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%SCRIPT USAGE: 
% 1)Point "Matlab Current Folder" to the folder created above. 
% 2)Run the script! 
% 
%CUSTOM FUNTIONS REQUIRED: 
% 1)invhtm() %inverse of homogeneous matrix 
% 2)cangle() %extracting cardan angle from transformation matrix 
% 
%TO COMPARE RESULTS ACROSS KNEES or DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS OF A KNEE: 
%  Another m-file "PFJgraphs.m" has been developed to do the job. 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Initialisation 
clear 
clc 
%11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
%                        IMPORTING KINEMATIC DATA 
%11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
%import all anatomical landmark files from current folder 
%import patellar and tibial tracker files from current folder 
lmfiles=dir('A*.txt'); 
ffiles=dir('F*.txt'); 
pfiles=dir('P*.txt'); 
tfiles=dir('T*.txt'); 
int_PTracker=importdata('int_PTracker.txt'); 
alandmarks=cell(1,9); %preallocate cell array 
ftrack=cell(1,10);ptrack=cell(1,10);ttrack=cell(1,10); 
for i=1:9,%landmark loop 
    alandmarks{1,i}=importdata(lmfiles(i,1).name); %data stored in cell array 
end 
for i=1:10,%tracker position loop 
    ftrack{1,i}=importdata(ffiles(i,1).name); 
    ptrack{1,i}=importdata(pfiles(i,1).name); 
    ttrack{1,i}=importdata(tfiles(i,1).name); 
end 
%calculate average values of anatomical points and store data in cell array 
%'F','P' and 'T' 
F=cell(1,3);P=cell(1,3);T=cell(1,3); 
for j=1:9,%landmark loop 
    if j<=3%for the femur 
        F{1,j}=mean(alandmarks{1,j}(:,2:8)); 
    elseif j>3 && j<7%for the paltella 
        P{1,j-3}=mean(alandmarks{1,j}(:,2:8)); 
    elseif j>=7%for the tibia 
        T{1,j-6}=mean(alandmarks{1,j}(:,2:8)); 
    end 
end 
%calculating average values of tracking data  
PT=cell(1,10);TT=cell(1,10); 
for k=1:10, 
    PT{1,k}=mean(ptrack{1,k}.data(:,2:8)); 
    TT{1,k}=mean(ttrack{1,k}.data(:,2:8)); 
end 
%store the average values in matrices: 'FLandmarks','PLandmarks', 
%'TLandmarks','PTracker'and 'TTracker. 
FLandmarks=transpose([F{1,1}(1,5:7);F{1,2}(1,5:7);F{1,3}(1,5:7)]); 
PLandmarks=transpose([P{1,1}(1,5:7);P{1,2}(1,5:7);P{1,3}(1,5:7)]); 
TLandmarks=transpose([T{1,1}(1,5:7);T{1,2}(1,5:7);T{1,3}(1,5:7)]); 
Flexion=[0:10:90]; 
PTracker=zeros(10:8);%preallocate matrix 
TTracker=zeros(10:8); 
for m=1:10, 
    PTracker(m,:)=[Flexion(1,m) PT{1,m}(1,1:7)]; 
    TTracker(m,:)=[Flexion(1,m) TT{1,m}(1,1:7)]; 
end 
  
%22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
%                   GENERATE LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM 
%                   FOR THE FEMUR, PATELLA AND TIBIA 
%22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
%   o-origin = midpoint between medial and lateral anatomical landmarks    
%   x-axis   = midpoint-lateral  
%   y-axis   = midpoint-posterior 
%   z-axis   = midpoint-distal 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%%%THE FEMUR%%%: 
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%femoral body fixed axes based on anatomical axes (non-orthogonal axes). 
p4F=0.5*(FLandmarks(:,2)+FLandmarks(:,1));%calculate midpoint or o-origin. 
rxF=FLandmarks(:,1)-p4F;%calculate x-axis vector 
rzF=p4F-FLandmarks(:,3);%calculate z-axis vector 
ryF=cross(rzF,rxF);%calculate y-axis vector 
%calculate transformation matrix to global coordinate 
TFaG_c=[rxF/norm(rxF) ryF/norm(ryF) rzF/norm(rzF) p4F;0 0 0 1]; 
invTFaG_c=invhtm(TFaG_c); 
%TFaG is constant (_c) because the femur is fixed.  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%%%THE TIBIA%%%: 
%tibial body fixed axes based on anatomical axes (non-orthogonal axes). 
p4T=0.5*(TLandmarks(:,2)+TLandmarks(:,1)); 
rxT=TLandmarks(:,1)-p4T; 
rzT=TLandmarks(:,3)-p4T; 
ryT=cross(rzT,rxT); 
%calculate transformation matrix to global coordinate 
TTaG_0=[rxT/norm(rxT) ryT/norm(ryT) rzT/norm(rzT) p4T;0 0 0 1]; 
invTTaG_0=invhtm(TTaG_0); 
%TTaG is not constant but varies at different knee flexion angles 
%calcualte global coordinates of 3 anatomical points 
rTaG_in=[TLandmarks transpose(TTracker(1:1,6:8));1 1 1 1]; 
%calculate local coordinates of 3 anatomical points (constant) 
rTaTa_c=invTTaG_0*rTaG_in; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%%%THE PATELLA%%%: 
%patellar body fixed axes based on anatomical landmarks (orthogonal axes) 
p4P=0.5*(PLandmarks(:,2)+PLandmarks(:,1)); 
rxP=PLandmarks(:,1)-p4P; 
ryP=cross(PLandmarks(:,3)-p4P,PLandmarks(:,1)-p4P); 
rzP=cross(rxP,ryP); 
%Transformation matrix to global coordinate 
TPaG_0=[rxP/norm(rxP) ryP/norm(ryP) rzP/norm(rzP) p4P;0 0 0 1]; 
invTPaG_0=invhtm(TPaG_0); 
%TPaG is not constant but varies at different knee flexion angles  
%global coordinates of 3 anatomical points 
rPaG_in=[PLandmarks transpose(int_PTracker.data(1,6:8));1 1 1 1]; 
%local coordinates of 3 anatomical points (constant) 
rPaPa_c=invTPaG_0*rPaG_in; 
%determine new patellar anatomical landmarks from tracking data of current 
%kinematic data set 
TPG_0=[transpose(quat2dcm(int_PTracker.data(1:1,2:5))) 
transpose(int_PTracker.data(1:1,6:8));0 0 0 1]; 
invTPG_0=invhtm(TPG_0); 
TPaP_c=invTPG_0*TPaG_0; 
TPG_0n=[transpose(quat2dcm(PTracker(1:1,2:5))) transpose(PTracker(1:1,6:8));0 0 0 
1]; 
TPaG_0n=TPG_0n*TPaP_c; 
rPaG_0n=TPaG_0n*rPaPa_c; 
rPaG_inn=rPaG_0n; 
  
%33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
%              CALCULATE TIBIAL MOTIONS FROM TRACKING DATA 
%33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
for i=1:1:10, 
    angle=TTracker(i,1); 
    %calculate transformation matrices from tibial tracker frame to global 
    %frame 
    TG_R=transpose(quat2dcm(TTracker(i:i,2:5)));%initial rotation matrix calculated 
from raw quaternion 
    TG_T=transpose(TTracker(i:i,6:8));%initial displacement from the origin of 
global coordinate system to local coordinate system. 
    TG=[TG_R TG_T;0 0 0 1];%homogeneous transformation matrix 
    eval(['TTG_' num2str(angle) '=TG;']);%store homogeneous transformation matrix 
for each angle 
     
    %plot to see how the coordinate system of the tracker moves 
    Lenght = 50; 
    figure(1); 
    for j=1:1:3, 
        xaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4), 
TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
        yaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4), 
TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
        zaxis=plot3([TG(1,4), TG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[TG(2,4), 
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TG(2,4)+Lenght*TG(2,j)], [TG(3,4), TG(3,4)+Lenght*TG(3,j)]); hold on 
    end 
         
    %calculate constant transformation from tibial anatomical axis (Ta) to tibia 
tracker (T) 
    invTTG_0=invhtm(TTG_0); 
    TTaT_c=invTTG_0*TTaG_0; 
     
    %calculate TTaG_(angle)  
    eval(['TTaG_' num2str(angle) '=TTG_' num2str(angle) '*TTaT_c;']); 
    eval(['TTaFa_' num2str(angle) '=invTFaG_c*TTaG_' num2str(angle) ';']); 
     
    %calculate relative motions the tibia to the femur  
    eval(['Tmotions_' num2str(angle) '=[transpose(TTaFa_' num2str(angle) '(1:3,4)) 
ncangle(TTaFa_' num2str(angle) ')];']); 
  
    %to move bone: calculate position vectors of 3 points on the bone for 
    %each flexion angle 
    eval(['rTaG_' num2str(angle) '=TTaG_' num2str(angle) '*rTaTa_c;']) 
     
end 
     
%44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
%               CALCULATE PATELLAR MOTIONS FROM TRACKING DATA 
%44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
for i=1:1:10, 
    angle=TTracker(i,1); 
    %calculate transformation matrix from patellar tracker frame to global 
    %frame 
    PG_R=transpose(quat2dcm(PTracker(i:i,2:5))); 
    PG_T=transpose(PTracker(i:i,6:8)); 
    PG=[PG_R PG_T;0 0 0 1]; 
    eval(['TPG_' num2str(angle) '=PG;']); 
     
    %plot to see how the coordinate system of the tracker moves 
    Lenght = 50; 
    figure(1); 
    for j=1:1:3, 
        xaxis=plot3([PG(1,4), PG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[PG(2,4), 
PG(2,4)+Lenght*PG(2,j)], [PG(3,4), PG(3,4)+Lenght*PG(3,j)]); hold on 
        yaxis=plot3([PG(1,4), PG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[PG(2,4), 
PG(2,4)+Lenght*PG(2,j)], [PG(3,4), PG(3,4)+Lenght*PG(3,j)]); hold on 
        zaxis=plot3([PG(1,4), PG(1,4)+Lenght*TG(1,j)],[PG(2,4), 
PG(2,4)+Lenght*PG(2,j)], [PG(3,4), PG(3,4)+Lenght*PG(3,j)]); hold on 
    end 
         
    %calculate constant transformation from patellar anatomical axes (Pa) to 
patellar tracker (P) 
    invTPG_0n=invhtm(TPG_0n); 
    TPaP_c=invTPG_0n*TPaG_0n; 
     
    %calculate TTaG_(angle)  
    eval(['TPaG_' num2str(angle) '=TPG_' num2str(angle) '*TPaP_c;']); 
    eval(['TPaFa_' num2str(angle) '=invTFaG_c*TPaG_' num2str(angle) ';']); 
     
    %calculate joint angle from function cangle() 
    eval(['Pmotions_' num2str(angle) '=[transpose(TPaFa_' num2str(angle) '(1:3,4)) 
ncangle(TPaFa_' num2str(angle) ')];']); 
     
    %to move bone: calculate position vectors of 3 points on the bone for 
    %each flexion angle 
    eval(['rPaG_' num2str(angle) '=TPaG_' num2str(angle) '*rPaPa_c;']) 
     
end 
  
%store results in matrices 'Presults' and 'Tresults' 
Presults=[Pmotions_0;Pmotions_10;Pmotions_20;Pmotions_30;Pmotions_40;Pmotions_50;Pmo
tions_60;Pmotions_70;Pmotions_80;Pmotions_90]; 
Tresults=[Tmotions_0;Tmotions_10;Tmotions_20;Tmotions_30;Tmotions_40;Tmotions_50;Tmo
tions_60;Tmotions_70;Tmotions_80;Tmotions_90]; 
  
%55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
%                     PLOT PATELLAR AND TIBIAL MOTIONS  
%                           IN 2D AND 3D GRAPHS 
%55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 
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%store parameters in cell array for plotting 
rTaG={rTaG_0,rTaG_10,rTaG_20,rTaG_30,rTaG_40,rTaG_50,rTaG_60,rTaG_70,rTaG_80,rTaG_90
,}; 
rPaG={rPaG_0,rPaG_10,rPaG_20,rPaG_30,rPaG_40,rPaG_50,rPaG_60,rPaG_70,rPaG_80,rPaG_90
,}; 
  
%how bones move: plot calculated anatomical landmarks of each flexion (add 
%to figure(1)) 
figure(1) 
for b=1:10, 
    plot3(rTaG{1,b}(1,1:4),rTaG{1,b}(2,1:4),rTaG{1,b}(3,1:4),'-+m'); hold on 
    plot3(rPaG{1,b}(1,1:4),rPaG{1,b}(2,1:4),rPaG{1,b}(3,1:4),'-+m'); hold on 
end 
title('Trackers and bones plot') 
xlabel('x-axis') 
ylabel('y-axis') 
zlabel('z-axis') 
grid on;axis equal;    
%plotting bones motion in 12 figures (5 and 3 figures for tibia and patellar, 
respectively)  
x=zeros(1,10);%vector to store angle values 
tnames={'Tibial Medial-Lateral Shift','Tibial Anterior-Posterior Draw','Tibial 
Proximal-Distal Translation',... 
    'Tibial Flexion','Tibial Abduction/Adduction','Tibial Internal/External 
Rotation',... 
    'Patellar Medial-Lateral Shift','Patellar Anterior-Posterior 
Translation','Patellar Proximal-Distal Translation',... 
    'Patellar Flexion','Patellar Lateral Rotation','Patellar Lateral Tilt'};  
ynames={'Lateral shift (mm)','Posterior draw (mm)','Distal Translation (mm)',... 
    'Extension (deg)','Abduction(deg)','External Rotation (deg)',... 
    'Lateral Shift (mm)','Posterior translation (mm)','Distal Translation (mm)',... 
    'Extension (deg)','Lateral Rotation (deg)','Lateral Tilt (deg)',};  
xname='Knee flexion angle (deg)'; 
  
for f=1:12,%figure loop must start at Figure2 
    y=zeros(1,10); 
    for k=1:10,%data loop from 0 - 90 degrees 
        x(k)=TTracker(k,1); 
        figure(f+1); 
        if f<=6 
            y(k)=Tresults(k,f); 
        else 
            y(k)=Presults(k,f-6); 
        end 
        plot(x,y,'-+m') 
    end 
    title(tnames(f)) 
    xlabel(xname) 
    ylabel(ynames(f)) 
end 
%save Presult, Tresults, tname as MAT-files 
save('Presults.mat','Presults'); 
save('Tresults.mat','Tresults'); 
save('tname.mat','tnames'); 
save('yname','ynames'); 
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D.4.3 Results 
The experimental settings and an example of the patellar and tibial motions calculated using the script 
are shown in Figure D.12. 
 
Figure D.12: (a) The experimental axes set up. (b) Examples of results as a function of knee flexion angle.  
(c) Trackers and bone plotted in 3D.
(a) Experimental axes (b) Motion results 
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Appendix E  
 
OsiriX Instruction for MRI Analysis 
E.1 Introduction 
OsiriX is an advanced image processing software package developed by OsiriX Foundation 
Switzerland. The software has been designed for visualising multidimensional images and extracting 
useful quantitative information. It is open source and can be downloaded for free from the website 
www.osirix&viewer.com. OsiriX version 4.1.2 was used on a Mac OS 10.8.2 in this study.  
This appendix briefly describes MRI image processing and data analysis to estimate subject&specific 
PFJ model inputs. The complete step&by&step instruction, including the full details of the OsiriX 
commands used for measuring knee flexion angle, muscle fibre orientations and ACSAs, are 
explained. It should be noted that this instruction does not include all applications of OsiriX and 
readers should always refer to the OsiriX technical reference and user manual, all of which can also 
be found on www.osirix&viewer.com. OsiriX commands in this Appendix are written in bold. MRI 
data sets of normal knees are used for illustration. 
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E.2 Software interface  
E.2.1 Navigation windows 
OsiriX has three main navigation windows: 
1. Database Window (Figure E.1) is used for importing and managing MRI data sets. It is the 
first window that appears after OsiriX is called. An MRI data set may contain more than one 
MRI series depending on how the data has been acquired. MRI data sets can be duplicated 
and anonymised for the purpose of inter& and intraobserver reliability study. 
2. Viewer window (Figure E.2) is opened once an MRI data series of a data set is double&clicked. 
The window is used for analysing several variables using Region of Interest (ROI) tools. All 
ROI tools used are automatically saved in the data set.  
3. 3D render window (Figure E.3) is used to visualise a 3D reconstruction data sets such as 3D 
multiplanar reconstruction (3D MPR) from a data set currently viewed in the Viewer window. 
MRI data sets can be reformatted and exported as a new series of the data set. ROI tools can 
also be used in this view, however they cannot be saved. 
 
 
Figure E.1: Database window. 
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Figure E.2: Viewer window. 
 
 
 
Figure E.3: 3D render window. 
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E.2.2 Viewer tools 
Viewer tools are used to facilitate image viewing, such as adjusting the contrast and intensity and 
assigning colour scale (Window Length (WL) & Window Width (WW)). They also include Move, 
Rotate, Pan and Zoom functions. The tools are provided in the top left corner of both Viewer 
window and 3D render window (Figure E.4). 
E.2.3 Image analysis tools 
There are many ROI tools (Figure E.4) available for drawing regions of interest and measuring (e.g. 
length and angle). The ROI tools mainly used in this study were: 
• Length – to draw lines and measure lengths 
• Angle – to measure angles 
• Oval – to draw circles required for several measurements 
• Close Polygon to draw closed polygon and measure areas 
• Pencil – to draw closed free curves and measure areas  
 
Moreover, the Propagate tool, which can be found in ROI menu, was used to apply selected ROIs to 
various slices.  
 
Figure E.4: Viewer and ROI tools. The viewer tools are on the top left corner of the window. The ROI tools can 
be called by clicking the ROI icon on the far right of the icon set. 
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E.3 MRI analysis protocol for determining muscle parameters 
The parameters required for determining the subject&specific inputs for the FEA are: 
1. Knee flexion angle 
2. Fibre orientations of the VMO, VML, RF, VI, VLL and VLO on coronal and sagittal views 
3. ACSAs of the VM, VI, VLL and VLO. 
 
MRI data sets in DICOM format are imported into the OsiriX database in the Database Window 
simply using the Import command. After that, the following three major steps were taken to measure 
the parameters. 
1. Digital reformatting of the MRI data set 
2. Identifying the quadriceps muscle groups and exporting DICOM series to the data set 
3. Measuring: 
a. Knee flexion angle 
b. Muscle fibre orientations 
c. ACSAs 
 
To anonymise the imported MRI data for inter& and intraobserver reliability study, the Anonymize 
command in the Database Window can be used.  
E.3.1 Digital reformatting of MRI data sets 
1. In the Database Window, double click the sagittal MRI series at 30 degrees of knee flexion. 
In this example, the series was named as “Sag PD Cube_30 DEGREE FLEXION”. The 
Viewer window will be open automatically showing the images of the series. 
2. In the Viewer Window, 3D MPR view is called by clicking the 3D MPR command from 
either the 3D Viewer menu or the icon bar. 
3. A new window with 3 panes, showing three orthogonal reconstruction views (from left to 
right: sagittal, transverse and coronal) will open, as shown in Figure E.5(a). Each plane has an 
axis crosshair that cross&correlates the three planes and can be manipulated by moving and 
rotating it around its axis of rotation to obtain the origin and orientation required. To move the 
crosshair, place the cursor at its intersection, hold the left&click and drag the crosshair to the 
desired position. Rotating the crosshair is done by placing the cursor on any of its arms; the 
cursor icon will change into a rotation icon (two curved arrows), then hold the left&click and 
rotate the axis as desired. 
4. On the transverse view (purple) 
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(a) Original format 
 
 
(b) Reformatted data 
Figure E.5: MRI dataset before (a) and after (b) reformatting. 
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a. Choose a slice showing the most complete cross&section of the distal femur.  
b. Rotate the crosshair to parallel the coronal plane (blue) to the posterior condylar axis. 
5. On the sagittal view (orange)  
a. Find the mid&sagittal image, in which either the whole anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) or the deepest point of the trochlear groove is found. 
b. Move the crosshair to the mid&length of the ACL. 
c. Rotate the crosshair to parallel and align the coronal axis (blue) to the posterior 
femoral diaphysis and then move the coronal plane to superimpose the axis on the 
posterior femoral diaphysis. 
6. On the coronal view (blue) 
a. Rotate the crosshair to align the sagittal axis (orange) to the anatomical femoral axis 
7. Using a viewer tool, Rotate to align the data set in each pane to the horizontal and vertical 
lines. 
8. The reformatted data is shown in Figure E.5(b). 
 
E.3.2 Identifying quadriceps muscle groups and exporting DICOM series 
to the data set 
1. DICOM series for flexion angle measurement (1 series) 
a. Export a DICOM series from the 3D MPR view prepared in the previous step by 
selecting File>Export>Export to DICOM file(s) from the menu bar or simply 
pressing cmd+E simultaneously. A DICOM Export window will open. 
b. Apply the following settings (Figure E.6) 
i. Series name: BASELINE 
ii. Quality: Best rendering 
iii. Sequence: Current image only 
iv. Click OK 
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Figure E.6: Export DICOM files from the 3D MPR view for flexion angle measurement. 
 
2. DICOM series for fibre orientation measurements (10 series) 
The transverse view is used as a reference for identifying the insertions of the muscle groups. 
Starting from the knee joint line, the VMO is the first muscle to be found, then the VML, 
RF+VL, VLO and VLL, respectively (Figure 7.13(a) to (e)). The following steps are applied 
to identify each muscle group and export DICOM series for fibre orientation measurements 
on the sagittal and coronal planes. Finally, there will be 10 DICOM series exported.   
a. Starting from the knee joint line, move the transverse plane up and down to find the 
transverse images, on which the insertion of the desired muscle group e.g. the VMO 
is found.  
b. Select one of the images as a reference. 
c. Move the crosshair of the transverse view to the approximate position of the VMO 
insertion. The images on the sagittal and coronal planes will also change due to the 
cross&correlation of the three planes and the crosshairs of the sagittal and coronal 
views will then be automatically relocated at the insertion of the muscle group on 
both views. Muscle fibre orientation on each view will be measured in relation to the 
crosshair, which has already been set to the femoral axes system in the previous step. 
d. To export DICOM series: 
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i. Click on the sagittal pane to activate it and then Export to DICOM file (s) 
using the following settings (Figure E.7): 
ii. Series name “A_SAG” while A is the name of the muscle group 
iii. Quality: Best rendering 
iv. Sequence: A series, with the following settings: Batch 
1. From/to: select some adjacent frames (for just in case the selected 
image does not show clear muscle fibre orientation).  
2. Interval: tick “same as thickness”. 
v. Format: Include all views 
vi. Click OK 
e. Click the coronal pane and Export to DICOM file (s) with series name “A_COR”. 
Apply similar settings as the above. 
f. Identify the VML, RF+VI, VLL and VLO and export DICOM series for each muscle 
on the coronal and sagittal plane using the steps above. 
3. DICOM series for ACSA measurements (1 series) 
a. Use the mid sagittal plane as a reference.  
b. Use Length to draw a horizontal line passing through the tibial plateau at about the 
ACL attachment to use as a joint line. 
c. To define a cutting level of the femur for ACSA measurement, use Length to draw 
another vertical line (about 30% of the femoral length). Place the bottom end of the 
line on the joint line (Figure E.8). 
d. Click on the transverse plane to activate it. 
e. Scroll up or down to select the transverse image corresponding to the cutting level 
defined on the sagittal plane. 
f. Export to DICOM file (s) with the following settings: 
i. Series name: CSA 
ii. Series name: BASELINE 
iii. Quality: Best rendering 
iv. Sequence: A series, with following settings: Batch 
1. From/to: select some adjacent frames  
2. Interval: tick “same as thickness” 
v. Format: Include all view 
vi. Click OK 
4. Close the 3D render window to return to the Viewer window. 
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Figure E.7: Export DICOM series for muscle orientation measurement. 
 
 
 
Figure E.8: Export DICOM series for ACSA measurements. 
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E.3.3 Flexion angle measurement 
1. In the Viewer window, double click the series BASELINE. 
2. Identify the tibial axis by using Oval to draw two circles that fit into the proximal tibia and 
the tibial shaft, respectively (Figure E.9). Then, use Length to draw a line passing through the 
centres of the circles and crossing the femoral axis (blue). This line is used use as the tibial 
axis.  
3. Use Angle to measure the angle between the femoral and tibia axis: 
a. Click on the femoral axis. 
b. Click on the intersection between the femoral and tibial axes. 
c. Click on the tibial axis. 
d. Record the measure. 
 
 
Figure E.9: Flexion angle measurement. 
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E.3.4 Fibre orientation measurements 
1. In the Viewer window, double click a series to measure the muscle orientation e.g. A_SAG or 
A_COR. 
2. Select the image in which the muscle fibres are most clearly seen. 
3. Use Angle to measure the angle between the fibre and the reference axis (crosshair): the 
coronal plane (blue) for the orientation on sagittal images and the sagittal plane (orange) for 
that on coronal images (Figure E.10). 
4. Record the measurement. 
5. Repeat the steps for all series. 
 
 
Figure E.10: Fibre orientation measurements. 
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E.3.5 ACSA measurements 
1. In the Viewer window, double click series CSA. 
2. Select the image in which the muscles are most clearly seen. 
3. Use Closed Polygon or Pencil to draw closed free&form polygon around the VM, VI, VLL 
and VLO to measure their ACSAs (Figure E.11). 
4. Record the measurements.  
 
 
Figure E.11: ACSA measurements. 
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Ethics Permit 
F.1 Ethics permit and documents 
The application of ethical approval was submitted to the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) 
Committee Lodnon&Central through the Integrated Research Application System (IRAS). The project 
was undertaken as an educational project with the following details: 
1. Full title of the research:  
Feasibility study of functional image analysis of the knee for patellofemoral disorders 
2. Applicants: 
2.1. Student: Miss Punyawan Lumpaopong 
2.2. Academic supervisor: Professor Andrew Amis 
2.3. Chief investigator: Professor Simon Donell 
3. Study sites: 
3.1. NHS site: Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital 
3.2. Non&NHS site: Imperial College London, South Kensington Campus 
4. Related documents: Ethics permit, Research proposal, Invitation, Participant information 
sheet, Participant consent form and General Practioner/consultant information sheet.   
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Figure F.1: Ethics permit (1/4). 
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Figure F.1: Ethics permit (2/4). 
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Figure F.1: Ethics permit (3/4). 
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Figure F.1: Ethics permit (4/4). 
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Figure F.2: Research proposal (1/5).  
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Figure F.2: Research proposal (2/5). 
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Figure F.2: Research proposal (3/5). 
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Figure F.2: Research proposal (4/5). 
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Figure F.2: Research proposal (5/5). 
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Figure F.3: Invitation. 
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Figure F.4: Participant Information Sheet (PSI) (1/3). 
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Figure F.4: Participant Information Sheet (PSI) (2/3). 
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Figure F.4: Participant Information Sheet (PSI) (3/3). 
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Figure F.5: Participant consent form. 
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Figure F.6: General Practitioner/consultant information sheet. 
